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INSECT MISCELLANIES. 

SECTION I. 

SENSES OF INSECTS. 

IT was well said by the distinguished Danish natu· 
ralist, Fabricius, that" nothing in natural history is 
more abstruse and difficult than an accurate descrip
tion of the senses of animals .... This inherent 
complexity of the subject appears to have induced 
Lehmann 10 undertake the investigation of the senses 
of insects t .. He collected into a focus aU that was 
known previous to his time, though he has added 
very little from his own observation; but since that 
period much has been done by Marcel de Serres, 
Wollaston, Milller, and others. 

The chief difficulty of the subject arises from the 
great physical differences which exist between ani
mals furnished with bones and warm blood, and 
insects .tbat have neither, rendering all inference from 
analogy much less to be depended on than if the . 
phys~cal structure of each were similar. When we see 
an elephant, for example, use his trunk to lift a small 
piece of money from the ground, we cannot doubt 
but that he feels the coin as plainly as we should do 
in lifting it with the hand, and hence the inference 

• Nye SamliDg as det Danske, Ike. ii. 375. 
t De SeDsiblls Extemis IDseetonun, p.l, 4to., Gottiogal, 1798, 
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that the trunk of the elephant is an organ of touch 
follows of course. But when we see an ichneumon fly 
vibrating its long antennm before the entrance of a 
bee's nest, and sometimes even inserting one or both 
of them into the hole as if to explore its contents, we 
are not thence entitled to conclude that the antennm 
are organs of touch, for they may, with as much pro
bability, be inferred to be organs of hearing employed 
to listen to sounds produced by the inhabitant of 
the nest. It would also be too hasty, as it appears 
to us, to infer that flies, gnats, and moths, are en
dowed with eyes of very quick sight, because we find 
it difficult to approach them without putting them to 
flight; for the earth-worm (Lumbricus terrestria, 
LJHN.) will retreat with similar rapidity into its 
hole when the light of a candle is thrown upon it at 
night -, though no anatomist has ever discovered its 
eyes, nor believes that it has any; and the insects al
lnded to may be' warned of the approach of danger 
by smell, by hearing, or by touch from slight changes 
in the currentl of air, as probably as by sight. 
Analogy, it would thence appear, is very apt to mis
lead; and as we have little else to go upon in the 
aubject of the senses in insects, we can leldom as
certain the facts with minute accuracy, and must rest 
contented with probabilities and approximations to 
the truth. 

Respecting one point there can be no doubt,
namely, that an object must always be present in order 
to produce a sensation or feeling; light and colours 
being in this manner the objects of the sense of see
ing, and sound of the sense of hearing. In man the 
impression made by light upon the eye or by sound 
upon the ear passes along peculiar nerves to the 
brain, a.~ the signal from a distant telegraph is 
communicated to a metropolis. In insects we may 

• J.B. 
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SUpPOBB impressions upon the eye 
ear are only conveyed to the next nervous centre 
(ganglion), since they possess no general brain simi
lar to ours, but a number of central points in different 
parts of the body where the adjacent nerves unite-. 
Whether, also, insects possess one set of nerves for 
feeling and another set for motion, as Mr. Charles 
Bell hap; c1hzenvered to be thn 
larger BP;meynS to be R."""'''H'''''' 
anaJogc1y ns to conclude 
have similar. B. 
the mnHt in which we 
subject examine the 
organs, and the probable action of objects upon these. 
It appears to be the most convenient order to begin 
with the Sense of Touch, and then to take up Taste. 
Smen, Hearing, and Vision, in succession. 

• See Insect Transformations, pp. 400 and 139. 



CHAPTER I. 

SENSE OF TOUCH. 

THOUGH we may entertain considerable doubts of the 
accuracy of the poet's observation, when he says the 
spider 

" Lives in each tbread, and feels alODg the line," 

there can be no question that the legs of spiders pos
sess considerable powers of touch, so far as resistance 
is concerned; for in constructing, and still more in 
repairing, their webs, they never advance a step with
out making sure of the strength of what· has been . 
already completed. They are not even always con
tent with pulling the threads for this purpose, but 
frequently let themselves down like a plummet from 
the thread whose strength they wish to try, and bob 
backwards and forwards with the whole weight of 
the body. But that the acuteness with which the 
motion of the threads is felt, when a fly is caught in 
the net, chiefly governs the motions of the spider in 
seizing it, we doubt for several reasons. Spiders, for 
example, are furnished with not less than six, though 
more commonly with eight, eyes of sparkling bril
liancy, and placed in a very prominent situation; and 
these we should be apt to look upon as in part su
perfluous, were the sense of touch so exquisite as is 
generally believed. We have tried numerous experi
ments by moving and vibrating the lines of the webs 
of many species, 80 88 to imitate as nearly 88 possible 
the entrapment of a fly; but in no case have we 
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succeeded in bringing the spider to the spot. because, 
as we inferred. her eyes aI ways detected our attempted. 
deception. But when .. fly is held near a web aud 
made to buz, the spider in most C8IeI will peep from 
her lurki~hole. to look whether it has not been 
caught in aome of the lines or meshes not under her 
.view. proving that the seDSe of heariag is as acute 
and useful in such cues as either vision or touch. 
It appears, further, that a small spider ascertains by 
touch the superior strength of a blow-fly or. large 
syrphus which may chance to be caught in its web, 
hesitating long before venturing to attack it, and 
sometimes never venturing at all,-a circumstsnce 
we have often remarked, and we have frequently, be· 
sides, repeated the experiment of putting large flies 
in the webs of small spiders with similar results·. 

The stretching out of the legs of the long-bodied 
spider (Tetragnnt,ka vtensa, LATa.), when it places 
itself in the centre 011ts geometric web, appears to 
have given origin to the opinion under review: though 
it may be remarked that it does not spread its legs 
around so as to take cognizance of as many lines as 
possible, but. on the contrary, huddles them into a 
close bundle, more apparently with the view of mak
ing them appear motionleslll.lld lifeless than IICtively 
OIl the alert. Thill view il fltill more strongly proved. 
by the cil'OO.m&tanee, that when tbis spider is DOt on 
its web watchiag for prey, but resting OIl • wall,« 
in the fuld ~ a leaf, it Itretehea out its legs in t.he 
same IIlaIlner. 

The long-legged. house spider (PWCW ~. 
-gioWu, W.u.CK..) mar be referred fa al giving trlO1'e 
coun~l)ance m the optRion, becau.se it not ooIy aplM 
a very looae irregular web in the 4!OrBeft of waHlI, but 
keeps its legs lipread about 88 if ott purpose to feel 
~e lOON readily when. all, thing is caught. We 

.J.&. 
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may remark, however, that both its sight and hear
ing seem to be still more acute than its touch, for its 
eyes are more than usually prominent and closely 
grouped, and the faintest hum of a gnat puts it on 
the alert. It" requires, indeed, no little" agility to 
seize these, particularly the .vibrating gnat (CkiTO'lW
mUBmotitator, FUlL), which we have observed to 
be its chief prey, as the slightest movement or the 
faintest noise puts these gnats to flight; and hence 
we infer that the very long legs of this spider are 
intended more for pursuit than for feeling*. 

Loal·leged HUH 8pider (PAolea pAoJPgioitla). 

It appears to us, that a much stronger proof of the 
acuteness of touch in spiders may be derived from 
the manner in which they construct their webs. They 
must use their eyes indeed, in planning their frame
works; but they cannot be guided by sight in the 
details, for the spinneret, whence they draw their 
threads, being situated behind, they must depend in 
a" great measure on the tact of this organ for the 
accuracy of their workmanship. The soft. yielding 
consistency, and the papillary form of this wonderful 
organ, indeed, seems to indicate its being well adapted 
for an instrument of touch t. But the claws them-

• J. R. t See Wect Architecture, page 33~. 
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selves must also have this sense in perfection; for in 
making the various rays. as well as the cross lines of 
a geometric net, the spider always guides the thread 
from the spinneret by one of its hind claws,. which· 
it cannot possibly see with anyone of its eyes, as 
these are all placed forwards on the head. The ex
quisite workmanship of these webs, thus woven as i' 
were in the dark, indicates that the sense of touch 
by which alone it can be accomplished must be pecu
liarly delicate. 

In the family of the harvest spiders (PAalan
gioidtB) , which have only two eyes, aud do not 
spin webs, the long legs are used not only to escape 
from enemies and pursue prey, but to explore, by 
touch, the objects among which they travel. That 
the very long legs of these insects are endowed with 
much nervous power, appears from their continuing to 
move for many hours after being accidentally detached 
from the body·, a circumstauce which we have fre
quently witnessed with wonder, and which could no' 
well occur if these creatures possessed a brain. On 
the other hand, most beetles, it is probable, aud the 
various moths, make little use of their feet to explore 
the things around them. There are Dlany other 
insects, however, which seem to have feet little less 
exquisitely formed, as organs of touch, than the 
human hand, if softness and elasticity be taken as 
the standards of comparison. ' 

The insects to which we allude are those which 
live among grass and herbage, comprehending a few 
beetles (Ckrysomelidm, etc.), most two-winged. flies 
(Diptera), and, if we mistake not, all the crickets and 
grasshoppers (GryUidtB, etc.) The foot of the com
mon fiy bas been shown by Sir Everard Home and 
Mr. Bauer to be admirably adapted for climbing upon 

• Latreille, Jl/[oDograpbie des Fauebeurs, His&. des Foul'JDi., 
pap 311. 
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glass, even when the body hangs downwards -, and 
it is also finely adapted, both as a brush and as a 
comb, for cleaning the body and wings t; but it is 
DO less fitted for being an organ of touch, from its 
softness and flexibility. Amongst the locusts (Lo. 
crutidtS), however, this structure is more conspicuous 
from the greater size of the insects, the terminal por. 
tion of the foot being not only furnished with a move
able claw, but with two 80ft round palms, if we may 
call them so, which must greatly assist in feeling the 
nature of the surface over which the insect walks. 
Even in insects of smaller size, as the musk beetle 
(Ceranaby~ adoralfU, DB GEBIl), and the catcll·weed 

a 

• ~Glk b .. tle (cWtJM!t" "'nIt",). 
b Catch.weed beede (7llll4rcM tenebricom) • 

• 8" Inleet TranlCormatiollllt p. 390.1. It Is ript to mention 
that a paper hu been recently read at the Linnean Society, in 
which tbe principle of Auction, by wbich the fly is said to bold 
on against gravity, is disproved. See Taylor's Philosophical 
Mapzine. 

t J. Rennie, in Jouroal of Royal Institution, for Oct. 1830. 

Digitized by Goog Ie 
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beetle (Timarcka tenebriCOla, MBGBRLB), this struc
ture of the feet is very obvious without the aid of a 
glass, which is required in observing the palms of the 
two-winged flies (Diptera). 

In some other beetles, again, whose horny covering 
would seem to preclude them from possessing the 
means of touch over the surface of their body like the 
softer animals, and which even have their legs equally 
horny and stiff. we may observe, that a beautiful pro
vision is made for the sense of touch in a long, mBny
jointed, flexible claw at the termination of the foot. 
This is particularly remarkable in the common dung 
beetle (Geotrupu .tercorarius), in which the flexibi
lity and easy motion of the jointed claw contrasts 

. strikingly with the apparently awkward stiflhess of 
the other joints, and indeed of the whole body. 

According to the greater number of naturalists, 
however, the two chief organs of touch in insects are 
the antennle and palpi, both of which have been in 
popular language termed leelert. Latreille calls the 
palpi amen.nulu*. Leaving the antennle to be dis
cussed in our chapter on Hearing, we shall only 
at present attend to the palpi, which are usually 
four in number. These organs are small and gene
rally cylindrical, consisting of from one to six joints, 
one palpus being implanted in each of tbe two lower 
jaws, and the remaining two being attached to the 
lower lip, as exhibited in p. 43, fig. a. The former, 
or uPIM:r pair, are, in most .cases, a joint longer 
than the under, so as that they may all four, when 
bent down, reach to the ground at the same time. 
They are most commonly smooth, and end in a softish 
point; but in some cases they are covered with hair 
(CopriB, Cicindela, «tc.). The only organs, in the 
higher animals, which seem analogous to these, are the 
whiskers (JTibrisBtB) in the cat, the seal, and the night-

. • ~gne Animal, iv. 301, edit. 1829. 
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jar (NgticMlidon EUf'optBIU. RENNlt), and the ap
pendages at the lips of the cod-fish (GadU8 morhua), 
the surmullet (MullU8 barbatus). and some others. 
This want of analogous organs in other animals of 
course renders our investigation of the WJe of the 
palpi in insects muoh more difficuU. 

itl« beetle ('--' C".,) OIl Ibe wi ..... 

• • TH IiNr palpl. or 1IIl1euul-. 

Bonsdorf, in his singular tract upon the use of 
the palpi, endeavours to show that they are organs 
of smell .; Knoch imagined that the upper pair were 

• De F ••• e' VIII Palporum illluectis. 

Digitized by Goog Ie 
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for smelling, and the lower pair for taating; while 
Lehmann says, that .. whoever undertakes to deny 
that they are organs of touch, proves thereby that he 
has not observed living insects .... Ouviert and Du
meril t express a similar opinion, supported chiefly by 
the observation, that most insects, when they walk, 
apply their palpl Incessantly, or very often, to the 
surfaee upon which they are moving; while spiders 
sometimes employ them as legs, and scorpions 88 

hands. They are always put in great activity when 
the insect is feeding. 

To us the most probable opinion appears to be, 
that the pal pi may be used somewhat in the same 
way as we employ our lips and tongue, both 88 in
struments of touch and of taste; their situation near 
the mouth suggesting this, though they are otherwise 
Httle analogous in site or structure. This opinion is 
supported by the consideration that one of the chief 
employments of insects being the search after food, 
they are thence led to apply their palpi inCl!llsantly 
for its discovery, and also for ascertaining its capa
bility of being consumed, should the discovery be 
originally made by means of smell. In this respect 
insects act much in the same manner as the human 
infanL Every body must have remarked, that a 
7,0ung child carries every thing to its mouth, whether 
It be hungry or not, and the- only desip of this 
seems to be the examination of the object. We may 
often; indeed, see a child pressing its gums with 
whatever comes in its way, to allay the uneasy lIen
sations occasioned by the protruding teeth; but even 
when this is not the case, it carefully tries every 
thing both with the mouth and with the hands, hold
ing the object at different distances from the eye, 

• De Sensibll. Exlernis, }'age 38. 
t Anatomie Com par. iI. 676. 

~ Considerationl giBeral .. , p. 9. 
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and grasping it in various directions and positions. 
In a word, instead of being, as most people suppose, 
engaged in an idle and unprofitable amusement, the 
infant is employed in eager study and examination, 
in order. to learn the effects of the qualities of objects 
upon its senses. The insects, on the other hand, are 
too short-lived to require the same multifarious know
ledge of hardness, softness, distance. and form, and 
hence they only employ their palpi in examining 
what may be proper or improper for food. 

An important organ of touch in insects, as it 
appears ~ us, has been altogether overlooked by 
naturalists. We refer to the surface of the wings, 
minutely furnished, as they appear to be, with nerves 
for this express purpose. It must be this, indeed, 
which, in a great measure, serves to direct their 
ftight, as the focus of their eyes appears, according 
to our ideas of senses, to be too short for this pur
pose. We have elsewhere remarked, that the marsh 
fritillary butterfly (Militma Artemis, OCHSENH.) 

seldom flies beyond the field in which it is pro
duced .; but this is not so remarkable in insects 
of slow and heavy flight, and in a field hedged in, 
as in those of rapid flight and restless disposition, 
in the open country. We remarked, for several weeks, 
near S1. Adresse, in Normandy, a very limited spot, 
close by the sea, to be daily frequented by about half a 
dozen of the clouded yellow butterfly (Colias Edusa, 
STEPHENS), which seemed to make a regular circuit, 
and return again, altogether independent of the direc
tion of the wind. against which they often made way. 
Now, as they often rose to so considerable a height 
that they must have lost sight of the ground, we con
clude that they guided their flight more by the weight 
of the superincumbent air than by the direction of 
the wind-an inference rendered more probable by 

• See Chapter on MigratioDs. 
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their never being seen on the heights which there 
rise steeply from the shore *. 

II Clouded yellow butterlly (ColilU Ed,",,). male. 
h Pale·clouded butterlly (ColiIU Hyal.). female. 

It is, probably, in part through the infonnation de
rived from the varied impression of air on the wings 
that bees can return so unerringly to their hives; and 
hence the reason of their flying in curves and circles 
both when they depart and return, a circumstance 

-J.R. 
c 

Di, e'byCoogle 



which Huber more particularly remarked in the queen-
Whl"ll she the hIve forF,he purym88 ofhfslrlng. 

Carrier pigeons, we have also remarked, employ the 
same circular mode of flight, both in departing from 

unhnGwn stGtiOftfsnh in ,sfrlving ft their h,rme 
ttom a ilistance. 

These facts are strikipgly illustrated by the extra-

~:~~~~a~ ilvllansegiO~o~~~~e P:~~B:!y b!1~S' SGhich 

seDse disti.nct f~om any fouJ?d iJ? other an!mals; 
tu }Aetisfy Fgmself gpon tlW3 pOlnt, perzGKwed 

many "mel eXIlerimenKe, He f~:mJld b"ts",hen 
blindfolded, and even when their eyes are deStroyed 
,!ltogeth,r and l,athe£ il1ued GGIlr the s~cketsz, ca~ 
"£2y ner£[h as as Kmzore, can f,gOld their 
flight the smallest threads and other objects hung 
~p t~ interrupt them •. T~ey can even dart throu&"h .a 
Kzole In net z:urtalg, large IlZ,ougIl b, u"£2mlt 
their passage, and that without previous examination. 
They can likewise thread the mazes of a cavern, 

;:i~~~~; t:u~:i~ :~~'i:~i~~~s Wh!:e h;::::~z:mi d~~ 
stroyed the ears and nostrils, as well as the eyes, of 
bIlts, founil that coul:1 dirfft their night 
z:qually mell. 

The correctness of these statements was verified 
by Prutz:ssor of G:::nevm u::d bf bil' A. C::rlisle. 
who rrp::ated experiment:: hut it mIlS C::GI,"r, if 
we mistake not, who first gave a plansible explanation 
gf thegL He IlG::siderr the of the b:£,t analo"£2ous 
tw thz: l±rnd, thIl ilLgers ::::ry muz:h elo::l±'!ted. 
and united by membrane; and as it is not only of 
~ea~ ex~en!, compared with the body, but is one 
z:ontl:mIlli bSrLZ: of sensihlz: nerv:::££, co
vered with a tine skin. furrowed like that on the 
human fingers, the delicacy of its touch is by no 
mean:, p:z:arvz:Huz:s. this correct: the hHIlded 
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bat is guided wholly by the impression of the air on 
its wings: and yet we have observed bats, confined 
in a hou., beat themselves against the windowlI. as 
",ild birds and bees will do. though never against the 
walls". Miln has the lI&II1e means of knowledge in a 
sligbt degree: for it is easy in the dark to say when 
one approaches a wall. by the impression of the air 
on the face. The faculty in the bat of pertaiving. 
and being able to avoid such obstructions. is a pro
vision of creative wisdom well worthy of our notice, 
as the creature, alwa1s flying in the twilight aud in 
the night, could not well depend on ita eyes in avoid
ing oijects duriog its rapid flight in punuit of noc
turnal moths. M9th., and most ni(Jh~f1ying iusecta; 
posseaa this faculty in an inferior degree. Beetles, 
indeed. seem to be deficien' either in the power of 
perceiYing objects or of avoiding them, as they often, 
during the twilight, dash against the traveller, (from 
which originated the proverb of .. blind. as a beetle "), 
but we haft Defer obgerved any of the night moth. 
thus deceived. 

The feeliog of the various degrees of temperature, 
whether hot or cold. is 80 different from the other per
ceptions of touch, that some naturalists, amoog whom 
are DarwiD and Fleming, refer it to a peculiar sense. 
As insects appear to be extremely Buac:eptible of 
varying temperature, we mus' riot pass it over with
out notice. Dr. Fleming distinguishes what he terms 
the senae of beat from touch by its Dot requiring. like 
the laUer, any muscular efrort for ita eX8I'C1se t. That 
there are peculiar nervea in various parts of the skin 
appropriated to the perceptioD of heat, Dr. Darwin 
thinks is proved by the heat of a furnace giving no 
pain to ~e nerYe of the eye, While it scorches and 
paiua the parts adjacent. Warm water, again. or warm 

• J. R. t PbilOlOpllyof Zoology, i. 111. 
02 
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oil, wben poured into the ear, gives no pain to the 
nerves of hearing, and its W&1'Dlth is not even per
ceived by them, though· it may be hot enough to scald 
tbe external orifice. He evidenUy does not, in this, 
make any account of tbese nerves being deep-seated. 

Whetber tbese facts, and otbers· of a similar kind, 
are sufficient to authorise us to consider the sense of 
beat distinct from tbat of touch, we shall not here 
stop to determine, but content ourselves with men
tioning a few circumstances upon the subject, derived 
from the observation of insects. Ants, for example, 
are so delicately sensible of cold, that the finest day 
will not tempt tbem to place their eggs, or pupe, at 
the top of the nest, should the air be chill; and it was 
remarked so long ago as the time of Pliny, that, pre
viously to bad weather, they are all in a bustle to se
cure their eggs, forewarned, no doubt, by the percep
tion of an altered temperature. In the interesting 
proceedings of bees when swarming, as we shall 
afterwards see, temperature, it would appear, is of the 
utmost importance, so much so that Huber ascribes 
to increased beat, arising from the agitation of bees 
in a hive, the immediate cause of a body of emigrants 
leaving the parent hive-; and even on ordinaryocca
sions the working bees, while collecting honey in the 
fields, are so feverishly afraid of bad weather. that a 
single cloud passing over the lun will cause them to 
make a precipitate retreat homewards. 

The only analogous circumstance wbich we recol
lect al occurring in man witb regard to the foresight of 
bad weather, is found in tbe wandering pains in the 
limbs experienced by persons subject to gout or rheu
matism, which are felt so distinctly, some time before 
rain or increased cold, as to ·enable.the patients to 
predict a change with the utmost certainty; and we 

• Hllber. on Bees,lp. 184. 
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doubt Dot that it i. from some such feelings that ants, 
beea. and other insects. are obsened to provide for a 
coming change. 

According to BieB, his friend D'Isjonval obaerved 
spiders to have 80 good a knowledge of the weather 
that. when it was wet and windy they spun only very 
short linea; "but when a lIpider spins a long thread 
there is a certainty of fine weather for at least. ten or 
twelve days afterwards·."" Without going the 
length," says Kirby, .. of deeming this important 
enough to regulate the mareh of armies or the sailing 
of fl~ or of proposing tbat the first appearance of 
these barometrical spiders in spring should be an
nounced by the sound of trumpet, I have reascJn to 
suppoae, from my own obsemtioDS, tbat his state
ments are in the main accurate, and &hat a very good 
idea of the -wather may be formed fioJn aitending to 
these insects tl' 

This theory, as it. appears to us, may be supported 
80 far a. the winds are conceraed at the time the 
flame-work of the web is constrUcted. but not fur
ther. This frameWork, being the most difficult. part 
of the stmcture, is always taken much care of; 
and st~tagthened from time to time with additional 
lines; so that, when not accidentally broken. it 
may last for many days, and serve for the basis of 
many successive nets destroyed by entrapped in
Bects, or other causes. In such cases, it is not of 
course nried to suit the ftlJing weather. The 
longest line of frame-work we remember to have 
tll!en, was that of the orange spider (Afranm allran
ti4, 'OLITlU), which was thrown from the branch of 
an elm on the Boulevard du Mont Parnasse at Paris, 
a distance of four or five yards, and fixed to the 
ground. The spot being sheltered by the adjacent 
uee&, it would appelt that the spidel' conld not other-

• Flore des lnaectophiles, Notes luppl. p.134. t Intr.i.420. 
03 
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wise form a base line than by dropping itself down 
from the branch; but. unfortunately for the theory. a 
high wind. accompanied by rain. set in within a few 
hours after we had observed the web. which must have 
bien rent by the first blast. In the case of a long
bodied spider (Tetragnatka utensa). whose proceed
ings we watched every day for more than"a month in 
a garden at Lee. the base line of the web was uni
formly placed bet\feen two posts. about five feet high. 
so long as the wind was either north or south. t.he 
direction in which they stood; and of course the line 
was always of the same length. whether the wind was 
light or boisterous. From the line lying across the 
garden path. it was broken every day and renewed at 
night. When the wind changed to east or west, how

"ever, there being no elevated object quite near to 
which to attach the base line, it was floated in"a slop
ing direction till it fixed on some of the plants in the 
flower borders, and in that case was often more than 
thrice its former length, whether it was calm or not. 
The only probable "reason of. these base lines being 
short in windy weather. is, that the floating line is 
carried more rapidly to an adjacent object, and when 
that object is distant, the spider by repeated trials 
finds that it cannot stand against the storm, and, as 
in all other cases of insufficient strength, it is broken 
by her and abandoned. We have never observed 
anything, in a long acquaintance with \ spiders, to 
indicate that they have any other knowledge of the 
weather than this·. " 

One circumstance in the economy of spiders, con
nected with this subject, we may mention as curious. 
It is well known that the whole tribe are, essentially, 
night insects, though we might imagine they would 
be more successful in their captures during the day, 
when more insects are abroad and on the alert. It 

• J.B. 
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would not, indeed, be then so easy to secure a fly, 
when animated with the enlivening influence of ~he 
sunshine, and the web would stand the chance of 
more frequent and extensive breaches. But · be the 
causes what they may, spiders most usually hunt in 
the night; and, as we have remarked, also in the 
day, during cloudy weather; for during bright sun
shine, it is rare to see one making or mending a 
web·. Whether this singularity arises from the effect 

Red Wldenrillg (CawCGlG Nw.pta). 

• J. R. 
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I. 
produced by moist air on their orgahs of touch, o. 
whether it arises from the diminution of ligh~ upon 
their eyt!s, wa aannot ~U. 

That it is no~ the quantity of light alone which' 
regulaU!s the movements of many insecls by day or 
by night, ap(M!ahl from several facts. Some iosech, 
for example, appear onl, durin8' particular hours of 
the day, though th.ligh~ before and after is muah 
the same. We haTe thus observed that the clouded 
yellow butterfly (ColiasEdusa) does not fly before ten, 
and goes to rest soon after four o'clock-. The red 
underwing moth (CatooGltJ Nupta, SCHRANK), again, 
has always been obsemd. only about six or seven 
o'clock in the morning, and never at any other time. 

Some of the smaller beetles (Hoplim) are only to 
be observed swarming before noon, when they all 
disappeart; as do most of the gnats, after dlt.llcing 
for an hour or two at sunset. That these mOYements 
are rather periodical than depending on either the de
gree of light or heat, is rendered probable by close 
analogies derived ftom plants. The Star of Bethle
hem (Omitlwgalum ttmbelltdum), for example, ex
pands its. flowers about eleven, and closes, them at 
three in the afternoon, displaying its beauties about 
two hours less than the clouded yellow butterfly. 
The goats' beard (Tragopogon pratemu) is still more 
remarkable from closing its petals at mid-day, and 
hence its provincial name ofGo-tD-bed-at-noon. That 
light, however. is one of the most common agents 
of these changes appears from the ingenious experi
ments of Decandolle, made at the Jardin des Plantes 
in an underground cellar, illuminated by lamps giving 
a light equal to fifty-four ordinary wax candles. By 
lighting these lamps he was able to produce the 
opening of the flowers of the Star of Bethlehem at 
pleasure, and also of &be sea chamomile (Anthemu 

• J. R. t LieD. TraDs. v.2r,6. 
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maritima), which keeps its flowers closely shut in the 
night; but he could produce no artificial effect with the 
strongest light upon several species of wood sorrel 
(O.:ealis strieta and o.ralia inearnata), whose flowers 
and leaves are both folded up at night. With the 
sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica) again he succeeded 
in so completely changing the hour of closure, that 
on the third day from being placed in'the lighted 
cellar, it began to fold its leaves in the morning and 
open them in the evening-. 

Insects are also peculiarly sensible to electric 
changes in the atmosphere, though we do not find 
facts sufficient to bear out all the speculations of 
M. D'isjonval upon this subject. Kirby and Spence 
tell us, that "when the atmosphere is in a' highly 
electrified state, and a tempest is approaching, insects 
are usually most abundant in the air, especially 
towards the evening; and many species may then be 
taken which are not at other times to be met with: 
but before the storm comes on, all disappear, and 
you will scarcely see a single individual upon the 
wing." They conjecture, that the organs destined for 
perceiving these electric changes are the antennm. 
particularly those furnished with a lateral bristle. and 
the plumose and pectinated ones. from this form 
seeming to be calculated to act on the electricity and 
moisture of the atmosphere, .. which. in certain states 
and proportions. may certainly indicate the approach 
of a tempest, or of showers, or a rainy season. and 
may so affect these organs as to enable the insect to 
make a sure prognostic of any approaching change; 
and we know no other organ that is so likely to have 
this power t." 

This conjecture is. no doubt. ingenious. though 
there is no plausible circumstance to support it besides 

* Medical Review, vol. vi. 
t Ilitr. iv. 246. 
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the pecuUar fortns of the anien019. We should be 
more disposed to refer to the hairs with which the 
bodies of most insecta are beset, and which, from the 
analogy of quadrupeds. may be presumed to be acted 
00 by atmospherical elecUicity. This is rendered 
more probable from the feelings which most persona 
experience during "thunder-storm, lthich cannot be 
referred to any circllmscribed organ as light is to the 
eye, but to .. certain ~ sensation of ne"ous 
languor or uneasiness diffused through the body. 
Bees. it may be remarked, which exhibit the most 
acute feelings of electrio changes. are among the 
most hairy of all. insecta, while their thick bent 
antennllt do not cOJTe8pondto t.hose whieh Kirby 
dl!ems best adapted for detecting electricity. It is 
but right to state, however. that it is added by the 
author--" upon this head I wish to make no positive 
&Bsertion. I 001,. suggest; the probability sf the 
opinion-.. ' 
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TABft IN JNSBCTI. 

IT bas been concluded by several naturaUata that blrda 
are destitute of the faculty of taste, because the tongue 
of some is in part formed of bone or gristle, and in 
allis rigid and dry. particularly in birds which feed 
on grain·, By the !.lame mode of inference we might 
be led to decide that insects are also without taste, 
because the organs in them~ which appeal' anal0g0ua 
to the tongue and palate, are, in many eases, dry 
and horny, But, unfortunately for these conjec
tures, th., habits of the animals demonstrate that 
they are endowed with this sense, in many casea, 
in as great perfection as the theorists themaelves. 
Without taste, indeed. no animal could continue ita 
existence; alJd, consequently, it is indispensable to 
all organiled beings, though its peculiarities cannot 
always be traced to the structure or form of the 
organs. In cattle, and animalll which feed on green 
herbs, the tongue ill both large and studded with 
large tasters (Papilltr), abundantly moilltened with 
saliva, and also, as Blumenbach dillcovt'red, with a 
peculiar mucus t, In herbivorous animals thie Ie 
more Itecessary than in those which feed upon flesh; 
for the variety of herbs is so great, and they often 
grow so promjscuouslytogether; that, had t'Bttie not an 
acutt'ness and nicety of taste in distinguishing, they 
_ight frequently be poisoned. This, however .... rely 

• Montara, OrDith. Diet., Inu. 
t Specimen Hiat. Nat., p. 4, ac. 4to. Gotti ... , 1811. :. 
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happens, for (with a few exceptions, such as the pro
pensity of some quadrupeds to crop the young shoots 
of the yew,) nothing will induce them to eat any 
plant which is not their natural food; and we have 
frequently remarked that when cut herbage was given 
to domestic animals they would toss aside the species 
they did not like, and even reject them when they 
accidentally got into their mouths w~th others. Grass 
is very commonly eaten by them all; but of other' 
plants, the horse, the cow, the sheep, the goat, and 
the hog make each their favourite selections,-the 
goat, for example, feeding greedily on the water
hemlock (Cicuta l1ir08a), which is a deadly poison 
to cows·. ' 

Inl!(!cts, it would , appear, are still nicer than cattle 
in their selection of food, and of course in the 
acuteness oftheir taste. ,The caterpillar of the antler 
moth (C/w,rtBul! graminiB, STEPHENS), though it 
feeds on a variety. of grasses, and sometimes com
mits such rayagt'.s, in the meadows' of Sweden as to 
endanger the lives of the cattle for want offood, does 
not ,touch the fox-tail grass (Alopecurus); yet to us 
the leaves ofthis grass taste little, ifanything, different 
from some of those which it so greedily devours. 
The caterpillar of. the ringlet-butterfly (Hipparckia 
Hyperantkus, F:'BB .. ), again, feeds only on one spe
cies of grass, the, ann,ual poa (Poa annua), while 
the caterpillar of the gate-keeper (H. Pa;mpkilus) 
confines itself to the dog's-tail grass (CynOBUrus 
cristatlls) t. 

De Geer remarked that a sort of caterpillar, found 
indifferently on the poplar and the sallow, would only 
eat the leaves of the sort of tree on which it was 
hatched; for those hatched on the poplar would ra-

• See LinulIlus, Lachesis Lapponica '; 'Horticultural Journ. 
p. 242; and Insect Transformations, p. 18. 

t Stewarl'. Elementa, ii. 131--611. 
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6 

The lDonal poarrUI, with llie rioglet butter8y (HipparclaiaH!lPertJftlllw,), 
a, upper aide; b, uDder aide. 

ther die of hunger than touch the leaves of the sa\low~ 
~nd ,,;ce-'Ver8a - • We have observed a delicacy of taste 
still more remarkable in the caterpillar of the small 
ermine moth (Yponomeuta padella)t. By far the 
most striking fact, however, connected with this 
seeming fastidiousness occurs among insects which 

• Memoires, i. 319. 
t See Insect Transformations, p. 205. 

D 
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suck the blood of larger animals; though we do not 
recollect that what we refer to has been noticed by 
naturalists. Our attention was directed to the cir
cumstance many years ago in Scotland. where the 
midge (Culicoidu punctata, LATR,). a very small 
kind of gnat, was 80 very troublesome to Ii party of 
hay-makers. that It was with difficulty they could 
continue their work; yet, notwithsbmding the gene
ral attack made by the insectl wherever they could 
find a spot of uncovered skin. oae individual among 
the hay-makers was never touched. while the llkin of 
hi. companions was covered witb bites as if scourged 
with net~les. It was evident, therefore. that the 
midges. though otherwise ~pparently indiscriminate 
in their attacks, did not reUsb the blood of this in
dividual. from lIome unknown peculiarity of constitu
tion or of disease -. The midge is not so trouble
some in the neigbbourqood of London as the gnat. 
Derham 811.Y8, 'I these "Dats are ~eedy bloodRuckers. 
and very troublesome wbere numerous. as they are 
in some plat.ees pear the Tha~s. particularly in the 
breach wate ... tbat have lately fallen near us in the 
parish of DapnblUlJ. where I found them so vexa
tious that I was gilld to get out of these marshes: 
yea. I have seen bpl-ses so stung with them. that they 
have had drops of blood all over their bodies where 
they were wounded by them. Among us in Essex 
they are caJled Nidiotst." 

A similar selection of individuals even of the same 
species is very remarkable In the ox-breeze fly (HypO
dfJf'fntJ BomB, LATR.), which always prefers young 
cattle of two or three years old. and avoids old cattle 
In depositing ita eggs, as if aware that her progeny 
would find it harder to penetrate an old, tough hide, 

• J. R. 
t Pbysico-Tbeology, Book iv. Co lJ, No. u. See also lrioutret, 

Tbealt. IDleCt., siii, 8a. 
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_hile &£&£¥'lwise fiu'e worse Uh¥'l1f 
effected a lodgmen' -; but whether this &election is 
made through the medium of taste, smell. touch, or 
vision, we have no means of ascertaining. 

The midge, however, is by no means peculiar in 
its apparent capriciousness of taste ~ for the llame 
preference and antipathy is exhibited most of the 
Other insects. Of t"o 

heen together for 
on a nnlnnhliTnn. and who slept 
bed-chaml.nhhh, ¥'lmrning one was 
with red fmm the attacks of 
bug (U'dftZ¥'l¥'l thft?ZViffi.naiil. LATa.), wfi 
was quiP?h uUiouch¥'lh t. Stewart says that this mite 
chiefly attacks wonten and children t. 

RlI'ftIt.bug (Lept .. IJIII ... nolil). greaUy magnified. 

A species of this family (Acarina), probably the 
red tick (Pediculm coccinem, SCOPOlll). or a mite 
(Leptua Phala!?hig), described by De G¥'l¥'l?, 
to, be itrkdiscriminate in 
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during the summer· of 183(} we fouridit at Havre de 
Grace, infesting insects of the most different families. 
It particularly abounded on the marbled butterfly (Hip
parckia Galatkea, LEACH), so that many of them 
were scarcely able to fly from the exhaustion caused by 
these little blood-suckers; and so pertinaciously did 
they retain their hold, that several of them now'ad
here to the specimens of the butterfly in our cabinet. 

Marbled butter4y (HiptHJrcAiI1 GtJIGtMtJ) and caterpillar. 

What was most remarkable, although the ringlet 
butterfly (H. HlIperantkus) was plentiful at the same 
time, and is similar in food and habits, not one of 
the parasites was found on some hundreds which we 
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caught expressly to ascertain tbl! fact. Thill appears 
the more strange. that several dragon flie. (Libellu
lina, MAt: Luy) were found as much infested With 
them as the marbled butterfly. We also more tban 
once tbund them on field crickets, ants. and beet1e8t 
and once on a harvest spider (PlaGltlngfum Opilio)-. 
Another lpecies (GtMIItmU Coleoptratontfn, FUL) 
indiscriminately infests the common dllng-beetle and 
the humble-bee (B011Ilnu terrm,;,), 10 as often to 
deatroy tbem; a circumstance which, from its fre
quent occurrence. may have caught the obserntion of 
persons who otherwise pay little attention to insects. 

The parasite which thus infests the bee and thl! 
dung·beetle, however, is not 10 pertinacioul ill ad
hering to its vietim as those which died of hunger 
rather than quit our butterfly specimens. The bee 
mite, on the contrary, though not very easily dislodged 
while the insect is alive. immediately scampers off as 
lOOn as it dies, and even long before, when it becomes 
aickly from the irritation of the numbers by which it 
is infested, as we have often witnessed by confining 
insects thus attacked. Whether this arises from their 
finding it more difficult to penetrate the skin, or from 
their not relilhing the diseased fluids, we cannot tell 
That the latter is the more probable reason, appears 
from another curious fact connected with our im
mediate subject, namely, that fleas and other para
sitic insects never infest a person who is near death ; 
and 10 frequently has this been observed, that it 
has become one of the popular signs of approach
ing dissolution. This is in all probability caused by 
the alteration in the state of the fluids idlJDediately 
under the skin, either in quality or quantity. It must 
be upon the same principle that women and children 
are always more infested with the bed-bug (Cimez 
lectulariw) and other parasitic insectSt than old men, 

-J.R. 
DB 
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whose subcutaneous fluids· are scanty, and their 'skin; 
in consequence, more rigid and dry. 

That insects correct their sense of smell by means 
of taste appears from, numerous observations.' Leh
mann,for example, tells us, that being taken ill while 
he was eagerly studying the senses of insects, and 
was using a bitter decoction of wormwood,. he ob
served a fly (Musca domestica) pounce upon a bit of 
sugar which had been accidentally moistened with the 
medicine. If, began to suck the sugar, but upon 
tasting the bitter it instantly flew off to a contiguous 
vase, and endeavoured to reject the nauseousdrug*. 
It is in a similar, way that flies, when they become 
troublesome in apartments by' their great numbers, 
are lured, to their destruction by poisoned waters 
sweetened with honey or sugar. Corrosive sublimate 
(Perckloride of Mercury) and king's yellow (Serqui 
Sulpkuret oj Arsenic) are the poisons most usually 
employed for this purpose; and we cannot too 
strongly warn our readers that it is dangerous to 
leave them in the way of children, or even to have 
any sort of food near upon which the poisoned flies 
may alight. Infusion of quassia, however, is equally 
effectual, and quite safe. The fact of the flies sucking 
up the poisoned water at all, may be adduced to prove 
that the flies are destitute of taste, in the same way 
as it may be said that, bir,ds or fishes who poison 
themselves with food drugged with nux vomica do 
not taste what they are eating; but the argument will 
not apply, for the taste of the poison is artfully dis
guised, and it might as justly be argued that Majen
die's maid-servant was destitute of. taste when she 
poisoned herself with prussic acid, deceived by its fine 
nutty flavour into the notion that it was something 
very nieet. 

• De Sensibus Externis, p.36. 
~ t See Insect Transformations, p. 11, . 
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As the goat relishes the taste of the poisonous 
water-hemlock, so our soft-billed birds will also feed 
on poisonous berries. We have not heard of any 
bad consequences to those who eat goat's flesh, 
nor to the Italian amateurs of becs-ficos, though the 
latter have been partly fattened on the deleterious 
berries of the laurel or the nightshade; but in Ame
rica, birds eaten after they have fed on the fruit of 
the kalmia- are reported to have produced fatal con
sequences -. The flowers of the latter plant also, 
and several others ranked as virulent poisons, are 
frequently robbed of their honey by bees, whose taste 
does not seem to intimate the existence of any dele- . 
terious quality, no more than does the taste of people 
who afterwards partake of such honey to their cost. 
It is not mentioned, indeed, that this honey, so fatal 
to man, is at all injurious to the bees by which it 
is collected; though Dr. Darwin tells us, that the 
bees are well aware of the sorts of honey which 
would injure tht:mselves, and will not therefore touch 
itt· 

" Perhaps," says the elder Huber, "the sense of 
taste is· the least perfect of those enjoyed by bees; 
for, contrary to the received opinion, they display 
little choice in collecting honey; nor do they testify 
greater nicety in the quality of their water, for the 
most corrupted marshes and ditches seem to be pre
ferred to the most limpid streams, nay, even to dew 
itself. Nothing, therefore, is more unequal than 
the quality of honey, the produce of one district dif
fering from another, and the honey of spring being 
unlike that of autumn; while even the contents of 
one hive do not always resemble those of the one 
which is contiguous. But though bees are thus not 

• See Dr. Schumacher's Cases in Anderson'. JOUl'll. iii. 456. 
t Temple of Nature. 
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very choice in their nutriment. and are by no means 
delicate in regard to the quality of hon!!y, they are 
far from being indifferent with regard to quantity. 
Th!!y lOOn discover, and consequently frequent the 
·places where moat is to be found, and they quit their 
hive much lesl in regard to the fineness or tempera
ture of the weather, than according to their prospects 
of a plentiful or allCanty collection. When the lime
tree arid black.thorn bloslom, they brave the rain, 
departing before sun-rise, and returning later than 
ordinary; but this activity soon relaxes: when the 
flowers begin to fade, and when the scytbe has cut 
down the fields of clover, the beel are seldom tempted 
to go from tbeir home by the moat brilliant lUo" 
abine· ... 

With respect to poisonous boney, the eal'li!!1It 
notice of it we have met with ia given by Xenopbob, 
who tells us that, during the memorable retreat of 
the ten thousand Greeks from Penia, the Roldiers, 
on coming to a place near Trebizonde, where there 
was a great number of bee-hives, sucked some of 
the combs, and in consequence became intoticated, 
and were seized with a virulent cholera morbuRt. 
Toumefort, tbe celebrated French botaniatl when in 
the vicinity of Trt!bizonde, was anxious to ascertain 
the facts mentioned by Xenophon, and obtained good 
reason to be satisfied with his inquiries. He con
cluded that the poisonous honey is collected from a 
flowering ahrub, abundant in that neighbourhood, 
the very odour of whose blossoms, smelling Jike 
honey-suckle, produce intoxicating eftcts t. It is not 
very clear, from bis description, whether it is the rose .. 
laurel (Rhododendron ponticum) or the yellow 

• Huber on Bees, page 258 • 
... Memorabilia • 

• Voyage du Lavaat; 41D, Paris,1711. 
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azalea (Azalea pontica). both of which are poison
ous and indigenous in Asia Minor. Father Lam
berti also found the same plants and poisonous 
honey in MingreJia *. 

During the autumn and winter of 1790, the honey 
collected near Philadelphia was found to be so fatally 
deleterious to those who partook of it, that it attracted 
the attention of the American Government, and a 
minute inquiry was ordered to be instituted. The 
result was, that the poisonous honey was traced to 
the flowers of the Kalmia latifolia. Dr. Barton 

• Mission to Miogrelia, ill Tbevellol's Collection. 
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Yellow azalea (balta IlIllItictJ). 

enumerates several other species of Kalmia, Azalea, 
'Rhododendron, and Andromeda, which produce poi
sonous honey that proves injurious to dogs, as was 
ascertained by experiment. Upon man it proouces 
vertigo, dimness of sight, delirium, ebriety, pain in 
the stomach and buwels, convulsions, profuse perspi
ration, foaming at the mouth, vomiting, purging, and 
sometimes temporarl palsy of the limbs. though It. 
seldom proves fatal , Recently, however, two per
Sons at New York are said to have IOl'lt their lives by 
eating wild hOhey. supposed to have been collected 

• Bartoh, lu ADler. Phil. TraIlS, 
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from the flowen of the dwarf laurel, which abounds 
in the American woods ", 

" It may seem," says Mouft'et, "to be not 110 much 
to Dame Nature'l honour, Ulat IIhellhould brinJ forth 
• thing 10 dHired of all man, .. honey it. and 10 

ordinarily to temper it with poyson. Nay. b"t in 10 

doing sbe did not amilll. 110 to permit it to be; that 
lbe might thereby make men more cautioull and leaae 
greedy. and to excite them not only to Ule that which 
should be wholesome, but to seek out fbr antidotes 
againllt the unwhC)lelODleneu of it: and for that 
cause she hath hedged the rose about with prickle .. 
given bees a llting. hath infected tha sage with toad· 
spittle, and mixed poYlIOn (and that very deadly too) 
with honey. sugw. and manna.·· 

The remark. of Dr. Evans. upon the probaNDty 
of our Britilh honey being poiaonecl, are worthy of 
attention, " As most of the plants," he lIayl, .' enu
merated u producing poisonous honey, are now in
troduced into our gardens, and the thorn apple 
(Datura Itrsmonium) has long become perfectly 
naturalized, they might be supposed to injure the 
British honey. Most probably, however. their pro- ' 
portion to the whole flowers in bloom is too small to 
produce any such inconvenience; whereas, on their 
Dati .. e continent, they eJteluslvely cover whole tracte 
0( country, as in the Jerseyst." 

That vegetable poilonl are sometimes fatal to ben 
themalves. however, appears from the following no
tice :-A large swarm of bees having settled on a 
branch of the poiaon ash (RAUl "emiz) , in the county 
of West Chester, in America, was taken into a hive 
of fir, at three o·clock in the afternoon, and removed 
to the place where it was to remain, at nine. A bout 
five the next morning the bees were fQ\U1d dead, 

• Bevaa 011 Bets, p. fl8. 
t The Bees, a PoePl, ii. 95, Note. 
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swelled to double their natural size, and black, except 
a few, which appeared to~id and feeble. and soon 
died on exposure to the air • . 

It may be, that the honey collected from deleterious 
plants is only . noxious in considerable quantity, which 
we may illustrate. by the instance of the oxalic acid. 
In small proportions this is not uncommonly used to 
acidulate punch, and to make an acidulous beverage 
similar to. lemonade, of which we ourselves have 
frequently. drunk without the slightest bad conse
quences; but when taken in the quantity of an ounce 
or more, as it usually is when mistaken for Epsom 
salts, it but too often produces death t. Captain 
Beaufort furnishes a still more striking illustration 
in his excellent account of Karamania. In an excur
sion to the country, his people, fatigued with heat 
and thirst, were about to drink of a river of pure
looking water, but were told by the guides that it 
was certain polson, though, upon a cautious trial, 
they found it well tasted. The ingenious rules, 
therefore. which Dr. Abercrombie, of Edinburgh, 
has devised for judging of the qualities of food and 
medicine, by taste alone. would in these cases be 
quite at fault. 

It is a remark which will be found to hold good, 
both in animals and vegetables, that no important 
motion or feeling can take place without the pre
sence of moisture. In man. the part of the eye which 
is the seat of vision is always bedewed with moisture; 
the skin is softened with a delicate oil; the sensitive 
part of the ear is filled with a liquid; but moisture 
is still more abundant in our organs of taste and 
smell than in any of the other senses. In the case 
of taste. moisture is supplied to our mouth and tongue 

• Nicholson's Journal, xxiii. 234. 
t See Rennie's New Supplement to the Pbannacopmias,-

Art. OXALIO AcID. . 
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&om several reservoirs (glands) in their neighbour. 
hood, whence pipes are laid and run to the mouth. 
The whole surface, indeed, of the mouth and tongue, 
as well as the other internal parts of our body. give 
out more or less moisture; but besides this, the mouth, 
as we have just mentioned, has a number of fountains 
expressly for its own use. The largest of these foun
tains lies as far off as the ear on each side, and is 
formed of a great number of round. soft bodies, about 
the size of garden-peas, from each of which a pipe 
goes out, and all of these uniting together form a 
common channel on each side. This runs across the 
cheek nearly in a line with the lap of the ear and the 
corner of the mouth, and enters the mouth, opposite 
to the second or third of the double teeth (molaTt!8), 
by a hole, into which a hog's bristle can be introduced. 
There are, besides, several other pairs of fountains. 
in different parts adjacent, for a similar purpose. 

We have been thus particular in our description, in 
order to illustrate an analogous structure in insects, 
for they also seem to be furnished with salivary foun
tains for moistening their organs of taste. One of 
the circumstances that first awakened our curiosity 
with regard to insects, was the manner in which a 
fly contrives to suck up through its narrow sucker 
(hauBteUum) a bit of dry lump sugar; for the small 
crystals are not only unfitted to pass, from their an
gularity, but adhere too firmly together to be se
parated by any force the insect can exert. Eager to 
solve the difficulty, for there could be no doubt of the 
fly's sucking the dry sugar, we watched its proceed
ings with no little attention; but it was not till we fell 
upon the device of placing some sugar on the out
side of a window. while we looked through a mag .. 
nifying glass on the inside, that we had the satisfaction 
of repeatedly witnessing a fly let faU ~ drop of fluid 

B 
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upon the sugar, in order to melt it, and thereby 
render it fit to be sucked up. on precisely the same 
principle that we moisten with saliva. in the process 
of mastication, a mouthful of dry bread to fit it for 
being swallowed-the action of the jaws, by a beau
tiful contrivance of Providence, pressing the moisture 
I;l.long the channels at the time it is most wanted*. 
Readers, who may be disposed to think the circum
stance of the fly thus moistening a bit of sugar fan
ciful, may readily verify the fact themselves, in the 
way we have described. At the time when we made 
this little experiment, we were not aware that several 
naturalists of high authority had actually discovered. 
by dissection; the vessels which supply the saliva in 
more than one species of insect, as we shall now 
describe. 

Swammerdam seems to have been the first to ob
serve these in the small tortoiseshell butterfly (V a1U!lJltJ 
vriic:tB) ; but ail he could not trace their termination, 
he says, with his usual scrupulous caution, "wha~ 
the office of these vessels is, and whether they may 
not be the salivary ducts, I cannot take upon me to 
detenninet." Lyonnet afterwards discovered a con. 
~icuous pair of these vessels in the caterpillar of the 
goat-moth (COS8'US ligniperda), di&tinct from the silk 
reservoirs!, with which Swammerdam, as well as 
R~dohr, was inclined to confound them; an opinion 
which Heroldt has also disproved in his admirable 
anatomy of the cabbage caterpillar (Pontia brfllBictB). 
The following are a few of the more interesting facts 
given by Ramdohr, whose work we have studied with 
Pluch pleasure. 

The pipes which carry the saliva do Dot always 
open into the mouth. but sometimes into the gullet, 

• J. B. t Book .r Nature, part II. ,.plll. 
, Trait6 Aullli'lllt, Nllla. 
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as in a sort or bug (Pentatoma). and sometimei 
into the stomach it.'1elf, as in the bee flies (Syrphi, 
Bombylii). It is remarkable that the latter insects, 
from feeding exclusively on the nectar of flowers. do 
not require a supply of saliva to moisten their food in 
the first instance. though it appears to be indispene 

sable to digestion; while in bugs (RedumuB, Pen
tatoma), which feed on vegetable and animal juices, 
one pipe opens into the sucker (hausteUum), to en
able the animal to soften, if necessary, the skin it haa 
to pierce through, and another into the stomach or 
gullet to aid digestion. In the common flies (MuBcm), 
again, and the gad-fly (Tabanu.), both pipes open 
into the sucker, and we have already seen the in
genious use which is made of this when the insects ' 
feed 00 dry sugar. In the water-scorpioo (Nepa ci
tieJ'ea *), there are no. fewer than six of these vessels, 
though it is rare that there are more than two in other 
~sects. It is worthy of remark, that the exterior 
dOu,ble pair in the Nepa, is found, when highly mag
nified, to consist of little globules resembling a bunch 
of currants; and a. similar structure has also been 
detected in one of the bee flies (SyrphUB arcuatUl)~ 
precisely like what we have above described, as 00-
cutting in our own salivary fountains. 

In the case of drinking thin fluids, like water, 
saliva is not wanted i and, it may be remarked, when 
we drink cold water it actually astringes and shuts 
up the openings of the salivary pipes: hence it is 
that drinking does not quench thirst wheo tbe saliva 
is rendered viscid and scanty by beat, by fatigue, 
or by the use of stimulant food and liquor; and 
sometimes a draught of cold water, by carrying off' 
all the saliva from the mouth, and at the same time 
astringing the orifices of the ducts, may actually 

• Figured in Insect TBusformatioDs, page 121. 
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produce thirst. Ices produce this effect on many 
persons. It is, no doubt, in consequence of their 
1aborious exertions, as well as of the hot nature of 
their acid fluids producing similar effects, that ants 
are so fond of water. We have seen one quaff a drop 
of dew almost as large as its whole body; and when 
we present those in our glass formicaries with water, 
they seem quite insatiable in drinking it*; a circum
stance which is well illustrated by the following anec
dote from Huber:-

"The feet," he says, .. of my artificial formicary 
were plunged in vessels cOllstantly filled with water. 
This, which was originally adopted to prevent their 
escape, proved to them a fruitful source of enjoyment, 
by supplying them with a plentiful beverage during 
the heats of summer. One day, while they were 
assembled at this fosse of the formicary, occupied in 
licking up the little drops which filtered between the 
fibres of the wood. which they preferred to taking 
it from the basin itself, I amused myself in disturb
ing them, upon which the greater number ascended; 
but a few remained, whom my presence had not 
alarmed, and who continued carousing. One of those, 
however, who had regained the nest, came back, and 
approached another apparently quite absorbed in the 
J>leasure of drinking. It pushed the drinker with its 
mandibles several times successively, raising and 
lowering its head alternately. and at length succeeded 
in driving it off. The officious ant then reached 
~l.Dother, similarly engaged. with whom it found no 
less difficulty; but at length, being persuaded of the 
necessity of withdrawing, the drinker passed precipi
tately to the bell glass. A third, warned in the same 
Planner and by the same ant, quickly regained the 
nest; but a fourth remained alone at the water's 

• J.R. 
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edge. and would 110t retire, nor pay any attention let 
the reiterated blows of its friendly monitor, who at 
length seized it by one of its legs and dragged it 
away rather roughly. The toper, however, returned, 
keeping his large mandibles extended with all the ap
pearance of rage, and again stationed himself to quaff 
the delightful beverage; but its companion would 
give it no quarter, and, coming in front, it seized il 
and dragged it by main force to the nest .... 

The deficiency of fluids in butterflies, 80 difFerent 
in this their mature or rather old &get. from thelt 
youth in the caterpillar state,-a deficiency wbich is no 
doubt rendered still greater by their sporting so ac" 
tively in the lIun,-renders them no less thirsty than 
the ants. We have often remarked accordingly, and 
more particularly in the autumnal months, that 
erowds of the small garden white butterfly (Pontia 
RttptB, HAWOIlTH), during sunny weather, congregate 
around the margins of ponds and other moist places. 
At Compton Basset, in Wiltshire. we once counted 
above fifty of these butterflies all B!lsembled within a; 

space of a few yards on the sludge whicb bad jullC 
been left by the water of a pond, partially dried up 
by the sun. What was most remarkable, they seemed 
to have quite lost the pugnaciQUS dist>osltion which 
they are affirmed to display when they meet with 
their congeners on the wing. At the pond, on the 
contrary, all was harmony among these light-winged 
belligerents, no one disturbing its neighbour, though 
they stood side by side, and almost touching olle 1m..' 
other. They were, indeed, too intent on quenching 
their thirst to think of attack or defence. We re" 
marked, in the autumn of 1829, a similar congre.i 
gating of the same species ofbutterflies OD the watered 

.. Huber on Ants, page 150. . 
t 8ft IllaectTtansforma&ioDs, page 49. 
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roads in the vicinity of London*, Tbey do·not seem 
to be more choice in the quality of their water than 
bees, who. most naturalists tell us. ·prefer that which 
~s stagnant and putrescent t. 

The tongue. which analogy points out as the chief 
organ of taste. is, in insects. frequently very different 
from the same organ in the larger animals; but in 
the locusts. grasshoppers. and crickets (Orthoptera. 
OLIVIER). and in the dragon-flies (Libellulina). 
it is rounded and fleshy, somewhat resembling that 
of quadrupeds t. The dragon-flies have. besides. a 
sort of palate, consisting of a square fleshy cushion, 
beset, like the upper surface of their tongue. with 
minute black tasters (papillal) ending in a short 
bristle. The same may be observed in many be~ 
tIes (Geotrupes. Dytiscu8. ~·c.), and it is proba. 
ble it exists in most if not all other insects. though 
hitherto unexamined. or, from the minuteness of the 
parts, undiscovered. The hairs, which have just 
been mentioned as arising from the tasters, occur on 
the tongues of many insects, as in all the bees 
(.ApidtB. LEACH), and generally in the predacious 
beetles (.Adephaga. CLAIRVILLE). and are supposed 
by Kirby and Spence to be mechanically useful for 
securing food §. It is more probable that, by pen~ 
trating into a morsel, they aid in distinguishing its 
flavour. It is worthy of notice that the dung-beetle 
(Geotrupa stercorariuB), and some others, have the 
hairs on their tongues bent back, like the tubercles 
on the tongue of the cat and the lion. which we know 
to be used mechanically in filing down, as it were, 
portions of their food II. In some insects there are 
also projections on the tongue, similar to teeth; and 

• J. R. + REaumur, ".697. 
: eu"ier. Anatomie Compar. iii. 34;. t Intr. iii. 454-

1\ See Jleoageries, 'VOL i. PIP 1~9. : 
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in the wasp it is forked, somewhat like the tongue of a 
serpent. In the saw-flies (TenthredinidtB) it is divided 
into three, and in a predacious beetle (LeiltUl) it is 
formed like a trident. 

LeUtu/fIloi ..... ; ., ita trident-shaped IoDgae, hlghl, magoiW. 

In ~ the tongue is very long and tubular," as we 
Bh~1I afterwards notice; and in the bugs (CimicidtB) 
it is bristle-shaped and sharp. 



, . , . 

CfI.A.PT!1\ 'lII. 

SMELL IN INSECTS. 

WREN a brood. of the large tortoiseshell butterfly 
(Yaneua polychloTUII) is obserYed frequenting a row 
of elm trees, they may all be speedily attraeted to a 
particular branch by putting a little honey on the 
leaves, and thus the collector may secure as many as 
be shall require. This circumstance is to be Ilttributed 
wholly, as it appears to us, u; the acute scent of the 
insects, who no doubt mistake it for some melliferous 
flower. We have observed, indeed, that butterflies of 
all species, though far from being voracious feeders, 
will often dart down from a considerable height upon 
a flower beneath their track, even when their leading 
object seemed to be very different from searching for 
food. This struck us more particularly in a narrow 
garden at Hbre de Grace, enclosed with stone walls 
fifteen feet high; for no butterfly, in passing over it, 
omitted to descend for the purpose of visiting the 
blossoms of an alpine bluebottle (Centaurea mon
tana), whose smell, however, to our organs, is far 
from being powerful enough to be perceived at the 
distance of one foot, much less at fifteen or twenty 
feet, as it must have been by the butterflies; for we 
often saw the painted lady (Cynthia Cardui), and 
other high flying ,species, alight there *. These facts 
will appear more remarkable, if we· believe, with 
M. Le Cat,-though he gives no reason for his 
opinion, but puta us oft" with a simile-that odours, 

.J.~ 
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Paiated lady blltter4y (C!I"tItia Car"ol); and A1pille bluebottle (C_ • 
..... -.oal4.a). 

being much heavier tban air, seldom rise in it, and 
when they do, it is only in consequence of the velo
city with which they are ejected from bodies,-in the 
same manner that a horse at full speed, and the wind 
together, will raise a cloud of heavy dust on a high
way'*'. 

The ingenious experiments of Redi also show the 
acuteness of smell in blow-flies, which actually laid 
their eggs on the silk covering of the meat he em

.. Traile des Sensations, Paris, 1761. 
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ployed, deceived by. the very sense given them by 
Providenca to direct their instinc,t"'. Upon the sea
beach, w~ have often been struck with the alm9st in
stantaneous appearance of clouds or stercorariolls flies 
attracted by a recent horse-dropping, though not one 
had been in sight au instant before·; and many of these 
we have observed trooping on .towards the place of 
rendezvous, even in the face of the strong breeze which 
had wafte.d to them the intelligence that put them in 
motion. We -once observed a pair of the burying 
beetles (Necrophonu aepultor, DE JEAN) in Copen
hagen fietds, flying at the height of about twenty 
feet from the ground; when they suddenly de
scended, and crept under the body of a dead frog, 

Ba'1ing beetles (N .. rop/a,m,."tpoltM). and dead froc. 
~ See lnHCl Tl'Ularormatiolll, P'S' O. 
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hid amongst the grass,' though this was so dried up· 
with the extreme heat of the weather (182~) that we 
could perceive little or no smell, even when close to 
the place, and it was in the forenoon, when the sun 
was bright and powerful,-a time when scents are 
much less diffusable than in the cool of a dewy even· 
ing·. Few circumstances, we think, could more. 
strikingly illustrate the acuteness of smell in these 
useful insects. 

In bees. the odour of honey produce. the mOllt 
obvious influence. Mr. John Hupter mentions that 
be has seen great commotion produced in a recent 
swarm, in wet weather, when he supposed the bees 
to have been hungry, by placing JJoney on the floor 
of a glass hive, which gave him a good opportunity 
of observing their proceedings.. All of them a~ 
peared to be eagerly on the scent, and even those 
which were weak and hardly able to crawl, th~w out 
their tongues as far as possible to get at th-: honey t. 
The elder Huber instituted some experiments still 
more interesting. . 

.. In order," he says, "to ascj!1"tain whether tbo 
appearance of the flow4!rs or the odour of the honey 
apprises bees of its presence, we placed bouey in ., 
window. near a hive, where the ahutters, almost close. 
still permitted them to pass if they wished. Within 
a quarter of an hour four bees and a butterfly bad 
insinuated themselves, and we found them feediOl: 
thereon. For the purpose of a still more aocurate 
experiment, I had four boxes, different in size. shape, 
and colour, made with small card ahutter!!, corre .. 
IIponding to ap~urefl in the covering. Honey.being 
put into them, they were placed at the distance of 
two hundred paces from my apiary. In half an hOUf 
_ Wife .n troopin, tbiU1e". and by l!8fefwly tr ... 

• J. ft, : ... ' ;fIIik TraD •• 
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the boxes, they soon discovered the openings 
might introduee PiC,Pk'f3, find, 
valves, reacheP 'kheir 

of smelling is hZii£f3e 
the honey quite cm"'""",''',,, 

",,,,,,n'G.from being pm:poekp 
not be much diff034'it 

olew, 
and 

is worthy of remark that some flowers have a 
structure resembling the valves in the experiment. 
The honey-vessel of several species is situated at the 
bottom of a tube, enclosed or concealed among the 
petals; yet, in spite of this concealment, the bee finds 
it out, though its instinct, less refined than that of 
tto tlimbl4'~b4'li (Bombus), affordCi 
'l'ho unable to penell'z,lli 

drills an 
which it llUilll""+i·"" 

nature has 
mCilins of this stratao'O]lll 

bo its sucker; the ob
tain honey which the hive-bee could reach withlgreat 
difficulty, if at aU·." ' 

We have frequently observed with much interest 
the method taken by various species of bees to open 
the operculated flower of the common snapdragon 
(.Antirrkinum majus). Resting upon the lower lip 
of insect insinuates hfitmeen 
ths the valve, and yn its 
hSlih, as a wedge to 

manner it speedilil 
the flower shuts ooel' 

","'.ll"''''''l the popular nams, 
honey at the nZ?werp 

it makes its exit in the same way as it entered. 
Contrary to what we understand Huber to affirm 

.. Huber Oil Bees, p.261. 
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Snapdragon (A"ti".TIi,,_ .. j .. ). aDd bee. elltering tbe Bowers. 

in the above quotation, we have, in some hundreds 
of instances, seen the hive-bee open these flowers as 
dexterously as the humble-bees, and the latter um
formly opened the spring valve of the flower, and 
never attempted a perforation at the bottom -. Our 
opinion seems to be partly corroborated by what is 
stated by Kirby and Spence. "Several flowers.' 
"ay they t "that produce much honey .. the bees pass 

. !J .. B,. .. ., 
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by, in some instances from inability to get at it. 
Thus, for this reason probably, they do not attempt 
those of the trumpet honey-suckle, which, if separated 
from the germeu after they are open, will yield two 
or three drops of the purest nectar; 80 that, were 
this shrub cultivated with that view, much honey in 
its original state might be obtained from a small num
ber of plants *." Were Huber's remarks correct, 
this is the very flower which the humble-bees would 
seJect to perforate. The humming-bird moth (Ma-

" 
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tlrog'OI'tJ. steUata""m, 8f&PhUS) f'arM the 'better 
for this neglect of the bees, as, by means of its long 
$ucker, it can get to the very bottom of the honey· 
~essel, while it poises itself on the wing at the open
ing of the flower. The younger Huber, however, 
we find, expresslys tates that he has Iee1& humble-
bees pierce the large tubes of the flowers of beans to 
get at the honey, when, by trial, they found they could 
not otherwise reach it-. M.Aubert du Petit Thouara, 
also, a respectable F~nch naturalist, observed hum
ble-bees, as well as the violet carpenter-bee (Xylocopa 
tnolacea), pierce the nectaries of the snapdragon, toad 
flax (Linaria vulgaris), and marvel of Peru (Mira
bilis JaliJpa), as the bees of the hie of France pel'" 
forate the flower-tubes of the common Indian shot 
(Canna Indicat). Kirby has observed holes in the 
nectaries of columbine ( Aquilegia tndgaris), which h. 
attributes to the saDle agency t. . 

A similar experiment to that of Huber's is said to 
prove successful upon fiahes, particularly eels, by 
enclosing a piece of meat or fish in a box perforated 
with holes. and sinking it in deep water, where, in a 
short time. the eels discover it, no doubt by the sense 
of smelling, and crowd into the bo1 §. In the case 
of smelllng at a distance, vultures and birds which feed 
on carrion have long been tamous; fur," where the 
carcass is, there will the vultures be gathered together.'· 
Dr. James Johnson, however, has stated several facts, 
which render it more probable that this ought to be 
attributed to acuteness of vision. He was led, he tells 
us, to doubt the received opinion, while observing, some 
years ago, a concourse of birds of prey, from everJ 
point of the horilOn, towards a corpse floating down 

.. Linn. Trans. vol. vi. 
t NOD". BDUlitin des Sciences, I. 45'. t Intt. iL 523 
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the river Ganges, and that during the- north-east 
monsoon, when the wind blew steadily from one 
point of the compass for months in succession. It 
was extremely difficult to imagine that the efHuvium 
from the body in the water could IItream off in direct 
opposition to the wind, so as to be perceived by birds 
many miles distant. It has been ascertained, by 
direct experiments, that where very putrid carrion 
was enclosed in a basket, through which the efHuvium 
could penetrate. while it was concealed from sight, 
it attracted not the notice of birds of prey; but when 
it was exposed to view, crowds of them came rapidly 
from different quarters of the horizon, where they 
were invisible a few minutes before. This is most 
rationally accounted for from their soaring at an alti· 
tude beyond our sight, though they can thence discern 
their prey·. 

The discovery of distant water by the camel 
seems to depend on the sense of smell t. In Dr. 
Stewart Traill's account of the captivity of Scott 
among the Mool'S of the Sahara, we are told that 
the camels of the caravan discovered the approach of 
a wolf at the distance of half a mile; and that they 
can also smell a tiger at a great distance, which is 
;known by their refusing to advance, and their putting 
themselves in an attitude of defencet. The elephant 
is said to have a similar faculty of smelling out a tiger. 
The late Lord Clive exhibited a combat between two 
of these animals, at Calcutta; but at first nothing 
could allure or force t\le elephant to advance along the 
road, where the cage containing the tiger had passed, 
till a gallon of arrack was given, when, his horror sud
denly turning to fury, he broke down the paling to get 
at his enemy, and killed him without difficulty. 

• Medico-Chirurgical Review for Dec. 1828. 
t See MeDageries, vol. i.. l EdiDb. PbU. Joum. 1820. 
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, Ie is by no means imrttobable' ib&t man,' in~' 
elnploy the oft'ensiye odours which nature has enabled 
them to discharge,. to produce effects of terrot upon 
tlIeir enemies, Perhaps the most mmiliar instance of 
this occurs in the extensive &.!nily of bugs (CimicidtIJ), 
the fmtot of whieh is always similar, though their food 
is 80 various; and the pretty little beetles, the lady· 
birds (CoccineUidtB), of whieh children are so fond, 
emit a similar, though not quite so oft'ensi.e an odour. 
The rove-beetles (8tapltylinidtIJ), in addition to their 
threatening and formidable attitudes, emit a very' 
disagreeable odour, though it is not quite so bad as 
that of others (SilpAidtIJ) which feed 00' carrion, The 
church-yard beetle - (Blap. mortilagtJ) has been nOted 
for the same cireumstant.'e since the time of Pllnyt. 
Some bees (AndrenidtB); again, have a strong smell of 
garlic, which may probabl, be disagreeable to their 
various enemies t. We have had an opportunity of 
examining the curious organ, supposed to be intended 
for the similar purpose of defence, in tbe very beautiful 
caterpillar of the s"aIlow-tailed butterfly (Papillo 
Machaon. L1NN.), three of whicb we took upon fen
nel ill the .Jardin des Plantes, u Paris. '!'he cater
pillar it~lf is of a fine green, banded with blaek. 
The instrument in questIon § is ofa dark orange. and 
is always concealed withiu one of the rings on the 
shoulders, unless the creature be irritated, when it 
darts it out to the extent of about an inch, and at the 
same time emits a strong odour resembling fennel: 
This may be intended to intimidate the ic!hneulnons) 
from depositing their paJ'a8ite eggs in its bodYI ot 
warning off the thrushes or the carmyoiOuY locust' 
(Acrida "m'UCi"of'tJ) f10m devouring it. 00' the 

• Figured In Insect transformationa, p. 241, 281. 
tHin. Nat.xxb:. 6. t Kitby, Monographla, i. 136. 

t Figured in l_~ Tranaf. p. 281, Q. 
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same plant. indeed, 'where these caterpillars ' were 
feeding, we saw one of the latter lurking about, no
doubt with evil intent *. 

A small green beetle (Anchomenm prasimu, 
BONELLI). not uncommon near London, gives battle 
to its most formidable enemies by repeated dis
charges of smoke and noise. This species, however, 
is not perhaps so well known as another, called by 
Latreille the bombardier (Brachinm crepitam, 
WEBER), known by its head and thorax being brick
red, and the rest of the body a deep blackish-blue. 

/I " 
/I, Bombardier (Braclli.", crtpitmo.). lI. Calo._ illfldritor. 

When we attempt to catch it. we are surprised by a 
discharge resembling a pop·gun, accompanied with 
a sort of smoke, of which it is furnished with a bladder 
sufficient to fire off, according to Rolander, twenty 
shots in succession. If this chance to get into the 
eyes, it will make them smart as if they had been 
bath~ with brandy. Its chief enemy.is a ~tle 

~J.R. 
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(CaloBMfUJ inlJfluitOI', WBBU). larger tha,nitself. 
which hunts it without mercy. As it finds it impos .. 
I$ible to· escape· by speed· of foot, it stops short, and 
awaits its pursuer; but just as he is about to seize 
it, he is saluted with a discharge, and while he is for 
a moment stupified with surprise, the bombardier en .. 
deavours to gain a hiding-place. Another species (B. 
displosor) can direct its smoke, according to report. 
to any particular point, by bending itself in the re .. 
quired direction. M. Leon Dufour says the smoke 
has a pungent odour, similar to nitric acid. and it 
reddens white paper -. 

It is right to inform our younger readers. who 
may he desirous of witnessing the performllnce of 
this Lilliputian artilleryman, that he is. not always 
prepared, or at least in the humour. to fire his guns; 
for we have in several instances been disappointed 
when we wished to exhibit the phenomena t. It 
may have been in consequence of such ac;cidental 
disappointment that Millard. a practical collector of 
insects, has been led to treat the whole as little better 
than a fablet. '~I presume," says Stephens, " that 
this author must have laboured under some delusion. 
or has not paid that attention to the subject which 
appears requisite before attempting to controvert a 
well established fact. So far as my experience leads 
me, I have invariably found that the insects are ready 
to discharge their ammunition at all times, especially 
~roughly handled; and !\fr. C~per informs me that. 
one he met with at Cobham, in the beginning of th~ 
present spring. performed the operation no less than 
thirteen times in rapid succession §." The whole, 
proceedings ofthese beetles strikingly resemble those 
~f the American weasel, called the skunk (Yiverra. 

• Annales du Mnseum, xviii. 10. t J.R. _ * O~iDel of British Entomology,p. 221. 
. _ . - t lII",~r. i. ~l). - • 
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J"dM'iUit LINM.), whl.eh dlscharges .. fQ,Cid wpour 
upon its pursuets·. 

Many of the ants (Pormica:(rBtenl, P. fiJl;ginOla, 
4'c.) exhale a powerful and unpleasant smell. which 
may, Iiethaps, be given them as a means of defence; 
though it also appears to furnish them with the 
means of following the routes of theit compaDions to 
and from their eneampments. We once observed, on 
Hampstead Heath, a ttack of the negro ant (F'. 
flue.) several yards in length; leading to a numeroult 
eolony, and crowded through its whole extent with 
foragers. By simply drawing a. walking. stick across 
this tJ1U!1t in several places; so as to obliterate the 
scent. the whole train of foragers were instantl), 
thrown ibto Confusion, and wandered about u if 
})lindfolded or tipsy; and though we remained upon 
the spot fot a considerable time to observe theil" 
proceedings, they did not succeed in reuniting the 
points df the track which we had dissevered, though 
~oi!t of them found their way to the nest by cir
cuitous and Eig.zag toutesf. 1'he track in ques
tion was not visibly hollowed out, as Huber says is 
clone by the wood-alit (F. ru!a), to the extent some
times of a hundred feet in length, and several inches 
ib breadth, or of the emmet (11. /llliginOla) which is 
said to cut the grass in its pathways; but marked 
solely by the emuvia of the insects. The odour of 
the wood-ant is so powerful, that a frog thrown into 
one of their encampments will be suffocated in five 
Minutes t. . 

The precedIng statements show that ants an! 
endowed with aD acute sense ohmelI, which is more 
remarkably proTed, DS it appears to us, from some 
other tac:!ts whieh haTe been otherwise explained. 
ProfesllCll' Bradley tells U8 that a Dest of ants in a • lUI". 'Ira ... ,. + J. It. 

: NOIlY, Diet. cl'Hia&. Ha&t¥elIe, &ii. 24, 
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llobleman·s garden discovered a closet, many-yards' 
within the house, in which conserves were kept. 
which they constantly attended, .till the nest was 
destroyed. It was remarked that they always went 
to it by the same track, scarcely varying an inch 
from it, though they had to pass through two apart
ments; nor could the sweeping and cleaning of the 
rooms discomfit them, or cause them to pursue & 

different route-. It is inferred that some in their 
rambles must have discovered this dep~t of sweets, 
and informed the next of it: we should rather say 
they were successively led thither by smell, or at least 
that the road was pointed out not so mucb by gesti~ 
cular signs as by the smell of the conserves left on 
the track of the first who had been at the pqts. 

Dr. Franklin made an observation upon ants 
for the purpose of ascertaining their capapility of 
imparting intelligence. He put a little earthen 
pot, containing treacle. into a closet, and soon found 
a number of ants feasting upon it; upon which he. 
shook them out, and suspended the pot by a string 
from the ceiling of the room. By accident there re
mained in the pot a single ant, which, after gorging 
itself, found with some difficulty the way to the 
ceiling along the string. It had scarcely been gone 
half an hour. when a swarm of antS issued forth. got, 
up to the ceiling, and crept along the string to the 
pot, and a regular march and counter-march of 
foragers was s9Gn established between the nest and 
the pot. This we are disposed to explain alt we 
hal'\! done the facts mentioned byBradley--an expla~ 
nation rendered probable by some experiments whicb 
we have tried. 

We laid a bruised raisin, dipped in moist sugar. 
upon a grass-plot, where arew ants of various spe
cies were observed straggling about; and it was not 

.• ACC\l\IDt of tho Works of Nature. 
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lobg befbre oat. of them discovered the pnze.· Ou!' 
object, however, being to prevent this individual from 
informing the rest, we seized iit as we did several 
others as they successively arrived; but although we 
were not aware of any ant-hill within a good maoy 
yards of the spot, we speak within compass when 
we say that we could have caught several hundreda 
within an hour at the raisin, none of which could by 
possibility have been informed by their companions. 
whom we kept close prisoners. That they were led. 
to it by slllell also appeared from those of the same 
Ilest arriving usually by the same straight track. 
We admit, indeed, that when we allowed the pri .. 
soners their liberty, a much greater number came to 
the feast; but that, as we imagine, was occasioned, 
as In Franklin's experiment, not by mutual eommu
nication, but. by the scent. of the sugar left on t.heir 
ptith·. . 

We do not see how oor first experiment could be 
explained otherwise; and though some readers may 
accuse US of refining too much on the second. it is 
corroborated by many aRalogical facts. It is cn!dibly 
teported, fot example, of the Negroes in the Antilles, 
that th~y can fullow their master as a dog does, by 
Itmelling the track of his feet ;--nay more, that they 
ean distinguish the track of a Frenchman from that 
of a Negrot. Humboldt expressly states, tbat the 
American Indians hal'e distinct terms to express the 
odout of a liiegro, a European, and a native Ameri
cant. Sit Kenelm Digby mentions a boy whose 
smell was equally acute with that of the Antilles 
Negroes; and a monk. who could distingui,sh di.fIe.. 
rent persons in the dark by smell. began a treatiMr 
on odours, but did not live to execute the task. The 

• J.K. 
t JilUro. des S~nna, pour 1661, p. 60. 

: Political Buay oil Ne" SpaiDj LoDdOD,1811. 
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eingular boy, Mitchel, born deaf and blind, had the 
aame faculty of diltiguillhing persons by ameli •• 

The most close analogy, bowever, to the smell of 
ants, is furnished by various hounds, which can traek 
unerringly, by the odour left on the pSI, tbe path of 
hares. foxes. and other animals. and by that meaas 
discover their lurking-place. An inalance of t.he 
almost miraculous acutenelS of ameli in the blood. 
hound is related by Boyle. "A penon of quality," 
he says, "to make trial whether a young blood. 
hound wu well instructed, caoaed one of his se .... 
vanta to walk to a town four miles 08", and then 
to a market-toWD tbree miles farther. Tbe dOC, with. 
out having "een the man he wu to pUl'IIlIt, follo.eel 
him by the scent to the above-meDtioned pl,ces, not" 
withstanding the multitude of market people that 
went along the 84me way, and of travellers that had 
occasion to crots it; and when the blood~hoUild eante 
to the cbief market-town, he passed thlQugh 'he 
streets, without taking notice of any of the people 
there. and left not till he had gone to the hoWJe 
where the man he lought rested himself, aDd found 
him in an upper room, to the wonder of those that 
followed him to" The very Iubtle nature of odourl. 
however, tends to strip theBe instances of lagacity of 
their apparent magic; for a particle of camphor, leu 
than the two-millionth part of a grain. has beea 
-found distinctly perceptible to smell t. This hal lecl 
Von Walther and others into the opinion. that odours 
are analogous to heat, light. and magnetism; ia 
support of which they urge many very curious and 
-plausible arguments. The French chemist.t, on U. 
other hand, consider aroma as a distinct element , • 

• See Wardrop's Aceount. 
+ Boyle on the Nata ... of Eftluvia, chap. It'. 
l Haller, Elemanta Pbyaiol., v!!L v. p.5i,.... . 

t aellllie', Sup,.. &be i>/iIn¥cop, 4rl._ .... , . 
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M. Boinare relates an experiment to prove that 
the bed-bug (Cime:e lectulariu.) is not attracted, as 
is popularly supposed, by heat, but by smell. He put 
a bug into an empty bed-chamber, and throwing him
self upon the bed, perceived that the insect did not 
at first know whither to turn; but it was not long in 
smelling him out, and ran right towards his face * ; 
but we can infer nothing certain from so clumsy an 
experiment, and only mention it because it is quoted 
as an authority by Lehmann t and others. We know 
not. whether the proposition of Goze to expel bugs 
by the odour of horses (sudore equino), is any 
better founded t, though they certainly dislike the 
smell of coal-gas, coal-tar, turpentine. rosin, and 
camphor. as most insects do. 

ORGAN OF SMELL. 

As insects breathe in a very different manner from 
the larger animals, namely, by a number of spiracles 
along each side of the body, it becomes a question of 
some difficultYr where their organs of smell are 
situated. We cannot, indeed. easily conceive of smell 
being produced except by a current of air, in which 
odoriferous particles are diffused. passing through a 
moistened channel, as was first so admirably de
scribed two hundred years ago by Schneider §; but 
though it would be bad reasoning to infer that this 
must be the case in insects, because we cannot conceive 
any other, yet, as the analogy is strong, we ought at 
least to investigate the point. 

Baster 1\ seems to have been the first who eon
ceived that the spiracles, or breathing-holes of insects 

• Diet. Raisonnli d'Bist. Nat., Art. PrutaiM. 
t De Sensibul Extern. 29. 

t Natur. Menschenleben und Vors, Ii. 213. 
t De StUIIIIC Organo Odoratus, 12mo. Witteb.1655, 

. . It Opuse. IIlbI. . • 
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are their organs of smell; and the opinion has been 
adopted by Cuvier, Dumeril. and Lehmann, chiefly 
for the reason already mentioned. that the inspira
tion of air seems to be an indispensable condition ot 
smelling. If it should be objected, that it is no less re
quisite for this organ to be near the mouth to serve for 
a guide as to the quality of food, Lehmann answers, 
that this is not so requisite in insects, because they 
are usually so much smaller than their food, and 
frequently even reside in what they eat, and may 
therefore smell as advantageously with the tail as 
the head *. To us, this appears quite as vague and 
conjectural as the argument of Cuviert. who thinks, 
from the wind-pipes (tracketB) being lined with a 
soft and moist membrane, that organ calculated, like 
the Schneiderian membrane of our nostrils, to perceive 
odours; but though this was really soft and moist, 
as it is not t. it would no more prove this point, 
than would the ·soft, moist surface of our inner eye
lids. or of our tongue and palate, prove them to be 
organs of smell. 

M. De Blainville decides more positively than the 
facts seem to authorize that the antennm are the organs 
of smell. The modification, he remarks, of the skin 
-which invests them, is in ge~eral olfactory only in a 
small degree, this power appearing to be more vivid 
in the thickest portion of the organ, where it is more 
soft and tender, as in the carrion beetles (Necropkaga). 
which possess so delicate a sense of smelling. From 
spiders being destitute of antenum, he thinks it very 
difficult to conceive where the seat of their organ of 
smell is placed, if indeed they possess one, which he 
is disposed to doubt. Crabs and lobsters on the 

• De Usu Antennarum, p.31. 
t Anatomie Comparat. ii. 616. 
% Sprengel, Commelltar. 14 i and LYOllllet, TraiL6 Anatoe 

JDiqQe, 103 .. 
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other hllDd, whOJe !Cent is very delicate, are furnished 
witb no le88 than two pairs of antenne -. It is ob
vious, however, that all this is pure conjecture, un
lIupported by any sort of proof, direct or a.wogicaJ. 

It il probable that M. De Blainville Will influenced 
to adopt these opinions from the high authority of 
Latreille. whose relUlOning on the subject it may be 
worth while to quote. " The exercise of amell," he 
says, "consillts only in the action of air impr~ated 
with odoriferous particles. on the nervous or olfactory 
membrane, which transmits the sensation. If in
sects be endowed with an orgttn furnished with 
limilar nerves, and with which air charged with 
odoriferous particles comes in contact, sUQh an organ 
may be regarded as that of smell. Shpuld the an... 
tenne present a tissue of many nerves, what incon .. 
venieoce ean result from supposing that this tilsue 
is capllble of tFllnlmitting odour? Would n!)t tbill 
hypothesis, on the contrary, be more simple and Qlore 
·consonant to anatqmical pripciplelJ, thsn tha, whicl1 
fixes the seat of smell a~ the entrance of the stigplllta., 
Besides, this last mode of e.:planation will npt, I 
. prelume, suit the crustaceaus animals, which 80 
nearly approach to insects. Many 1DBle ins(lcta have 
their antenne more developed than the females I a 
fact easily explained, if we admit that these orgaUII 
are the seat of Bmell. It is certain that most of 
those insects which live or deposit their eggs op 
putrid animals, or vegetable mllttera, stagnant watel'1l, 
or any substance, in short, which for a time aWec,
peculiar localities, are almost uniformly distinguished 
by a greater development of the antenne. Such for 
example are the Scarabeus, Dermestea, Silpha, Cl"," 
rus, Tenebrio, Tipula, Bibio, &C. These require a 
more perfect sense of smell, and are organized ac
GOrdingly. A. great DJanyinsects wbiJlh are entire), 

• Dol'OrsaoiRtiou Iloa Animau, ,01, i.; Paril, 1_ 
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predaceous bave simple antenn&!; and those wldeh 
are characterized by similar mannen, and which are 
sedentary, have none at all; as, fur instance. the 
Acari, and a considerable portion of Lamarck's 
arachnida discover their habitation and food by 
the sense of smell. I have deprived several in4 
sects of their antenn&!, when they Instantly fell into a 
state of stupor or derangement, and seemed to be 
incapable of recognizing their haunts or their food. 
though just beside them. Such experiments deserve 
to be prosecuted. I would recommend, for example .. 
the varnishing or covering the antenn&! of dung 
beetles, and placing them near animal excrements, 
of which they are particularly fond, to observe if they 
would repair to them as usual. The nerves ter·: 
minate at the antenn&!; and their articulations. 
though externally coveted with a pretty thick mem· 
brane, are hollow. lined within by a soft substance,' 
which is often of a watery consistency, and whose 
extremity, when opposed to the air, may receive its 
impressions." Mr. Kirby. in speaking of the Eucera 
(or long-homed bee), says: .. A singular circum .. 
stance distinguisHes their antenn&!, which to the best 
of my knowledge bas never before been noticed, and 
which may possibly lead to the discovery of the use 
of the.~e organs. Placed under a powerful magnifier, 
tbe last ten joints appear to be composed of innu· 
merable hexagons, similar to those of which the eyes 
of these insects consist." Ifwe reason from analogy, 
this remarkable circumstance will lead us to con· 
jecture, that the sense, of which this part so essential 
to insects is the organ, may bear some relation to 
that conveyed by the eyes. As they are furnished 
with no instrument fot receinng and communicating 
the impressions of sound similar to the ear, that deft· 
eiency may be supplied by extraordinary means of 
neion. Tbat the stemmatllo are of this description 
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seems very-probable; and the antennm may, in soma 
degree, answer a similar purpose: the circumstance 
just mentioned furnishes some presumption that they 
do this, at least in the case of these males; else 
why do they exhibit that peculiar structure which 
distinguishes the real eyes? 

We are indebted to the elder Huber for several in-' 
genious experiments which appear to bring the diffi ... 
cuI ties of the question within a narrower compass, 
and render it probable that the organ of smell, in bees 
at least, is situated in the head. 

" A pencil," he tells us, " dipped in oil of turpen4 
tine, one of the substances most disliked by insects. 
was presented successively to all parts of the body of 
a bee, which did not appear in the least affected even 
when it was brought near the spiracles of the chest. 
We then took a very fine pencil, that we might try 
every minute point of the head, and approached it to 
the antl.'nnm, the eyes, and sucker while feeding, but 
without the least effect. When, however, we put it near 
the cavity of the mouth, above the insertion of the 
proboscis, the bee instantly started back, left the honey 
on which it was feeding, beat its wings with great 
agitation, and would have taken flight had not the. 
pencil been withdrawn. Having renewed its repast, 
we again brought the pencil near the mouth as be
fore, when the bee quitted the honey, fixed upon the 
table, and fanned itself with its wings as if to blow 
away the turpentine. It appears obvious, therefore. 
that the organ of smell resides either within the 
nlouth or the parts contiguous. 

" As bees not occupied in feeding appeared more 
sensible of the odour of turpentine, being affected 
with it at a greater distance, but when their sucker 
was immersed in honey, several parts of the body 
might be touched by the pencil without annoying 
them, we inferred that their attention was either abo 
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SOrbed by the smell of the honey or their organs lest 
exposed. To ascertain this, we tried the following 
experiment :-We seized seYeral bees, and oblig
ing them to stretch out their sucker, we filled 
tb.eir mouths with flour paste, and when it was dry 
enough to preTent their rubbing it off, we set them 
at liberty. They did not appear to suffer any incon .. 
venience. and breathed and moved with the same 
facility as their companions. But DOW honey failed 
to attract them, for they neither approached it, nor. 
80 far as we observed, were they affected by odours 
in other cases offensive to them. We dipped pencils 
in oil of turpentine and eloTes, in ether, in fixed and 
volatile ~lkalie!!, and insinuated their peints very near 
the mouth, where we had previously found them 
so sensitive; but the odour of these fluids, which 
would have occasioned a sudden shock to bees in 
their natural state, had no eftl!ct upon them. On the 
contrary, seyeral mounted on the impregnated pencils. 
and even traversed them with impunity: consequent1y 
their sense of smelling was bbstructed by the paste 
put into their mouths·'" 
. Humboldt, in referring to Lyonnet's admirable 

anatomy of the caterpillar of the goatmoth, takes oc-' 
casion to blame authors for drawing general conclu
sions from one insect to anothert, and certainly in 
some cases this might lead to error; but, in manY' 
others, the conTerse might be equally illogical,' as ap-' 
pears, for example, from the singular opinions of Com
paretti t. He supposes that the organs of smell are 
situated in dlftl!rent organs in difterent families oC 
insects. In beetles (Geotrupes stercorarius, etc.) he 
thinks ~t resides in the knob of the anf4!nnm; 

• Huber on Bees, p. 264. 
t Ueber die geralzte Muskellilser, i. ~3, Not. 
t De Aure Interna CeJllpat. p. 288-304. 
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in butterflies and moths in the BUcker, and in flies. 
(Muscidm) and locusts. in certain cells in the fore
head. M. Christ. again, supposed that insects smell 
near objects with their antennuies (palp&), and re
mote ones with their antennm*. Reaumur, conceiv
ing the antennm to be the organs of smell, concluded 
that they inspired air, and upon immersing the knobs 
of the antenna! of a butterfly in water, he actually 
perceived minute bubbles of air issuing from them t ; 
but Lehmann disproved the conclusion by removing 
the bubbles, formed as he thinks merely from the 
air in the exterior sculpture, for it could not pene
trate the interior, and no more bubbles were formed 
after the first t. 

Kirby and Spence, on the other hand, carrying the 
argument from analogy farther than their predecessors. 
assign several reasons, chiefly from anatomy and 
from the preceding experiments of Huber, that the 
organ of smell in insects is "the extremity of the 
nose, between it and the upper lip, or under those 
parts:" and "that the nose corresponds with the 
so named part in Mammalia, both from its situation 
and often from its form, must be evident," they think, 
.. to everyone who looks at an insect §." They after
wards describe what they call the "nostril piece 
(rkinarium)" in the burying beetle (Necropkol'Ull 
Yespillo) , the water-beetle (Dytiseu. marginalis), 
and one of the dragon-flies (...Eskna varia, SHAW). 

Did insects breathe by any pan of their head the 
mystery of smell would be less; but so far as re
searches have hitherto been made, this is not the case. 
for no spiracles have been discovered in the head, 

• Naturgescbicbte der Hymenopterorum, p.24. 
t Memoire8, i. 224. 

t De SeDsibu8 Ellteruis, 31. 
t IDtr. iv. ~6. 
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though there is a pair in the first segment of the 
trunk obvious enough in most caterpillars and grubs ., 
but seldom observed in perfect insects. It may be 
seen, however, in the common rove-beetle (Goerius 
mens, STEPHENS), and in. the mole-cricket, just be
hind the arms. From some experiments of Huber. 
however, it appea1'll not improbable that we have still 
much to learn respecting the upper spiracles, at least 
in hees. Swammerdam had ascertained the existence 
of three pair of spiracles in the chest, and seven in 
the abdomen of bee pUpil!; and Huber, anxious to 
learn whether these were continued in the adult state • 

.. ~e IlIHCt Traosfonnations, pp.138,175, 200. 
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Bo"e beetle (Gom.. ol,.,) OD tile wIDr. 

immersed a number of bees in water, slightly heated 
to prevent any effect from torpidity in consequence of 
cold. 

"When only the head of a bee," he says, It was 
plunged in mercury or water, it did not seem to suf
fer; but if the head alone remained out of the fluid, 
the insect stretched out its sucker and gradually 
swooned away; if the head and thorax were im
mersed, leaving the abdomen free, it struggled a few 
minutes and quickly died. The mouths of the spi
racles appearing from this to be in the chest, that was 
left free, while the head and the abdomen were im
mersed. A bee supported this experiment very pa
tiently, and took flight when released. The action of 
the spiracles can be best observed by the suffocation 
of bees in water. Four air-bubbles then become 
canspicnous,-two between the origin of the neck 
and the root of the wings, a third on the neck at the 
origin of the tongue, and a fourth on the opposite 
extremity of the chest close to its junction with the 
abdomen. The bee seems to have some power in the 
retention of air, as the bubbles do not rise to the 
surface till they acquire sufficient size to overcome 
the resistance of inspiration or adherence to the sides 
flf the cavities. . B1 the third and fourth bubbles, th~ 
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existence of spiracles, not observed by SwammerdalDt 
is indicated. As other experiments showed that one 
orifice remaining free is sufficient for carrying on 
respiration, some internal communication must sub
sist between the spiracles - .. ; It would appear, in
deed, that the orifice mentioned at the origin of the 
tongue is in or near the spot indicated by his preced
ing experilnents as the organ of smell; and even 
should we say this organ is in the pair of spiracles 
on the second ring. we have an analogy to support 
it in the gills of fish. which are situated behind and 
not before the mouth. 

The connexion of smell and taste is much closer 
in man than most persons are aware of; and this, 
taken in conjunction with the experiments of Hu
ber, gives additional weight from analogy to the 
opinion that the organ in insects is near the mouth. 
The connection in question seems to have been first 
observed by Willis, who found that if a sapid sub
stance is put into the mouth when the nostrils are 
closed. the sensation of taste is suspended t. Ac
cording to some recent experiments by Dr. Rousseau, 
of the United States, the operation of poisonous and 
inebriating eWuyia is prevented by the same means. 
One man, after his nostrils were stuffed, was made 
to breathe the vapour of boiling brandy for an hour 
without producing any effect, except a little smarting 
of the throat. N ext day he breathed the vapour with 
bis nostrils open, and in less than half an hour was 
thereby rendered so intoxicated that he could not stand. 
A delicate lady, who could not bear the smell of to
bacco without being sick, volunteered to try a similar 
experiment upon herself. Some tobacco accordingly 
was kept boiling in a saucepan, and she breathed the 
vapour for half an hour, keeping all the while her 
nostrils closely pressed, and she experienced no in-

• Huber OQ Bees, p. 293. t De Anima Brutorum. 
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C!Onvenience. Dr. Rousseau comes to the conclusion 
that without smell we could have no taste; and he 
proved his opinion by successively blind-folding some 
young physicians, who were sceptical respecting it, and 
closing their nostrils made them guess onions to be 
apples, and camphor to be bread *. This doctrine 
appears not a little plausible, but it will only hold in 
case of flavours, that is, when odour accompanies 
taste, the two sensations being as distinct as their 
causes,-B distinction first pointed out, we believe, 
by Dr. Prout t. 

The varied effects of different odours on bees were 
experimentally ascertained by the elder Huber in 
numerous instances. He found that the mineral 
acids and volatile alkali acted still more powerfully 
than spirit of turpentine. "On our presenting 
musk," he says, " to bees feeding before the entrance 
of their hive, they ceased, and partially dispersed, but 
without precipitation or beating their wings. We 
sprinkled some powdered musk on a drop of honey. 
into which some bees thrust their suckers as if by 
stealth, for they kept as far back from it as possible; 
but although they often appeared to suck it, we did 
bot perceive it to become less in a quarter of an 
hour, long before which it would have disappeared 
had it not been mixed with musk. Pounded assa
fmtida, whose odour is so disagreeable to us, upon 
being mixed with honey and put at the entrance of a 
hive, did not seem to annoy the bees; for they 
greedily sucked all the honey, neither attempting to 
withdraw, nor vibrating their wings, till they only 
left. the particles of the gum. 

" Having had remarked, that bees going out to 
the fields and coming home, turned aside in the air 
to avoid passing immediately over a piece of cam

• Philadelphia Jouro., edit. by Dr. Chapman, No.1. 
t London Med.and Phys. Joufllo for 1812. 
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}lbor laid before the entrance of their hive, r tried the 
effect of bringing some camphor towards their mouths 
while their tongues were plunged into some honey 
placed on a card. All of them took flight, but after 
flying about for some time, they ventured to alight 
near the honey. While they were tempted again to 
try it, I threw some bits of camphor on the lurface. 
They drew back a little, still keeping the tip of their 
tongues amongst the honey, and carefully avoided 
the camphor. One vibrated its winge as it fed, while 
some were le88 affected, and others not at all; but 
when I covered the honey entirely with camphor. 
they all instantly flew away. I had this card carried. 
to my hives. while some honey was put on a~oth.r 
clean one within reach of the bees. The latter waa 
soon discovered, and the honey consumed in a few 
miputes; but an hour elapled before a lingle bee 
came near the camphorated card, when, at length, 
two ventured to alight on it, and thrust their tongues 
into the edge of a drop of honey. Others followed, 
and two hours after it was covered with them, and 
all the flolWY consumed, the camphor alone remain.
ing, whence it was proved, that the attraction of 
honey overcomes their repugnance to the smell of 
camphor·." 

Huber also tried the effect of alcohol upon 
bees shut up in a close vessel. Having allowed a 
small glass of spirits of wine to evaporate under a 
receiver, he placed in it a bee that had just been sa
tiated with honey. It endeavoured to escape, and, 
vibrated its wings incessantly for an hour, when a 
continued tremor of the limbs, the wings, and the 
sucker became perceptible, and, at length, unable to 
stand, it lay down on its back, and began to use its 
wings like oars or feet, at the same time disgorging 
all the honey it had previously swallowed. Window 

! Huber 011 hs, p. 267! 
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flies and' wood-lice (Onisci) were destroyed by th4! 
'same vapour, but it did not se.em to affect a large 
spider. 

We shall only mention the effect of the odour of 
one other substance on bees, namely, their own 
poison, which Huber was curious to ascertain. The 
sting of one was accordingly extracted, and presented 
to some workers before the entrance of a hive. Al
though they had previously been quiet and tranquil. 
they became all at once much agitated. None flew 
away, but two or three darted against the sting, and 
one furiously assailed the experimenters. That it 
'Was the odour of the sting-poison alone which pro
duced these violent emotions, was obvious from their 
appearing insensible of its presence when it lost its' 
scent by drying. In another instance, bees were 
confined in a glass tube and irritated with lin awn of 
barley, till they protruded their stings and left. some 
poison on the sides of the glass. The mouth of the 
tube was then presented to a group of bees at the en
trance of a hive, and it soon produced the agitation 
of rage obviously unaccompanied with fear -. 

'" Huber, p. 269. 
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CHAPTEa IV. 

HEAllING IN INSBcrs. 

THB speech of Mamilius, in the Winter's Ta1e,
--I will tell it IOftly, 
YOD crickets sball Dot bear it ., 

shows that Shakspeare had a more accurate know
ledge of insects, than two of our most distinguished 
naturalists-Linnreus and Bonnet, who are disposed 
to deny that insects can hear at all. "Passing by a 
hedge," says the latter, "upon which there was a 
nest of common caterpillars (Clisiocampa neuslria?). 
I remarked that the sound of my voice appeared to 
incommode them, for when I spoke they briskly agi
tated with repeated jerks (reprises) the fore-part of 
their bodies. I did not indeed suppose that they 
possessed an organ of hearing,-I know no observa
tion which proves insects to be endowed with this 
sense,-but I conjectured with more probability, that 
the sound of my voice was communicated to the 
organ of touch in the caterpillars,-a fact which 
proves that they have a very delicate touch t." 

It would have been well. however, if Bonnet had 
made sure of the fact before theorizing upon it. as it 
appears to us he must have been mistaken, and might 
have seen the lackeys jerking themselves in the same 
way, altogether independent of the sound of his voice. 
We have repeatedly watched by the hour these cater
pillars reJ!eating the jerks in question, when it could 

• Wil!ter's Tale. Actii.;"Sc.l. 
l' BOIiDet, <Euvres, ii.36. 
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Lackey IIotIl (C~ -m;.), i~ all its.~ .. opiral ohm of 
ow; b.1&rva; c. pupa. ID a 0000011; '" moth; 

DOt possibly be in COIlsequeaee of uy lI08Dd. It 
...med JIIIIIII'e for dle purpoee of produeia« a rent ~ 
the skin near the head·, as it was more remarkable 

• SIlO IIIIOIl&~, ,. 169. 
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just before their moulting than at any other time-. 
This also, as it happens, was the very period when 
Bonnet made his observation. as he expressly says, 
.. some of them had undergone, and' others were 
about to undergo their first moult." 

Bonnet imagined, however, that he had proved his 
opinion by a similar experiment upon caterpillars of 
another species, which also live in society a part of 
their lives. "While they were expoaecl," he says, 
.. to a burning sun, and ran quickly from one aide to 
another, I bethought myself of ringing a small bell 
at a very short distance from the nest: some of them 
stopt instantly and briskly agitated the fore-part of 
their bodies, as if they felt the sound of the bell dis
agreeablet." It is unfortunate that, from, Bonnet's 
inattention to system, we cannot tell the species of 
the caterpillars on which the experiment was tried; 
but we have repeated it in a number of casea, both 
with social and solitary caterpillars, without' being 
able to verify his observations. At the time of wri
ting this, we tried the effect of a great variety of 
sounds upon a nest of the brown-tail moth (PortkeBia. 
aurijlua)-most probably Bonnet's species--800n 
after their first moult, but we were unable either in 
the sun or the .hade to produce any effect upon them 
by BOunds; and several full-grown caterpillars of 
the fox-moth (Lasiocampa Ru.bi, SCHlUNB.) in a box 
beside them appeared equally insensible. 

We are thus inclined to explain Bonnet's second 
experiment as we did the first, though his own ac
count is not improbable; for all caterpillars are rather 
sensitive, and jerk themselves when touched, particu . 
larIy should any of their companions come upon them. 
In most cases the jerk succeeds in driving away 
the intruder; but in the cannibal species it only 1181" • 

.. a cause of irritation which leads them to plu~ 
• J. R. t <Euvres, ii.37. 
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Fox.moth (Llllioea.-po nrbi). &lid caterpillaT. 

their mandibles into the offender's body. We have 
had a brood of the caterpillars of the cinnabar moth 
(Callimorpha J acobtBtB, STEPHENS), which. notwith
standing their jerking and writhing, devoured one 
another, till only one out of ten remained *. 

To return to Shakllpeare's cricket, it is well known 
to every boy that the field one, of a fine green colour 
(..4.crida riridillima), which during the summer 

• J. R. 
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months is by no means sparing of ita .triduloull 
music, instantly ceases to crink the moment it hears a 
foot fall; and hence it is not easy to discoverthe spot 
where it is, unless it be approached in the most cau· 
tious manner, for it is silent if a person approach 
within several yards of it. Brunelli, an Italian 
naturalist, tried some experiments upon this insect, 
more satisfactory than the preceding ones of Bonnet. 
He kept se.,eral in a chamber, which continued their 
crlnking Bong through the whole day; but the instant 
they heard a knock at the door, they were silent. 

OrMR&al4.ar1.kd(4fOl'i4G miiiuillA).:wilia ita_t &ad .... 
s3 
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He subsequently invented a. method of imitating their 
sounds, and when he did so.outside the door, at first 
a few would venture upon a soft whisper. and by and 
bye the whole party burst out in chorus to answer 
him; but upon repeating the rap at the door, they 
instantly stopped again as if alarmed. He likewise 
confined a male in one side of his garden, while he 
put a female in the other at liberty, which began to 
leap as soon as she heard the crink of the male, and 
immediately came to him, an experiment which he 
frequently repeated with the same result·. It is re
markable that the males alone of these insects are 
musical; for " the females," as Swammerdam long 
ago observed, " of locusts, grasshoppers, and others, 
make no noiset." We may in passing request our 
readers to remark, that Brunelli's insect has very long 
antenna!. 

It seems to be not: illogical to infer, from the 
variety of sounds produced by insects, that, in the 
instance in question, as well as in many others, they 
are intended for signals to their companions, who, 
of course, must possess organs of hearing. The 
drum or instrument by which the last-mentioned in-· 
sect produces its loud music has been described by 
De Geer, and subsequently by Lichtenstein t. "Our 
male green field-hoppers," says the furmer, "in that 
part of the right wing case which is folded horizon
tally over the trunk, have a round plate, made of 
very fine transparent membrane, resembling a little 
mirror or piece of talc, and as tense as a drum. It 
is surrounded by a strong and prominent nervure, 
but is concealed under the fold of the left. wing case, 
where also there are strong nervures corresponding 
to what may be called the hoop of the drum. It is 
exceedingly probable tbat the quick motion with 

• Comment. Instil. Bonon. vii. 199, &c., apud Lehmann. 
t Biblia Natu..., i. 211, l LiDD. Trani. iv. ~1. 
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which the insect rubs these nervures against each 
other, produces a vibration in the membrane, whence 
the sound is augmented *." By alternating the mo
tion rapidly from right to left, the sound is produced 
in an almost continued strain, as we have remarked 
in those we have kept in our studyt; while in the 
crickets, who alternate the motion more slowly, the 
sound is emitted at interrupted illtervals,-a remark 
which any person may readily verify. 

The grasshoppers and locusts (LOCU8tidte) pro
duce their chirp by applying the hind shank to the 
thigh, rubbing it smartly against the wiug-case, and 
alternating the right and left legs. They have also 
a drum like the preceding family (Gryllidte) for 
augmenting the sound. .. On each side," says De 
Geer, •• of the first segment of the abdomen, imme
diatelyabove the origin of the hind thighs, there is 
a large . deep opening, somewhat oval in form, and 
partly closed by an irregular flat plate or lid, of a 
hard substance, but covered by a flexible, wrinkled 

A 

@,._ .. ~----c 
I .- ~,\ 

( " ' ~- -it 

\ ('\ ~ 

B 
Drum of the grasshopper. 

A. Part of the 6rst mill' of the abdomeD. guatly magullitd. a. Deep 
cavity. partially rovered by. tho plate b. 

B. The •• vil, with the parts as they appear "heD the plate b il re
mOTed. c. Wh.te membraue. Itretebed ..,_ the bottom of the eavit)'. 
d, Oval hole. 

• De Geer, lUmoim, iii. 429. t J. R. 
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membrane. . The opening left by the Hd i. ·In form 
of a half-moon, and at the bottom of the cavity is a 
white membrane. shining like a mirror, and tensely 
stretched. On the side of the opening. towaJds the 
head, there is a small oval hole, into which the point 
of a pin may easily pass; and when the membrane 
is removed a large cavity is brought into view. The 
whole of this apparatus seems to contribute much 
both to produce and to increase the sound caused by 
the insec·ts •• " 

We have examined the hole mentioned by De 
Geer in a number of individuals, and have heen 
struck with its resemblance to the hole in a military 
drum, as well as in violins and guitars. We found. 
indeed. upon stopping up this hole with a bit of wafer, 
that the inlect could no longer produce its peculiar 
sound, but only a sort of muffled scrapingt. Swam
merdam was acquainted with this instrument, though 
he does not mention the hole. .. The grB88hopper," 
be says. "bas two peculiar small drums, like the 
drum of our ear, which being struck by the help of 
two lunulated cartilages, vibrate the air In such a 
manner as to produce the sound t. " 

The crickets (AchetidfB, LEACH). another family 
of this order of insects, are well known for their 
chirping-song, which, associated as it· is either with 
the snug chimney-corner or the sunshine of summer, 
affords a pleasure which certainly does not arise from 
the intrinsic quality . .of its music. .. Sounds." it is 
well observed by White, .. do not always give us 
pleasure accordiDg to their sweetness and melody; 
nor do harsh sounds always displease. Thus the 
shriIJing of the field-cricket (AcAeta campeatril. 
F ABR.), though sharp and stridulous, yet marvellously 
delights some hearers, filling their minds with a traiQ 

• De Geer, M6moirea, iii.471. 
t J. R. ~ Biblia Natul'll, Ii. 217, 
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of summer ideas of every thing tbaUs rural. ver
durous, and joyous •• " 

" Sounds inharmonious in themR .... and harsh, 
Yet heard in scenea where peace for 'ever reig .... 
And only there, please highly for their alte." 

CoWPIR, TIIM, book i. 
This circumstance, no doubt"causes the Spaniards 
to keep them in cages, as we do singing.birds. 'White 
tells us, that, if supplied with moistened green leaves, 
they will sing as merrily and loud in a paper cage as 
in the fields; but he did not succeed in planting a 
colony of them in the terrace of his garden, though 
he bored holes for them in the turf to save them the 
labour of digging. 
, Swammerdam entertained a different notion of 
their music. "I remember,", says be, "that I 
once saw a whole field full of these singing crickets. 
each of which had dug itself a hole in the earth two 
fingers deep, and th~n, sitting at the entrance thereof, 
they made a very disagreeable noise with the creak
ing and tremulous motion of their wings: when they 
beard any noise they immediately retired with fright 
into their little cavernst." 

The hearth-cricket (Achet" domestic,,), again, 
tbough we hear it occasionally in the hedge-banks 
in summer, prefers the warmth of an oven or a good 
fire, and thence, residing as it were always in the 
torrid zone, is ever alert and merry, a good 
Christmas fire being to it what the heats of the dog
days are to others. Though crickets are frequently 
heard by day, yet their natural time of motion is only 
in the night. As soon as it becomes dark, the 
chirping increases, and they come running forth, and 
are often to be seen in great numbers, from the size 
ofa flea to that of their full stature. Like the field-

• Nat. HisL of Selborne, ii. 73. 
, t Biblia Natur., i.9a. 
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ericket, they are sometimes kept for their musie; and 
the learned Scaliger took so grea.t a fancy to their 
song that he was accustomed to keep them in a box 
in his study. It is reported that in some parts of 
Mrica they are kept and ted in a kind of iron oven. 
and sold to the natives, who like their chirp, and think 
it is a good soporific". Milton chose for his contem": 
plative pleasures a spot where crickets resorted:-

"Where glOWiD, emben through tbe room • 
Teach Usht to couDtedeit a gloom, 
Far from all I'88Ort or mirth, 
Save the cricket OD the hearth."-B PtII#r'DIf). 

We have been as unsuccessful in transplanting the 
hearth-cricket as White was with the field-crickets. 
In two different houses we have repeatedly intro
duced crickets, but could not prevail on them to stay. 
One of our trials, indeed, was made in summer, with 
insects brought from a garden wall, and it is pro
bable they thought the kitchen fireside too hot at 
that seasont. 

The instrument upon which the male cricket plays 
(for the female is mute) consists, as in the preceding 
case, of strong nervures or rough strings in the wingo. 
cases, by the friction of which against each other ,a 
sound is produced and communicated to the mem
branes stretched between them, in the same way that 
the vibrations caused by the friction of the finger 
upon the tambourine are diffused over its surface. 
We deem this explanation the more necessary, as it 
is erroneously stated in a popular work. .. That the 
organ is a membrane, which in contracting. by means 
of a muscle and tendon placed under the wings of 
the insect, folds down somewhat like a fan;" and 
this being" always dry, yields by its motion a sharp 
piercing sound t." . 

• Mouft'e!, Tbeatrum tDBect. 136. t J. R. 
: Bingley, Allim. Biar. iT. 54 ; 6th ed. 
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Insects of a very ditrenmt order (HomopUra, 
LEACH), but which our translators have confounded 
with the grasshoppers, have been famous for their 
singing from the earliest antiquity. We allude to 
the insects which we have called tree.hoppers (Ci
calle), 80 remarkable for the instrument with which 
Uiey cut grooves in wood for depositing their eggs •• 

UDder aid. of the cicada. Dram of the cicada. 

A/I, TIl. oDter druma; b, the ma8C1llr.r .triDgs; c c, tho inDer drums. 

Their musical organ is no les8 interesting, 88 it bas 
been described by Rbaumur. whose account we shall 
follow. It is only the male tree-hopper which is 
musical, and for this purpose he is furnished with 
a pair of drums, one on each side, consisting of two 
large plates, oval or circular in some, and triangular 
in other species, fixed to the trunk between the belly 
aad the hind legs. Wheo' this exterior membrane 

~ Sto lute, ArchI*'IW, 1'.150. 
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is raised, a cavity is brought into view. part of which 
seems to open into the belly, and another part to 
be covered with a second membrane, much more 
delicate than the exterior one, tensely stretched, and 
iridescent, and ·in the middle there is a horny plate, 
placed horizontally along the bottom. All this, how· 
ever, seems only a secondary portion of the instru
ment; for the sound is in the first instance produced 
by a bundle of muscular strings, which are attached 
at one extremity to another membrane in the interior, 
obviously the true drum; for when Reaumur pulled 
the strings and let them go again, the sound was ~ 
produced even after the insect had been a long while 
dead. These muscles, indeed, are so attached to 
the under concave surface of the drum, that when 
they pull it downwards and let it jerk quickly back 
again, a vibration is produced; the sound issues 
through an opening contrived on purpose, like the 
opening in our own larynx, or the sound-hole in a 
violin-. 

As in the case of the field cricket, very different 
opinions appear to have been beld of tbe music of 
tbe celebrated tettix (TeTT&E> of the Grecian poets. 
" In the botter months of summer," says Dr. Shaw, 
.. especially from midday to the middle of the after
noon, the cicada, tettix, or grasshopper (as we falsely 
translate it), is perpetually stunning our ears with its 
most excessively shrill and ungrateful noise. It is in 
this respect the most troublesome and impertinent of 
insects, perching upon a twig, and squalling some
times two or three hours without ceasing, thereby 
too often disturbing the studies or short repose that· is 
frequently indulged in these hot climates at' those 
hours. '!'he tettix of the Greeks· must have had a 
quite dift'erentvoice, more sot\, surely, and melodious, 
otherwise the fine orators of. Homer. who. are com-

• R6aumur, Mem. v. 178. 
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pared to it, can be compared to nothing better than 
loud loquacious scolds·." Dr. Shaw appears to 
forget that a loud . clear voice was one of the highest 
excellences of a warlike orator in addressing a body 
of troops in th~ open air, and that Virgil seems to be 
much of the same opinion with himself as to their 
musical powerst. which SirJ. E. Smith calls a most 
disagreeable dull chirping t. 

One would' suppose from this, that instead of 
the tuneful cicada, celebrated by the Greek poets, 
our authors were referring to another family (Ful
goridce), who appear, however, to sing by night 
rather than by day, such as the great lantern-fly 
(Fulgora lantemaria, LINN.), which makes a noise 
somewhat between the grating of a razor.grinder 
aud the clang of cymbals. so . loud also that it is 
called scare.Bleep, by the Dutch, in Guiana §. It is 
probably the same or a similar species which Ligon 
tells us makes a great noise in the night at Barba
does. 'fhey "lie," he says, .. all day in holes and 
hollow trees, and as soon as the sun is down begin 
their tunes, which are neither singing nor crying, but 
the shrillest voices I ever heard: nothing can be so 
nearly resembled to it as the mouths of a pack of 
small beagles at a distance." This author, however; 
thought this sound by no means unpleasant. " So 
lively and chirping," be continues, "the noise is, as 
nothing can be more delightful to the ears, if there 
were not too much of it, for the music hath no inter
mission till morning, and then all is hushed II." Pos
sibly he may allude to another insect (TeUigonia 
.eptentiecim). which is said to visit Philadelphia, in 
the month of May. every seventeen years, in num
bers almost incredible, and makes so loud a noise that 

.. Travels in Barbary, p.186 • 
... Georgics, iii. 328. t Tour on the Continent, iii. 95. 
t StedllWl, Surinam, ii. 37. II History of Barbadoes, p. 6li. 
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people are stated not to be able to hear each other 
speak-, 

In the latter case recourse might be bad to a re
medy, recorded by LedeIius to have been effectual 
in the case of criekets. A woman, who disliked their 
music! and had ~ nin tried to banish or silence them, 
at length suceeeded. by accident. Having one day 
invited several guests to her house to celebrate a wed
"ding, she procured a band of music, with drums and 
trumpets, to entertain the company. This music 
was 80 much greater than the crickets had been used 
to or could imitate, that they instantly took to flight, 
and were never afterwards heard in the houset. 

That the real cicadm are very noisy, however, there 
can be no doubt, from the testimonie8 above quoted z 
besides, Smeathman, who has given 80 interesting 
a history of the white ants, says that a cicada may be 
heard to the distance of half a mile, and that the 
singing of one in a room will immediately silence a 
.hole company t; and the Swedish naturalist, Thun
berg, tells us that a Javanese species makes a noise 
as shrill and piercing as if it proceeded from a trum
pet §. Yet there cannot be a doubt that these loud 
songsters were the tettige8 of the Greeks, and were 
placed upon a harp as the emblem of music, because, 
as Mouffet gives the legend, when two rival musicians 
(Eumonius and Ariston) were competing upon the 
harp, a tetti~, flying to the former, and sitting upon 
his harp, supplied the place of a broken string, and 
80 secured to him the victory II. " Madam Merian says 
that the music of another species (Tettigonia tibicen) 
is thought to resemble the sound of the harp so nearly. 
that the Dutch actually call it the harper • 

• Stoll, Cigales, p. 26. 
t Ooldsmith, Animated N"tunI, iv. 238. 
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Amidst aU this variety of conflicting opinions, we 
need the less wonder that the Grecian poets should 
praise the music of the cicada, and imagine it to feed 
on dew, and live in perpetual youth,-fictions. how
ever, altogether poetical and visionary; for, like the 
rest of this order, it feeds on herbage and leaves. and 
so far from being long·lived, it does not, we believe, 
survive its arrival at maturity more than a week or two. 

The preceding are the most celebrated of our in
sect musicians, but there are numerous others, which, 
though less celebrated, are not unworthy of notice, and 
frequently attract the notice of the most incurious: 

"Nor undelightCul is the ceaseless hum, 
To him who muses through the woods at noo,!. 
Or drowsy shepherd as he lies reclined." 

. THOII~OIf. 

Yet none of these sounds appear to proceed from the 
same organs as the voice in larger animals, from the 
throat and mouth; for the buz of flies, the hum of 
bees, the drone of beetles, and the ominous click of the 
death.watch, are all produced, as we have already ex
plaiped, (together with the sounds of the cricket and 
the cicada,) by the wings or other organs beating or 
fretting on some vibratory substance. It may prove 
.interesting to mention a few of the mol'8 curious fact,! 
connected with this subject. 

In the case of bees, Swammerdam correctly re
marks that none of their air· tubes open into the 
mouth; and even if they did, or should air be im
pelled thither out of the stomach, the narrowness of 
the tube is ill fitted to produce soqnll. Their hum
ming, therefore, he thinka proceeds from the wings 
alone, particularly the small membranous wings at 
the shoulder, when played upon by air propelled 
from the subjaceqt air-tubes or spiracles· • In another 

• Biblia !'iatur., i. 211. 
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place he says, "Bees make a noise by the motion of 
their wings, which is increased by the internal air 
propelled out of their bodies through the air-tubes at 
the same time; for some of these pipes open with 
wide apertures under the wings. Certain cavities, 
also, fit for receiving and vibrating the air, and formed 
under and between the wings, contribute to this. 
Nor must the shoulder-blades be excluded from their 
share in this music, since they are placed just above 
the wings, joined to the chest, and having under their 
I.>readth the openings of several air-pipes. It is thus 
the motion of the wings, with the as.'1istance of all 
these parts. and by force of the propelled air, makes 
the humming noise peculiar to that insect _.n M. 
Chabrier has in part adopted this opinion as to the 
effect of the airt. 

Reaumur observed that the various sounds of bees, 
whether more or less grave or shrill, are produced by 
the wings beating more or less rapidly against the air, 
according also, it may be, to the different angles at 
which it is struck t. 'The latter observation reminds us 
of the toy called the hummer (in Scotland a Whunner
,pale), which produces a sound nearly resembling the 
bum of a bee, though rather deeper, and more loud. 
It consists of a thin piece of deal, about six inches by 
two, deeply notched all round the edge, to one end of 
which a string is tied for the purpose of whirling it 
rapidly round, as is done in slingiag. when the sound 
alluded to is produced. But it is indispensable that 
it have two motions,-one round the boy who whirls 
it, and another round its own axis; in the same way 
as we presume the vertical vibration of the bees' wings, 
combined with its passage through the air, may cause 
the hum. 

Reaumur expressly says, that a bee whose wings 
. • Biblia Natul'lll, i. 168. 
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are eradicated is perfectly mute; but .JoIm Hulite. 
afliJ'Jl1s, that though the wings be cut off and the legs 
held fast, they can still emit a shrill, peevish sound, 
as they can also do when their winga are smeared over 
with honey, and even when they are held under 
water, which be obeerved to vibrate at the point of 
eontact wjth the air-holes at the root of the wings -. 
A French naturalist infers from Hunter's experiments, 
that the hum is rather caused by a tremulous affection 
of the entire body, than by the strong vibration of the 
Upptlr wingst. 'That it is not the wings alone which 
produce the sound is proved hy the well-known fact, 
that many insects of the same order fly silentlyt. 

White, of Selbome, observed a sound like that of 
bees, for which he could not account. ., There is," 
he tells ,us, "a natural occurrence to be met with in 
the highest part of our down, on the hot summer 
days, which always amuses me much, without giving 
me any satisfaction as to the cause of it; Jmd that is 
a loud audible humming of bees in the air. though 
Bot one insect is to be seen. Any person would 
suppose that a large swarm of bees was in motion 
and playing about over his head§." We have fre
quently observed this humming in the neighbourhood 
of London, in Copenhagen }'ields, on Hampstead 
Heath, "nd at Shooters' Hill, and for some ~ime were 
as much puzzled to explain it as White; till we, on 
several occasions, remarked a troop of IIwallows busily 
hawking high overhead where the humming wall 
heard. There could be no doubt, therefore, that it 
was occasioned by insects, invisible to us in conse
quence of their distance. In another instance, we 
eould plainly see numbers of bees passing and re. 
passing at a very considerable heigh.., in their way to 
and from some blossomed lime-trees, as we supposed. 

• Phil. Trans. for 1792. t Diet. des Sciences Natureiles. 
:t Kirby and Spence. Inu. ii. 379. t Nat. Hist.ii. 

IS 
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which were at a good distance from· the spot where 
we stood,-the primary cause, perhaps, of their flying 
high-. 

"That purely rural, little noticed, and, indeed. 
local occurrence," says Mr. Knapp, "called by the 
country people 'hummings in the air,' is annually 
heard in one or two fields near my dwelling. About 
the middle of the day, perhaps from twelve o'clock 
till two, on a few calm, sultry days in July. we occa
sionally hear, when in particular places, the humming 
of apparently a large swarm of bees. It is generally 
in some spacious open spot that this murmuring first 
arrests our attention. As we move onward the sound 
becomes fainter, and by degrees is no longer audible. 
That this sound proceeds from a collection of bees, or 
some such insects, high in the air, there can be no 
doubt; yet the musicians are invisible. At these 
times, a solitary insect or so may be observed here and 
there, occupied in its usual employ, but this straggler 
takes no part in our aerial orchestra - ... 

The buz of flies has been found no less difficult to 
explain than the hum of bees. That it is not pJ'&o 
duced by the wings alone striking upon the air, is 
proved from the fact of many insects of rapid flight, 
such as the dragon flies (Libellulina) and the crane 
flies (TipulidtB), flying silently. Some flies, again. 
are able to produce a loud buz when not on the 
wing. Of this, an instance has re~ently occurred 
to llS in the wasp fly (CkrylOtorum jtuciolatum, 
MEIGEN), which had got into our study, and kept up 
its peculiar buz when resting. apparently motionless, 
on the window-frsme; yet, when we observed it mi
nutely, there was still a perceptible vibratory tremor 
in the wings, similar to that of a harp-string. but so 
rapid as at first to escape the eye. The same buz 

aJ.R • 
... JoUI'II. of a Naturalist, p. 376, 3d edit. 
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W ... p ft 1 (CA",.otona IMeiolat .... ). 

was continued when we held the insect by the feet; 
but, on placing a slip of card loosely over the wings. 
it became so muffled as to be almost imperceptible, 
and, on laying hold of the wings, it ceased altogether. 
From all we could observe respecting this sound, it 
appeared that it could not be referred simply to any 
muscular movement. but must have arisen either from 
air playing on the membranous edges of the wings 
at their origin, as in the case of an Eolian harp-string. 
or by the stroke or friction of some internal organ 
upon the roots of the nervures-. 

Latreille seems to have overlooked the vibrating 
tremor to which we have alluded, when he contends 
that the noise of flies on the wing cannot be the result 
of friction, because the wings are then expandedt. 
But, even if the tremor were invisible to the eye, we 
should not be authorized to conclude that it was not 
produced; for the ingenious experiments devised 
by Dr. Chladni, of Berlin, and recently extended by 
M. Savart, distinctly exhibit the existence of vibra
tions in metallic· plates when their edges are played 
upon by a violin bow, in the curious forms into which 
sand spread on the plates arranges itself; though 
otherwise these vibrations are for the most part im
perceptible. We may also refer to Dr. Wollaston's 

• J. R. t Hiat. Gener. de. Inleete •• 
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remarks on inaudible soullds, to which we shall after-
wards advert. ' 

In another place, Latreille, in Il!entioning the sin
gular organs called balancers, or poisers (halteres), 
says, they occupy exactly the situation of the spines 
in bees and wasps, with spiracles in the same manner 
situated behind them, whence it is evident that the 
hinder part of the chest, where the balancers are, cor
responds to the part which,·in the male cicada and 
the cricket, contains the organs of sound -. From 
the form of these balancers, as they ~ave been called, 
being much like a drum-stick, we might be led to 
.uppose them to be the very instrument employed to 
produce the sound; but, as they have been viewed in 
a different light, it may be proper to take notice of it. 
Derham, accordingly, thinks that both these and the 
winglets (alulce) in two-winged flies (Diptera), are 
for rendering the flight more steady. "If one of the 
PQisers," he says, "or one of the lesser auxiliary 
wings be cut off, the insect will fly as if one side over
balanced the other, until it falleth on the ground; so 
if both be cut off they will fly awkwardly and Un-
8teadlly, manifesting the defect of some very neces
sary part. The use, no doubt, of these poisers, and 
secondary Jesser wings. is to poise the body, and to 
obviate all the vacillations thereof in flight, serving to 
the in!lect. as the long pole, laden at the ends with 
lead, does to the rope-dancert." Schelver, however, 
found that any mutilation of either one or a\l of the 
winglets, or the poisers, in a crane-fly (Tipula ero
cata) prevented it from flying at all, and he conjec
tures that the poisers are air-holders!. 

Schelver, however, found that a fly continued to 
bus when the poilers were cut off,-an experiment he 

• rugae Animal, v. 429, Note, ed. 1829. 
t Physico Theology, ii. 169, Note (i). 

t Wiedemann, Archiv. ii. 210. 
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often repeated with the same result; but when he 
mutilated or removed either one or both winglets, the 
buzzing ceased *. 

De Geer, upon examination of one of the wasp-flies 
(SyrpkidfB), satisfied himself that the buzzing was 
produced by the friction of the root or base of the 
wings against the sides of the hollow in which they 
are inserted. For this purpose, he took hold of each 
wing with his fingers and thumb, and stretching 
them out in opposite directions, to prevent their mo
tion, and at the same time taking care not to hurt 
the insect, no sound was produced. Not con
tented with this. he cut off both wings of a syrphus 
very near their roots; but this did not prevent it from 
buzzing any more than the excision of both the poisers 
and the winglets, for, on examining the parts with a 
microscope. he perceived that the remaining roots of 
the wings continued to vibrate, and the buzzing to 
go on, nor did it cease till he completely eradicated 
the wingst • 

• Wiedemaan, Arcbiv., ii. 210-11. t M6moires, vi., 13. 
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In the spirit of banter, Aristophanes makes Chm
rephon ask Socrates whether gnats buz with their 
mouth or their tail-. Moulfet pronounces that the 
sound comes from the mouth, because the sound is 
louder when they approach than when they retire t. 
"After all," says Kirby, "the friction of the base of 
the wings against the chest (thoraz) seems to be the 
sole cause of the alarming buz of the gnat, as well as 
of the other two-winged flies (Diptera)." This expla
nation however seems not to accord well with Mr. 
Kirby's additional remark, that gnatS do liotalways 
hum when they fly; for he ought to be prepared to 
show that the wings do not rub on the thorax when 
they are silent. "I have observed," says he, "that, early 
in the spring, before their thirst for blood seizes them. 
gnats when flying emit no sound. At this moment 
(February 18th) two females are flying- about my 
windows in perfect silence. The warmer the weather 
the greater is their thirst for blood, the more forcible 
their flight. the motion of their wings more rapid. 
and the sound produced by that motion more intense. 
In the night-but perhaps this may arise from the 
universal stillness that then reigns-their hum ap
pears louder than in the day: whence its tones may 
seem modified by the will of the animal t." There 
can be no doubt of the fact that gnats sometimes fly 
in silence, however it may be explained: we have 
observed that in a house where the hum of gnats 
was not a little annoying in August, we could not 
hear one iu the end of September. though we 
listened carefully to every individual which we saw 
on the wing§. The" jarring hum" (lUper, Glcerb" 
IOnam), as Virgil expresses it, of the gad-fly il no 
less annoying to cattle than that of the gnat and the 

• Nubes. t Tbeatrum InseclonlID, 87. 
t Intr. ii., 383. ~ J R 
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mosquito (Culez --) is to us, but probably for 
8 different reason -. 

The drone of the dung-beetle (Geotrupes ste~ 
,.ariw), on the other hand, is, like the hum of the 
industrious bee, rather pleasant than disagreeable; 
from its being associated with the still twilight of a 
Bummer's evening; though Linnreus was certainly 
wrong in thinking it an Indication of fine weather. 
It is probably occasioned by the friction of the wing
cases upon the base of the wings, throwing them 
irlto vibratory motion. Though most commonly re
marked in this beetle, it is not peculiar to it, fol" we 
have observed it, though not quite so loud, in the 
flight of the musk-beetle (Cerambyx odorams, DE 
GEEJ.I.) IilJd in the gree~ rose-chafer (Cetonia aurata), 
whose loud humming, as we ~nce noticed in one 
flying aro~nd a wild rose-tree in Epping Forest, made 
us suppose it to be the 1101et carpenter-bee (Xylocopa 
violacea), which has not hitherto been found in 
Britaint •. 

Most of the larger animals have particular cries ex
pressive of. fear, distress, ,or danger; but ~e are not 
well acquainted witl1 these in the insect world.. The 
one most familiar! bu.t not, that we are aware, men
tioned brnaturalists, is the peculiar b\lZziog of flies 
when they fall 'into the fangs of the spider. We 
say .. peculiar," because it is altogether unlike any 
sound emitted by flies at any other time. As a fly 
tioes not emit this sound when it is accidentally 
betrayed to venture too far into a honey-pot, nor 
when it is caught by the hand, it must arise from 
some instinctive knowledge of the nature of its arch 
enemy, rather than from the mere circumstance of 
its being entrapped: yet we have heard ·flies emit 
this sound when caught in a spider's web that had 

.• See Insect Architecture, p. 405. f J, R. 
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been deserted by the proprietor, as well as when 
pounced upon by a hunting spider, which spins nO 
web. ' We have not been able to satisfy ourselves 
whether or not this sound of distress is produced by 
the same organ as the common buz in flying*. 

One of the most puzzling sounds to the curious in 
such inquiries, is that emitted by the death's-head 
moth (Acheronlia Atropos), when it is caught and 
kept a prisoner. This is described to be a loud 

Death'lob.ad Ihawk.moth (AcMrontia At,upo,). 

'shrill cry, somewhat like that of a mouse, but much 
more piteons. M. Lorrey ascribes the sound to the 
rapid propulsion of air from two cavities in the bellyt; 
Schroeter to its rubbing its tongue against its head; 
and Rosel to the friction of the chest upon the abdo
men. That the wings are not concerned in it, is 
proved by the cry being uttered when both they and 

• J. R. t Latreille, Reguo Auimal, v. 590. 
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the body. are held firmly down . . Reaumur, after 
many experiments, concludes, that "in the more 
minute parts of Nature's works there is always some
thing which we cannot explain." It appeared to him 
most probable that the cry came from the head, per
haps from the mouth, or rather from the tongue, and 
it might be by friction of the palpi against the tongue; 
for when he unfolded the spiral tongue with a pin, 
the cry ceased, but was renewed the instant it was 
coiled up again between the palpi. He then pre
vented the palpi from touching the tongue, which 
also stopt the sound, and when only one was per
mitted to touch it, the sound was much more feeble-, 

" Reanmu,'s experimt.ts on tbe deatb's-head hawk·motb. a, the tongue 
.... rolded with a pin; b, the palpi prevented from touching tbe toague. 

Huber, without mentioning the particulars, says 
he has ascertained that Reaumur was quite mis
taken t. Engramelle informs lIS that M. de Johet 
plucked out the jaws (ma.riUm) and cut off the palpi 
of one of these moths, and yet the noise was pro
duced when the wings were agitated. Being thence 
led to examine the wings, he found two concave 
scales at their base, which he supposes may be the 
organs of sound; and when the scales were cut off, 
the insect, he says, became mute. M. de Jobet 
thinks the sound is produced by the air being 

• Memoires, ii. 293 •. t On Bees, p. 313, Note. 
1\: 
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suddenly propelled. against' these scales by the ac
tion of the wings. M. Loney again states that the 
sound arises from the air escaping rapidly through 
peculiar cavities communicating with the spiracles, 
and furnished with a fine tuft. of hairs on the sides 
of the abdomen lIf. M. Passerini, curator of the 
Museum of Natural History at Florence, has lately 
investigated the subject more minutely. He traced 
the origin of the sound to the interior of the head, 
in which he discovered a cavity at the passage where 
muscles are placed for impelling and expelling the air. 
M. Dumeril has since discovered a sort of membrane 
stretched over this cavity like, as he says, to the head 
of a drum. M. Duponchel has also confirmed by 
experiment the opinions of Passerini and Dumeril, 
and confutes Lorrey, by stating that the noise is pro
duced from the head when the body of the insect is 
removed t. 

The death's-head moth is not the only inSect whose 
sound alarms the lIuperstitious. Insects, which are 
much more common, though froId their minuteness 
not so often seen as heard, often strike the unedu
cated with terror as the messengers of death. We 
refer to the sound which most of our readers may 
have heard issuing from old timber or old books, 
resembling the ticking of a watch, and hence popu
larly called the deatk-watck. Some writers, who 
are desirous of being thought very accurate, are 
particular in distinguishing a certain insect as the 
genuine death-watch, while others are held to be 
spurious; yet there can be no doubt that the same 
sort of ticking is produced by several species. La
tl'eille, indeed, seems to Ray that it is common to a 
whole genus (.tfnobium, FABR.n; and besides these, 

• Stepbens'.lUualr. (Haust.) i. 116 • 
• t Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Mars., 1828. 

~ luaiIIuNawnllea, i. 4&4, t4.1 •• 
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tlfwhich Mr. Stephens enumerate. ten species found 

In Britain, we know at least two species of a very 
difterent genus (.A.t'fop6l, LUCH), also indigenous, 
which produce the so much dreaded sound. 

Sir Thomas Browne considered the subject of the 
death-watch of ~at importance, and remarks that 
the man " who could eradicate this error from the 
minds of the people, would save from many a cold 
sweat the meticulous heads of nurses and grand
mothers"," as such persons are firm in the belief. 
that-

1'1Ie solemn death-watch clicks the hour or death. 

Swift endeavoured to perform this usefhl task by 
means of ridicule. His description, suggested, it 
would appear, by the old song of "A cobbler there 
was, and he lived in a stall," runs thus :-

-rcA wood wonn 
That lies In old wood, like a hare in her forQI, 
With teeth or with elan, It will bite, it will scratch ; 
And chambermaids christen thill worm a death-watch i 
Because. like a watch, it always cries click. 
Then woe be to those in the house that are lick I 
For, sure &I a gun, tbey will give up the ghost, 
If the maggot cries click when it scratches the post. 
But a \ettle of scalding hot water injected, 
Infallibly cures the timber atrected ; 
The omen is broken, the danger is over, 
The maggot will die, and the sick will recover t." 

( , 

,. 
I 

\ .. 
\.,'. 

It may be well to give a few notices from natural~ 
lata who have observed the proceedings of those 
insects. "I possess," says Swammerdam, "a small 
beetle, which, haYing firmly and strongly fixed its 
foremolt legs, and bent and put its head through 
the space between them, makes a continual noilie in 

• Vulgar Errol'S. 
t Quqted in lirhy and Spence, Inlt. ii. 38&, 
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old pieees of, wood, walls, and' ceilings; which is 
sometimes so loud, that, upon hearing it, people have 
been persuaded that nocturnal hobgoblins, ghosts, 
or fairies. wandered about them. Other species of 
beetles make a strange noise by rubbing their head 
against their breast, and others press their tailor 
belly close to their wing-cases, and by that means 
also make an uncommon creaking.*." 

Derham kept a male and a female (Anobiitm tel
selalum?) together in a box for about three weeks, 
and by imitating their call, he could make them click 
whenever he pleased. At the end of this time one 
of them died, and soon afterwards the other gnawed 
its way out and escaped. Mr. Stackhouse also kept 
a beetle of this kind in a box, and carefully observed 
the manner of its beating. According to him, it 
raises itself on its hind legs, and, with the body 
somewhat inclined, beats its head with great force 
and agility against the place on which it stands. 
One of them, on a sedge-bottomed chair, exerted so 
much force, that its strokes were impressed and 
visible in the exterior coat of the sedge, for a space 
equal to that of a silver penny. 

M. Geoffi-oy supposes the noise to be caused by 
the insects striking the wood in order to make holes 
to lodge int; but M. Olivier, having heard the 
sound come from the interior of the wood, thinks it 
must be produced by the grub rather than the per
feet insect, because the beetle has not sufficiently 
strong mandibles, like the grub, for gnawing; and 
besides, it does not require to enter again after it 
goes out, since it does not lay its eggs in holes, but 
in cracks and crevices t. M. Tigny again, though 
he does not impugn Olivier's accuracy, says, that 
the perfect insects can produce the sound, .. for we 

• Hill's Swammerdam, i. 125. 
t Fauue Parisieooe. ~ Coleoptera .. 
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have eeveraI times surprised the Sa~yard beetltt 
(A1tobium tenelatum, FuR.) beating with redouble<! 
strokes with its head upon the ceiling*." He pre
tends not to decide whether it was to knock out 11\ 
cavity for its eggs, or a call to its mate. 

Latreille says. the male and the female (.1nobia), 
at the period of pairing, strike many times successively 
and rapidly with their mandibles the wain8cot where 
they are placed, and mutually answer each other's 
signal, and such is the cause of the ominous tickingt. 
He observed an instance of this in the striated timber 
beetle (...fnomum ,triatum), which, upon striking 
with its mandibles on the Qutaide of a pile of wood. 
was answered from within. 

We have ourselves observed the clicking mlUle by 
a beetle (Anobium perti~), more common, perhlLpl. 

a • e 
&.era] opeclet of d •• ~-".toh beetl .. greatly .. agDi~ed. '" ..4"'* ... 

leu.lat."" b • ..,IaobivlII.lrial¥1ll. c. Anobiv .. porliftllS. 

than the . precedillg, in the holes of old wood, aqd 
have heard it ll\ore frequently in the night than th~ 
day. It ll\oves its head up and down like a pendulum 
when it clicks. \lI.\t we could not be certain whether 

• Hist. Nat. des Insectes, iii. 1113, ed. 1830. 
't BegDe Apimal, iv. 48', ed. 1829. 
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we saw it .trike the wood. . In tlie case of the 
timber-louse (..4troP08 pullatorM, STEPHENS), the 
insect cert&inly strikes the object; for in consequence 
of the softness of its body, it could not otherwise 
produce the clicking, which is much quicker, and 
not so loud as that of the beetles. We have 
even distinguished this sound to be much less per
ceptible when the insect was, as it often is, in a 
collection of dried plants than when on an old book 
or a drawer-. 

These are only a few of the more remarkable 
sounds produced by insects; but it is highly probable, 
as we have already hinted, that these tiny creatures 
emit many sounds altogether imperceptible to us,
an opinion which is strikingly corroborated . by the 
experiments of Wollaston. It is· well known' that 
persons affected with slight deafness hear sharp 
sounds much better than those which are grave and 

. low, being able to distinguisb the voices of women 
and children, in consequence of their acuteness, 
much better than the lower tones of men's voices. 
This fact, indeed, is practically acted upon by those 
accustomed to converse with persons hard of hearing, 

. in which case they use a more shrill, rather than a 
louder tone of voice than common. Many persons 
who never felt any defect in their hearing cannot 
hear certain sounds which others perceive distinctly; 
and this partial deafness may be artificially produced 
by shutting the mouth and nose, and then exhaust
ing the air in the Eustachian tube by expanding the 
chest in a forcible attempt to take breath. When 
this is done so that the exhaustion of the air behind 
the drum of the ear is as complete as possible, the 
external air is felt strongly and even painfully press
ing on the drum, in which case the ear becomes 
insensible to low sounds, though shrill sounds are 

• J.R. 
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as readily perceived as before. - After the ear is 
brought into this state it will remain so for some 
time, without continuing the painful effort to take 
breath, for, by suddenly discontinuing the effort. the 
end of the tube will close like a valv~~ and prevent 
the air from getting into the drum. The act of 
swallowing, howev~r, will open the closed tube, and 
restore the ear to its wonted feeling. 

While the ear is exhausted of its internal air, if 
we attempt to listen to the sound of a carriage 
passing in the street, the rumbling noise cannot be 
heard, though the rattle of a chain or a loose screw 
remains as easily heard as before. At a concert 
the experiment has a singular effect. As none of 
the sharper sounds are lost, and the great mass of the 
louder sounds are suppressed, the shriller ones are 
cons~quently so much the more distinctly heard. 
even to the rattling of the keys of a bad instrument. 
or the scraping of cat-gut unskilfully touched. In 
the natural healthy state of the ear. there does not 
seem to be any strict limit to our power of perceiving 
grave sounds; but if, on the contrary, we tum our 
attention to the other extremity of the scale, and 
with a series of pipes, exceeding each other in sharp
ness, we ~xamine the effects of them in succession, 
upon the ears of any considerable number of per
sons, we shall find a very distinct and striking dif
ference betw~en the hearing of different individuals, 
whose ears are in other respects perfect. The sud
denness of the transition from perfect hearing to to
tal want of perception, occasions a degree of sur
prise, which renders an experiment, with a series of 
small pipes, among several persons, rather amusing. 
Those who enjoy a temporary triumph, from hearing 
Dotes inaudible to others. are often compelled, in 
their tum, to acknowledge to how short a distance 
their superiority extends. Dr. Wollaston accord-
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ingly found that one of his friends was quite in8en" 
sible to the sound of a small organ-pipe, which was 
far within the limits of his oWn hearing. He also 
remembers a female relation to have said that she 
never could hear the crink of the hedge-cricket. 
Two ladies of his acquaintance told him that their 
father could never hear the chirping of the house.. 
sparrow, and this is the lowest limit to acute hearing 
which he met with, and he supposes it to be very 
uncommon; deafness. even to the sound of the 
house-cricket, is not usual, while it is by no means 
rare to find people who are insensible to the shrill 
squeak of the bat. 

The range of human hearing comprised between 
the lowest notes of the organ. and the higbest 1motIm 
BOund of insects, includes more than nine octavea. 
the whole of which are distinctly perceptible by most. 
ears. But" sillee there is nothing," Dr. Wollaston 
concludes~ "in the constitution of the atmosphere to 
prevent vibrations much more frequent than any of 
which we are conscious, we may imagine tbat animal" 
like the crickets (Grglb), whose powers appear to 
commence nearly where ours terminate, may have 
the faculty of hearing still sharper sounds, which at 
present we do not know to exist; and that there may 
be other insects, bearing nothing in common with us, 
1>ut endowed with a power of exciting, and a sense 
that perceives, vibrations indeed of the same natu~ 
as those which constitute our ordiDary sounds, but. 
so remote. that the animals who perceive them may 
be said to possess another senll8, agreeing with our 
own solely in the medium by whicb it is excited. and 
~ssibly wholly unaffected by the slowef vibrations of 
whicb we are sensible -." 

• Dr. WollutoD in Pbil, TRo •• for] 820, p.314. 
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ORGAN OP HEARING IN INSECTS. 

LEAVING insects for a moment out of consideratioD, 
we find a much greater difference in the form and 
structure of the ears, than of the eyes, of other ani
mals. The eyes are always placed in nearly the 
same part of the head, and consist of a transparent 
portion more or less complicated, and a nervous 
expansion for receiving the visual image. This uni
formity, however, does not hold in the ClUle of ears, 
for though their situation is as constantly the same 
as the eyes, their form is exceedingly varied. The 
opening of the ear, for example, is admirably con
trived. .. In the owl that perches on a tree," to use 
the words of Grew, .. and hearkens after the prey 
beneath her, it is produced farther out above than it 
is below, for the better reception of the least sound. 
But in a fox, that scouteth underneath the prey 
at roost, it is for the same reason produced farther 
out below. In the polecat, which hearkens straight 
forward, it is produced behind, for the taking of a 
forward sound. Whereas in a hare, which is very 
quick of hearing, and thinks of nothing but being 
pursued, it is supplied with a bony tube, which as a 
natural otocoustick (ear-trumpet) is so directed back
ward, as to receive the smallest and most distant 
sound that comes behind her "'." The outer ears 
also· of hounds, swine, and other animals designed 
to hear low sounds, are either pendulous or move
able, to compensate for their difficulty of moving the 
head; for were their ears not so constructed, hogs 
while eagerly digging for roots, and hounds when 
keenly pursuing their game by the scent, might fall 
into danger, which their hanging ears readily in
timate by catching the lowest sounds that float along 
the ground. 

til Cosmolocia Sacra, i. 5. 
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In insects again, to come directly to our subject, 
the eyes. as we shall see in the next chapter, are 
varied infinitely more than in the larger animal., 
both in structure, number, and position, and this we 
think affords a fair presumption that the ears may 
exhibit a corresponding variety. But it will be ob
jected, we foresee, that the ears of insects have never 
been discovered, or at least that no two observers are 
agreed about what they consider the organs of hear
ing in in~cts. We should answer that this is one 
of the arguments which tends to corroborate our 
·position. The opinion that the antennm are the 
organs in question, appears to correspond most nearly 
with our preceding remarks, and though rejected by 
many distinguished naturalists, it is maintained by 
otbers inferior to nODe in accuracy and acumen, 
among whom we may reckon Honsdorf, Guze, and 
Christ, and our own deservedly celebrated entomo
logists, Kirby and Spence, though on one occasion 
they think the antennm may be organs of smell. 

'rhe antennm, then, according to these views, cor
respond to the ears of larger animals in number, in 
position, in standing out from the head; and what 
.is no less important, unless we admit this opinion, 
no other organ seems to represent the ears, and 
hence it appears highly probable, that their primary 
function is hearing, whatever their secondary functions 
may be, as the primary function of the tongue ill 
tasting, though it is in some cases used as an Olgaa 
of touch. According to this view they may be used 
as tactors, or as hygrometers, if we may use the term, 
to discover the state of the weather, which 1000e in
sects appear to be skilful in discovering. and which 
Lehmann terms A6roscepsy * . 

.. I once was observing," says Kirby, "the motion. 
of a weevil (A pion) under a pocket microscope: on 

• .De ADteDDil IlIIIIcl. ii. 85. 
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seeing me, it receded. Upon my making a slight 
but distinct noise. its anteon&! started : I repeated the 
noise several times, and invariably with the same 
eftect. A beetle (Harpalua). which I was holding in 
my hand. answered the sound in the same manner 
repeatedly. I will now mention another effect that I 
observed, still more remarkable. A little moth was 
reposing upon my wiudow; I made a quiet, not loud, 
but distioct noise: the antenna nearest to me im
mediately moved towards me. I repeated the noise 
at least a dosen times, and it was followed every 
time by the same motion of that organ; till at length 
the insect, being alarmed, became more agitated and 
violent iD. its motions. In this instance, it could not 
be touch; since the antenna was not applied to a 
surface, but directed towards the quarter from which 
the sound came, as if to listen." It is necessary. 
however, to remark, that there is a want of pre
cision in these experiments, as no precautions are 
mentioned to have been taken to hide the cause of 
the noise from the eyes of the insect • 

• , It has been used as an argument," he continues, 
"that. the antenne are primarily tact.ors or instru
ments of touch, that a four-winged parasite fly 
(FammjacvlatO'l', FADll.), before it inserts its ovipo
sitor, pluDges its antenne into the hole forming the 
nidus of the bee, to the grub of which it commits its 
egg. But had those who used this argument mea
sured the antenne and the ovipositor of this ich
Beumon, they would have discovered that the latter 
is thrice the len~ of the former: and as these In
aeets generally insert it, 80 that even part of the 
abdomen enters the hole, it is clear that the antenne 
cannot touch t.he larva; its object therefore cannot be 
to explore by that sense. Others suppose that by 
these organs it scents out the destined nidus for its 
eggs; but Lehmann has satisfactorily proved that 
they ale not oJfactoIy orgaus. We c:aD theretbre only 
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suppose, either that, by means of its antenn&!, it hears 
a slight noise produced by the latent grub, perhaps 
by the action of its mandibles; or else that, by its 
motions, it generates a motion in the atmosphere of 
its habitation, which, striking upon the antenna! of 
the FmnuB, are by them communicated to its sensory.: 
A similar disproportion is observable between the 
antenna! and the ovipositor of another parasite fly 
(Pimpla manifeatator)·. Bees, when collecting 
honey and polIen, first insert the organs in question 
into the flowers which they visit; but, as I have 
more than once observed, they merely insert the tip 
of them. If anthers are bursting, or nectar is 
exuding, these processes probably are attended by a 
slight noise, or motion of the air within the blossom, 
which, as in the last case, affects without immediate 
contact the exploring organs to" It is also probable 
that this insertion is to ascertain the presence or 
absence of insect enemies, which may be lying in 
wait for mischief in the flowers. 

It is important to remark, with regard to this in
quiry, that no effect is likely to be produced upon 
insects by sounds unconnected with their habits t ; 
for even the timid hare will scarcely bend its ear to the 
clang of a peal of bells, or the beat of a drum, while 
the bark of a lap-dog would put it to immediate 
flight; and though a flock of rooks, as we have fre
quently remarked, will feed unaIarmed during a 
violent thunderstorm, the report of a fowling-piece, 
though ever so distant, or even of a boy's pop-gun, 
will instantly rouse them. The same holds with 
respect to insects; and accordingly the quick-eared 
grasshoppers, locusts, and crickets, will not pay any 
attention to the beating of a watch, the ringing of 
glasses, or any similar noise, while the object is kept 
out of their sight.-but the rustle of leaves, or the 

• Figured iu. Insect Transformations, 51-8. 
t Intr. iv. 242. : Huber on Bees, p. 285. 
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seemingly noiseless tread of one of their own species, 
near them, puts them in a moment on the alert.
Having at present about a dozen of different species 
of this order alive, we. have repeated these experi
ments in every possible form; bllt the most im
portant, with respect to the antenn&!, is that, when 
a leaf or a bit of paper is rustled under.a table, 
the green grasshopper (Acrida' "'iridiBsima) im
mediately bends one or both of its long anfenn&! 
in the direction of the sound, just as a rabbit. would 
do its ears if similarly alarmed. The same effect is 
produced when a large beetle, in a hox, is placed 
out of sight near it; and when' placed behind, it 
bends the antenn&! back over the body, and bustles 
to get out ill• It is obvious to us, indeed, that it is 
partly, if not wholly, in consequence of the great 
length of their antenn&! that these insects hear 80 

acutely; and we think we have remar~ed that the 
species in which they are short have a less perfect 
sense of hearing. In the capricorn beetles (Lamia, 
etc.), which live on the wood and bark of trees, the 
ant.enn&! are also very long, for the purpose, it may 
be. of' warning the insect of the approach of snakes. 
lizards, or the voracious wood-peeker. whose loud 
tapping, however, it will not be difficult to recognise. 
The pretty moths, called by our London collectors 
the long-horned japan (Adela, LATREILLE), have 
their antenn&! prodigiollsly long; and as they appear 
early in spring, even, as Latreille remarks, before 
the oak is in leaf. may not these organs be to give 
them quick intelligence of the approach of birds, who 
are then most eager in hunting after insects? Be 
this as it may, these little moths are exceedingly 
timid, and, though not of very rapid flight, will start 
off at the .slightest rustle. 

Both the Hubers have inferred that the antenn&! in 
• See pace '1'1 for a figure. 

L 
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llees and ants are instruments of language by the 
medium of touch and gesticulation. Let us examine 
the experiment made to ascertain the meims by which 
intelligence of the l08S of a queen is spread through 
the hive, which always takes place within an hour 
after the event. 

'°1 divided," he says, "a hive into two portions by 
meaDS of a grating, executing the operation with such 
expedition and delicacy. that the smallest agitation 
was imperceptible, nor was a single bee injured. The 
ban of the grating admitted the free circulation of . 
air, hut were too close for the reciprocal passage of 
the bees. I did not know which half contained the 
queen, but the tewt and buzzing in number one soon 
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auuredllle shewae in number two, where quietneu 
ud tranquillity prevailed. Still preserving the cir
culation of the air, I closed the entrance of both, 
that tbe bees, seeking for their queen, should not find 
her. In two hours tbey calmed, and order wu re
stored; and we afterwards I&W the commencement of 
three royal ceU", 

"Theaperture& in the division between the halves 
allowed the communication of tbe bees of n umber one 
with a queen' produced from these, by means of 
8melling and hearing. They were separated by an 
interval not exceeding the third or fourth part of an 
inch, which they could not pass: yet tbe same bees 
hecame agitated I tbey constructed royal cells, alld 
reared young queens, as if tbeir queen bad been quite 
lost. This observation prove8 that it was neitber 
&om sight. hearing, nor smell. tbat the bees were sen
sible of the presence of their queen, and that the aid 
of another Hnle was interposed. The division in
serted between the halves of the hive having deprived 
them of nothing hut contact with her, was it not very 
probable that her presence had to be learned by 
touching her with their antennlll? It is by means of 
these organs that beel gain the knowledge of their 
combs, their young. ·thelr companions. and also of 
Uleir queen. all communicated by the senS8 of 
feeling. 

"'fo be satisfied on this point, a queen was con
fined in a glass bOlt, covered within with a grating, 
which allowed the passage of the anteDnlll, bot was 
too small for the heads of the hees. We remarked 
from the first, tbatthe distress commonly following 
iIle departure of a queen was not manifested on tbis 
occasion. All the bees knew that she was not lost, 
and when she W8S' restored to them, they seemed to 
l'eCognise her.imQlediately. The communications of the 
bets with this q,ueen were made by means of an infinite 

!o2 
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.number oC antenne tbrust through the grating,and 
turning in all di11!ctions. plainly indicating that they 
were occupied with her. She acknowledged the in-

. terest they tOOk.in ber by always remaining fixed on 
the grating •. and crossing ber antenne with those. so 

. evidently employed in ascertaining ber presence .... 
To us, this certainly proves the importance of tbe 

secondary use of the antenna! in touching; but the 
buz which spreads through the hive is evidently the 
means by which the 1088 of a queen is made known 
to those that have not had an. opportunity of ascer
taining . it by other means. 

The younger Huber has attributed to ants what 
be calls an antennallanguage. He tells us, that the 
means. of mutual communication among ants con
sists .. in striking with their bead the corselet of 
their companions. in the contact of their mandibles; 
but the antenne. and the organs of touch, and per
haps. of some other sense, are the principal instru
ments connected with the lauguage of ants. We have 
seen these insects frequently use them on the field of 
battle, to intimate approaching danger. and to ascer
tain their own party. when mingled with. the enemy. 
They are also employed in the interior of the ant-hill, 
to warn their companions of the presence of the sun; 
In their excursions, to indicate their rQute; and in 
their recnliting. to determine the time of their de
parture. The ant who experiences hunger, begins 
by striking with both its antenne. with. an extremely 
rapid movement, the antenne of. the ant from whom 
it wants its supply; it then draws closer. with its 
mouth open and its tongue extended. to receive the 
8uid. During this operation. the ant who is receiv
ing aliment does not cease caressing its kind friend, 
by continuing to move its antenna! with great quick
ness; it also plays upon the lateral parts of the head 
of jts benefactor with its. fore. feet, which. from the 

• Huber OD Bees, p.280. 
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delicacy and rapidity of their movement, Yield in no 
respect to the antennm·." 

To us there doea not, however, seem to be any
thing in thll!! which showl the antennm to have any 
peIluliar functions, any more than we should think it 
correct to theorize in the same way upon the bills of 
Restling birds, which are opened to receive food, or 
tbeir wings, which are opened and vibrated rapidly 
while they receive iL The quick movements of the 
antenne, indeed, which have in many insecta been 
remarked as indicating eagemesa to explore by touch. 
appear to us precisely Uke the similar motions re
markable in the ears of hortes, and even of the 

. dulJest ass, when excited by anything that plelUl8fl 
them. Auts, btu, and other insects, perhapa employ 
sounds for communicating with one another inaudible 
to our eara. That bees, at least, are aft'ected by 
noises which we oan hear is proved from the singUlar 
effect produced upon them by eounds occasionally 
emitted by the queen, as well as· by the death's-head 
moth (Ac/ammtiG Atrop08). 

The youll{f8r Huber also fancies that the aphides 
and gall insects, upon which the ants depend for a 
considerable portion of their food, undel'lltand the an
tennallanguage as well as the ants themselves. .. By 
watching a single brown ant" (FormicG "",1IneG), he 
says, .. on a branch of a thistle, I saw it at first pass, 
without stopping, some aphides, which it did not dis
turb. but shortly after stationed itself near one of the 
smallest, and appeared to caress it by touching its tail 
a1temately with its antennll!, with an estremely rapid 
movement, like the play of the fingers in a shake 
upon the plano-forte. I saw with much surprise the 
fluid (honey-dew) escape from the body of the aphis, 
and the ant take it into its mouth. Its antenne were 
directed to a much larger aphis than the first, which, 
on being c:aressed after the same manner, diacbarged 

• H .. he, 011 Ants, pep 208. 
LS 
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the nourishing fluid in greater quantity, and this the 
ant immediately swallowed. . In. the same manner Jt 
proceeded to a third, a fourth, and a fifth, after 
which it returned to the nesL Those which remained 
on the thistle. presented me with the same Bcene." 
Again, " I was very much astonished when I. saw, 
for the first time,. an. ant approach a gall-insect, and 
perform with its antenlllll, on its. lower extremity, the 
same manmuvres as. in the instance of the. aphides. 
After having a few moments caressed this insect, I 
saw. proceed from its back a large drop of fluid, which 
the ant immediately lapped. up. I observed the same 
occurrence, with reference to other gall-insects on; the 
same tree, during several seasons -." 

We can . produce . an almost exact parallel to 
these observations in tbe case of several sea-bird,s 
(Lutris, ILLJGEB).According to Temminck,'~ these 
rarely fish on their own account, but. most commonly 
suhsist on aliments. which they oblige the. sea-maws 
(Larz) to. disgorge, throwing themselves with an 
astonishing velocity upon this, which falls from a 
height in the air, and thus they live. at the expense of 
others, which they incessantly pursuet." From our 
own observation, hpwever. we are quite convinced 
that it is. the mute of the gull,. and not the fish it 
disgorges, which the arctic gull (Lutria paraaitictU, 
Boie), procures by following others, and this accords 
with both the scientific and the popular name of the 
bird in most languages. The French call it:Sterco
raire, the Italians Stercorario, the Scotch, the dirty
allen, and the English the dung-bird or dung-hunter. 
Though we have seen it in numerous instances thus 
procuring its food by following its congeners in the 
air till ;they muted, we never imagined, as Huber 
does with respect to the ants and aphides, that 
they understood its language of solicitation,. or that 
it had peculiar organs for that purpose. But mo~t 

• Huber DB Ants, p. 220. t Mlllluel d'Ol'llilh. ii.790. 
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aorts of birds will mute- if they. are approached,. and 
it appears the arctic-gull profits by tbe knowledge of 
this. We have at this momenta black-cap (SylfJUJ 
atriCllpiUa) in a cage, who invariably mutes every 
time any. one comes ne!U' him, .and the red-breast (S. 
rubecula) may be observed to do the same when he 
is frightened away from .his crumbs at the cottage 
door. That it is the same in the case of the ants and 
aphides anyone may' prove, by taking a pin or a 
camel-hair pencil, and g~ntly touching the aphis, 
,vhen it will eject the honey-dew as readily as by the 
caressing of the antennae •• 

In many insects it is obvious_ the .antennae cannot 
be employed as organs of touch, on .account. of. their 
peculiar conformation. In the common flies (Mtu
cidm), for example, they are very sbort, and in some 
of the. beetles cannot be bent to the plane I upon 
,vhich they walk. The great importance of the organ, 
however, to beetles and some water insects is proved 
~y the care taken to protect it, and the manner in 
which it is employed. In the water-scorpion (Be-

.lo.toma) there is a cavity.in the head, contsining a 
very deep kidney-shaped box between· tbe . eye an!i 
the throat, to receive and defend its singular antennae, 
which, when they are reposing, is closed by the ex
terior harder joints. and from whic.h it seems as if 
they turned out like a sentinel out of his box. In 
some water-beetles (Gyriml', PamUl, etc.) they 
are withdrawn within a la,teral cavity of the same 
part, and are deftmded from· the water externally by 
the auricle at their base. When a beetle rouses itself 
from repose, the first thing it uniformly does is to 
expand its antennae, which are usually kept in I!-8tiv.e 
motion till it stops again, fqr the purpose as it seems 
to us, not of feeling its way, because they seldom touch 
anything, but. pf listening to the approach of enemies 
or ofprer' 

". ·J,B. 
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Amongst the authors who have advocated tbe 
opinion of snlennlD being the organ of hearing. 
BonsdQrft' appears to have been amongst the first-; 
and his statements were fullowed up and extended by 
M. Christ t and Guze, the latter holding it a good 
argument that insects erect their antennlD as other 
animals do their ears t, but which Lehmann, full of 
hi. own notion of aiiroscepsy, treats as a mere con
jecture, devised because they could find no otber 
parts like the e&I'IJ of other animals §. Comparetti, 
an Italian naturalist, however, persuaded himself.that 
be could demonstrate an organ of hearing· in insects, 
conalsting of certain little sacs (8acculi), filletlwith 
Suid, in . hollows under the bulbs of the eyes, and 
pellucid ducts convoluted and intermingled with 
white filaments of nerves, distinct-from the vessels of 
the wind-pipes (t"acAee). Of these be bas rven 
minute descriptions as they appear in tbe field-cncket. 
the 10Qust, the cicada, the white butterfty, the dragon
fly, -the hornet, the common fly (Mmca domutica). 
the ant, the be., and in spiders II. 

Whether this be; In fact, part of the Internal appa
ratus for hearing in insects, we cannot tell; but, at all 
eventa, from being situated near the base of the 
antenolD, it does not contradict the position We have 
maintained. The 8ame is also confirmed in a re
markable manner by the known situation of the ears 
ip crabs and lobsters, which agree with insects in 
possessing antenna!. At the base of the antennlD. 
accordln~ly. in crustaceous animals, are two moveable 
organa in the form of protuberant papillae,· bu~ 
thicker and harder than the shell that covers the 
body. The centre of these is perforated with a 
~und hole, over which, in tbe living animal, an 
• Df UluAntennarum.. t Der HymeDopterorum, p. 53. 

1 Natur. Uenaehenl. und Voreseb. v. 389. 
~ De Sensibus Extemis, p. 26. 

II De Aure iotlllDa C9I11P"-ta, pp. 281-304. 
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elastic membrane like the drum in the human ear 
is tensely stretched·. Fabricius t and Cavalini t, in
deed, term this the drum (tympanum): Scarpa calls 
it the window of the vestibule. But be this as it may, 
the nerves of hearing are expanded upon tbe interior, 
lind are intimately connected with the antenne. 

Ear, &0. of the crab. /I II, tbe fa ... , from the hue of which the anttnn_, 
b b, ame; c, the paJpii. 

According to this view of the matter, the antenne 
of crabs and lobsters, and by analogy in insects, may 
·perform something of the same office as Laennec's 
instrument called the Stethoscope, which medical 
men use for assisting the ear to ascertain the sounds 

.produced within the chest by breathing, speaking, 
the beating of the' heart, and other organic move
ments. . The stethoscope magnifies these sounds, and 
gives facility and precision of listening. 

• Scarp.·de Auditu, pp.'2, 3. t Nye Skrirter, ii. 316. 
; LehlllUla de Sea.ibas EXlerais, p.26. 
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VISION IN INSEQTS. 

THBRE is no animal naturally blind, says Bidloo-, 
But the universality of the position is rendered doubt
ful by the structure, if not QY the actions, of some 
insects o~served by distinguished naturalists, whose 
testimony il Qnhnpeachable. Latreille, for example, 
describes two species of ants, whose workers are, to 
all appeaJ'llnce, blind, though their malel and females 
have eyes lIulficiently obvious. One from South Ame
rica (Formica C(Sca), in Olivier'" collection, he had 
never see" alive; the pther (Ponera contracta, LATa.) 
he found under Iltpnes near Paris, thoQgh not com
mon. "I have pevllr," he says, "been able to detect 
the eyes, eVIlQ with. Ute aid of a lel)s half a line in 
focus. I have BeI!D .. gl'l!at nUlDber of individuals, 
both living and dead, aitd I have ~nly once or twice 
imagined I could jUlt lee a very smll\l depressed point 
ill the place of the t1y.t." Again, he says, ." if the 
eyes exist at all, tbey can be of little more use t() 
these ants than those with which nature has furnished 
the mole; for, likll it. th.yare deltined to plUil their 
days in obicure retreats, inaccessible to light, and are 
never seen rJlDQing ,bout like the otherl in open day. 
and if thllY do v~nture ab~d flOQl ~heir dark 18118-
Pas. it is only during tbe nightl,h 

We have ourselves verified all thQ8 ob"ervationll 
QPon this ap4l<lies. q.t Ilane de Grace. where it is mo..., 
COIJlJQon thllll p,t farili. We found that their disliQ 

, De Oculi. at Vila. 
t Rift. N~," 4!18 Foaru,196, t Ibid, 
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to light was so great. that wheh we sbut up a feW' of 
them, with tbeir pupe. under a gIlls!!, with oul,. a 
sprinkling of earth, they contrived to pile up enough 
to cover themselves completely in; and even when we 
made the floor of th.ir prison at' a plate of glass. 10 

that the light tlOuld be admitted below. they still con
trived to manage their !!Canty inaterialll 80 as to pave 
this glass floor, sprinkling it with minute grains. 
'1'wo females, with a few .... orkln that chanced to 
t!!'IC&pt ..... ere aftetwards discovered on the floor. within 
• bramble leaf. which had coiled up In withering. and, 
in dt!ficiency of other material to stop up tbe open· 
ings, they had gnawed portions of tbe leaf itself, and 
mason4d tbem into little walls to •• clude the light. 
But, 110 fat from inferring from this tbat they arw blind, 
we should be disposed to conclude that they haye tlfu 
utrfJflielr Ie1trible to lirAt. thcrugh. from their mi· 
nuteneBs. they elude our ie&reb. It ill to be Ncol-' 
lected. indeed. that the insett 18 one of the smallest. 
being rather len Ulan a !lhth of all inch in length; 
but the cireulJ1tt&tlte i8 more ItmlM'kable from D10IIt 
ants having yery large and prominent eyes -. 

A more elltntordinaty opinion hu been maintained 
respecting the bUlidnelJ8 of spiders. inasmuch as their 
eyes di'e, in most species, 10 very cOllspicucrus, and 
blore brilliant than in any animal we at pnsent J'(!4 

eollect. Speaking of one of tbe hunting spiders 
(Saltictl' ice1ticu, p), 8wammerdam says, .. '1'beae 
seise theit prey by a sudden leap, and therefore nao 
tUn! has proyided them, as well as other spiders. 
with eight e,.es~ and a most acute sight. It is more 
difficult to judge of this !light in spiders that malta 
webs. for. 110 far from taking any notiee of a finger 
put close to their eyes, they neither espress any con
tern at it, nor attempt to ruJi away; whereas. let the 
IftG8t minute animal fall into their atilt Uk., iaUrae<> 

el.a. . 
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diately perceive and lay hold of it. . This apparent 
insensibility on the one hand, and· readiness of per
ception on the other, has made some philosophers 
think the web-spiders had no eyes, b\lt received in
formation concerning their prey only by the tremulous 
motion of their web. When these gentlemen further 
consider, that what look like eyes in spiders never ap
pear, when viewed with the microscope, of a reticular 
form, as is the casein the scorpion, they more roundly 
deny that they have any eyes. But it by no means 
follows, from the web-spider's never I~aping upon its 
prey, or from its never running to it, unless when 
taken in its net, that it has no eyes; and this con
clusion must appear yet weaker, on considering that 
eyes are as distinctly perceivable in this kind as in the 
jumping-spider (SaUiC'U8 .cenicus P), and withal are 
disposed· in the same manner. As to the argument 
drawn from the parts which look Ji~e eyes in web
spiders lIot being formed in the netted manner as in 
other insects, it is equally unsatisfil.ctory; . for what dif
ference is there between its eyes being placed singly 
in different parts of the surface of the body, as in the 
jumping-spider, and their being gathered into one 
net, as in other insects jl Besides, the eyes of spiders 
thus scattered are much larger than those which form 
the netted eyes in other insects; so that, every thing 
duly considered, there is reason to affirm tbat spiders 
have a more perfect sight than the generality of other 
insects, except the dragon-fly (LibeUula), which ap
pears to have very large and very numerous complex . 
eyes. Thus has nature displayed her wonders,. even 
in those little animals, which at first sight appear to 
many beneath their notice .... 

The best ascertained instance of. the want of eyes 
in insects occurs in the white-ants (Termite.), all the 
members of whose communities, except. the males and 

• Biblil,N,ture. i.23. 
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females, are considered blind. -Even the males of one 
species (Termulatalil) are said by Dr. Kunig-, who 
observed them at Tranquebar, to have only an obscure 
spot near the antennm ; and he could not perceive the 
gold-coloured point in the forehead, described by Fa
bricius t. The seinsects, it mus thowever be remark
ed, like Latreille's blind French ants, are impatient of 
light, and always, even in foraging, walk under cover. 

If -we tum to insects which are admitted by all to 
possess vision, -we shall find that au.thors are by no 
means agreed respecting its nature and extent, as is 
most strikingly the case in the instance of bees • 
.. How' great." exclaims the elder Huber, .. is their 
perfection of sight, as if to compensate the defects of 
their hearingt. The bee, from this cause, recognises 
its habitation amidst an apiary of numerous others 
resembling it, and returns in a straight line with great . 
velocity: we must suppose that it is distinguished by 
marks escaping our notice. The bee departs, and 
flies straight to the most flowery field; and having 
ascertained its course, it is seen traversing it ¥ 
directly as the flight of a cannon or musket ball 
Whel1 it has made its collection, it rises aloft in the 
air to reconnoitre its hive, and returns with the ra
pidity of lightning §." 

Wildman, on the other hand, tells us that he has 
observed them go up and down, seeking the door of 
the hive, and be obliged after alighting to rise again 
in order to find it. He conceived that they see. better 
when flying than when alighted II; not, however, as 
Dr. Bevan remarks, because their. vision is improved 
by the act of flying, but from objects being placed at 
a greater distance, and better adapted to the focus of 

• Beschiiftigungen der Berlin, iv. I. 
t BestimmuDg des GMchlechls;i.I19. 

: Ste Pile 13. i Huber on Bees, p.221. 
11 Wildman On Be .... 

II 
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tbeir t!yl!s·. 'the tlbser1atlohs of »t. E'ftns e~ 
bol1lte those of WiJdnllau. •• We ftequently able,... 
bees," he .ys, II flying itl'llfpt homeftM through 
the t11Ickless ait, as if in foil -rid or the hi.,e; then 
J1J1ining theft beadll agtUhst it, and sef!ftling' to fie' 
their way to the dOd'; with their antennli!, as if totally 
blind t." 'l'he ellperlttlent8 of Sit C. s. Mackenzie 
support the sadie dootrine. fur he remarbd &he 1m .. 
perfect "fisteD of bees, and bow much they are some
times pu.zled 10 find their ·way. if the hi •• were re .. 
tha.ed two of thut! ,ards from tbe place where they 
usually stood, IHid he found that, for the first da, or 
10, they did nat venture to fly to (& distance, till the), 
had visited and reeopi~ nelghbduring objectlll. 

'l'he tauthoi' of .~ The Plell8utes of Memory," upon 
the Ilothority of Prefoa, ldopt8 the notion of lleell 
hewg near.sighted , 

" Hark! the bee wiads her small but mellow ~om, 
Blithe to Klute the luuay smile of mom. 
O'er tbymy downs sbe bends her busy coe .... , 
Aud many a stream allures ber to its source •. 
''ris noon, 'tis nIght. That eye, 80 IInely wrought 
lkoyond the iearcb or sense, the soar or thought, 
Now vaiuly asks the scebes ahe len behind; 
lIs orb 110 rull, its vision so confined! 
Who tuldes the patieat pilgtilll to hllr e61l , 
\\Tho bid, lIer so\1I witb conscious triumph sweU ~ 
Wltb cClnlll101ls truth retrace tbe lIlaq clue 
or varied rtents that charm'd her u she ftew' 
Haill Memory, bill I thy unlvenal reign 
Guards the leut link of belog's glorious chaio." 

But unfortunatel, tor this poetical fancy. it doe~ 
not accord with the facts; for independently of 

• Tbe Honey-Bee, p. 111. 
t The Bees, a Poem. * Bevatt ...... H...,.aee, p,314. 
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tilt piUtiee ." be .. Iyin,. all Buber .... · _tid. 
straight. to anel fl'OQ1 lb. hive, we bave ill pumtmU4 
Palt~ lie" a be. search the ...... blOllo1P two 0' 
~bree times ia the touna of • few mlautel. in Qt"", 
forgetfulDOJI of bavillg alreYJ phllldered it of ita 
Iione,·. 

If Reaumur, however, he correct ia bis opinion • .. w. ail inclined to tbink be ia. these appenat dis
crepanciel may be easily reconciled; for he attempta 
to show, that bees and motIt other insectl are en· 
dowed with two IOrta of eyes. ODe for distant, and 
another for near vision, inatead of baving the pow. 
as we bave of adapting the eye tD various «listances. 
&be nature of which adaptation I. not well unde~ 
Itood t. In order to understand this mOle precisely. 
it will be Qece&sary tD enter into a few d~IB as tQ 
the number and structure of the eyes of insects. 

It. Qlay at irst appear DOt • little puzzling to con. 
ceive bow & lpider with eight eyel, a centipede with 
twenty. and a butterfly with thirty-five thouland 
faceta in' its two eyea, can perceive only one objeut I 
yet the difficulty is not of & very different kind from 
that of our own two eyes representing only a single 
object and not t.wo,-a lubject which haa uerailed the 

. ingenuity of many a philosopher. Vandermoude t. 
for example, supposed that childlen at. first. see 
double, and correct. the errpr by experience; an 
opinion adopted . by BIUJDenbacb: Dr. Reid referred 
it to an original and inexplicable law of humal) na
ture I. confessing thereby bil inability to explain it i 
and SOQle of tho old philosophers latilfied tb.maelYeI 
that it W8I bee.u.. the nerve from each eye meeta 

'1.a. 
t Des eartes, Mariotte, Jurine, Dr. T. YOUDg. Mr.C. Bell, Mr. 

Travers, &C. have given various opinions all this subject. 
l Apud HalIIIr, Phlilio,. 
§ Inquiry iDle '" 11m .. MiAci. 
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· before reaching the-,brain. 'The latter would have 
perhaps been satisfactory, had I it not been· refuted. 
by ,the simple experiment .. of pushing one of the 
eyes a little aside, when objects win he seen double, 

· though this cannot alter the meeting' of,the ·nerves. 
Dr. Wells explains it by the coincidence of what he 
calls the visible direction *. 
. Whatever. opinion be adopted, iUs evident that 
most creatures can see an object by using olle eye 
only, sometimes better than when both are employed. 
The celebrated painter, Leonardo da Vinci, upon 
this principle recommended his pupils always to look 

· at distant objects with one eye onlyt, and we have 
frequently observed in birds. particularly thol!e which 
feed on insects (SylviarLs, Merulidm. etc.). that on 
looking out for prey, they most commonly turn their 
head on one side, so as to bring only one eye to bear 
011 the object. A thrush always does so when he ex
amines a snail-shell that he means to attack, and a 
red-breast before he pounces upon a worm. It is no 
doubt for this very reason that the wryneck (¥Un.JI 
torquilla) is, enabled to move its ·head in the man
ner from which it derives its popular name; and 
many insects, such as the dragon-flies (Libelltllina), 
can turn their heads nearly round about; though, 
from the great volume of their eyes, this might al
most be considered superfluous. 

Most spiders have eight,· though some only six 
eyes, and these are'so variously arranged, that their 
positions have been· employed. by systematic writers 
for distinguishing the genera and species; and as it 

, may not only be useful for this purpose, but illustra
tive of the subject- immediately before us, we shall 
here give figures. of the position of the eyes. of a 
number of spiders. . 

• Phil. Trani. ror 1192 and 1811. 
t Mem. d' Acad., Berlin, 1168, po SO. 
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'fltreedifferent sorts of eyes in insects have been 
described by some authors, while others mention only 
two, accounting the third sort only a peculiar coronet 
(.temma, LINN., FA-DR.) for ornameuting the head. 
It is not a little singular, however, that such 'men as 
Linneus and Fabricius should have come to this 
conclusion, with the works of Swammerdam and 
R.eaumur before them. The supposed coronet con
sists most commonly of shining, transparent, smooth, 
round points, usually three in number, placed on the 
front or top of the head, for the most part in form of 
a triangle. Swammerdam, in speaking of what he 
calls ., the three singular small eyes in a triangular 
form between and belo" the larger eyes," in the head 
of a male bee, says, "The first thing that I have 
observed distinctly with regard to these little eyes. is 
that they have a pellucid cornea. and secondly, that 
in their cavity there likewise appears a coloured little 
part. which may be called the uvea." He also traced 
nerves from the upper or cranial ganglion running 
towards each of those three eyes; and adds. .. these 
are the reasons why I call them eyes. to which may 
be added, that the eyes of spiders and scorpions are 
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o· ' 6 
.Th' tlo_ small ey .. 011 the lIp~T paTt of the head .Dd between tlte q_ 

ten .. , and tb. two large facetted ~y .. of the bee. II, worker bee ; b. mal •• 

externally formed exactly in the same manner, and 
are smooth, glittering, and without divisions, and are 
as much dispersed as those that are disposed at ran
dom over the body. The wolf-spider, (SaltiCUll 
IlCenicuII?) which catches its prey by leaping on it, has 
its eyes placed in the same manner·:' . 
, Independently, however, of the anatomical struc
ture, of which from the minuteness of the parts there 
might be considerable doubt, the experiments of 
Reaumur appear to settle t.he point. .. I have var
nished those eyes," he says, " or what amounts to the 
same, I. varnished the ,back part of the head in more 
than twenty bees, which I then set at liberty, three 
or four paces from the hive; but not one of them 
knew where to find it again, nor appeared to search 
for it. They flew at random towards the adjacent 
plants, but never to a distance, and though they 
seemed to have no difficulty in flying, I never saw 
them rise in the air as those do whose facetted eyes 
I had varnished overt." The latter observation 
seems to prove, that the coronet.eyes (,temmata, 
LINN.) are appropriated to upward vision; while we 
may suppose the facetted eyes (oculi) to be·for hori
zontal vision, and for looking downwards. Kirby, 
indeed, has distinguished a whole genus (Tetrop') 

• Biblia Natufm, i. 214. t , Memoires, v. 289. 
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from the circumstance of its· being thus furnished 

;~~l~7a) fo:~~:Sthe ~~~Il~iy~~22 i!nd2222.(Tet22op, 

.. ~ @1. 
Fabricius, who is followed by Olivier, cOils/del'll 

~~~ ~:~:2f2t:h:~:,~X~:tlun n~::,:: mnre :~n a 
facetted eye,s are, actually. divided by t?ec~ossi~~ ?f 
th22 l.lOrD,:?t C(lf2£ilU8), :? blch Oti.222f 102222S OK T·Z±l1l 

family (CerambycidtB) only enters, and indents a 

fs°'22jnJe~~ i!:;:~Ti:,itt~~Ti~~I~:~f ~~~:~~:!~ :ne~:~ 
des of day-fly (Ephemera), besides the regular num
be2 nf fac2tt2d anti cormL#5t ey#5s, bavn pair farstted 
eyes on the top of a short columnar projection. 

In the little whirlwig (GtirinWl natator) that 
ski'2.2 abmlt so K22rrrilf iin stnrLding f22ater, the iLPf,er 
portion of the eyes, fitted for seeing in the air, is 
piarlei.2 OIl the upper of the hiUP, and the lu:?er 
portion, fitted for seeing in water, in the lower Pert, 
110 thin divisiou sep~ting the twot. 

Go a".,..,1IGIGtor: i, Iyell of eph ..... ra Y81'J greatly ... piAed. 

thi.2en facettud eyu, uuch thnt nf a is 

• Kjr~aDd~peDce,IDt!. iii. 498, &c. 
See i2leet lmFtilfuriii2ii OD8, Ltt'tO 377, 
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< -examined:a <little closely; it will· be' found to have the 
appearance of a multiplying glass, the sides, or fa
cettes, resembling· a brilliant cut diamond. Puget 

- adapted the eye of a flea (Pulex irritana) in such a 
position as to see objects through· it by means of 
a microscope, and nothing could exceed the singu
larity of the exhibition. .. A soldier, who was seen 
through it, appeared like an army of pigmies; for 
while it multiplied it also diminished the object: the 
arch of a hridge exhibited a spectacle more mRgni
ficent than human skill could perform; and the flame 
of a candle seemed the illumination of thousands of 
lamps-." Leeuwenhoeck, in the same manner,looked 
through the eye of a dragon-fly (Libellula), and viewed 
the steelJle of a church which was 299 feet high, and 

- 7;'0 feet from the place where he stood •. He could 
plainly see the steeple, though not apparently . larger 
than the point of a fine needle. He also viewed a 
house in· the same manner, and could 'discern the 
front, distinguish the doors and windows, and per
ceive whether they were open or shutt. 

Swammerdam has given us so beautiful an ac
count of the eye of the hive-bee .(Api. mellijica), 
that our pages will be enriched by abstracting it. 
The outer coat (cornea) of a bee's eye is stiff, hard, 
flexible, and transparent, similar to a very thin plate 
of horn. It is not smooth, as in men and other 
animals, but divided by various and manifold divi
sions, which resemble globules or little spheres; 
and hence Dr. Hooke and others supposed that the 
insed.'s eye was a congeries of innumerable little 
eyes, each agreeing in structure with the eyes- of the 
larger- animals; but this Swammerdam was unable 
to verity. . The divisions in the eye of the bee, indeed. 
are by no means globulll.r. but rather six-sided, ex
actly like the.closed cells of the comb, rising into a 

• Goldsmith's Anim. Nat., iv.320. 
t Select Works by Hoole. 
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emavex .. j rJobuI., ,urfaQe, .. if it were' ",,1M" 
The w()vep cells of " hornet's nelt ~till mort aocu. 
rately reaembh, the facettes of a bee'. ey', havip, Ii. 
,ides, and being very beautifully surmounted by an 
arched web. The eye of the bee, and IQO,t othlt' 
perfect insect." considered in this Iigh~, is nally like 
e little net. Some CQriOUB persons, to whoJD Swam .. 
lJIerdam showed these s~·sided faeettea, went pC 
opinion that, in the structure of the eyes, reasona 
might·be founel why be8II make their comb-cells lIi~ 
~ided, beClUlie they exercise the sense of vision witb 
.ix-sided eyes. ,. Behold," he exclaims, "how far wO 
are led away by fictions, when, beiog ignorant of tlut 
foundations of things, we follow Ollr vain taney 8.11 .. 

guide; for it would be .. n.tural to say, we Ithould 
build only round hO\1&e8, because the pupil of Olll' 
eyes ilil of that figure -." 

Dr. Hooke computed, in the two eyes of a dragon .. 
fly, 14,000 facettes, and Leellwenhoeck COQnted 
12,&44 in (we may suppose) a different speeiM; and 
each was, besides, 80 beautiful. 80 regular. and 
formed with 10 much art, as far to surpass the most 
exquisite specimenlt of human workmanship t. 

The eyes of the bee, Swammerdam further de
scribe. as very thickJy covered with hair, serving, ILl 
be suppoaes, instead of eye.brows, or eye-Iashea. In 
structure th.ee hairs resemble bristles, being round. 
and tapering from thll root to a fine point. They are 
very fil'JDly fixed. piercillg through the outer coat of 
the eye as hairs do througb the human skin. Their 
number is very conaiderable, and, though le88 than 
the number of the facette., they appear so closely Ie' 
.. to COQJtitQte a thick forest of bristles, like 10 many 
fir tree. plapled upon the eye. They are probably 
fixed. tct gWU"d the eye agaipst anything falling on or 
.triking apins' it; tit keep off the d usc, apd. in I:aB8 
any of these anooyances shuuld slip ip, to assist the 

• Biblia Nat. i. 211. t lIicrographia. 
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bee8 to thrmr it off, or brush it a1t1ly the mon easily, 
by a friction which bees perform with their feathered 
legs. Similar hairs are found in the facetted eyes of 
tnany other insects-. 

Behind the outer C!oat (cornea) of the bee's eye, 
there iii an opaque substance, like what is called the 
paint (uvea) in the eyeA of quadrupeds and man. In 
bees this is of a deep purple eolout, in other insects 
it Is green; in some hlue; in some black; and, in 
others, it has a very beautifill mixture of ... rioua 
eo)olirst· 

A 

A. Eyel ot the bee greatly magni6ed. G. an eye in it. nerrect .tate 
eevered with the aorn ... ; 6. an eye from whicb the lIm11ea ana ""81e of thit 
h'''''gonal fac.tlts han b ...... ttmovod to .bo" its .truotare, •• tbo Ihr .. 
atemmata or coronet '1.0; tl, tho ganglion of ner.... B. a portion of tbe 
.. rI .... of tb. ey. depnve<! of ita.orne .. O.dillo to"ered "itb the oora ... 
and obowing the hairs "hi.h .ever h' ,unaee; c, the three .maIl'1'" 
,hon aI.o ill page ) 17 • 

.. StfalDlllerdam, I. ~1l, ·t Ibid. I; 21f, 
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Mr. Herschel seems inclined to make observa· -
tions, with regard to the vision of insects, somewhat 
analogous to those of Dr . .wollaston in -the in
stance of hearing. It may not be improper to give 
his- own statement of his views. - "Although," 
says he, "any kind of impulse, or motions, re
g\llated -by any law, may be transferred from a mole
cule in an elastic medium, ,yet in-the undulating 
theory of light, it is supposed that only such primary 
impulses as recur according to regular periodical laws 
at equal interVals of time, and repeated many times 
in succession, can affect our organs with the sensa
tion of light. To put in motion the mQlecules of the 
nerves of our retina with sufficient efficacy, it is ne
cessary that the almost infinitely minute impulse of 
the adjacent ethereal molecules should be often and 
regularly repeated, so as to multiply, and, as it were, 
concentrate their effect. Thus, as a great pendulum 
may be set in swing by a very minute force often ap
plied, at intervals exactly equal to its time of-oscilla
tion, or as one elastic solid body can be set in vibration 
by the vibration of another at a distance, propagated 
through the air, if in exact unison, even so may we 
conceive the gross fibres of the nerves of the retina to 
be thrown into motion by the continual repetition of the 
ethereal pulses;, and such only will be thus agitated 
as from their size, shape or elasticity, are susceptible 
of vibrating in times exactly equal to those at which 
the impulses are repeated. Thus, it is easy to con
ceive how the limits of visible colour may be esta
blished; for if there be no nervous fibres in unison 
with vibrations, more or less frequent than certain 
limits, such vibrations, though they reach the retina, 
will produce no sensation. Thus, too, a single im
pulse, or an irregularly repeated one, produces no 
light; and thus, also, may the vibrations excited in 
the retina continue a sensible time after the, exciting 
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cause bas ceased, prolonging the sensation of light· 
(especially of a vivid one) for an instant in the eye. 
We may thus conceive the possibility of other ani- . 
mals, such as insects, incapable of being affected with 
any of our colours, and receiving their whole stock of 
luminous impressions from a class of vibrations alto
gether beyond our limits, as Dr. Wollaston has inge
niously imagined (we may almost say proved) to be 
the case with their perceptions of sound *." 

This view of the matter is certainly beautiful and 
plausible, though, in the present state of our know
ledge, we can only admit it as a theory. 

The vision of insects has been recently investi
gated with great minuteness by Professor Miiller, of 
Bonn t. an excellent acconnt of whose researches 
has been given by Mr. Parsons, of which we shall 
avail ourselves. "The compound eye of the com
mon or grey dragon fly" (Libellula Vulgata), says 
Mr. Parsons "when examined externalIy, may be 
divided into two parts; one superior and posterior. 
of an obscure red colour, and provided with facets. 

, • Encycl. )(etropol., Arl. LIGHT •. 

t :Act. Cur. BOlin; and Meikel'. Arch,v. 1829. 
~ 
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at least t;rioe 611 broad· lit tbose bf tbe otheti pal't, 
which is anterior and below, and of a g-reyillh tint. 
When a section of the eye ts made, we see behind 
the cornea (a) a layer of blaek pigment (c); then a 
broad zone (e), orange-coloured posteriorly, and 
black In ftont; and a second zone (g), Idtuated 
within the fitllt, and appearing to be nearly wholly 
of a somewhat deep black hue. ThIs latter imdle· 
diately surrounds the .hlte IIwelling or ganglion or 
the optic herve (j). Each of thelle parte IIhall now 
be delJcribed more In detail. ' 

"'The cornea (a) ill thickest at the posterior part of 
the eye; the facets there being about four times as 
thlek all they are broad; in that part also it IDay be 
readily seen that each facet is separated from the 
adjoining ODi!S by an opaque line, a kind of suture, 
which gives to the .... hole of this tran8pt.tent layer a 
bluillh tinge, and thus softens, when the eye is da
mined extemallYt the intense colour of the pigment 
beneatb. 

"The black pigment (c) forms a layer of a very 
dark colour; but ita tbicknessls not 110 great &II that 
of the cornea. MUlIer very justly regards it as iden
tical with the pigment sitlmted more deeply in the 
eye. At a first and cursory examination it might 
very readily be supposed that this layer is perfectly 
continuous beneatb the cornea, so as to intercept 
completely the passage of light to the parts within 
it; but a careful removal of the internal structures 
of the eye, leaving tbis pigment untouched, will 
show that, although very thick at the IUt\lres of the 
facets, where it is continuous with the pigment of the 
more internal textures, it becomes, towards the cen
tre of each facet, exceedingly thin, and at the very 
centre no pigment can be seen; a minute perfora
tion, as it were, In the layer being there observed. 
If a cornea, wi&ll its layer of plgmellt &tUl attached 



u. 
to it. '* put ip water. aDd .t. intemalsurface be the .. 
examined at different angle., and with a powerful 
magnifier. a position will be lOOn fpund in which th, 
light will be &eeIl tp travene. without obstruction. 
the centre of each facet. This position, of CQurH. 
vari .. very much. becaule tbe interqal prolongation. 
or lepta, which the pigment forms in its COUJ'lll to
Wardl the centre of the eye, are neceJllarily cut an4 
tpm in ell posing the internal surface of the cornea; 
and consequently they ftoat and waver about in aU 
-directions. If the cornea is examined out pf water, 
these septa lie ftat upon ita internal surface, and, 
masking in this mllnner the perforatioQs, exhibit the 
appearance of Qne continuous layer. 
. .. The presence of this layer does not therefore inter • 
.:apt the passage pf light. but merely diminishes ita 
quantity. It is found in many, if not all, the diurnal 
insects, and is perforated with .. many hole. as there 
are facets on the cornea; but, as might indeed be 
expected. it is not met with in oJ of the nocturnal 
iuec:t& 

"The zone (e) which is observed.in the section of 
the eye, within the layer just described, is seen,. whep 
examined witb a powerful magnifier, to be very 
evidently composed of straight and transparent 
cylinders. smaller at the lower and anterior part of 
the eye, where the facets have the least dimeDiionll, 
than at the upper and posterior part. They are equal 
in number to tbe facetl of the cornea. The orange 
end black tints already mentioned are owing to the 
coloured pigment which extends between these cry .. 
taUine cylinders, surrounding and inSUlating them 
throughout their whole length. Besides the general 
ditf'erence in size just mentioned, the cylinders are 
found to be much longer at the back than in th. 
front of the eye; all are perpendicular to the surface 
of the ~rnea, and they converge regularly t"ward. 

N2 
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. tbe centre of'tbe eye. . When examined indiVidually. 
they are seen to- be exactly rectilinear and parallel 
to each other, except, of course, the slight divergence 

. consequent upon their radiated·arrangement .. They 
are cylindrical in the greater part of their length, 
and from ten to twenty times' longer' than they are 
broad. This great length of these diaphanous bodies 
is one of the peculiarities of the eyesofthe Libellulm: 
it is much less in most other insects, in which also 
they are conical. . Their perfect transparency has 
caused them to be' mistaken for bundles of trachm 
mixed with nervous filaments; but the absence of all 
lines, whether spiral or otherwise, in their structure, 
ought to have prevented this error. They refract 
light in the same manner as it is done by glass cylin
ders. When tom and emptied, they appear as 
membranous sbeaths, which, in the perfect state. 
contain a viscid humour, requiring some pressure for 
its expulsion. The contained humour is coagulated 
by alcohol; is of greater density than water, in which 
it sinks; and the perfect cylinders themselves very 
evidently refract light when they are immersed in 
water. . The extremity of each cylinder. towards the 
cornea, terminates in an· obtuse point (I), which ·is 
inserted in the perforations of tlie superficial pigment 
already noticed. At theiropposit& extremity, these 
bodies become suddenly very slender, and are then 
continuous with the nervous filaments which consti
tute part of the dee~r zone already mentioned • 

.. This zone (g), o~ a deeper black colour than the 
preceding. and of greater thickness at the front than 
at the'back part of the eye, contains the nervous fila
ments. which, arising from the bulb or ganglion of 
the optic nerve, terminate in the transparent cylin
ders already described. Like these latter,' the fila
ments converge from the circumference towards the 
-centre. being linear. straight. and as nearly parallel 
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.. their radiated disposition wiD permit;. but they 
are much smaller in diameter than the cylinders, 
and, notwithetaDdingtheir slendemess, appear, under 
the microscope, IOme"hat opaque aDd of a fibroul 
texture. Surrounded by a dark choroid secretion 
(a), these filaments, on aocount of their great tenuity, 
~auH the pigment to appear much thicker and 
darker, when regarded m fIIGIII, than that portion of 
it represented as passing between the cylinde .... 
These latter are almost in immediate contact with 
each other: the nervous filaments, on the contrary, 
are separated by spaces much exceeding in size their 
own diameter . 

.. J n the centre of the eye is the optic ganglion (j), 
which, however pulpy and homogeneous it may ap
pear at first sight, exhibits nevertheless a fibrous and 
radiated Itructure when submitted to moderate com
pression. Indeed, it may in some degree be regarded 
as the optic nerve passing into the filamentary ar
rangement observed a little fiu-th .. from the centre • 

.. Such are the anatomical detail8 exhibited in the 
eye of the grey LibellultJ aDd of other insecta, with 
80me moditicatiODl to be hereafter noticed. In exa
mining each of these parts, we may, to a certain 
extent, refer them hypothetically to the structures 
forming the 8imple eye of the vertebrated animale. 
In fact, we find in these, compouad eyes a nervoUI 
~lament attached to the extremity of a transparent 
body representing the vitreous .humour and cryatal
line len8; a transparent cornea covering externally 
this apparatus; aDd achoroid membrane, represented 
here by a coloured pigment, which aurrounda, as in 
the vertebrated animall, these minute organs of 
refraction aud IlCDsatiOO. We may It ill further 
remark that the pigment, continuoul in all parts, 
although varying ill thickness, forms between the 
comea apd tbe ~puen' ox: cryltalliDe cylinder, aD 

JIB-



iris (l), or at least a uvea, which allows· the light ,to 
5ZliSS ossly thrmzlIh the eentrz:; tee applisslitUS. 
There is also a penoration, a true pupil, which appears 
black, as in man, when· examined with a powerful 

The whole thezzzz pupil», whose lisses 
czzrrespolih to· tEZliZ of eye ssz the nbz;z;rver, Ibrm 
the· black and mobile spot which has 0f!.e? be~n a 
rnurce emblzzmz;smrnt to ?l.lsellle exlimlDmg mese 

., In the Lucama Ceroull, the cornea (a) is of ex
fraordzslllry thirhress, essd its fr,zrts aTlC' nccorpz£flIly 

mutEk elongatlCd as appelllC like pelisms. 'b'be 
cones have their bases nearly in contact with the 
llnmea, z2ssd at part ssre enithollt pig-
ment; z,sssssardr tfeir api,zsss, thef e,ee aUssssfed 
to the nervous filaments, they are surrounded with 
pigmezkt r,f a vidrt colz:zzu'. ThlC' nerVZZ2e filaznnnts, 
!liso, in Ute ge:znter of com,,£! from the 
optic nerve, are with,out any investiture of coloured 
matter;' 

N umnmus dntnils of II nimilar z1kinute Pli£!d are pinen 
of the eyes of many other insects, but what we have 
now. quoted· will show the nature of these researches. 
We cazissot, howover, llmit 001 other 1sszract, onhi
lIlting Miiller's idea of the principles of insect 
vision. .. The,following. figure." we ,again .use the 

£fiords M:Y£f:'£!r:o~:h::erOre£3~:~~ tho ce~~~:5h :r 
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"the light. If rays of different colours, given out 
from the points a, b, c, d, fall upon the eye, the 
cone k will be illuminated throughout its whole 
length by the ray d', which traverses this cone in the 
direction of its long axis. The other cones situated 
in the vicinity of the line m d will not be illumi
nated as far as their internal extremity by the rays 
from d, which penetrate less and less deeply into the 
neighbouring cones, in proporf.ion as they become 
more remote from the line m d. The nervous fila
ment m, correllponding to the cone k, is conse
quently impressed with the ray d'; other rays from 
d, being absorbed by the pigment investing the 
neighbouring cones, will of course produce no effect 
on any nervous filament placed out of the line m d. 
The coloured ray tf is therefore perceived only by 
"tIleans of the filament m, on which latter alone it 
impinges. " So also the ray 0', given out at the point 



c. will pass through the whole length of the cone g. 
and will affect only the corresponding nervous fila
ment I; the ray b' traverses only the cone f, and is 
perceived only by means of the filament Ie; and the 
ray 0/. emitted at the point a. is perceived only by 
means of the filament i, after having passed through 
the cone e. 

"The variously coloured .rays given out from the 
points a. b. c. d. will thus produce in the interior of 
the eye a determinate figure, corresponding to the 
luminous object without; and the same remarks 
will necessarily apply to any number of points situ
ated between a, b, c. d. 

uEach nervous filament conveys to the bulb of the 
optic nerve the impression of the ray which it has 
individually received; and, as all the nervoUi fila
ments. at first insulated by the pigment, are at 
length united together into one common and con
tinuous bulb or nervous expansion, the impression 
received by each filament is united to those of all the 
others in the bulb of the optic nerve. and so a com
mon and continuous image is produced. Rays 
coming from one point of a remote object will. it is 
true, illuminate throughollt more than a .ingle cone; 
and then, to each luminous point without, there will 
correspond in the interior of the eye, not exactly a 
aingle illulninated point, but rather a little circle of 
diffused or dispersed light ; and. in consequence. an 
ilJl8ge of but little distinctness will be reproduced OD 

the sentient surface or retina; the di&tinctne&8 
of the image of course increasing in proportion .. 
the object approaches the eye. . 

"The image in the interior of the eye will be more 
distinct, precisely as the cones, in a given portion of 
the eye, are more numerous; the distinctness will 
also increase in proportion to the length of the 
cones. for the longer the cone. are. the more com
llielel, will all rays entering them obliq,uel, b.e. ~re. 
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vented from reaching' their intemal extremity or 
apex. The dipterous and neuropterous insects. 
whose eyes contain thousands of facets and corre
sponding cones. are distinguished in general by their 
more powerful sight from other insects; and this is 
owing to the number of facets. &c., and not to the 
size of the eyes; for the size of the eyes merely in
fluences the extent of their visual horizon. 

" From this statement, it may be inferred that the 
vision of the compound eyes must be very imperfect 
and indistinct; but at the same time, DO doubt, it is 
amply sufficient for the wants of insects, &c. The 
quantity of light which enters into the interior of the 
eye is also very small; but the optic nerve is proba~ 
bly so constituted as to perceive the faintest dif
ferences in the intensity of light and colours. Of 
the whole light. emitted or reflected by exterior 
objects, we ourselves receive into the eye only that 
portion which. the pupil is capable of admitting; 
and yet. when the pupil is at its minimum of dilata
tion, as at the time of our looking at very near or 
brightly illumined objects. or when we are in con
siderable darkness with the pupil dilated perhaps to 
its maximum, the smalJest qUllntity of light will be 
sufficient. to enable us to distinguish the general 
forms of bodies. A light of moderate intensity. 
with a mean degree of dilatation of the pupil, seems 

~ best suited to the degree of perceptibility of our 
sense of vision; for, when the pupil is widely dilated, 
as by. means of belladonna, objects at. other times 
moderately bright then become dazzling. As soon 
as the general sensation of light exists. the local di
versities of clear. dark, and coloured parts in bodies 
will likewise be perceived, provided only. those con
ditions are present which are required for the proper 
insulation of the different kinds of rays·." 

• Loudon's Mas. or Nat. His,", vol. iv. p. 124, Itc. 
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SECTION IL 

J'OOD or INSBCTS. 

IT appears to bave been first observed by Aristotle, 
that insects may be divided into sueb as are fur
nished with jaws for eating, and such as are provided 
with a tongue for lapping or sucking -,-8 division 
which in modem times was placed in a more pro
JDinent light by Clairville t, and bas been adopted 
by Stephens t and other eminent living naturalists. 
In one point of view these two divisions are of consi
derable value, as tbey afford an obvious and broad 
basis upon which to build the minor divisions of a 
system; but like many other distinctions in natural 
history, it requires no little refinement of erudition to 
render the principle in all cases practically applicable. 
An intelligent reader, for example, who has Dot paid 
much attention to tbe study of insects, upon being 
told that all insects either masticate solids or suck 
fluids, may wish to verify the distinction upon the 
first he meets with: and if he chance to light upon a. 
beetle or a gnat, be will find that the former has jaws 
and the latter a sucker; but if a bee should come in 
bis way, be would be somewhat embarrassed, for, 
upon perceiving its large jaws, he would be disposed 
to arrange it among eating insects, did he not advert 
to the well-known fact of its lapping honey with its 
tongue-au. orran DO les8 conspicuous than its jaws. 

• Hist. Animal. viii. 11. 
t EDtomologie Helvetique, Zurie, 1798. 

; SflWmat. Catal. .Co 
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Aristotle was shrewd enough to perceive this diffi
culty, when he says of such insects (Hymen&ptera) 
that they have teeth, not for feeding but for fulfilling 
other instincts·, such as building cells of wax, and 
similar materials. In the systems, however, founded 
on ClairviIle's arrangement, bees and other insects of 
the same order are classed among eating insects. As 
it would not suit the design of our little work to throw 
in the 'flay or the reader any difficulties of thill kind 
which we can avoid, we shall follo'fl a hint thtown out 
by Kirby and Spence t, and consider them under the 
three-fold division of eatel'!l, lappel'!l, and suckers. 
though plausible objectiona, we are well aware, may 
be made to this, as well as to moat other arrangements. 

• t>. Partib. AoimaL, i." 5. t Ifill. iii. "18. 

• 
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CHAPTER VI. 

EATING INSECTS. 

THE larger animals differ so much from one another 
in their feeding organs, that LinnEus selected the 
teeth as best adapted to distinguish his orders of 
quadrupeds,_ circumstance which appears to have 
led his celebrated Danish pupil, Fabricius, to fix upon 
the analogous organs in insects for the same purpose. 
But, confining our views only to insects which eat, 
we shall· find' that the structure and . form of the 
organs ill question are much more diversified than in 
the larger animals. From the latter, the jaws differ 
in not being placed vertically but horizontally. There 
are two pairs of jaws, one above the other, with an 
upper and under horizontal lip. The upper pair of 
jaws, or mandibles (mandibultll), one on the right 
and another on the left, usually resemble a large 
tooth, more or less curved, and jointed into the sides 
of the head immediately below the upper lip (labrum). 
Their substance is hard, horny, and of considerable 
strength, and is usually more or less indented with 
projections resembling teeth, but which make a por
tion of the jaw itself, not being inserted in sockets like 
the teeth of other animals. The under pair of jaws 
(ma.rilltll) are inserted in the right and left of the 
inner cavity of the mouth; but their structure differs 
from the upper jaws, being jointed and furnished witb 
appendages, perhaps fur feeling (pal pi). They are 
protected below by the under lip, and the projectiOll 
upon which the latter is attached, called the chin 
(mentum)-. 

• V. Auclouia, Besum' cI.'SIlIo.mol. ii. 52. 
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The jaws, it has been well remarked, .. are ad
mirably adapted for' their intended services: some 
sharp and armed with spines and branches for tearing 
flesh; others hooked for seizing, and at the same 
time hollow for suction; some calculated like shears 
for gnawing leaves; others more resembling grind
stones, of a strength and solidity sufficient to reduce 
the hardest wood; and this singularity attends the 
major part of these insects, that they possess in fact 
two pairs of jaws, an upper and an under pair, both 
placed horizontally, not vertically,-the former ap
parently in most cases for the seizure and mastica
tion of their prey; the latter, when hooked, for re
'taining and tearing, while the upper comminute· it 
previously to its being swallowed .... 

Among quadrupeds we can readily ten what food 
an individual naturally feeds on by inspecting the 
teeth. But amongst insects this principle is by no 
means so obviously applicable; for severa.l of those 
which are furnished with the most formidable jaws, 
such as the stag-beetle (Lucanus Cervus), feed 
'upon vegetable substances almost exclusively. We 
say almost, for it is not a little remarkable that 
a very great number of insects, whose natural food 
seems to be vegetable, will occasionally prey upon 
animals in the same way as soft-billed birds (Syl
"iadtB, etc.) will feed either on berries or insects as 
they can procure them,. and as the common garden 
snail. (Helire aspersa, MULLER), though it usually 
devours leaves, will sometimes make a meal of an 
earth-worm, as we have observed more than once t. 
In the case of insects, we may illustrate our re
mark by referring to the earwig (Forficula auricu
laria, LINN.), well known in every garden. There 

.. Kirby and Spence, blr., i. 394. 

... J. R. See also Sowerby on Helix nemoralis, in Zool. 
Journ. i. 285. 

o 
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is nothing more certain. Goldsmith tells us. than 
that it. lives among flowers and destroYB them, and 
when fruit bas been wounded by flies, the earwig 
generally COmes in for a second feast, and sucks 
those juices which ther first began to broach; yet 
the insect, he adds, is not so noxious as it would 
seem, since it is s.eldom found but where the mis
chief has been originally begun byothers*. Bing. 
ley copies all this without any suspicion of its 
inaccuracy, "nd subjoins. that ,. in the night they 
may occasionally be seen in amazing numbers upon 
lettuce/l" and other esculent vegetables, committing 
those depredations which are often ascribed to snails 
or slugst." . On the contrary, it agrees with our 
observation that the depredations frequently imputed 
to earwigs are more usually committed by slugs, 
particularly in the case of flowers. We had a con
siderable collection of the finest varieties of heart's
ease (Viola tricolor), which, just as they came into 
bloom, were rendered unsightly by holes and 
notches gnawed into the petals during the night, 
and we did not hesitate to accuse the earwigs of 
the·damage, till we began to reflect that it was too 
early in the summer for them to appear in sufficient 
nu~berB. the broods not being yet hatched. Obser
vation being always preferable to the most plausible 
conjecture, we soon satisfied ourselves of the fact by 
examining our flowers after dark by candle-light, 
when we did not find a single earwig, but a great 
number of minute slugs, little larger than a pin's
head, and recently hatched, no doubt, frOID eggs de
posited the preceding autumn. The leaves of the 
plants were probably too tough and coarse for their 
infant organs, since they uniformly attacked the 

• Animated Nature, iv. 241. 

t Anim, Biog. iv, 43; 6th edit. 
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blo8s0m!lt and, when these were unexpanded, 
gnawed their way into the bud *. 

There can be no doubt, however, that when the 
Bummer is more advanced, and the young broods of 
earwigs have left their mothers t, they commit simi
lar depredations upon flowers to those of the young 
slugs in the spring. .. The English 'women," says 
Mouffet, " hate them exceedingly, because of the 
flowers of eloye gillitJowers that they eat and spoyl, 
and they lay snares for them thus: they set in the 
utmost void places ox-hoofs, hogs.hoofs, or old cast 
things that are hollow, upon a staff fastened into 
the groundl and these are easily stuffed with cloath~ 
or straw; and when by night the earwigs creep 
into these to avoid the rain or hide themseltes, in 
the morning these old cast things being suddenly 
taken away and IIhook forth, a great multltude of 
them fall, and are kiIIed with treading upon them t." 
The bowls of tobacco--pipe!l, or the claws of 10bRters 
stuck upon the top of the sticks supporting flowers, 
are the usual methods for· entrapping earwigs in 
the vicinity of London; and we recollect being not 
a little puzzled to conjecture what was the meaning 
of sticking up some dozen!! of lobsters' claws over 
tl flower-border; for, upon the notion that. like the 
broken tea-cups ranged on the mantel-piece of Gold
Imith'l! village ale·house, they were meant 

" For ornament, and not for use," 

we deemtld the taste of the suburban Londoners not 
a little singular. 

But though vegetable substances lIeem to be the 
staple food of earwigs, they not only upon occa
sion IIhow carnh:orous, but even cannibal, propensi
ties, for we have more than once given a dead ear-

• J. R. . l' See Insect Tran$(ormations, p. 102. 
i Theatre of Insects, by Maseme, p. 1023. 
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wig to one confined in a box, and foond that it 
devoured it .; and a brood of young ones, reared by 
Baron de Gee.r. ate the dead body of their own 
mother, as well as the bodies of several of their 
brethren which chanced to die t. It has, therefore, 
been inferred with considerable plausibility that ear
wigs in some degree make up for their ravages by 
diminishing the number of other insects, though the 
night habits of the earwig renders it not a little 
difficult to ascertain this. 

A similar. propensity to carnivorous habits exists 
among locusts and crickets, w hose staple food is 
derived from vegetable substances. The house
cricket (Acketa domestic", FUR.) seems in this 
way to be a vegetable-feeder, for it thrives best in 
the vicinity of a baker's ovep, where there are 
plenty of bread crumbs. Mouft"et marvels at its 
extreme lankness, inasmuch as there is not" found 
in the belly any superfluity at all, although it feed on 
the moisture of flesh and fat of broth, to which, eitber 
poured out or reserved, it runs to in the night; yea, 
although it feed on bread, yet is the belly always 
lank and void of superfluityt." White of Selbome. 
again, says, " as one would suppose, from the burn
ing atmosphere which they inhabit, they are a 
thirsty race, and show a great propensity for liquids, 
being frequently found dead in pans of water, milk. 
broth, or the like. Whatever is moist they are fond of, 
and, therefore, they often gnaw holes in wet woollen 
stockings and aprons that are hung to the fire. 
These crickets are not only very thirsty but very 
voracious; for they will eat the scummings of pots, 
yeast, bre.ad, and kitchen offal. or sweepings of 
almost every description §.". Latreille. on the ·other 

• J. R. t De Geer, Mem. iii. 548. 
: Theatre of Insects, p. 996. 

§ Nat. Hist. of Selbome. 
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eats insects,--a pl1lpa,bla mif3take, 
8ince be itnpossible fa,¥: 
any hrflhich they freqa,fl£it j 
some they may be 
theflith a colony of 
(BlaUa, LntN.), when it 
two !!pe£.,£W'¥: jfjfliprocally on each 

A foreign insect, which Kirby supposes to be II. 
cricket (Acketa), ill described by Captain Green to 
have exceeded our common cricket in voracity. At 
Cuddapa, in the eeded districts to the northward 
of Mysore, these are said to abound in the night, 
being very injuriolJs to papers, books, and leather, 
which dijjjWolour and devom:~ 
Is thj,±jj a,j,d avidity, that 
exposa,P the human body 
nibblia,a, <,f the fingers, 
skin D which is only 
a slight. eueceed!! -. 

AlthergP paid considerable ,d'."nj"m 
the habits of thil order, both in the fields and when 
individuals were kept in a state of confinement, and 
have watched their movements for hours together, we 
never saw them, when at liberty, attack other insects, 
much less any of their own kindred. But having 
one day put several blue under-winged gtBsshoppers 
(Locustj" &c.) alive jnt" ~ 
phial, of feeding some 
birds &c.), we WerCj 

tea,m fall immediata,la, 
most cannibal ,;m·ff ·fWf·fV 

placed a male 
the large greell locust (Acrida viridisritna) in the 
same phial, when the female forthwith munched a 
large piece out of the other's back, and upon rescuing 
him from her fangs, and giVing him the advantage of 

• Intr. i. 242. 
03 
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position, he immediately made reprisals by eating a, 
hole into her side. ,Yet we had for several weeks 
a great number of this species, both male and female, 
hopping about our study, without one attempting to 
prey on another. They manifested, however, not a little 
mutual fear on a near approach, ,and in such cases 
the male always uttered two or three notes of alarm, 
and ~tarted away lIf. An eminent entomologist of 
the present' day having caught one of these insects, 
and ,holding it by one of its hind-legs, it made a 
sudden spring, and jerked off its leg: the limb was 
put with the insect in a phial, and by the following 
morning this portion of itself was half-devoured. ' 

Those who have been erroneously taught at school 
to translate the Latin cicada and the Greek TEmE, by 
.. grasshopper," will perceive from these details that 
it is a very mistaken notion to suppose these insects 
feed on dew t. It is to the treehopper, and not to 
the grasshopper, that these lines of Anacreon apply: 

Happy creature I what below 
Can live more happily than thou? 
Seated on thy leafy tbrone, 
(Summer weaves thy verdant crown.) 
Sipping o'er the pearly lawn 
The fragrant nectar of tbe dawn. 
Little tales thou lovest to sing. 
Tales of mlrth_D infant king. 

But we need wonder less at popular mistakes of 
this kind, when we find similar ones promulgated. 
respecting the insects in question, by so eminent 
a naturalist as Swammerdam. .. I preserve," says 
he, " a three-fold stomach of a locust, which is very 
like the stomachs of animals that chew the cud, 
and particularly has that part of the stomach called 

*J. R. 
t Virsil, BucoL v. 77; Pli~. Hist. Nat. xi. 26. 
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eckinUl very distinctly visible. I do not therefore 
doubt but locusts chew the cud. as well as the ani
mals just mentioned: indeed. I persuade myself that 
I have seen this·... Ramdohr. on the other hand. 
demonstrates that this is altogether erroneous t. 
while we can readily point out the origin of the 
mistake. so far as it regards observation. 

Like spiders, then. and many other insects t. locusts 
imd grassboppers are very assiduous in cleaning their 
limbs; and we have seldom seen them long stationary 
without doing something of this kind, their numdibles 
being actively at work in mumbling their antennm and 
other organs, and biting off every film or particle of 
dust adhering to them. To an ordinary observer 
this action of the jaws might resdily suggest a resem
blance to ruminating animals chewing the cud, par
ticularly as the long slender antennm of some species 
(..4crida viridiBBima, &c.), when thus operated upon, 
may be overlooked, while the attention is wholly 
directed to the motion of the mandibles. This it was, 
we have no doubt, that led Swammerdam to imagine 
he had actually seen a locust chewing the cud; though 
it is not a little singular that, with his habits of accu
rate and minute observation, he did not detect the 
genuine fact, particularly as the limbs and feet, which 
are large and obvious, are very frequently operated 
upon, it being indisPensable in these, as in all insects 
which walk against gravity, to keep the suckers or 
cushions of their feet free from all extraneous defilement. 
It is, indeed, not a little interesting to a naturalist to 
see, as we have frequently done, a large heavy locust 
walking with ease up the gla.'1s pane of a window, 
and occasionally stopping to examine one or other of 
its feet to try whether it is fit for duty, and going 

• Book of Nature, i.94. t Anatomie der Insekten, 18. 
; See Insect Arch. p. 368; and In8. Tranaf. p.357. 
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carefully over it both with its teeth and its tongue for 
this purpose; the whole resembling not a little the 
chewing of the cud-. 

The family of the cockroacht's (BlatUdiB, STE

PHENS) appear to be still more voracious thilD the 
preceding. A small specIes (Blatta LapponictJ, 

Giant cockroach (Blatta gigaauIJ). reduced iJl .ize. 

• J. R. 

Digitized by Goog Ie 
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LINN.), occasionally met with about London, swarms 
numerously in the huts of the Laplanders, aud will 
sometimes, in conjunction with a carrion-beetle (Sil
pko. Lapponica, J~INN.), devour in a single day their 
whole store of dried fish. In London, and many 
other parts of the country, cockroaches-originally, 
it would appear, introc1uced from abroad-have mul
tiplied so prodigiously as to be a very great nuisance. 
We have seen them so numerous in kitchens and 
lower rooms in the metropolis as literally to cover the 
floor,and render it impossible for them to move, ex
cept over each other's bodies. This; indeed, only 
happens after dark, for these are strictly night insects, 
and the instant a candle is intruded upon their- as
sembly, they rush towards their hiding places, and in 
a few seconds not one of the countless multitude is to 
be seen. In consequence of their numbers, inde
pendently of their carnivorous propensities, they are 
forced to eat every thing which comes in their way ; 
and besides devouring every species of kitchen stuff, 
they gnaw clothes, leather, and books. They likewise 
pollute every thing they crawl over, with an unplea
sant nauseous smell. These black-beetles, as they 
are commonly called, however, are harmless, when 
compared with a foreign species, the giant-cockroach 
(Blatta gigantea), which is not content with devour
ing the stores of the larder, but will attack human 
bodies, and will gnaw the extremities of the dead and 
the dying-. 

Another family of the same order are no less savage 
than voracious, and, together with the numerous other 
instances which we have given of cannibal insects, 
afford no colour to the doctrine maintained by some, 
that man is the only animal who preys on his own 
species. According to Sir Walter Scott, 

* Drury's IllllStratiODS of Nlt._ Hist. iii. Pree. 
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Even the titer rell, and sullen bear, 
Their Iikenesa lnd their lineage spare I 
Man only mal'll kind nature's plan, 
And turns the fierce pbrauit on lIIan *, 

The praying mantis (Mantis oriJtoria, LINM.) is 
one of these cannibal insects. Sir J. E. Smith tell, us, 
that a gentleman having put a male and a female into 
a glass vesllel, the female began to gnaw off ~he head 
of her companion, and ended by devouring his whole 
bodyt. According to Mr. Barrow, the Chinese chi1~ 
dren have taken advantage of the ferocious habits of 
these insects to procure an amusement. only outdone 
in barbarity by the cock-fighting and bull-baiting of 
our own country, by placing two of the insects in a 
bamboo cage to make them fighq. 

It is remarkable that they show the same savage 
habits in the earliest stsge of their existence. Their 
eggs are placed in an oblong bag of a thick, spongy; 
imbricated substanoe, and fastened lengthwise to the 
branch of a plant. Rusel, being desirous of obse"" 
iog the developmen~ of the insects, plaeed one of these 
egg-bags in a close glass, into which, when the young 
appeared, he put dilt'erent sorts of plants. But V~ 
getable food not suiting their taate, they preyed upon 
one another. This determined him to supply them 
with insect food, and he accordingly put several Ints 
into the nurse-glass. Then, however, they betrayed 

• Rolte6" iii. 1. The passage or the model'll poet is a para. 
phrase of Juvenal :-

Sed jam serpentum m~or concordia. . Parcit 
COII'natis maculis similis fera. Quando leoni 
Fortior eripuit vitam leo? quo nemore unquam 
Exspiravit aper majoris dentiblls apri? 
Indica tigrt. .,it ;-allitlG oum tigf'ItU pacem 
Perpetuam: ,et/u inter It con_it fI,.,;, .A., /aomini lemma I"ale i1lfllllle Mla"tla 
Produ:ei.,e panma elt, &c. 

Lib. x. Sat. xv. ver. Hi9-I66. 
t TOllr 00 the Coutinent. + Travlll.s in_Chin .. 
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as much cowardice. as they had previouilly IIhowed 
barbarity; for the in!ltant the anti! were obllerved the 
mantes atte'mpted to escape in every direction. evi
dently from il1lltinctive fear of a natural enemy. 
Afterwards. he tried them with some of the common 
house-flies. and these they seized with eagerness. and 
tore to pieces. But. notwithstanding their apparent 
fondness for flies. they continued to destroy each 
other through savage wantonness. Rusel despair
ing at last. from their daily decrease, of rearing 
any to the winged state. separated them into small 
parcels. in different glasses; but here, as before, the 
strongest of each community destroyed the rest. 
Having, subsequently, received several pairs of the 
same insects, arrived at their full growth, Rusel. pro
fiting by hi, former experience, separated them, 
placing a male and a female together. in different 
glasses: but they. even in thi, arrangement, exhibited 
the most ferocious enmity, which neither age nor lex 
had any effect in softening. No looner did they ob
serve each other than they threw up their heads, 
brandished their fore legs, and each waited an attack. 
They did not remain long in this posture; for the 
boldest, throwing open his wings with the velocity of 
Ughtning, rUBhed at the other, and tore it in pieces. 
Rusel compares the onset to a combat between two 
hussars; for they dexterously guard and cut with 
the edge of the fore claws, as the hussars do with 
their sabres, and sometimes, at a stroke, one of them 
cleaves the other through, and severs its head from 
its body, the conqueror always devouring his anta
gonist *, M. Pairet made similar experiments to those 
of Rusel, by putting a male and female mantis into a 
glass. The female instantly made an attack upon her 
companion. seizing him between the sharp points of 
her claws, with which she soon cut off his head. As 

• llliecteu Be1uatiaulIIl iv, p~ 
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they are very tenacious of life. he continued to appear 
lively for a considerable time; but the female ended 
by devouring him * . 
. The singular form. and particularly the attitudes. 
of the insect in question, have given rise to several 
superstitions. "They are called Mantes, that is, for
tune-tellers," says Moulfet. " either because by their 
coming (for they first of all appear) they do shew the 
spring to be at hand, so Anacreon. the poet, sang; or 
else they foretell death and famine, as ClI!lius, the 
scholiast of Theocritus, writes; or lastly, because it 
always holds up its fore feet like hands, praying. as it 
were, after the manner of their diviners, who. in that 
gesture, did pour out their supplications to their gods. 
So divine a creature is this esteemed, that if a childe 
L'Ike the way to such a place, she will stretch out one 
of her feet, and shew him the right way, and seldome 
or never misse. As she resembleth those diviners in 
the elevation of her hands, so also in likeness of mo
tion, for they do not sport themselves as others do. 
nor leap, nor play, but walking softly, she returns 
her modesty, and showes forth a kind of mature 
gravityt." 

The attitude, however, which has obtained for the 
insect the name of praying mantis (Prie Dieu, in 
France), is nothing more than the posture in which it 
patiently lies in wait for its prey; for, having once set 
its eyes upon an insect, it rarely loses sight of it. 
though it may require some hours before it can make 
a capture. Should the insect be over head. and be
yond its reach, it slowly erects its long neck, and 
elevates itself on its hind legs. If this bring it within 
reach. it throws open the last joint of its fore paws 
and snaps the insect between the spines, set in rows 
on the second joint. Should it prove unsnccessful. 

* Encyclopedie Metbodique,llIIIIctas, iD voce. 
4' Tbea&re of IlIItIeta, pare 983. 
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' it does not retract its paws, but holds them stretched 
out, and waits again till the insect is within its 
reach, when it springs up and seizes it. Should the 
insect go far from the spot, it flies or crawls after it 
slowly on the ground, like a cat; and, when the in
sect stops, it erects itself as before-. 

PrayiDg Manti. (Maatil nlligio./J). 

The cannibal propensities of some of the preceding 
herbivorous insects may be illustrated by what occurs 
among larger animals, particularly the order of gnaw
ing quadrupeds .(Glires, LINN., Rodentia, Cuv.). 
Among these, the mouse lives chiefly among grain, 
and the rabbit (Lepw cuniculw) upon greens; but 
when their natural. food fails, or ,some apparently 
unnatural appetite is developed by. disease, they will 
sometimes exhibit carnivorous ,habits.. In this way 
we had once a large box of insects destroyed. by mice, 
who ate, indiscriminately, the IiOft feathery wings Of 
butterflies and the , hard wing-cases (elytra) of 

... ADim. Biog. if. 49. 
p 

Di, e'byCoogle 
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beetles. Having thus acquired a taste for insect food. 
we found it not a little difficult to prevent them from 
destroying our whole collection by ~ting through the 
wood-work of the drawers. Rabbits, however, are 
occasionally much more carnivorous. A poulterer, 
near Covent Garden, having some live rabbits in a 
hutch, upon the top of which he' had placed some 
fowls ready for the spit, with their h~s hanging 
down over the bars, and within reach of the rabbits, 
we remarked that they had gnawed away almost the 
whole head of one. The poulterer told us that this, 
which appeared so anomolous-to us, was by no means 
of uncommon occurrence. What is still more remark
able. however, a friend of ours had a litter of rabbits, 
about two months old, which were not separated from 
their dam; when she unexpectedly produced a second 
litter. But the elder brood, as if determined not.to 
be supplanted by their younger brethren, fell upon 
them, and, tearing off their lim~s, devoured them with 
evident relish -. Even the mother rabbit will some
times also eat some of her own offspring, particularly 
should these appear sickly i and the same unnatural 
appetite has been observed among cats and swinet. 

It has never occurred to us to witness any of the 
dragon-flies (Libellulina, MAC LEAY) preying upon 
their own kindred, though they will often drive away 
intruders from their hawking stations; yet it is by no 
means improbable that they may, upon occasion, 
make a meal of a conquered relative. Their habits 
very much resemble those ofthe flycatchers (Muaci
capidtB, VIGORS), among birds, as, like them, they 
frequently select a post, or a leafless branch, 88 a 
station from which they make frequent excursions 
upon the insect tribel on the wing around them. 

• J.R. 
t Architecture of Birds, chap. xiv., Parasite Birda. Darwin, 

Zoonomia, xvi. 5.1. 
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Like the bat, also. 
alwaYR catch their prey on the wing, but, 
catcher and the butcher-birds (LaniicUe, V mORs). 
they always return to their resting-place, to devour it 
at leisure. While the Rev. R. Sheppard was sitting 
by the side of a pond. to observe a large dragon-fly 
as it was hawking backwards nnd forwards in search 
of prey, btterfly (Pontia 
denly is{;1hJ dragon-fly 
and {Cir, then settled on 
at hanY, Khlsure. It bit off 

minute, devourhY 
hmused." says 

pZ'Geeedings of a species, net ,",,,';',nCH";,'" 

here. keeps wheeling round and round, and 
backwards and forwards, over a considerable portion 
of the pool it frequents. If one of the species comes 
ill its way, a battle ensues; if other species of the 
fumily presume to approach. it drives them away, and 
it is continually engaged in catching water-flies 

Geher insects, that ,; 
tdeir wingll with 

and instant the 
bodyt, 

It is Tnmarkable that thia ';;',";C"';H; 

blood-thiccTY ficnliliy nR"e very conspicuous ," 
even gaudy coliouring. from which the French have 
been' led to give them the inappropriate name of 
damsels (Demoisellt.a), and the systematic writers such 
appellations as pretty-wing (Calepteryx), girl (Puel
la). bride (Sponsa), and virgin (Virgo). Kirby very 
correctly talks of their" dress" as " silky, brilliant, 
and variegated, and trimmed with the finest lace ;" 
and M«l"tlictct, less truth, Saht, 
forth beyond the "'"Uisre2±£?lU±l 

Anim. Biogr. jf.1I7, 
lotr. i. 276. 
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Virgin dragoJIo8y (Cal.,...,. r...,..). 
art." One (CalepterY!1l Virgo ?). be adds. "is of a 
most curious colour; the body blue -or sky-colour, 
the wings' of a bright violet; the space between the 
shoulders is adorned with four golden gems. set, as it 
were. in a blackish collet." Another he describes as 
baving "the eyes blue, the head green. the whole 
body mixed with green and blue. except the wings, 
which are most accurately wrought with silver-colour 
and black, in the middle shadowed with a dark 
purple· ... 

Voracious. however. as these insects -undoubtedly 
are. they are far exceeded by the white ants (Ter
mites) of warm climates. Forbes tells us that on 
surveying a room which had been locked up during 
an absence of a few weeks, be observed a number of 
advanced works t in various directions towards· some 
prints and drawingS in English frames, the glasses 
of which appeared more than usually dull.· and 
the mmes covered with dust. "On attempting," 
• Theatre of In .. ell, p. 943. t See IlIIeet Arcbitecture, p. 289. 
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he adds, .. to wipe it off, I was astoni8hed to find the 
glasses fixed to the wall, not suspended in frames as 
I had left them, but completely surrounded with 
incrustation, cemented by the white ants, who had 
actually eaten up the deal frames and backboards, and 
the greater part of the paper, and left the glasses up
held by the incrustation, or covered "ay, which they 
had formed during their depredation -." 

They make their way with the utmost ease into 
trunks and boxes, even though made of mahogany, 
and destroy papers and everything they contain, con
structing their galleries, and sometimes taking up 
their abode in them. One very serious consequence 
of this, as Humboldt informs us, is, that throughout 
all the warmer parts of equinoctial America, where 
these and other destructive insects abound, it is in
finitely rare to find papers which go fifty or sixty 
years back t. Cloth, linen, and books are equally to 
their taste, and in one night they will devour all the 
boots and shoes left in their way. 

Mr. Smeathman informs us, that " The tree 
termites, when they get within a box, often make a 
nest there, and, being once in possession, destrot it 
at their leisure. They did so to the pyramidal ox 
which contained my compound microscope. It was 
of mahogany, and I had left it in the store of Go
vernor Campbell, of Tobago, for a few months, while 
I made the tour of the Leeward Islands. On my 
return, I found these insects had done much da
mage in the store, and, among other things, had 
taken possession of the microscope, and eaten every
thing about it, except the glass, or metal, and the 
board on which the pedestal is fixed, with the 
drawers under it, and the things inclosed. Their 
cells were built all round the pedestal and the tube, 

• Oriental Memoirs, i. 362. . 
l' Pol. Ess. on New SpaiD, tv.U5. 

p3 
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and attached to it on eveTY side. All- the glasses, 
which were covered with the wooden substance of 
their nests, retained a cloud of a gummy nature upon 
them that was not easily got off, and the.laquer or 
burnish with which the brass-work was covered was 
totally spoilt. Another party had taken a liking 
to the staves of a Madeira cask, and had let. out 
almost a pipe of. fine old wine. If the -large species 
of Africa (Termites bellic08J) bad been so IQng in the 
possession of such a store, they would not have left 
twenty pounds weight of wood remaining of ,the 
whole building, and all that it contained. 

" These insects are not less expeditious in destroy
ing the shelves. wainscoting.' and other fixtures of 
a house, than the' house itself. They are for ever 
piercing and boring in all directions, and sometimes 
go . out of the broadside of one post into that of 
another joining to it; but they prefer, and always 
destroy, the softer substances first, and are. particularly 
fond of pine and fir boards. which they excavate and ' 
carry away with wonderful dispatch and astonishing 
cunning: for,except a shelf has something standing 
upon it. as a book, or anything else which may tempt 
them, they will not perforate the surface, but artfully 
preserve it quite whole, and eat away all the inside, 
except a few fibres, which barely keep the two sides 
connected together, so that a piece of an inch-board 
which appears solid to the eye, will not weigh much 
more than two sheets of paste-board of equal dimen
sions, after these animals had been a little while in 
possession of it. In short, the termites are so insi
dious in their attacklj, that we cannot be too much on 
our guard against them: they will sometimes begin 
and raise their works, especially in new houses. 
through the floor. If you destroy the works so begun. 
and make a fire upon the spot. the next night they 
will attempt to rise through another part; and if 
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they happen to emerge under a chest or trunk, early 
in the night will pierce the bottom, and destroy or 
spoil everything in it before the morning. 

" When the termites attack trees and branches in the 
open air, they sometimes vary their manner of doing it. 
If a stake in a hedge has not taken root and vege
tated, it becomes their business to destroy it: if it 
has a good sound bark round it, they will enter at the 
bottom and eat. ~l but the bark, which will remain, 
and exhibit the appearance of a solid IItick (which 
some vagrant colony of ants, or other insects, often 
shelter in till the winds disperse it); but if they cannot 
trust the bark, they cover the whole stick with their 
mortar, and it then looks as iOt had been dipped into 
thick mud that had been dried on. Under this co
vering they work, leaving no more of the stick and 
bark than is. barely lIufficient to support it, and. fre
quently not the smallest particle; so that, upon a very 
small tap with your walking-stick, the whole stake, 
though apparently as thick as your arm, and .five.or 
six. feet long, loses its form, and, disappearing like a 
shadow, falls in small fragments at your feet. They 
generally enter the body of a large tree, which has 
f8llen through age or been thrown down by violence, 
on the side next the ground, and eat away at their 
leisure, within the bark, without giving themselves 
the trouble either to cover it on the outside or to re
place the wood, which they have removed from within, 
being somehow sensible that there is no necessity 
for it. These excavated trees have deceived me two 
or three times in running; for, attempting to step two. 
or three feet high, I might as well have attempted to 
step upon a Cloud; and have come down with such 
unexpected violence, that, besides shaking my teeth 
and bones almost to dislocation, I have been pre
cipitated, head foremost, among the neighbouring 
trees and bushes. Sometimes, though seldom. the 
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animal. are known to attack living trees; but Ilot, 
I apprehend, before symptoms of mortification have 
appeared at the roots, since it is evident, as ill before 
observed, that these insects are intended, in the order 
of nature, to hasten the disllolution of such tree!! and 
vegetablell as have arrived at their greatest maturit1· 
and perfection, and which would. by a tedious decay, 
serve only to encumber the face of the earth. This 
purpolle they answer so effectually, that nothing pe~ 
rlshable escapes them, and it is almost impossible to 
leave any thing penetrable upon the ground a long' 
time in safety; for the odds are, put it where you will 
abroad, they will find it out before the following morn
ing, and its destruetion follows very soon, of eout'lle. 
In consequence of this disposition, the woods never 
remain long encumbered with the fallen trunks or 
trees or their branches; and thus it is, as I have be
fore observed, the total destruction of deserted towns 
is so effectually completed, that in two or three years 
a thick wood fills the space; and unless iron-tDood 
posts have been made use of, not the least vestige of 
a house is to be ·discovered -." 

Teak-wood (Tectonia grandis) is the only wood 
which they will not touch, probably on account of some 
essential oil in it disagreeable to their taste; for they 
will eat lignum vitm. which is considerably hardert. 

K8!mpfer gives a similar account of the white·ants 
in Japan. He observed, upon rising one morning, 
that a gallery, of the thickness of his finger, had been 
formed across his table; and found, upon further ex
amination, that the insects had bored 11 passage up 
one foot of the table, run the gallery ItCross it, and 
then pierced down another foot to the floor; all of 
which had beeu effected during the few hours that he 
had been asleep t. 

• Smeathman, Phil. Trans. 1781, p. 183. 
t lUrby and Spence, Intr. L 243. * Japan, 11.127. 
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The account which Percival gives of the white
ants of Ceylon. is precisely similar. Ie The white
ants." he says, "in the space of one night, will 
demolish and eat up all the boots, shoes, and bottoms 
of trunks, which cOlDe in their way, or are left on 
the ground. This is never done but by the careless
ness of the black servants. In camp, the furniture of 
the tents is placed on inverted bottles, with their.necks 
planted in the ground, which, on account of the. slip
pery nature of the glass, cannot be climbed up by the 
ants. In the dwelling-houses, the trunks, chairs, and 
bed-posts. are for the same reason placed in tin vessels 
full of water. I have frequently seen the large beams 
of a house almost eaten through by these insects, and 
ready to tumble down on the heads of the inhabitants. 

.. This destructive insect, however, is not without 
the most singular utility, and is made by the Creator 
to serve the same benevolent purposes which are con
spicuous in every part of his plan. In the immense 
forests which they inhabit, and which are never sub
ject to the hand of cultivation, the constant accumu~ 
lation of decayed timber would in time greatly impede, 
if not entirely choke vegetation, were not these animals 
employed by Providence continually to devour it •• " 

Insects, indeed, tiny and insignificant as they may 
appesr, are, in such cases, the principal scavengers of 
nature; and wherever decaying vegetable or animal 
substances abound on land or in water, there myriads 
of insects are certain to be met with, greedily devour
ing what is most noxious in quality, and offensive to 
our senses.· At the same time, the multiplication of 
their numbers, from this abundant supply of-food, 
provides an almost exhaustless store of prey for those 
species of birds which feed upon insects. 

We shall subjoin one other extract from Smeath
man's interesting paper:-

• Percival'. CeyloDI p. 308. . 
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"The large species," he says, "are not only much 
more destrl1ctive, but more difficult to be guarded 
against, than those of trees (Termitea.A.rborum), since 
they make their approaches chiefly ul1der ground. de-. 
acending below the foundations of houses and stores 
at several feet from the lurface, and rising again 
either in the flool'll, or entering a.t the bottoms of the 
poste, of which the sides of the bulldlhgs are com
pOlled, "'mch they bore quite through, following the 
course of the fibres to the top, or making lateral per
forations and cavitiell here and there as they procef!Ci. 

"While some are engaged in gutting the posts, 
other. ascend from them, entering a rafter or IIOme 
other part of the roof. If they once find the thatch, 
.",hich seem. to be a favourite food, they soon bring 
up wet clay, and build their pipes or galleries through 
the roof in various directions, 811 long 811 it will sup
port them; sometimell eating the palm.tree leaves and 
branches,f)f which it is compolled, and, perhaps, (for 
variety seems very pleasing to them,) the rattan, or 
other running plant which is used as a cord to tie the 
varion. parts of the roof together, and that to the 
posts which support it: thus. with the assistance of 
the rate, who, during the rainy season, are apt to 
shelter themselves there, and to burrow through it, 
they very lIoon ruin the house, by weakening the fas· 
tenings and exposing it to the wet. In the mean time 
the POlts will be perforated, in every direction, as full 
of holes all that timber in the bottoms of ships which 
hal been bored by the worm II, the fibrous and knotty 
parts, which are the hardest, being left to the laat. . 

.. They sometimes, in carrying on thia business, 
find (I will not presume to suy how) that the post 
has some weight to support; and then, if it is a con
venient traok to the roof, or ia itself a kind of wood 
a."o-reeable to them, they bring their mortar, and fill 
all or most of the cavities. leaving the necessary 
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roads througb it, and 88 fut lUI they take away the 
wood, replace the vacancy with that material, which 
being worked together by them closer and more com
pactly than human strength or art could ram it, 
when the house is pulled to pieces, in order to ex
amine if any of the posts are fit to be used again, 
those of the softer kinds are often found reduced 
almost to a shell, alld all, or a greater part, trans
formed from wood to clay, as solid and as bard 811 

many kinds of free-stone used for building in Eng
land. It is much the same when the Termites bel
licori get into a chest, or trunk, containing clothes or 
other things; if the weight above is great, or they 
are afraid of ants or other vermin, and bave time, 
they carry their pipes through, and replace a great 
part with clay, running their galleries in various 
directions"." 

"Not content," as the authors ofthe Introduction 
to Entomology express it, "with the dominions they 
have acquired, and the cities they have laid low on 
Terra Firma, encouraged by succellll, the white ants 
have allO aimed at the sovereignty of the ocean, and 
once had the hardihood to attack even a British ship 
of the line (the Albion); and in spite of the effort. 
of her commander and his valiant crew, having 
boarded they got possession of her, and handled 
her 80 roughly, that when brought into port, being 
no longer fit for service, she was obliged to be broken 
up. She was indeed in such a condition from the 
attack of insects, supposed to be white ants, that had 
not the ship been firmly lashed together, it was 
thought sbe would have foundered in her voyage 
bornet." 

As the species, however, does not in the preceding 
ease appear to have been correctly ascertained, it is 

• Phil. TraDs. for 1781, p.179. 
t IDtr. i. 246. 
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not improbable that it'may have been an insect' (Lim
noria,. LUCH) of another family, one species of 
which. according to the same authors, .. in point of 
rapidity of execution seems to surpass all its Euro
pean brethren, and in many cases may be productive 
of more serious injury than any of them, since it 
attacks the wood-work of piers and jetties constructed 
in salt water, and 80 effectually, as to threaten the 
rapid destruction of those in which it has establjshed 
itself. In December, 1815, I was favoured' by 
Charles Lutwidge, Esq. of Hull, with specimens of 
wood from the piers at Bridlington Quay, which 
wofully confirm the fears entertained of their total 
ruin by the hosts of these pigmy assailants, that have 
within a few years' made good a lodgment in them, 
and which, though not so big as a grain of rice, ply 
their masticating organs with such assiduity, 8S to 
have already reduced great part of the wood-work 
into a state resembling honey-comb. One specimen 
was 8 portion of a three-inch fir plank nailed to the 
North Pier about three years since, ' which is now 
crumbled away to less than an inch in thickness: in 
fact deducting tbe space occupied by the cells. which 
cover both surfaces as closely as possible, barely balf 
an inch of solid wood is left; and though its pro
gress is slower in oak, that wood is equally liable to 
be attacked by it., If this insect were easily intro
duced to new stations, it might soon prove as de
structive to our jetties as the Teredo navalis to those 
of Holland, and induce the necessity of substituting 
stone for wood universally, whatever the expense; 
but bappily it seems endowed with, very limited 
powers of migration; for though it bas spread along 
both the North and South Piers of Bridlington bar
bour,it has not yet, as Mr. Lutwidge informa me, 
reached the Dolphin, nor an insulated jetty within 
the barbour. 
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II The inhabitants of Bridlington may believe that 
this insect was left there a few years ago by an 
American vessel, with what foundation I know not; 
but that it is an imported insect, and, like the Teredo 
navalis. not originally an European animal, seems 
very probable from the fact, that I can find no de
scription of any species of oniseus at all resembling 
it, prior to that of Dr. J..each, who seems first to have 
given it a name, and it appellrs highly improbable 
that if it had been an European species it should not. 
long since have attracted attention and been de
scribed. No other remedy against its attacks is known, 
than that of keeping the wood free from salt water 
for three or four days, in which case it dies; but this 
method, it is obvious. can be rarely applicable. In 
order to ascertain how far pure sea-water is essential 
to this insect, and consequently what danger exists of 
its being introduced into the wood-work of our docks 
and piers communicating with our salt-water rivers, 
as at Hull, Liverpool, Bristol, Ipswich, &c •• where it 
might be far more injurious than even on the coast, 
I have. since December 15th, 1815, when Mr. Lut
widge was so kind as to furnish me with a piece 
of oak full of insects in a living state, poured a not 
very strong solution of common salt over the wood 
every other day, so as to keep the insects constantly 
wet. On examining it this day (February 5th, 1816), 
I found them alive; and what seems to prove them 
in as good health as in their natural habitat, num
bers have established themselves in a piece of fir
wood which I nailed to the oak, and have in this 
short interval, and in winter too, bored many cells 
in it*." 

• lolr. i. 238. 

Q 
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CHAPTER VII. 

LAPPING IN82cT8. 

THOlE who hav, paid attention to a cat while lap
ping milk, may have remarked, that on darting out 
her tongue she bends the lides and point of it 
upwards, so as to form a sort of hollow scoop or 
spoon, 8ufficient to contain a considerable quantity 
of liquid. This is partly aided by the structure of 
the surface of the tongue itself, which is all over 
thickly studded with projecting denticulations * (if 
we may call them 80), among which the particles of 
the liquid must be detained. This flexible and den
ticulated structure of the tongue gives to this family 
of animals a facility of lapping, which art would in 
vain attempt to imitate. Quadrupeds of other fami
lies, such as horses and oxen, drink 1I0t by lapping. 
but by sucking. 

In insects again, witb which we are more imme. 
diately concerned, somewhat similar varieties of 
structure and habits prevail. The first instance 
which occurs to our recollection, as forming a sort 
of link between eating and lapping insects, is in 
the ant family (FormicidlB, LEACH). " When 
ants," says the younger Huber, "are disposed to 
drink, there comes out from between their lower 
jaws, which are much shorter than the upper, a 
minute, conical, fleshy, yellowish organ, which per
forms the office of a tongue, being pushed out and 
drawn in alternately: it appears to proceed from 

• Figllred in Menageries, vol. i. p. 179. 
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the lower lip, which itself has the power of moving 
forwards in conjunction with the lower jawa: and 
when the insect wishes to lap, all this apparatus 
moves forward; ao that the tongue, which is very 
ahort, does not require to lengthen itself much to 
reach the liquid *. 

It requires, however, very minute observation to 
see this, and It was only after many fruitlesl trials 
that we succeeded in verifying the fact. The 
method we found most convenient was to place 
one or more ants within side all inverted wine-glass, 
upon the inner edge of which a drop of water had 
been put. By means of a pocket magnifying-glass, 
they can then be observed without disturbing them, 
for notwithstanding their anxiety to escape from 
confinement, they will greedily drink of whatever 
fluid may be presented to them, and, when satiated, 
will renew their efforts to get out t. 

In the case of bees, such minute observation is 
not required, as their organs are large and con
spicuous; and while they are collecting the nectar of 
flowers. or sipping honey, which may be. offered to 
them, we can readily perceive their long, glittering 
tongue darted out from its sheath, and busy in per
forming its office. But as this is an organ of no 
little interest, it may be well to describe it a little 
more in detail. It consists of no less than five dis
tinct brancbes,-a central piece of four horny scales, 
which constitutes the tongue, tapering to a point, 
convex outwards, and concave on the side facing 
the trunk; the two outer ones sheathing the inner 
one. .0 as to appear but one single tube; by a 
joint in the middle they bend, or extend aU at 
once, carrying with them the unjointed tongue, which 
i. cylindrical, and about ·the size of a hair: seen 
through a magnifier, it appears to be composed 

• Huber aD All'" p. 4; Bea. t J. R. 
Q2 
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of successive rings. If we hold a bee between the 
fingers, we can easily perceive a kind of .brown, 
shining instrument, cuned like a surgeon's needle. 
folded closely down from the mouth towards the 
throat, where it terminates ~n a ~nt. At the plea
sure of the bee this instrument can be projected 
forward either in a curved or straight form, so as 
to resemble the beak of a bird. The sheath, or 

B 

o 

Tongue of the bee. A. /I ... tongae. B. b b. tongue; e •• heath of the 
Iongae; d. mUIClel for moviDg the IODgae. C, IoDlae greatly magnilied. 

rather sheaths, for there are two, of the bee's tongue 
are considerably different from similar organs in 
other insects, one of these covering scarcely half 
its length, and the other not extending quite round 
the circumference. Each of the sheaths consists of 
two pieces, which may be called the demi-sheath. 
In order to see these different pieces distinctly. and 
the ingenuity of their arrangement. it is necessary 
to squeeze them gently at their origin, so as to make 
them protrude, when its apparently simple structure 
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will disappear, and the five pieces come plainly into 
view. As a detailed de!!Cription of this complicated 
apparatus could not well be made intelligible with
out magnified figures, we shall give such as appear 
to us most interesting. 

Stroctare of the bee'. tongtl •• 

The first of these figures (a) represents the upper 
side of the whole apparatus, the sheaths being opened 

Q3 

Digitized by Goog Ie 
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and spread out on either side, and the tongue stretched 
out to its greatest elongation. The latter is seen 
to terminate in a sort of . button, fringed with a 
circle of hairs, as are the rings of the tongue (above 
forty in number) to its very 'base. These hairs are 
no doubt intended to brush off and secure the honey 
which is found in the cups of flowers, and a more 
efficient and beautiful instrument we could not con
ceive. 

The second figure (b) exhibits the under side of 
the apparatus with the tongue lodged in the sheath, 
arising from a pivot within the head, and furnished 
with two muscular levers, by means of which it 
can be elongated. At the termination, the sheath 
is furnished with two small divaricating feelers, 
if we may call them so, consisting of several joints, 
and covered with a few scattered hairs, intended, 
it is probable, to assist its tactile powers, which we 
may naturally infer are put forth to ascertain whether 
it may be necessary to unsheath the tongue itself. 

The third figure (c) is a representation of the un
der side of the same apparatus, but with the tongue 
partly inclosed in the inner sheath. At the base the 
pivot (which is pushed back in the first figure) may 
be seen advanced by means of the muscular levers, 
destined to regulate the movements of the tongue. 

It is probable that the bee's tongue is furnished 
wi~ as many short muscles as the tongue of a fisb, 
which are capable of moving it in all directions. 
Wildman, indeed, asserts tbat he has seen it grow
ing bigger and less by turns, swelling as it was 
exerted in collecting honey; and this alternate less
ening and enlargement was propagated from the 
extremity to the root. These varied movements 
and alterations of form and position are admirably 
fitted for its visiting every corner of the nectaries 
of flowers, many of them of such difficult acc~1I, 
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that it has beep said, by more than one respectable 
naturalist, that the bees eat their way into · them by 
means of their jaws. We have only to look at the 
deeply curved nectaries of -larkspur (Delphinium), 
or columbine (Aquilegia), to see, in a striking light, 
this beautiful contrivance of Providential wisdom in 
the tongue of the bee. 

A B 
A. Larkspur (D"phi.i ... doil".th ... ); B. Columbin. (AqoAl.gi4 bicolor); 

lbowlng the horn .. haped n •• tarl ••• 

The bee can unfold, with great rapidity, its appa
ratus for lapping, and dart it into every part of a 
flower where it discovers the presence of honey; and 
can with equal ease sweep the convex and concave 
sides of a flower. When it has thus collected a suf
ficient quantity, it is first deposited in a Bort of 
membranous bag capable of considerable inflation, 
previous to it.'! being swallowed and consigned to the 
honey-stomach. But no sooner is its office per
formed, than it is as rapidly sheathed as it had been 
unfolded; . for, in consequence of its length, it would 
be exposed to injury without this · important pro-
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vIsion. When at rest, therefore, it ~ doubled up by 
means of its joint, and lies in a very small compass, 
the first portion being brought within the lip, and a 
second part folded under the head and neck. It is 
altogether different then from the tubular sucking 
tongue of a fly, being imperforate and only fitted 
for lapping; while the insect is at the same time 
furnished with mandibles of similar structure to those 
of the eating insects described in the preceding 
chapter. 

Having thus entered so minutely into the struc
ture of the tongue of the bee, it will be unnecessary 
to d~scribe in detail the similar organs of some 
other families, more particularly as these seem to be 
of inferior interest, at least so far as we have eu· 
mined them. Tbewasps (VespidtB), which 80 nearly 
resemble bees both in habits and in general appear. 
ance, are greatly different in the development of 
these organs, the tongue being small, while the man· 
dibles, on the other hand, are large, and more like the 
insects which we have considered in the preceding 
chapter as exclusively eaters. They are accordingly 
better known for their depredations on fruit, than 
for feeding in the manner of bees; yet are they very 
fond of sweet things, since they will plunder bee· 
hives of their honey (though they will not take the 
trouble of collecting it from flowers), and they fre· 
quently devour great quantities of sugar. Kirby 
tells us, that a tradesman of his acquaintance cal· 
Cldated his lOllS of sugar in one year, hy wasps alone, 
at twenty pounds sterling-. Wasps. besides, are 
insects of prey, and in France, Reaumur says, the 
butchers are glad to have wasps attend their stalls 
for the sake of their services in driving away the 
blow-flies; for a similar purpose the Americans 
s(JJnetimes suspend a hornet's nest in their parlourt. 

• In&r. i.228. .,. St.1oba'.LeUera or III AMricM rlllller~ 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

SUCItING INSECTS. 

WE have elsewhere remarked that, "the beak 
(haulf.ellum) of an aphis is no more fitted for lap
ping honey-dew, than the bill of lEsop's crane was 
for eating out of a shallow plate·... The mere in
spection of one of these insects with -a pocket mag
nifier will be sufficient to demonstrate the position; 
but, for the sake of illustration, we shall give a few 
details, and for that purpose we shall select the 
brown aphis of the oak (Aphis Qu.erctu, LINN.IIUS), 
in which, from its being much larger than its con
geners, the parts are more conspicuous. The sucker 
in this insect is much longer than the body, and, 
when unemployed, is carried between the legs close 
to the belly, extending behind the insect, like a tail 
slightly curved upward. The instrument cOnsists of 
a transparent tube, terminating in a hole so minute, 
that Reaumur could not discover it with his most 
powerful microscopes, but easily proved its existence 
by pressing out from it a drop of fluid. By means 
of pressure, also, he could render more obvious two 
instruments of a brownish colour contained in the 
sucker, and which he conjectured to act like the 
piston of a pump; though from their minuteness this 
could not be correctly ascertained. We might suppose 
them to act as perforators, were it not that the point 
of the sucker itself seems sufficiently adapted to that 
purpose. The figures which we have here given 
will render our description easily understood. 

• Iaaect Trauf. p.IS. 
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.,.,111. Q!IIm<I. 4, real.i .. ! Ihowlug the lUok .. »eDt 1lDder It Uk. a taill 
b, magDdled; c, .ucker magnified. . 

With so efficient an instrument for wounding plants, 
we need not wonder that a race so countlessly nume
rous as the aphides effect most destructive ravages 
in the vegetable kingdom. The serious ravages 
of the dolphin, or collier (.Apkil FabtB). on the bean 
crop, and of the hop-fly (.A. Hum'Uli) in hop
grounds, are but too well known. Of late yeal'8 an· 
other of these pests, called the American. or white. 
blight (.Apkil lanigera. lLLIOBa; Eri080ma Mali. 
LUCH), has been extensively destructive to our 
apple-trees. According to Mr. Knapp's information, 
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it was first observed in the West of England, in 
1819, in the nursery gardens of Messrs. Millar and 
Sweet, near Bristol, introduced, as was supposed, 
by some imported plant·. Salisbury, on the other 
hand, says, .. I have from good authority heard that 

, it was brought to this country from France in the 
reign of Louis XIV., when a colony of refugees 
settled at Paddington, and there it was firlt ob
served to begin its depredations on the apP'e-trees. 

G 6 

c 

Enolom allli. a, b, the insect. magDifted. t, an iB(ected appl. branch 

... Journal of a Naturalist, p. 341; Note. 

Digitized by Goog Ie 
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I am in some measure warranted in my belief, that 
the insect in question was introduced from France, 
as an old French gardener who worked in my garden 
stated that he was well acquainted with the bug. as 
he termed it, since his childhood, and that it had been 
the destruction· of many fruits, not apples in parti
cular, in the neighbourhood of Montpelier, where he 
had been brought up·." We have. ourselves seen 
the insect in the orchards about Harfleur, in Nor
mandy t; and M. Blot informs us that it is exceed
ingly destr~ve to the apple-trees in the department 
of Calvados t~ . . . 

Sir Joseph BIiQb traced the supposed tirst ap
pearance of the insect to a nursery in Sloane-street, 
Chelsea; and, upon being informed that it was un
known in France, concluded that it was most pro
bably imported from North America. with some apple
trees which had been brought over to that nursery. 
But, in whatever way it originated, it spread rapidly, 
though it was at first confined to the vicinity of the 
metropolis, where it destroyed thousands of trees§. 
Subsequently it found its way into other parts of the 
kingdom, and, in 1810, so many of the cyder apple
trees in Gloucestershire were infested with it, that it 
was apprehended the making of cider would have 
to be abandoned. 

The particular history of the insect is well given 
by Mr •. Knapp. .. In the spring of the year," says 
he, "a slight hoariness is observed upon the branches 
of certain species of our orchard fruit. As the season 
advances, this hoariness increases; it becomes cottony, 
and, toward the middle or end of summer, the under 
sides of some of the branches are invested with a 
thick, downy substance, so long, as at times to be 

• HinteoD Orcbards,p.39. t J.R. 
t Melli. Socilite Linn. de eaen pour 1824, p.l04. 

t Trans. Hort. Soc., ii. 1611. 
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sensibly agitated by the air. Upon examining this 
substance, we find that it conceals a multitude of 
small wingless creatures, which are busily employed 
in preying upon the limb of the tree beneath. This 
they are well enabled to do, by means of a beak 
terminating in a fine bristle, which, being insinuated 
through the bark and the sappy part of the wood, 
enables the creature to extract, as with a syringe, the 
sweet, vital liquor that circulates ill the plant. The 
sap-wood (Alburnum) being thus wounded, rises up 
in excrescences and nodes all over the branch, and 
deforms it; the limb, deprived of its nutriment, grows 
sickly; the leaves turn yellow, and the part perishes. 
Branch after branch is thus assailed, nntil they all 
become leafless, and the tree dies. 

or Aphides attack the young and softer parts of 
plants; but this insect seems easily to wound the 
harder bark of the apple, and by no means makes 
choice of the most tender parts of the branch. They 
give a preference to certain sorts, but not always the 
most rich fruits; as cider apples and wildings are 
greatly infested by them, and, from some unknown 
cause, other varieties seem to be exempted from their 
depredations. The Wheeler's-russet and Crofton
pippin I have never observed injured by them. 1'his 
insect is viviparous, or produces its young alive-, 
forming a cradle for them by discharging from the 
extremities of its body a quantity of long, cottony 
matter, which, becoming interwoven and entangled. 
prevents the young from falling to the earth, and 
completely envelops the parent and the offspring. 
In this cottony substance, we observe, as soon as the 
creature becomes animated in spring, and as long as 
it remains in vigour, many round pellucid bodies, 
which, at first sight, look like eggs, only that they are 
larger than we might suppose to be ejected by the 

.• See Insect Transformations, p. 112. 
R 
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animal. They consist ofa sweet glutinous fluid, and 
are probably the discharges of the aphis. and the first 
food of its young. That it is thus consUft\ed. I con
jecture from its diminution. and its by no mea~, 
increasing so fast as fcecal matter would do. from 
luch perpetuaUy feeding creatures. 1 have not. in 
any in»tance, observed the young to proceed from 
these globular bodies. though they are found of 
various ages at {lll times durini the seaso,l. This 
lanuginous vestiture seems to liene likewise as a 
vehicle for dispersing the animal; for. though most 
of our species of aphides are furnished with wings. 
I have never seell any individual of this American 
blight so provided; but the wind$, wafting abo\1t 
small tufts of this downy maUer. convey the cre~ture 
with it from tree to tree throughout the whole 
llrchard. In the autumn, when this subs~nce is 
generally long. the winds and rains of the ll,easQQ 
etiectually disperse these insects, and we observe them 
endeavouring to secrete themselves in t~ crannies of 
any neighbouring substance. Shuuld the savoy cah
bage be near the trees whence they have been dis
lodged, the cavities of the under sides of its leave» 
are commonly favourite asylums for them. Multi
.. udes perish by these rough removals, but nUlDbe~ 
yet remain, and we may find them in the nodes and 
crevices, 011 the under sides of the branches, at any 
period of the year, the long cott.oDy vesture being re. 
moved; but still they are enveloped in a fine. short. 
downy clothing. to be seen by a magnifier, proceeding 
apparently from every suture. or pore. of their bodies. 
and protecting them in their dormant state from the 
moisture and frosts of our climate. This aphis. in a 
JUltural state, usually awakens and commences its 
labours very early in the month of March; and the 
hoariness on its body may be observed increasing 
daily; but if an infected branch be cu' in winter, and 
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ke}1t ill a warm room, these aphides will awaken 
speedily, spin their cottony nests, and feed as they 
are accustomed to do in the genial season *." 

With numerous facts of a similar kind on record, it 
was a singular oversight in Mr. Swainson, to state 
that sucking insects "can do no injury to the agri
cuI turist t." 

A numerous family of a different order of insects 
is but too well known, both in gardens and houses, 
under the general name of bugs (CimicidtZ, LEACH); 
most, if not all the species. being distinguished by 
an exceedingly disagreeable smell, particularly when 
pressed or bruised. Their sucking instrument has 
been so admirably dissected and delineated by M. Sa
vigny, in his Theory of the Mouth of Six-legged 
(hexapod) Insects t. that we cannot do better than 
follow so excellent a guide. In the figure (6) is a 
view of the under side of the head of the black-horned 
bug (Cime.rnigricornis, FABR.), exhibiting the sucker 
in it.'\ sheath, directed backwards, which is its natural 
position during repose. The sheath is composed of 
four pieces, which, according to Savigny's Theory, 
represent an under lip much prolonged. The edges 
bend downwards, and form a canal for receiving the 
four bristles, which he supposes to correspond ~th 
the two mandibles and the two lower jaws. In the 
figure (a) the sheathed upper lip, and the four bristIeII 
placed together and drawn out of their sheath, are 
presented from above; and in the third figure (c) the 
four bristles (representing the upper and lower pair 
of jaws) are developed 80 as to exhibit thetn sepa
rately. It is probable that the two middle ones act 
as piercers, while the other two, being curved at the 

• Journal of a Naturalist, 341. 
t Loudon's Encyc\. of Agricult. page 1113, 2d edition. 

t Mem. Anim. sans Vertebres, i. 36. 
R2 
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extremity (though not at all times naturally so), assist 
jzi the pi"UCeSS iif sUiitinn. 

( 

8nekers of the black-horned bug (Cime ... nigricomi.)_ 

The plant-hugs are all Curnished with wingi and 
membranous wing-cases, and many of them are of 
ciPllside:mhle siu<,;, anlh dech1'd in cclours dif~ 

~ering in,~~l these poin~s from _t~e~r congene~, the 

!~~:S~da~~Z:!« ~~::i~:~il~i~;< ~~::in~S sknsIl, ::!~::o~: 
derived fro~ the same root~s bUp-bear, ,and" henc~ 
tfu u1aSS1'8<11 In PS:ilmS, "tl:0U i:l:nlt not te akttld Orr 
the tl'TTorby night·," is rendered in Matthew's Bible 
.. thou 1'hglt nut nedil to hi: afraidi of sny by 

* P<alm~, :iii. 5. 
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night." In earliet'iimell, Indeed, this ihsect wall looked 
Upob with no little fear, rtu doubt becau~e it wliS not 
so abundant a9 at present. "In the year 1509," says 
Moufi'et, .. Dr. Pl!rtny was ealled in great haste to a 
Uttle village, called Mortlake, nenr the Thatnes, to 
visit two nobletnen, who were much frightened by the 
appearance of bu~-bites, and were in fear of I know 
not what contagion; but when the matter Wa!! knowh, 
and the insects caught, he laughed them out of all 
fear -... This fact, of course, disproves the statement 
of Southall, that bugs were not known in England 
before 1670. Linna'u9 was of opinion, however, that 
it is not originally a native of Europe, but has been 
imported from America. Be this as it may, it seems 
to thrive but too well in our climate, though it mul· 
tiplies less in Britain than in the warmer regions of 
the continent. where it is also said to grow to a larger 
size, artd to bite more keenly. We never observed 
this insect in Ireland t. 

But even iiI our own island these obtrusive insects 
often banish sleep. .. Th~ night is usually the season 
when the wretehed have rest from their labour; but 
this seertts tbe only season when the bug issues from 
its retreats to make its depredations. By day it 
lurks, like a robber, in the most secret parts of the 
bed; takes the advantage of every chink and cranny, 
to make a secure lodgment; and contrives its habita
tioll with so much art that it is no easy matter to dis
cover its retreat. It seems to avoid the light with great 
cunning; and even if candles be kept burning, this 
formidable insect will not issue from its hiding-place. 
But when darkness promises security, it then issues 
from every corner of the bed, drops from the tester, 
crawls from behind the arras, and travels, with great 
assiduity. to the unhappy patient who vainly wishes 
for rest and refreshment. It is generally vain to destroy 

• Theatt.losect, 270. t J. R. 
a3 
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one only, as there are hundreds more to revenge their 
companion's fate; so that the personwho thus is sub
ject to be bitten (some individuals are,exempt) remains 
the whole night like a sentinel upon duty, rather 
watching the approach of fresh invaders than inviting 
the pleasing approaches of sleep *." Mouffet assures 
us, that against those enemies of our rest in the night. 
our merciful God hath furnished us with remedie!". 
which we may fetch out of old and new writers, either 
to drive them away or kill them t. The following is 
given as the best poison for bugs, by Mr. Brande of 
the Royal Institution :-Reduce an ounce of corrosive 
sublimate (Perchloride of mercury), and one ounce 
of white arsenic, to a fine powder; mix with it one 
ounce of muriate of ammonia in powder, two ounces 
each of oil of turpentine and yellow wax, and eight 
ounces of olive oil: put all these into a pipkin, plac!!d 
in a pan of boiling water, and when the wax is melted, 
stir the whole, till cold, in a mortar t. 

Though most people, however, dislike this insect, 
others regard it not only with apathy but with pro
tecting care; at least, one gentleman would never 
suffer them to be disturbed, or his bedsteads removed, 
till in the end they swarmed to an incredible degree, 
crawling up even the walls of his drawing-room; and 
after his death, millions were found in his bed and 
chamber furniture§. In the Banian hospital, at 8urat, 
the overseers are said frequently to hire beggars from 
the streets, at a stipulated sum, to pass the night 
among bugs and other vermin, on the express con
dition of suffering them to enjoy their feast without 
molestation II. 

The bed-bug is not the only one of its congeners 
which preys upon man. 8t. Pierre mentions a bug, 

• Goldsmith, Anim. Nature, iv. 198. tTheatr. Insect. 
l Materia Medica, Index. 

~ Nicholson's Journ. xvii. 40. II Forbes, Oriental Mem. i. 
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found ill the Mauritius, the bite of which is more 
venomous than the sting of a scorpion, being suc
ceeded by a swelling as big as the egg of a pigeon. 
which contiuutls for four or five days ill. Ray tells us 
that his friend WiIlughby had suffered severe tem
porary pain, in the same way. from a water-bug 
(Notollecia glauca, LINN.) t. The instrument em· 
ployed by some of the water-bugs appears, from 
Savigny's dissections, to be still more formidable than 
the preceding. 

Magnifted figures of tho sucker of a water· bug (NeptJ fleptunia). a. the 
Bucker in it.~ sheath; b, the several parts developed, KO as to exhibit 
tbem separately; c. tho sucker unsbeatbed. 

From another pertinacious insect, the flea (Pule:c 
irritan.'. LINN.), being without wings, some of our 
readers may suppose it to be nearly allied to the bed· 
bug; though the former does not even helong to the 
same order, but to a new one (Aphaniptera. KIRBY). 
established on the principle that the wings are obso· 
lescent or inconspicuous. As we have elsewhere 
mentioned several extraordinary feats of strength re
corded of fleas by various authors t, we shall here 

• Voyage to the Isle of France. t Hisl Insect. 58. 
t Insect Transformations, p. 180. 
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give our OWn testimony to Ii similar fact; which we 
have just witnessed. At the fair of Chariton, in Kent, 
183(J, we saw Ii man exhibit three fleas, harnessed to 
a carriage in form of an omnibus, at least fifty times 
their own bulk, which they pulled along with great 
ease; another pair drew a chariot; and a single flea a 
brass cannon! The exhibitor showed the whole first 
through a magnifying glass, and then to the naked 
eye; So that we w~rl! lIatisfied there was no deception. 
From the fleas being of large size, they were evidently 
all females·. 

It is rarely, however. that we meet with fleas in 
the way of amnsement; unless we are of the 
singular humour of the old lady mentioned by Kirby 
and Spence, who had a liking to them, because, said 
she, " I think they are the prettiest little merry things 
in the world; I never saw a dull flea in all my lifet." 
When Ray and Willughby were travelling, they found 
" at Venice and Augsburg fleas for sale, and at a 
small price too, decorated with steel or silver collars 
round their necks, of which Willughby purchased 
one. When they are kept in a box amongst wool or 
cloth, in a warm place, and fed once a day, they will 
live a long time. When they begin to suck they 
ereCt themselves almost perpendicularly, thrusting 
their sucker, which originates in the middle of the 
forehead, into the skin. The itching is not felt im
mediately, but a little afterwards. As soon as they 
are full of blood, they begin to void a portion of it, 
and thus, if permitted, they will continue for many 
hours sucking and voiding. After the first itching 
no uneasiness is subsequently felt. Willughby's flea 
lived for three months, by sucking in this manner the 
blood of his hand; it was at length killed by the 
cold of winter V' 

From this narrative, we should say that it was not 
oIiJ.R. 

t Illtr. i. 102. ; Ray, Hist. I_t., p. 8. 
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without good reason that two eminent naturalists 
have arranged fleas in a group, called, by way of 
eminence, suckers (Sucioria, DE GEER; Suceurs, 
LATREILLE). 

According to Mouffet's account ofthe sucker of the 
flea, "the point of his nib is something hard, that 
he may make it enter the better; and it must neces
sarily be hollow, that he may suck out the blood and 
carry it in •• " Modem authors, particularly Straus 
and Kirby, show that Rosel was mistaken in sup
posing this sucker to consist of two pieces, as it is 
really made up of seven. First, there are a pair of 
triangular instruments, somewhat resembling the 
beak of a bird, inserted on each side of the mouth. 
under the parts which are generally regarded as the 
antenna!. Next, a pair of long sharp piercers 
(Scalpella, KIRBY). which emerge from the head 
below the preceding instruments: and a pair of feelers 
(PalPl) , consisting of four joints, are attached to 
these near their base. In fine, there is a long, 
slender tongue, like a bristle. in the middle of these 
several pieces. . 

Suckers oCtbe ftea, greaOy magnified. II, side view: b, under side: 
c, upper side. 

According to Mouffet,. also. " the lesser, leaner, 
and younger they are, the sharper they bite, the fat 
ones being more inclined to tickle and play; and 
then are not the least plague, especially when in 
greater numbers, since they molest men that are 

• Theatre of Insects, p. 11 02. 
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sleeping; and trouble wearled and sick persons; 
from whom they escape by skipping; for as soon as 
they find they are arraigned. to die, and feel the fin
ger coming. on a sudden they are gone; and leap 
here and there, and so escape the danger; but so 
soon as day breaks, they forsake the bed. They then 
creep into the rough blankets, or hide themselves bi. 
rushes and dust, lying in ambush for pigeon"; hen!!, 
and other birds, also for men and dogs, moles and 
mice, and vex such as passe by. Our hunters report 
that foxes are full of them, and they tell a pretty 
story how they get quit of them. The fOl, say they, 
gathers some handfuls of wooll from thorns and 
briars, and wrapping it up, he holds it fast in his 
ntouth, then goes by degrees into a cold river, and 
dipping himself close by little and little, when he 
finds that all the fleas ate crept so high as his head 
for fear of drowning; and so for shelter crept into the 
wool, he barks and spits out the wool ful of fleas, and 
so very froliquely being delivered from their molesta
tion, he swims to land •. " 

This is an excellent trick certainly for a flea-hitten fox 
on a summer's day; but a little more doubtful even 
than the story told of Christina, Queen of Sweden, who 
is reported to have fired at the fleas with II. piece of 
artillery, still exhibited in the royal arsenal at Stock
holm t. Her Majesty ought to have mad!! an expe
dition to Tiberias, where, as an Arab Sheikh informed 
Dr. Clarke, " the king of the fleas held his court V' 
Nor are fleas confined to the old continent, for Lewis 
and Clarke § found them exceedingly harassing on the 
banks of the Missouri, where it Is said the native 
Indians are sometimes compelled to shift their quar
ters, to escape their annoyance. They are not ae-: 

• Theatre of Insects, p. 1102. 
t Linnaeus, Lachesis Lapon., ii. 32; Note·. 

% Travels, vol. Ii. § Travela. 
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quainted, it would therefore seem. with the device of 
the shepherds in Hungary, who grease their clothes 
with hog's lard to deter the fleas,-nor with the old 
English preventive:-

" While wormwood hath seed, get a handful or t_ine 
To sa"e against March to make ilea refraine: 
Where chamber is swept and wormwood is slrown, 
No Sea for his life dare abide to be known .... 

Linnams was in error in stating that the domestic 
cat (Felis maniC'lllatull. TEM1IINCIt?) is not infested 
with fleas; for in kittens in particular they abound as 
numeroqsly as upon dogs t. 

Fleas, it may be worth remarking. are not all of 
one species, tholle which infest animals and birds 
differing in many particulars from the common bed 
flea (Pttle:JJ irritam). and as many as twelve distinct 
sorts have been found in Britain alone t. The most 
a.nnoying species. however, is fortullately not indi
genous, beitlg a native of the tropical latitudes, and 
variously named in the West Indies, chigoe, jigger, 
uigua, tungua, and pique (Pttle~ penetrans, LINN.) 

Chigoe (Pule" le"etran.). 

According to Stedman, this" is a kind of small sand
fiea, which gets in between the skin and the flesh 
without being felt. and gel\erally under the nails of 
the toes; where. while it teeds. it keeps growing till it 

• TIiSiV, Points of Goode HU$bandry. t J. :a. 
1 Insect TrauefQl'DlatiQDS1 p, 393. 
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becomes of the size of a pea, causing no further pain 
than a disagreeable itching. . In process of time its 
operation appears in the form of a small bladder, in 
which are deposited thousands of eggs, or nits, and 
which, if it breaks, produce so many young chigoes, 
which in course of time create running ulcers, often 
of very dangerous consequence to the patient; so 
much so indeed, that I knew a soldier, the soles of 
whose feet were obliged to be cut away before he 
could recover: and some men have lost their limbs 
by amputation, nay, even their lives, by having neg
lected, in time, to root out these abominable vermin. 
The moment, thetefore, that a redness and itching 
more than usual are perceived, it is time to extract 
the chigoe that occasions them. This is done with 
a sharp-pointed needle, taking care not to occasion 
unnecessary pain, and to prevent the chigoe from 
breaking in the wound. Tobacco ashes are put into 
the ori6ce, by which in a little time the sore is per
fectly healed *." Old Ligon tells us that in this way 
he had ten chigoes taken out of his feet in a morning 
., by the most unfortunate Yarico t," whose tragical 
story is so well known from the popular drama. 
Walton mentions that a Capuchin friar, in order to 
study the history of the chigoe, permitted a colony of 
them to establish themselves in his feet: but before 
he could accomplish his object, his foot mortified and 
had to be amputated t. No wonder that Cardan calls 
the insect" a very shrewd plague §." 

Another troublesome sort of insects, less dangerous 
perhaps, though equally pertinacious, and more 
widely diffused than the chigoe, is the family of gnats 
(Culicidce). Even these, however, sometimes pro
duce formidable consequences; for M. Reaumur 

• Stedman's Surinam; and Swartz, Swedish Trans., ix. 40. 
t History of Barbadoes, p. 65. : Walton's Hispaniola. 

~ Subtilia. lib. ix. 
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eays, "I have seen in marshy districts on the sea 
coast, individuals whose arms and legs were ren
dered shocking with the reiterated bites of gnats, 
and some of them so bad, that it was doubtful whe
ther they could be cured without amputating the 
limb -." He adds, that if we will exert a little patient 
attention, we shall be compelled to admire the very 
instrument with which the insect wounds us. The 
elder Pliny becomes more than usually eloquent 
upon the structure of this insect " In these so little 
bodies," he says,-" nay, points or specks, rather 
than bodies indeed,-how can one comprehend the 
reason, the power, and the inexplicable perfection 
that Nature hath therein shewed? How hath she 
bestowed all the five senses in a gnat? and yet some 
there be lesse creatures than they. But where, I 
say, hath she made the seat of the eyes to see before 
it? Where hath she set and disposed the taste? 
Where hath she placed and inserted the organ of 
smelling? and above all, where hath she disposed 
that dreadful and terrible noise that it maketh-that 
wonderful great sound, as I may call it, in proportion 
to so little a body? Can there be devised a thing 
more finely and cunningly wrought than the wings 
set to her body? Mark, what long shanked legs 
above ordinary, she hath given unto them. See, 
how she hath set that hungry hollow concavitie in
stead of a belly: and hath made the same so greedie 
and thirstie after blood, and man's especially. Come 
to the weapon that it hath to pricke, pierce, and enter 
through the skinne; how artificially hath she pointed 
and sharpened it! and being so little as it is, for the 
fineness thereof can hardly be !leen, yet as if it were 
of bignesse and capacity answerable, framed it, she 
hath, most cunningly for a two-fold use, to wit, most 
sharpe pointed to pricke and enter, and withall, hol-

• Mem. iv. 513. 
II 
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low like a pipe to sucke in and convey the bloo.<l 
through it·." 

It is not a little singular that notwithstanding the 
early attention which was thus given to the sucker of 
the gnat. authors are by no means agreed as to its 
structure; and even a recent author of talent, M. 
Robineau Desvnkl y t, has rather added to formel' 
errors than contributed to expunge them. The mos' 
accurate details and figures are those of Reaumul' 
and Roffredi, which we shall chiefly follow. To the 
naked eye, the sucker of the gnat appears like a 
needle finer than a hair, solid and pointed; but the 
microscope shows that what appeared so simple, ts 
really compo~d and complicated. It consists, ac
cording to Leeuwenhoeck of fOUT pieces; Swam
merdam found su, including the lip; but Rt!aumur 
says there are only five. It may be tbat their ob
servations were made upon different species, or upon 
individUllls which had sustained accidental mutilation. 
Swammerdam, indeed, mentions that he often ob
served in dead gnats the suckers broken off from thei\" 
case t. This case or sheath is divided in its whole 
length, enclosing an apparatus of five piercers Q,.f 
lancets (ScalpeUa), with which it cuts into the skin. 
"After a gnat," says Reaumur, "had done me the 
honour of settling on my hand, I perceived that it 
put forth a very fine point from its sucker, with the 
end of which it felt four or five spots of my skin, ap
parently with the design of discovering where it could 
obtain the most blood with the least trouble §." This 
fine point, Swammerdam imagined to be simple and 
indivisible, and says, "the point is so sharp that 1 
could never observe the least breadth in it with the 
best microscopes I could procure, though if you put 
the edges of the sharpest razors, or the points of the 

• Hollalld's Plinie, xi. 2. , 
t Mem. Soc. d'Hiat. Nat. do Paris, iii. 390. 

:I: Biblia Nat, i. U1. § Mem, iv.683. 
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finest needles or lancets before the microscope, you 
will easily see that they have visible breadth, and ap~ 
pear blunt, ragged, and dulL" But Reaumuris not 
a little surprised at this, for Leeuwenhoeck and him
self found this fine point composed of several needles, 
some of them barbed with teeth, as may be verified 
by pressing the instrument between the fingers. The 
magnified figures will give a clearer idea of the or
gan than the thost minute description. 

Magnified fir.res of the sucker of tbe gnat: fI, the sucker iD its sheath 
b, half of the s eath brokeD oW to show the suckor; c, the sucker developed 
to sbow its several parts; Ii, tb. barbed poiDt of ODe blade of the sucker. 

The sheath is composed of a flexible substance, 
and is employed, it would appear, for supporting and 
keeping steady the piercers during the process of 
penetrating into the skin. Besides this, Swammer
dam says, .. I should think that the acute and hollow 
extremity of the sheath is certainly introduced into 
the wound, and by means thereof the gnat afterwards 
sucks the blood, which running or ascending by 
suction between these parts, is at length conveyed 

s2 
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into the stomach of the insect. Hence, there appears 
almost the same use of this sheath, as there is of the 
silver pipes (canultB) used by surgeons, through 
which they pass their lancets into parts deep seated, 
in order to prevent their wounding any other part 
than that which they intend to cut '*." Our readers 
will be better able to judge of the accuracy of these 
views, by inspecting the figures below of the differ
ent positions of the sheath in penetrating the skin. 

Model of operation of the gnat'l sucker. 

The mere wound, however, would not probably 
cause much uneasiness, were it not for the insertion 
at the same time of a sort of poisonous fluid, for the 
purpose, as Rtlaumur imagined, ofthillning the blood, 
and rendering it thereby more easy to suck. If 
this conjecture be correct, we can thence understand 
why the pain and itching are not felt so acutely at 
first as some time anerwards. Rogers has given a. 

• Biblia Nat. i. Hi? 
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lively sketch of the sanguinary proceedings of the 
gnat, when he had fallen asleep by a woodside, and 
was poetically dreaming of fairy-land: 

It 'Tis thine to range in busy quest or prey 
Thy feathery antlers quivering with delight, 

Bnlsh from my lids the hues of heaven away, 
And all is solitude, and all is nigh! 

Ah, now thy barbed shaft, relentless fly 
Ullsheaths its terrors in the sultry air I 

No guardian sylph, in golden panoply, 
Lifts the broad shield and points the sparkling spear. 

Now near and nearer rush the whirring wings, 
Thy dragon scales still wet with human gore, 

Hark, tby shrill horn its fearfullarum ring', 
I wake in horror and dire sleep DO IlION •• h 

b---iII 

a, lla18, &ad:" f .. ale pat, 
• To the Gnat, Pleasures of Memory, 
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The poet has here fallen into one little errol' which 
a naturalist will perceive as readily as he himself 
would have detected a bad rhyme or a false quantity. 
It is only the male gnat which is adorned with 
"feathery antlers" (antenntll) ; and what is a very 
remarkable fact, this male gnat never sucks blood, 
the female alone, whose " antlers" are not "fea
thery," (see the distinction in the preceding two 
figures), being of a sanguinary disposition. Upon 
what then, it may be asked, do the males subsist? 
Kirby answers, "from the impossibility that one of 
a million of the innumerable swarms of gnats which 
abound in swampy places should ever taste blood, 
it seems clear that they are usually contented with 
vegetable aliment·." Swammerdam also says, "I 
am firmly persuaded that when the gnat has no op
portunity of drawing blood out of animals, it sucks, 
with the help of its sheath, the juices of flowers, 
plants, or fruiL'!, being content with feeding on the 
latter when the former is wantingt." But these dis
tinguished naturalists should have recollected, that it 
is by no means indispensable for gnats to feed at all, 
the diminished capacity of their stomach and bowel!' t 
requiring little or no aliment during the very few days 
they are destined to live for the purpose of pairing and 
continuing their race. 

Be this as it may, their pertinacity and numbers 
frequently render them a most formidable pest. Hum
boldt tells us, " that between the little harbour of . 
Higuerote and the mouth of the Rio U nare, the 
wretchrd inhabitants are accustomed to stretch thrm
selves on the ground, and pass the night buried in 
the Rand three or four inches deep, exposing only 
the head, which they cover with a handkerchief§ • 

... Intr. i. 384. t Biblia Nat.i. 151. 
: See Insect Transrormations, p.201. 

t Personal Narrative. 
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Stedman also mentions, as a proof of the· dreadful 
state to which he and his soldiers were reduced by 
them, that they were forced to sleep with their heads 
thrust into holes made in the earth with their bay
onets, and their legs wrapped round with their 
hammocks·. "The gnats in America," says 
Moutlel, " do so plash and cut, that they wiII pierce 
through very thick clothing; so that it is excellent 
sport to behold how ridiculously the barbarous 
people, when they are bitten, will skip and frisk, 
and slap with their hands their thighs, buttocks, 
shoulders, arms, and sides, even as a carter doth his 
horses t." Weld tells us that .. these insects were 
so powerful and bloodthirsty that they actually 
pierced through General Washington's boots V' 
This does not appear very credible, though Moufret 
says, " In Italy, near the Po, grellt store and very 
.great ones are to be seen, terrible for biting, and 
venomous, piercing through a thrice-doubled slock
ing, and boot8 likewise, sometimes leaving behind 
them impoysoned, hard, blue tumours, sometimes 
painful bladders, sometimes itching pimples, snch as 
Hippocrates hath observed in his Epidemics, in the 
body of one Cyrus, a fuller, being frantic§." When 
we consider these circumstances, we cannot justly 
discredit that they attacked so fiercely the army of 
Julian the Apostate as to drive him back; or that 
Sapor, king of Persia, as reported. should have been 
compelled to raise the siege of Nisibis by a plague of 
p:nats, which. attacking his elephants and beasts of 
burden, so caused the route of his army II. 

At Oxford. during the summer of 1766, gnats 
were sometimes seen towards evening in such my
riads as literally to darken the rays of the sun. Mr. 
Swinton mentions, that one evening, about half an 

• Surinam, ii. 93. t Theatre of IOReels, p. 9r,r,. 
: Travels, p. 20r,. ~ VI supra, p. 9r,3. 

II Theoduril. Hist. Eccles. ii. 30. 
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hour before sun-set, he was in .the garden of Wad-
ham ,,,klen he saw SIX l;U tUum 

the boughs of an "llme 
"",'n1""ll',,,lm' and others in lHl'ec-

of filly or sixtH Hite 
violent 
it had bit, thll 

in it would cover three or four inches of waH -. 
About thirty years before this, vast columns of gnats 
were seen to rise in the air from Salisbury Cathe
dral, resembling, at a distance, columns of smoke, 
which made the people imagine the edifice was 
on firet. At Sagan, in Silesia, in July, 1812, a 
similar occurrence gave rise in like manner to an 
alarm church was on 'U¥let 
SpenSel' Irish .. goe al\ ' 

a fit house for all {lnl?lfSlfl-~fL 

l'l'bel~lmd an apt cloak 
tktX'ungly against the 

thai more to annoy 
and doe more sharply wound them, than al\ their 
enemies' swords and speares, which can seldom 
come nigh them §." Elsewhere he gives another 
picture of the Irish gnats :-

--" When a swarme of gnats at eventide 
Out of the fennes of Allan doe arise, 

'11e,,,,,,h"7 smal trumpets sowlldllfL "ides 
llir their clustering arl 

does seem to dim 
bellst may rest or take 

wounds and noyous 
eorthern wind with blll',l.ll''''''' 

quite away and ill tI'l? 

It is worthy of remark that a numerous family 
• Phil. Trans. 1767, pp. 111-118. 

t Bingley, Anim. Biog. iv. 205. 
t Germar, Mag. der Entomol. i. 137. 

§ SpenBer's View of lrelaod. II Faerie Queene. 
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(Culicidte) are confounded under the common 
names of gnat and musquito, as if there were only 
one or two species; whereas Mr. Stephens has 
enumerated twenty-two species of the genera Culex 
and Anopheles, found in Britain alone*; and hence 
it is probable. the foreign mosquitoes are also of 
several species, though to common observers they 
do not appear to differ from the common gnat 
(Culu pipiens). 

Su.ker or the .leg(H ..... atopola plwWi.): a, deg, Datural .is.; b, part 
of the head msgnified ; c. magni6ed still morf'!, sllowiog the fact!tted eyt, 
the Ilhort aotennCB, and tbe sucker unsheathed; d, the lanctts, &c. of tbe 
.uck.er, separated to sbow their Itructure. 

• Catalogue, ii. p. 232, 233; and Zoo!. Jouro. i.452, iii. 500. 
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The considerable difference of form must prevebt 
the most indifferent observer from confounding 
gnats with the gad-flies (TabanidtB). Their instru
ment of annoyance is also very different from that of 
the gnat, being much larger, more formidable, and 
not less skilfully adapted to its office. The figures 
will exhibit the difference at a glance. 

Rt!aumur took advantage of his carriage being 
stopped in a narrow pass by some oxen, which were 
surrounded by gad-flies, to study the operation of 
one which alighted on his hand, by means of a mag
nifying-glass of considerable power. It gave him 
considerable pain, pierced a deep hole in his skin 
larger than the prick of a pin, and he afterwards 
found in the body of the insect seven or eight large 
drops of blood *. Lambert, in speaking of some fly 
of this order, says, "they are so very small as to 
be hardly perceptible in their attacks; and your 
forehead will be streaming with blood before you 
are sensible of being amongst them." Again he 
says, " I have sat down to write" and have been 
obliged to throwaway my pen in consequence of 
their irritating bite, which has obliged me every mo
ment to raise my hand to my eyes, nose, mouth, 
and ears, in constant succession t." It is very 
probable that our author here means a fly of a dif
ferent family (StomowgdtB, MEIGEN) from the pre
ceding. One of these is so like the common house
fly (Musca domestica), as to be readily mistaken for 
it, though the house-fly has no organs fitted for 
penetrating the skin. Kirby says, "this little pest 
(Stomoxys catcitranlt, FARR.), I speak feelingly, 
incessantly interrupts our studies and comfort in 
showery weather, making us even stamp like the 
cattle by its attacks on our legs; and if we drive it 
away ever 80 often, it will return again and again to 

• 116m. iv. 230, l' TraY, throllgh Caoada, i. 1116,127. 
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the charge, and even contrives to make a comfortable 
meal through our silk or cotton stockings, by means 
ofits horny, sharp-pointed weapon*." But this little 
phlebotomist is a solitary, not a social insect, like the 
house-fly, and seldom visits our apartments except 
when driven thither by bad weathert. 

We have more than once alluded to the extraordi~ 
Dary change which takes place in the stomach and 
intestines of insects, when they pass from the 
infant to the perfect state; and have now to 
remark, that a similar change takes place in the 
organs of the JDouth. In caterpillars, for example, 
the mouth is furnished with strong cutting man
dibles, for feeding upon hard substances; while the 
moth or the butterfly, into which these IU'8 trans
formed, has only a tubular sucker, for absorbing 
the honey of flowen. But this change in the feeding 
organs, though so strikingly obvious, M. Savigny is 
not disposed to admit, proceeding upon the principle 
recenlly adopted in the French school, from hints 
found in Aristotle, Willis, and De Geer, which finds 
analogies and similarities in the members of animals 
the most remote from each other in structure and 
functions. The shell 'of the lobster, for example, 
is thus fancied to correspond to the bones of qua
drupeds, not only in general, but in all its various 
pieces t; and the breast-fins of the whale are imagined 
to be analogies of the hands in man; the change being 
traced in successive gradations, from the ape, through 
the otter, seal, walrus, manati, and dugong, to the 
whale§. It may be well to hear what Savigny 
himself says on the subject immediately before us. 

• lolr. i. 49-112. t J. R. 
% Aristotle, Hist. AD~~. iv.; Willis, J?e. Anima BrutOl;um, 

p. 11 j De Geer, M.em. lJ, 2; GeofF. St. Hil&ll'll, M.em. de 1 In-
Ilitute Fran'i' , 

~ Harwood, Brode'. Journ. ' 
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Speaking of the suckers of butterflies. he remarks. 
that "the semblance is taken for the reality; for 
butterflies. in the same manner as their caterpillars. 
and as beetles, bees. and all eating insects (broyeurs). 
have two lips. one upper and one under; two mandi
bles; and two jaWll (mackoirell.) This. fact, though 
opposed to received opinions, is not the less certain. 
These parts, indeed. occupy their ordinary place. It 
is true they are so much shrunk and so much modi
fied in their form and in their relative proportions, 
that it is not astonishing they have been miscon
conceived by excellent observers. 'lHow different 
soever these parts may appear from ordinary man-

~. 

Sucker, &0. of SpAiD" .elmo; greatly magnified. 
A. ProAle of tbe head, with the .... ker UIlfOUed. B, Upper IiI? IUId mall' 

diblel. C, Jaw and part of the Imcker. D, Labial palpi. E, Portion of 
the lucker (A), .howlng the three tub .. of which it Is cOlllpoled I viewed 
frum abc,.. F, The.am. parll, viewed frum beJaeatb. 
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dibles, it is impossible to retilse the name. Should 
an objection be raised from their substance, I have 
already said that they are horny, and although 
hollow within, they are more solid than the mandibles 
of certain beetles. Should their configuration be 
objected to, the conical form which they affect, is 
that of all mandibles; they have one point and one 
base distinct; and as they are fringed on their 
internal margin with numerous hairs, the mandibles 
of many bees and beetles are similarly fringed. Should 
we object to their mobility; it is answered, that 
though they are sometimes as it were glued (lOudees), 
they are also sometimes articulated and distinctly 
moveable. Is their minuteness objected to? The 
day-flies (Epkemeridm) and water-flies (Pkrygan
idte) have mandibles smaller and more imperfect 
still, and yet nobody doubts that the latter ought to 
be placed among insects with jaws -." 

From this extract our readers may learn the 
general principles of this doctrine, which is carried 
into minute details, derived from the very extensive 
and profound knowledge of the author. Although 
we may incline to believe these opinions more 
fanciful than just, and while we object to the hypo
thetical names given by M. Savigny, we readily 
acknowledge the very extraordinary accuracy of the 
dissections and figures which he bas supplied in illus
tration. 

• Memoires sur le8 Anim. sand Vertabres, i. 5. 

T 
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SECTION III. 

SOCIAL AND DOMESTIC HABITS OF INSECTS. 

CHAPTER IX. 

PAIllING 011' INSECTS. 

THB diversity of character and habit exhibited by 
'Various animals, with regard to sociality, seems to 
have been originally impressed upon them by Provi
dence, in conformity to their several wants, and the 
purposes they were designed to fulfil in the scale o.f 
ereation. Those, for example, which have been in
tended to subsist by rapine are, for the most part, 
disposed to live solitary; and accordingly, the lion. 
the eagle, and the dragon-fly. pursue their prey alone. 
two individuals being rarely seen in the same cirele. 
To this, however. there are some exceptiODs:-the 
most remarkable which occur to us take place among 
wolves, who often hunt in troops, as well as wild
dogs and jackalls; swallows, who congregate to 
hawk for. flies; and spiders, of various species, 
whose nets are often spread contiguous to one an
other, sometimes even in contact. The latter appears 
the more singular, that spiders, though of the same 
species, have no hesitation in devouring one another 
when they can make a capture; but we have re
marked, that those who weave snares, will not touch 
anything which they have not themselves entrapped; 
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aud in an instance we have just been examining, of a 
garden spider (Epeira diadema) wbicb had taken 
advantage of the suspensory cable line of a long
bodied spider (Tetragnatha e:den,a), to save itself 
the trouble of making an exterior frame-work for its 
net, it was not likely, considering their extreme 
vigilance, that either would fall into the other's 
toils·. 

On the other hand, animals which feed on vege
tables, or inaniinate substances, usually incline to be 
gregarious, if not decidedly social; because, for one 
reason, the material of their food is, for the most part, 
in sufficient abundance to allow of this, and, in the 
instance of carrion, it is necessarily confined to Ii 
limited space. Accordingly," Where the carcass is, 
there will the vultures be gathered together," though 
otherwise, the vulture is not perhaps more socially 
disposed than the eagle, or than the burying-beetlell 
(Necrophora), which lend their assistance in destroy
ing dead carcasses, and removing the nuisance they 
would produce. This congregating for the purpose 
of feeding seems, in sottle instances, to be either a 
cause, or a consequence, of social feelings and habits, 
which continue to influence the individuals when 
apart; and hence it is that a cow, or a sheep, will 
thrive better when amongst its fellows, than when 
kept In a cottage-paddock alone. Even two or three 
are not content by themselves; and we have seen in 
such cases every effort made to leap hedges, and 
cross ditches and canals, by small groups of cows, 
desirous of associating with their kindred,-the parties 
on the opposite sides of the intervening obstacle ap
pearing to be equally solicitous to surmount it. Such 
endeavours have always reminded us of the French
man in the back settlements in Louisiana, who, if we 
may credit the Abbe du Pratz, annually travelled to 

• J.B. 
T2 
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New Orleans, a distance of 300 miles, for no other 
purpose than to find people to talk with; In other 
cases, however, the habit of feeding or of travelling 
gregariously, does not produce a permanent influence; 
for the sky-lark (Alauda arvensis), and numerous 
other birds which congregate in winter, separate at 
the approach of the breeding season; while rooks, 
that breed in society, separate as soon as the young 
can provide for themselves. The latter, however, is 
perhaps peculiar to the rook; for sea-birds, which 
usually nestle together in great numberR, also con
tinue to congregate all the year. 

It would appear, then, from these illustrations, that 
animals generally congregate principally on account 
of the nature of their food; but it is also obvious, that 
even the most unsocial must lay aside some portion 
of their solitary habits during the breeding season, 
otherwise their race would loon become extinct. The 
proceedings of insects, in thiR respect, are so exceed
ingly different from all other orders of animals, that 
they will require to be exhibited in some detail. We 
have headed thi!! chapter by the word "pairing" as 
the only unobjectionable term we could find; yet if the 
idea formed of this, from the habits of most birds, be 
transferred to insects, it will require great modification 
to render it applicable; for we question whether any 
species of insect can be said to pair in the manner of 
linnets, sparrows, and other birds, upon the principle 
of mutual assistance in rearing their progeny. Even 
in the instance of birds, the male always shows less 
solicitude in building the nest and feeding the young, 
than the female, his chief office appearing to be the 
feeding of the female while she sits upon the eggs, or 
the taking of her place while she procures food for 
herselt: 

Amongst insects, however, we are not aware of 
any assistance ever rendered by the male in any of 
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those circumstances; and in the case of sitting upon 
the eggs, the only instances in which it OC!curs being 
among spiders, who have their nets ready spread 
contiguous to their nest, or carry it about with them, 
assistance seems to be little necessary. In the case 
o loest-building, on the other hand, where laborious 
operations have to be performed, we might have ex
pected that the male "ould lend his assistance, such 
as iii the structures of the mason-bee, or the car
penter-wasps· ;' but, so far as we are at present aware, 
the female performs the whole of the labour. The 
only circumstance we remember, which bears any 
resemblance to such mutual aid, OCCllrs among a 
species of solitary bees (Halictus) which constructs 
~lerie9 iJl sand-banks, but which, according to 
Walckenaer, work only during the night. while. 
during the day, either the male or the female always 
remains at the entrance, prepared to repel the ilr 
trusiODS of enemiest. It does not appear, however. 
that the male renders any assistance in digging out 
the gallery which he thus helps ~ defend. 

In the instlLnce of carnivorous insects, 80 far from 
rendering each other mutual assistance. it isno unu
sual occurrence for the one sex to attack and devour 
the other; and the female, being always the larger 
and more powerful. usually overcomes her partner. 
We know too little of the manners of fish, to assert 
that similar habits prevail amongst them; yet it 
seems hy no means improbable that a hungry pike 
(Eso(J) lucius} would make little ceremony of devour
ing his mate; for it devours its own species as readily 
as any other t. some of considerable size having been 
found in the stomachs of those that have been caught. 
We· have ourselves frequenily caught mackerel, and 

• See Insect Architecture, chapters ii. and iii. 
t See Insect Transformations, p.53, 4. 

~ DonovaD, Brit. Fishes, -109. 
TS 
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other sea-fish, with baits cut from the bodies of their 
comrades previously taken. The male of spiders not 
unfrequently falls a victim to his mate. Baron de 
Geer saw one that was seized by the object of his 
attentions, enveloped by her in a web, and then de
voured,-a sight which, he says, filled him with 
horror and indignation ill. This may, in part, account 
for the small number of male spiders we find, com
pared to the females, the latter being, we should 
think, from fifty or a hundred to one. Were the 
females not very prolific, therefore. and also exceed
ingly solicitous to preserve their eggs, the race would 
probably soon become extinct. Our readers, who are 
desirous of verifying these observations, may be told, 
that the external mark by which the male spider is 
distinguished from the female, consists in a sort of 
bulging, or knob, at the extremities of the feelers 
(palpi), which is wanting in the female. 

Male spIder. with tho paJpi magnified. 

It-may be useful to mention here a few other pecu
liarities of sexual distinctions. The greater size of the 
female alone is, for the most part, sufficient, when 
a male can be had for comparison; otherwise, the 
two sexes may be taken, even by very skilful natu
ralists, for different species. It is necessary to 01>-

• Memoires, vii. 180. 
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serve, however, that there are a few remarkable ex
ceptions to this general rule, in the same way as, 
amongst birds of prey (Raptoru, VIGORS), the greater 
size of the female is an exception to the general rule 
of the male of birds and quadrupeds being the largest. 
According to this latter rule, then, and of course an 
exception amongst ipsects, we may mention the 
dragon-flies (Libellulina), whose females are often a 
little smaller, and never larger, than the males, as 
is also the case with the water-spider (Argyroneta 
aquatica, WALCK.). But the most remarkable in· 
stance of this occurs in the stag-beetle (Lucamu 
cerVlU) , so common in Kent and some other dis
tricts, though rare, or unknown, ill the greater part 
of the empire. The size, however, is not the only 
distinction; for the female possesses little more than 

M.le snd femsle stag.beetle. 

the rudiments of the very remarkable hom-like man
dibles with which the male is furnished. This organ 

Digitized by Goog Ie 
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in the male is no less formidable than it appears, as 
the unwary school·boy often experiences; for it can 
be used as a pair of pincers. so powerfully. as to 
inflict considerable pain. An instance, no less re
markable. though. from the size of the insect, less 
commonly observed, occurs in the horned wasp 
(,I1ynagris cornuta). the male being furnished on 
the upper side of the base of its straight slender 
mandibles with a pair of crooked. decurved. and tor
tuolIS. sharp horns. longer than the head itself·. 
A distinction less conspicuous. but worthy of being 
noted. occurs in the sexes of the various species of 
humble-bee (BombulJ). It may have been observed 
by some of our readers, in the early spring months, 
particularly in the afternoon of a fine day, that some 
Tery large humble·bees (Bombus terre&t1'iB, B. lapi
daria, &c.), are busily prying into the holes and cre-

Male and remale Bombu •• 

vices of hedge-banks, into which they enter for a few _ 
minutes, and then start off, as if dissatisfied, to some 
fresh locality. These are the females • . which have 
survived the winter, and are in search of a suitable 
spot to found a summer colony. If one of these be 
caught, and its mandibles examined, they will be 
found very stout. and wide, constricted in the middle. 
and furrowed on the outer surface. In the small 
males, again, which may be taken ill thousands. upon 
flowers. when the season is more advanced. the point 

* Christ, Hymenoptera, xviii. 2. 

Di, e'byCoogle 
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of the mandibles will be found very !llender, bulged 
out at the base, and destitute of furrows. In making 
experiments and observations on this interesting fa
mily, it will be useful to keep this distinction in mind, 
as the neglect of it must often lead to erroneous 
inferences with respect to their economy. 

In another interesting bee (Antkophora retusa), 
one of the masons, the distinction of the sexes is so 
grt".at that some naturalists of high name have de
scribed them as different species. The male is all 
black, except the hind thighs. which have an orange 
stripe; while the female is grey, and has the middle 
pair of feet fringed with long hairs *. This would 
be one of the best species for ascertaining the interest 
which the male takes in constructing the nest,
whether it be required to be mined into a sand-bank. 
or the mortar of walls. as it frequently is,-or 
whether it has to be built from the foundation with 
clay and other materials, as we have more than once 
seen it,·-or whether both operations be required to 
complete the structure. When first disclosed in the 
early spring, we have remarked that the old nests 
are as much frequented by the black males as by 
the grey females, but we have never had the good 
fortune to witness either of them at work. We have 
also remarked that the males are much more nu
merous than the females t. 

Many other insects have the sexes marked by dif. 
ferent colours; though this will not hold as a general 
rule, for the greater number are not so distinguished. 
As in the instance of the bee just mentioned, the 
different colours of male and female butterflies misled 
Linnreus into the opinion that they were not only of 
different species. but of different families, and in 
many instances his two divisions of Trojans and 

• See Insect Architecture, p. 84, for figure of female. 
t J.R. 
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Grecians. into which he divides his knights (Equites) 
are merely difJeretit sexes.-as If we should rank in a 
different family the bright-coloured male of the 
brimstone butterfly (Goneptyre~ Rhamnz). from the 
dull greenish-white female. In a pretty moth. the 
spotted muslin (Diaphora mtmdica. STEPHENS). rare 
in some parts of Britain, the one sex is white and 
the other brownish. while both are similarly spotted 
and of a translucent lustre. A butterfly. known in 
every part of the island, takes its name of orange
tip (Pontia Cardami7U!Jl) from the male only; for 
the female wants the beautiful streak of orange on 
the outer angles of the fore-wings. and might also be 
taken for a variety of one of our rarest insects, the 
Bath white butterfly (P. daplicide). The male of 
another fine butterfly (Polygommatltll Argus) has the 
upper surface of the fore-wings of a beautiful dark 
blue. while the female has the same of a deep pur .. 
pIish-brown. 

Among the dragon-flies. the large flat-bodied one 
(Libellula depreBBct)-one of the most common,-the 
male is of a leaden-blue. and the female yellow; but 
as the blue colour may be washed off, it is probable 
that weather-beaten males may sometimes be mis
taken for females"'. In an allied family (Agrionidr.e. 
LEA.CH), there appears to have arisen no little con
fusion in consequence of the difference of the colour. 
In the flnest native insect of this family (Caleptery~ 
Yirgo). the body of the male ill of a rich, splendent, 
silky blue; in the female the colour is deep green, 
and little inferior in richness. 

What is of more importance to be remarked with 
regard to the su bject before us, is that in several species 
the males are furnished with wings, while the females 
are generally condemned to creep on the earth. This 

• See Schelver, Entomologische, p. 224; and Reaumur, 
vol. vi. p. 423. 
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is well exemplified in the moths called vapourers 
(Orgyia antiqZla - and O. Gonostigma), the female 
having only the rudiments of wings, while those of 
the male are large and ample. This comports with 
the different habits of the male and the female, the 
latter remaining (even when furnished with wings) 
in a great measure stationary, while the former roves 
restlessly about, ranging through every field, along 
every lane and hedge, and prying into every comer 
in search of a mate, whose care it seems to be to 
conceal herself 8M scrupulously as possible. In the 
instance of the orange-tip butterfly mentioned above, 
while every meadow is swarming with males, we 
seldom see more than one or two females in a whole 
season, and those which are observed are seldom on 
the wing. In some of the smaller ichneumons, 
among which the same distinction takes place, we 
may at first sight mistake the female for a large ant. 
with an 8Xserted sting,-a mistake that we have 
ourselves committed in the case of a male hunting. 
spider (SaltiCIU formicariWl, LATRBIL"E), which iQ 
size, form, and colour, narrowly resembled the. wood· 
ant (Formica ""fa); and we would certainly have 
passed it by as such, had we not found it on the 
rocky shore of the sea near Havre de Grace, and at 
a distance from any probable haunt of the pismiret. 

But though female insects almost universally con~ 
ceal themselves in the manner we have recorded. 
the male by his restless and active search is almost 
certain to discover their retreat. It is highly pro· 
bable, as before mentioned, that their discovery ill 
made through the medium of the sense of smell, 
Be the organ what it may, however, there can be DO 

doubt of the fact that the males of many, if not of 
all insects, can discover the females at consideraple 

• See figures in Insect TransformatioBS, p. 95. 
t J R. 
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distances, even when placed in concealment. Upon 
this is founded the practice of sembling, as it is called 
by the London collectors, among whom, as we learn 
from Barbut and Harris, it has been long in use, for 
entrapping the males of the fox-moth (Lasiocampa 
Rubz), the grass-egger (L. Tnfolii), and others • 
• , It is a frequent practice," says Haworth, " with 
the Loudon aurelians, when they breed a female of 
the lappit-moth (Gasteropacha quercifolia), and 
some other day-flying species, to take her in a box 
with a gauze lid into the vicinity of the woods, where, 
if the weather be favourable, she never fails to attract 
a numerous train of males, whose only business ap
pears to be an incessant, rapid, and undulating flight 
in search of the females. One of these is no sooner 
descried, than they become so much enamoured of 
their fair kinswoman, as absolutely to lose all fear for 
their own personal safety, which, at other times, is 
effectually secured by the reiterated evolutions of their 
strong and rapid wings. So fearless, indeed, have 
I beheld them on these occasions, as to climb up and 
down the sides of the cage which contained the dear 
object of their eager pursuit, in exactly the same 
manner as honey bees which have lost themselves 
climb up and down the glasses of a window." 

In other instances this doell not succeed. In the 
spring of 1830 we bred a female of the lime-hawk 
moth (Smerinthu8 TuitE, LATREILLE), and placed 
her on a small lime-tree, planted in a garden-pot, and 
left. her at full liberty, trusting to the known station
ary habits of female insects for not losing her. In 
this we were not deceived, for though t.he tree con
tained only a single stem ab,?ut three feet high, she 
never left. it, remaining upon the same leaf some
times for several days without stirring, aDd when she 
did move, it was only to perambulate the plant, agita
ting her wings the while (as she did while stationary) 
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with a sort of tremulous quivering not very percep
tible unless closely inspected. It might bethat there 
were no males in the vicinity, though the insect is 
by no means rare around Lee; at all events, she re
mained without a mate for about three weeks, as 
the eggs which she at length laid proved to be in
fertile, and she died soon after. In the instance 
ofa much rarer insect, the clear under-wing (lEgeria 
asiliformis, STEPHENS), having discovered a brood 
in the trunk of a poplar tree, we were desirous of 
securing all that issued from it, and having caught a 
female, we placed her in a box covered with gauze 
at the root of the tree,-the notion of surrounding 
the tree itself with gauze not having occurred to us 
at the moment. As this moth is one of the day
fliers, we expected to make sure of all the males in 
the neighbourhood: but, to our no small disappoint
ment, not one approached the box, though we after
wards inclosed in it another female. This was the 
more remarkable, that, from the protrusion of the 
pupa cases from the tree, there was evidently not only 
one or two, but a considerable number evolved after 
the box had been placed there. In 1828, having 
discovered a beautiful male crane-fly (Ctenopkora 
pectinicorniv, MEIGEN), apparently just disclosed from 
the pupa, we carefully examined the old willow stump 
upon which it rested, expecting to find more of the 
same brood. Next day we accordingly observed a 
female, and imagining it to be one of the rare species 
(Ct. ornata or Ct. jlaveolata), we placed her in a 
gauze-covered box; but no male approached for five 
days, when a large hunting-spider found means to in
troduce himself into the box, and make a meal of her -. 

There is one extraordinary fact connected with this 
subject, which is worthy of being prominently stated, 
namely,-tbat after insects pair, and the females de-

• J.B. 
u 
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posit their eggs, they very soon die, seldom living 
a few days, sometimes only a few hours, afterwards; 
but should pairing be prevented, their lives, and par
ticularly that of the female, may be protracted to an 
indefinite period. ColIectors, indeed, find that it is 
with the utmost difficulty a female can be deprived of 
her life before laying; aqd we have no doubt that the 
marvellous stories reported of the revival of flies and 
other insects, after long immersion in spirits, or after 
being crushed by shutting a book, originated in this 
circumstance, as well as the prolonged life of some 
insects, which is given on good authority. Rosel, 
for example, informs us that he kept a rose-chafer 
(Cetonia aurata) upwards of three years, feeding it 
with fruit and moist bread -; and Audebert is said to 

"'IDseckteD Belustig. iii. 379. 
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have kept a spider for several years -. 'this, how
ever, will not authorise us to credit Goldsmith's story 
of a spider, not confined, living for three years, par
ticularly as it does not appear that he had any means 
of identifying the individual; and much less to believe 
that a tlea, even when confined and well fed, would 
live six, or a mantis ten years,-such circumstance 
being so very anomalous as to be quite incredible. 

It would not be correct, however, to say that the 
day-flies (Ephemeridm) live only one day, and in 
some species only a few hours; for, in the form of 
grubs, some of those short-lived flies continue for two 
years; and though the goat-moth (Comu ligni
perda) and the stag-beetle (Lucan"" cennu) live in 
their perfect state only a few weeks, their larvm live 
for three years; that of the cock-chafer (Melolontka 
tntlgariB) lives four years, 811 a destroyer of the roots 
of grass and other herbage t; while the beetle only 
lives to pair, and deposit its eggs. The same holds 
"true of the queen·bee; but she does not, like the 
beetles and the mothtl, lay her eggs at once, but 
sometimes continues, if we may credit the elder 
Huber, for two successive years to deposit her eggs. 
The follOWing experiment which he made to ascer
tain the fact of the first swarms being always, as 
R~aumur had conjectured, led by an old queen, is 
interesting as to this point:-

.. One of my glass hives," he says, .. consisting of 
three parallel combs, in frames opening like the leaves 
of a book, waR well peopled, and abundantly provided 
with honey and wax, and with brood of various ages. 
From this hive I removed the queen, on the 5th of 
May, and next day transferred into it all the bees 
from another hive, with a fertile queen, at least a year 
old. They entered easily, without fighting, and were 
well received by the old inhabitants, who, upon having 

• Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. ii.285. 
t See InBllet Traosformatioll8, p. 227. 
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been deprived of their queen. had begun twelve royal 
cells. They likewise gave the queen a good ,recep
tion, presenting her with honey, and surrounding her 
in tegular circles. In the evening, however, there 
occurred a little agitation, though this was confined 
to the surface of the comb, where the queen had been 
placed. and which she had not quitted: on the other 
side all was perfectly quiet. By the morning of the 
7th the bees had destroyed the twelve royal cells, but 
in all other respects good order continued to prevail 
in the hive; and the queen commenced to lay the. eggs 
of males and of workers respectively in the large and 
small cells • 

.. About the 12th, I found the bees occupied in 
constructing twenty-two royal cells, of the species 
described by R.eaumur, namely,-with the bases not 
in the plane ofthe comb, but appended perpendicularly 
by foot-stalks of different lengths, like stalactites, on 
the edge of the passage made by the bees through 
their combs. They bore, indeed, a considerable re
semblance to the cup of an acorn, the longest being 
only about two lines and a half in depth from the 
bottom to the orifice. On the 13th. the queen seemed 
to be already more slender than when introduced into 
the hive; but she still continued to deposit some eggs 
both in common cells and in those of males. I also 
surprised her this day, laying in a royal cell: she firit 
dislodged the worker there employed, by pushing it 
away with her head, and then supported herselrby 
the adjoining cells, while depositing the egg. On 
the 15th, the size of the queen was still farther re
duced, and the workers continued their attention ~o 
the royal cells, which were all unequally advanced, 
some to tbe height of three or four lines, while others 
were already an inch long; thus proving th,at the queen 
had not deposited eggs in the whole at the same time • 

.. At a moment when it was least expected, the hive 
swarmed on the 19th. We were warned or this by a 
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noise hMtened to put 
a hive prepared on purpose. The object of the expe
riment, notwithstanding this unexpected occurrence, 
was completely fulfilled; for, on examination of all 
the bees, I was convinced they had been conducted 
by the old queen, whom I had introduced on the 6th 
of the month, and who had been marked, by depriving 
ber of AlkH, Alf ?tee 12k.lITetrmre; and what 
was nll besides this one 
but in left I found seveY4lJ 
close at at the side, a12I% 
eleven and some 
gun. YllfCllyined in the hive, 

" Mtr± eow directed to t?t,~ 
which I watched during the winter and the following 
spring, and in April J had the satisfaction of seeing 
another swarm depart, with the lame quem at its head 
who had conducted the fortner one the preceding May. 
This experiment, then, is positive and conclusive; and 
I have repeated it several times, with equal success. 
It ther4lff"Y'4l be incontestabl4l, ihtr±t 

4lml(ltl[4lts the first I!lWa4l7%tr, 
depositing 
queens will 

4ltr±4l4lmd to her abandtr±nnh "l"l"p',"l"'"" 

These hrepared by the benn l) "I 
the queen is laying male eggs, which is attended by 
the remarkable fact, that after this laying terminates, 
her beIly being considerably diminished, she can easily 
fly, whereas it is previously so heavy ihat she can 
hardly drag it along. It becomes necessary, there
fore, that she should lay, in order to be in a state for 
undertaking her journey, as this may sometimes be of 
consideltr)hln ' We are henc) 
infer thL'St of eggs, from 
takes the L'Shove a year. 

on Bees, p. 149. 
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In the glow-worm (Lamp,,", noctiluca), again, 
we have ascertained, by numerous .observations, that 
the laying takes place 800n after pairing •. and is com
pleted within a day or two; but as the circumstaqces . 
attending the pairing of these insects have given riSliS 
to an opinion very generally diffused, it may be propeJ' 
to examine its validity. We refer to the beautiful 
light from which the creature derives its name, and 
which is believed to be peculiar to the female, for the 
purpose of guiding the darkling flight of the male. 
"This phosphorescent light," says Dumeril, "appears 
to be intended by nature as the lamp of love-the 
pharos-the telegraph of the night. which scintillates 
and marks, in the silence of darkness, the spot ap
pointed for the lovers' rendezvous -." "The female 
glow-worm," say Kirby and Spence, "hangs out her 
lamp of love, and the male, led by it, wings his way 
to hert." "The torch which the wingless female. 
doomed to crawl upon the grass, lights up at the ap
proach of night, is a .beacon which unerringly guides 
the vagrant male to 'her love-illumined form,' how. 
ever obscure the place of her abode t." 

Upon this statement Mr. Knapp has en grafted the 
following ingenious and pretty theory respecting the 
structure of the male glow-worm. "Most creatures," 
says he, "have their eyes so placed as to be enabled 
to see about them; or, as Hook says of the house-fly, 
to be' circumspect animals;' but this male glow-worm 
has a contrivance by which any upward or side vision 
is prevented. Viewed when at rest, no portion of his 
eyes is visible, but the head is margined with a horny 
band, or plate, being a character of one of the genera 
of the order coleoptera. under which the eyes are situ
ated. This prevents all upward vision; the blinds, or 
winkers. are so fixed at the sides of his eyes as greatly 
to impede the view of all .lateral objects. The chief 
• Diet. du Sciences NaturelJea, XlIV. 216. t lou, jy, 51. ... 

l Ibid, ii. 428. 
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end of this creature, in his nightly peregrinations, is 
to- seek his mate, always beneath him on the earth; 
and hence this apparatus appears designed to facilitate 
his search, confining his view entirely to what is be
fore or below bim. The first serves to direct his flight, 
the other presents the object of his pursuit; and as 
we commonly, and with advantage, place oui' hand 
over the brow, to obstruct the rays of light falling 
from above, which enables us to see clearer an object 
on the ground, so must the projecting hood of this 
creature converge the visual rays to a point beneath. 
This is a very curious provision for the purposes of 
the insect, if my conception of its design be reason
able. Possibly the same ideas may have been brought 
forward by others; but as I have not seen them, I am 
not guilty of any undue appropriation, and no injury 
can be done to the cause I wish to promote, by de-, 
tailing again such beautiful and admirable contri
vances *." 

Weare no less anxious to promote the cause ad
vocated by the ingenious author than he can be; but 
in the instance in question he seems to have over
looked the circumstance, that the structure of the 
female glow-worm is precisely iimilar to that of the 
male, the head being not only covered with a broad 
plate which overshadows the eyes, but being re
tractile like that of the snail, a structure which, in her 
case, cannot be required for the purpose assigned by 
him to the male. A peculiarity which strikes us 
more remarkably, is the extraordinary magnitude of 
the eyes of the male, these being more than double, 
while the body is not above half the size of that of 
the female t. 

It is a question indeed by no means decided, whe
ther the light of the glow-worm is intended for the 
purpose popularly and poetically believed. We have 

.. J!lU1'llal of a Naturalist, 293, lat edit. 
t J.B. 
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Head of IIIU glow.wcmD. 

recently verified in several instances the facts first 
stated by Baron de Geer, "that this insect shines in 
its infant state, in that of larva, and even after it has 
taken the form of a nymph. Now, as in the first of 
these states it cannot propagate, and still less in the 
second, with what design is the light displayed? It 
must serve some purpose yet unknown. The authors 
who have spoken of the male glow-worms say posi
tively that they shine in the dark as well as females -." 
We have in two instances observed this luminosity 
of the male, which however is much more feeble 
than that of the female. Ray first ,discovered this 

•• De Geer,'Memoires, iv. 44. 
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fact * in the common glow-worm, and Geoffroy and 
Muller give their testimony to its· accuracy; while 
Illiger records it as occurring still more remarkably 
in two foreign species (Lampyrill splendidula, and 
L. kemiptera). Kirby· and Spence make an at
tempt to rebut the inferences drawn· from these 
facts, by remarking that the circumstance of the 
male having the same luminous property, no more 
proves that the superior brilliancy of the female is 
not intended for conducting him to her, than the 
existence of nipples, and sometimes of milk in man, 
proves that the breast of woman is not meant for the 
support of her offspring t. But we do not see how 
the light in the male glow-worm can be thus com
pared with such decidedly sexual organs, though in 
the larva it may certainly be explained upon the prin
ciple of gradual development. . Mr. Main thinks 
that the design of the light in the female is proved 
by the propensity of the males to fly towards light, 
and states that they have been seen in such numbers, 
as sometimes to cover a table round a lighted candle 
in an open room. But he surely forgets that gnats 
and moths do the same, although their females are 
not luminous. 

In order to put tbis to a more certain test than a 
lighted candle, in July, 1830, we placed a number 
of female glow-worms in full light in an open shallow 
box, and after sun-set left it for about an hour on 
the sea-bank, near HA.vre de Grace where the insect 
abounds: but though there was here a concentrated 
blaze no males made their appearance; no, not 
though we· afterwards carried the box about in all 
directions till near midnight, about which time White 
of Selborne observed the light to be extinguished, a 
circumstance also remarked by 8hakspeare, who 
ascribes it to the male: 

• Historia lusec:t. 81. t lotr. ii.429 • 
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It amounts also to a strong negative proof, that 
among the considerable numbers of females which 
we have collected when shining, we only once found 
B male; and Mr. Knapp says, "he has ever been a 
scarce creature with me, meeting perhaps with one 
or two in a year." The same author mentions ano' 
ther circumstance, which he thinks does not accord 
with the sexual theory of the light. Observation had 
taught him that the light is not emitted after the 
middle of July, at least so clearly and steadily, (we 
found them at Rudesheim on the Rhine in' full light 
at the end of August) .; but he .. repeatedly noticed, 
deep in the herbage, a faint evanescent light pro. 
ceeding from these creatures even as late as August 
and September. This was particularly manifested 
September 28th, 1826. The evening was warm and 
dewy, and I observed on the house bank multitudes 
of these small evanescent sparks in the grass. The 
light displayed was very different from that which 
they exhibit in the warm summer months. Instead 
of the permanent green glow, that illumined all the 
blades of the surrounding herbage, it was a pale 
transient spot, visible for a moment or two, and then 
so speedily hidden that we were obliged, in order to 
capture the creature. to employ the light of a candle. 
The number Ot them, and their actions, creeping 
away from our sight, contrary to that half lifeless 
dullness observed in summer, suggested the idea 
that the whole body had availed themselves of this 
warm, moist evening to migrate to their winter sta· 
tion. A single spark was to be seen on some even· 
ings after this, but no such large moving parties were 
discovered again. If we conclude that the summer 
light of the glow. worm is displayed as II. signal taper' 

* See Insect Transrorm~ions, p. 39. 
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the appearance of this autumnal light can have no 
such object in view, nor can we rationally assign any 
~ of it to the creature itself, unless, indeed, it serves 
as a poiQt of union in these supposed migrations, 
like the leading call in the flight of night-moving 
birds * .. ' 

We suspect, however, that th~se ingenious con
jectures are altogether founded on mistake. It is 
not correct to say with our author, that the glow
worm~ "retire during the winter to shine out again 
when revived by the summer's warmth t;" for, as we 
have seen above, both the males and females uni
formly die a few days after pairing; and we have no 
doubt that those which he observed at the end of 
September were the grubs hatched in the preceding 
summer, and which differ little in appearance from 
the perfect female. We found several such grubs 
in September, at Blvre de Grace. Mr. Knapp'S 
mention of birds reminds us of other conjectures re
specting the design of the glow-worm's light, which, 
according to Kirby and Spence, .. may defend them 
from tbe attack of some enemies," in the same way 
as they think the golden wasps (Clarysidida', LEACH) 
.. are adorned with the most brilliant colours, which 
by their radiance, especially in the sunny situations 
frequented by those insects, may dazzle the eyes of 
their enemies, and enable them to effect unhurt the 
purpose for which they were created t." But in a 
subsequent page they remark, that .. female glow
worms have the faculty of extinguishing or concealing 
their light, a very necessary provision to guard them 
from the attacks of the nightingale, and other noc
turnal birds §." Mr. John Murray, on the other 
hand, thinks the only use of the light is either as a 

• Journal of a Naturalist, p. 294. t Ibid. p. 293. 
t See Insect Transformations, pp. 34 and 141. 

§ Intr, ii. 411. 
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guide to its food, or as a sign to nightingales where 
to find their prey·. It would have been well how
ever, before theorizing, to ascertain that the nightin
gale feeds at all during the night, which we much 
doubt, and that it feeds upon glow-worms. which we 
also doubt. We are. at all events, certain that the 
glow-worm never extinguishes its light when it is 
alarmed or even seized, and hence one portion of the 
theories must be given up. 

In a still more splendid luminous insect, the fire
fly (Elater noctilucus) of tropical countries. we are 

Fin-fly (BlatIJ, ItOCtilllC"'). 

not informed whether the light is in any way con
nected with pairing, though it is not improbable it 
may be for some other unknown purpose. The insect 
itself is one of the click-beetles (Elaterida:. LEACH). 

several others of which are also luminous. Southey 
has given a. spirited and accurate description of this 
fire.fly:-

• Experimental Re8earcbea. 
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------- "lOOn did night display 
More wonders than it veil'd: innumerous tribes 
From the wood-cover swarm'd,·and darkness made 
Their beauties visible: one while they streamed 
A bright blue radiance upon flowers that closed 
Their gorgeous colours from the eye of day; 
Now motionless and dark, eluded search, 
Self-shrouded; and anon, starring the sky. 
Rose like a shower of fire." Madoc. 

!29 

We are told by Mouifet, that when Sir Thomas 
Cavendish and Sir Robert Dudley landed in the 
West Indies, and saw in the evening an infinite num
ber of moving lights in the woods, which, though 
nothing more than fire-flies, were taken by them for 
Spaniards advancing upon them by torch-light, 
they immediately fled to their ships lif. 

Lantern-fiy (Fa/gort. iaaterMria). 

We are not aware that any native insect is luminous 
besides the glow-worm and the electric centipede 

• Theatr. Insect. 112. • 
:It 
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(Scolopendrfl electl'ictJ), whioh is by no means un
common, though its light is seldom seen, in con
sequence of its living in holes or under ground, from 
which it is seldom roused during the night. We 
have, however, more . than once seen it in out-houses, 
or crawling along a. pathway, upon which it sometimes 
leaves a track of phosphoric matter that may be lifted. 
On two different occasions we collected some of this, 
but it disappeared, probably tby evaporation, before 
we could subject It to' chemical analysis -. 

Electric cen\lpede (Se%pendra electrica). 

It does not seem to be yet satisfactorily ascertained 
to what cause is to be ascribed the beautiful pheno
menon of the sparkling light so frequently seen at 
night in the waters of the sea, though the most 
prevalent opinion is, that it arises from marine 
insects, or crustaceous or molluscous animalcules, 
among which the shining crab (Cancer fulgens, &c.) 
has been particularized, apparently more from con
jecture than observation. It is very improbable 
indeed that any species of crab would be so abuudant, 

-J. R. 
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particularly since they do not swim 80 well ., as to 
bestar with their phosphorescent splendour the vast 
eurface of the ocean, and transfonn it into a sea of 
flame,"-a spectacle, continues Humboldt, .. which 
stamped upon my memory an ineffaceable impression, 
and always excited fresh astonishment, although it 
was renewed every night for months together. It 
may be seen in every zone; but those who have not 
witnessed it within the tropics, and above all upon 
the main ocean, can form but a very imperfect 
conception of the grandeur of the phenomenon, 
particularly if the spectator places himself in the 
shrouds of a ship of the line, during a fresh breeze, 
when she ploughs through the crests of the waves, 
and at every roll her side is raised out of the water 
enveloped in ruddy flames, which stream like light
ning from the keel, and flash towards the surface of 
the sea. At other times, the dolphins, while sporting 
in the waters, trace out sparkling furrows in the 
midst of the waves·:' 

Leaving out· of our consideration as inadmissible, 
the opinion of Le GentiIt and Forstert, that the 
light in qy.estion arises from electricity excited by the 
friction of the water upon the sides of the advancing 
ship,-tbe ascertained facts appeal' to be the fol· 
lowing. There are severallumlDous mollusc&! which 
have the f8.eulty of emitting at pleasure a feeble 
phosphorescent light, generally of a blUish colour. 
Three of these have been particularized, (Nerei, noCo
tiluca; Medtua pelagica, p §; and Monopkora no~ 
tiluCtl,) the latter discovered by M. Bory de 8t. 
Vincent in Baudin's expedition \I. Besides these, a 

• Hllmboldt, Tableau de la Nature, vol. ii. p. 9, and Note. 
t Voyage aUll Indes, i. 68a-98. 

: Remarks made in a Voyage round the World, p. a1. 
t Forsklll, Fauna iEgyptiaco-Arablca, p. 109. 

II Vo,.. aux 1188 d' Afrique, i. 104. 
x2 
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MOllOpTl<w/lllOCtil-. , .. ; 

number of microscopic animalcules of species still 
undetermined, which Forster found swimming in 
innumerable multitudes in the sea near the Cape of 
Good Hope, have been confidently asserted to be the 
cause of the phenomenon. But though these may 
be partly or sometimes the cause, yet, in the greater 
number of instances, no animalcules whatever can be 
discovered in the luminous water, even by the aid of 
the best glasses. Such was the . decision come to by 
Humboldt from numerous observations in the tropical 
seas, and his authority is one of the highest which 
can be adduced *. We had recently an opportunity 
of repeating these observations at Hlvre de Grace, 
and could not discover the slightest trace of animal
cules, although the water which we examined was so 
strongly luminous, that it shone upon the skin of 
some night-bathers like scattered clouds. of lambent 
flame, appearing more as a property of the water 
itself than anything extraneous diffused through it; 
but we particularly remarked that no light appeared. 
in quiescent water, it being only seen when the 

... Humboldt, Tableau de la Nature, ii. 90. 
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surface was broken by the ripple of the tide, or when 
a wave dashed upon the pebbles on the beach *. 

Humboldt, however, is of opinion, that though 
the phenomenon is only at times caused by animated 
lamp.bearers, it may probably arise in general from 
the decomposed fibrillre of dead mollusca which 
abound beyond all calculation in the bosom of the 
waters. He proved this by passing some of the 
luminous water through cloth, when some of the 
fibrillre were separated, and appeared in the form of 
luminouli points. We should, on the other hand, 
have been incliued to infer that these points were 
.caulled by the luminous water moistening the fibres 
of the cloth: and our author himself afterwards seems 
to abandon the notion of fibrillre for that of a gela
tinous fluid produced by the decomposition of the 
dead bodies, and imparting to sea-water the nauseous 
taste, which is 81 much disliked by UI as it is relished 
by the fi&bea. Water may thus be rendered luminous 
by throwing into it a quantity of herring brine, and 
hence it appears that .alt is indispensable; for, as M. 
Dory de 81. Vincent justly remarks. tbe waters of our 
laJses and marshes are deTer luminous, thougb these 
abound With polypi, both living and dead. There 
seem also to be certain states of the air favourable or 
unfavourable to the development of the light; for 
.one night it will appear with great brilliance, while 
on the following, though the circumstances seem all 
equal, it will be gone. It seems to be more frequent, 
88 Humboldt remarked, "when the sky was thick 
and cloudy, and upon tbe approach of a storm." 
We bave remarked it as frequently following as 
preceding a storm; but it seems to be independent of 
beat or cold; for on the banks of Newfoundland it 
is observed to shine with great brilliance during the 
most rigorous frosta. 

• J. R. 
x3 
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CUAPTER X. 

SINGULARITIES IN PAIRING. 

IT may be perceived from some of the preceding 
details. that insects differ very considerably from the 
larger animals in their modes of pairing; but there 
are several species in which the peculiarities are much 
more remarkable. In the case of moths we have 
seen the extraordinary phenomenon of life itself being 
extended several weeks beyond its natural period 
when a mate could not be met with; and in butter
flies it is probably extended to several months; in the 
case of those females (Vanella Io, V. UrtictlJ, Gam
pteryp Rkamni, &c.) which are hatched late in the 
autumn and live till they meet with a mate in the 
ensuing spring; while, had they been hatched a 
month or two earlier, and had left a progeny to 
supply their place, they would have infallibly died. 

PAIRING OP APHmES. 

THE earlier naturalists observing that aphides 
were always found where ants abound, concluded, 
without further investigation, that the ants shed upon 
the leaves of plants a sort of plastic humour, from 
which the aphides were generated·, on the same 
principles as they erroneOusly imagined flies to be 
produced from dead carcasses t. But miraculous as 
this would have been had it been the case, it is 
perhaps surpassed by the actual facts which have 
been ascertained by subsequent observations con-

• Godart, ii. Exp. 22. 
t See IDHct Transformations, cbap. i. 
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ducted in the most rigid lKlientific manner-Nature, 
as is well remarked by Bonnet, having sown them 
upon all sorts of plants and trees, to pro.vide food 
for other species of insects, as we sow grain for our 
own subsistence -. In a word, it appears that the 
old opinion maintained by Leeuwenhoeck, Cestoni, 
and Bourguet, which maintains aphides to be gene
rated without pairing, is partially true. Reaumur, in 
consequence of repeated accidents, was unsuccessful 
in his observations; but Bonnet,. by extraordinary 
patience and care, succeeded beyond what could 
have been anticipated. We think his experiments 
cannot fail to prove interesting. 

Upon a leafy branch of spindle-tree (Euonymu,). 
plunged in a phial of water. and set in a garden-pot, 
h~ placed an aphis which he had seen born the in
stant before of a mother without wings; and having 
previously examined the leaves and stem with the 
m~st minute care lest there might be any other 
aphides upon them, he covered the whole with a 
glass vessel, the edges of which being plunged into 
the mould, he felt as confident that he had the 
control. of the conduct of his prisoner as Acrisius 
did as to the actions of Danae when he. sbnt .her 
up in a brazen tower. This was done on the 
20th of May at five in the evening; and he con
tinued to. watch with a magnifying glass the im
prisoned insect every day from hour to hour, begin
ning about five in the morning, and leaving off about 
nine or ten at night, noting its every movement in his 
journal. It changed its skin four times, in the same 
manner as caterpillars, and during the last moult 
it caused our ingenious experimenter not a little un
easiness, from its appearing as if it were preyed upon 
by internal parasites t, as in that case he would have 

• Insectologie, (Euvres, i. 10. 
t See IDsect TransformatioDs, pag~ 51, &c. 
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lost much time ot painful watching. His fears 
however proved to be vain, for it accomplished its 
moult without accident, and at seven o'clock in the 
evening on the first of June, it gave birth to a 
young one, and up to the 22nd of June inclusive 
it produced altogether ninety-five, all alive. The 
size of the mother became at this period much di· 
minished, and precisely like those imagined by 
Geoffroy to be males. M. Bonnet's subsequent ob. 
servations were interrupted by her escape; though 
the point was ascertained, 88 far at least as one 
experiment went, that the mother of ninety-five 
aphides had never paired". 

The result of thelle observations having been 
transmitted to Reaumur and read by him at a sitting 
of the Academie des Sciences at Paris, produced an 
extraordinary sensation among those who were in
terested in such pursuits; and as it was desirable 
that a deviation 80 very singular from the common 
laws of nature should not rest upon individual tea· 
timony, however respectable. the experiments and 
observations were repeated aod varied in every p~ 
sible way at the request of the Academy by a number 
of the moat distinguished naturalists then living, 
namely, M. Dazin of Strasbourg, MM. Lyonnet and 
Trembley at the Hague, by M. Bonnet himself at 
Geneva, and in fine by M. Rt!aumur, who says 
he would have justly merited reproach if he had 
neglected to see with his owo eyes experiments 
undertaken at his express request t. 

M. Bazin was fortunate in selecting the species 
which feeds on the poppy (Apkis papatJeris, FABa.) 
as the young arrive at maturity in seven or eight 
days, and they are besides not apt to ramble far from 
the spot where they are born. A young aphis of this 

• Bonnet, (Euvres. i. 30 • 
... Memoires, vi. 641. 
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species accordingly, of which M. Bazin witnessed the 
birth on the 29th of July, was secluded upon a poppy 
leaf, and by the 7th of August it had brought forth 
seven young ones. In similar trials with others of 
the same species, as well as with that of the rose 
(Aphis RasiB), the same results followed. 

M. Trembley proceeded somewhat differently, se
lecting two nearly of the same age from the species 
which feeds on the elder (Aphis Sambucl), and 
treating them in the same way, placing each upon &. 

shoot of elder enclosed in a glass tube open at both 
ends, one of which he plunged into water, and 
covered the other with cotton. Although he did 
not begin his observations till the 28th September, 
the first produced young on the 25th, and the second 
on the 28th November, and continued at irregular 
intervals according to the temperature of the air. 

Tremblty'a breediJJg apparat .... 

The species selected by M. Lyonnet were those of 
the rose and of the willow (Aphis Salicis), with 
which the results were the same as the preceding. 

M. Reaumur in his experiments introduced the 
stem of the plant through an aperture in a piece of 
moist parchment which covered a glass containing 
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water, and over the whole he placed a larger glass, 
both being then placed on a bed of cotton. The species 
he selected were those of the elder, of the peach 
(Aphis Pruni~, and of the currant (A. Ribu) ; 
but they did not seem to agree with such close con
finement and moist air so well as those of the poppy 
tried by M. Bazin, for all of them died in a few days. 
He then had recourse to a gauze cover, the meshes 
of which were sufficiently small to prevent the escape 
of the insects, or the entrance of their congeners, 
while it furnished them with fresh air. With the 
latter apparatus. he succeeded in verifying the ob
servations of M. Bazin upon the aphis of the poppy •• 

Reaomur', breeding app8I'IItu .. 

We have heen thus particular in giving an abstract 
of the experiments and observations of these dis
tinguished naturalists, for the purpose of removing 
all doubt respecting a fact so singular and extraordi
nary. But this anomaly, singular as it is, may 
be in some measure paralleled among another 
class of animals (Mollusca), it being well known 
that the earth-worms (LumbriCl) and snails (Li
maces) are hermaphrodite, that is, each individual is 

* lIlemoires, vi. 544. 
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both male and female, and capable of producing 
eggs; snails and earth-worms, however, could not 
produce eggs, if secluded at the moment of birth as 
the aphides were in the preceding experiments, pair
ing being as indispensable with them as with the 
distinct males and females of other animals. 

The fact discovered by M. Bonnet, which had 
been 80 strangely misrepresented by LeeuwenhOeck, 
Cestoni, and Bourguet, led him to push the in
vestigation still farther, .and his perseverance was 
rewarded by the discovery of other facts still more 
wonderful, and less to have been expected. He 
commenced with the aphis of the elder (A. Samb'ltm), 
secluding not only an individual at the moment of its 
birth, but one of its progeny, and so on successively, 
till he saw the fifth generation produced without any 
intermediate pairing; and the young of the latter 
brood, he had reason to believe, might have been 
equally fertile, h~ it not been in ~he winter, when he 
could not procure them a fresh elder-branch for nou
rishment. In a sllbseQuent experiment. with the 
large species which feeds on the bark of the oak 
(Eriosoma Q'lterCU8, STEPHBNS) Bonnet pushed his 
observations as far as the ninth generation, which 
were produced in three months, the males being 
throughout rigorously excluded from the nurse-boxes 
in which the females wereisolated*. Lyonnet made 
similar experiments with the aphides of the willow, 
but without recording the number of generations 
produced, his object being to ascertai.n whether they 
ever paired at all like other insects, or whether, as 
M. Trembley had imagined, they paired before birth. 
Both Lyonnet and Bonnet distinctly ascertained 
that Trembley'S notion did not accord with fact, for 
after a time the fecundity of the females becomes ex
hausted, a:nd pairing is then as indispensable to render 

• ~IIDot,.(EuYrt., i. 89. 
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them fertOe, as to any- other animal. It is very sin:' 
gular, however, that the female after pairing is not 
viviparous, that is, does not produce living young, 
but eggs; or, as M. Bonnet was inclined to think, a 
species of pupm like eggs *: whereas the insects 
which are thence disclosed produce living young 
without pairing ~ and more wonderful still, aU these 
broods are uniformly females, no males being pro
duced till the pairing season, which is towards the' 
close of summer or autumn. 

Amongst all these singularities relating to aphides; 
there is another which merits further investigation 
than it has yet received, namely, that some indivi
duals are furnished with wings, while others are not: 
Analogy led to the supposition that the wingless 
ones are females, and the winged ones males, as 
occurs among the glow-worms (LampyridfB) , the 
cochineal insects' (CoccidfB), and some moths. Ob
servation, however,· disproved this, it having been 
ascertained by Lyonnet and De' Geer, that there are 
females as well as males, both winged and not 
wingedt. . 

No other family of insects, so far as we are aware, 
exhibits anything similar to the· aphides in' these 
anomalies, and we must therefore guard our young 
readers against the following error in a popular 
work 00 natural history. .. However similar," says 
Goldsmith, .. insects of the gnat-kind are in their 
appearance, yet they differ widely from each other 
in the manner in which they are brought forth, for 
some are oviparous, and produced from eggs,
some are viviparous, and come forth in their most 
perfect form; some are of neither sex, yet still pro
duce young without any pairing wl&at.oeoer. This 
is one of the strangest discoveries in natural history • 

• See Insect Transformations, page 113. 
t De Geer, )16m. iii. 21. 
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A gnat separated from the rest of its kind, and in
closed in a glass vessel, with air sufficient to keep 
it alive, shall produce young, which also, when 
separated from each other, shall be the parents of a 
numerous progeny. Thus, down to. five or six 
generations, do these extraordina~ animals propa
gate in the manuer of vegetables ." It must have 
been some dreamy recollection of what he. had read 
in Rea.umur or Bonnet, whose works he elsewhere 
quotes, that led Goldsmith into so palpable an error. 

II 

c 
6 

II, Aphis '01 the elm; b, aphis of the willow. greRtlrmagni6ed; c, common 
. gnat, (c.ltt.- pipi,.u). natural size. 

PAIRING OF ANTS. 

THE multitudinous population which attracts the 
attention of the common observer in an ant-hill is 
not composed, in the usual meaning of the terms. 
either of males or· females, they being all incapable 
of propagation. Their chief employment is, however, 
the female duty of nursing the rising generation of. 

• Animated Nature, iv. 310. 
y 
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the colony, providing them with food, constructing 
chambers for their reception -, and taking care to 
shelter them from cold and wet. On minutely ex
amining their conformation, accordingly, these nurse
ants or workers, 88 they are usually termed, have 
been discovered to be, like the workers in a bee-hive, 
females imperfectly developed, and, therefore, inca
pable of laying eggs. This office is appropriated 
to a distinct class of the colony, which would not 
at first be recognized by the common observer as 
belonging to ants at all, inasmuch as they are not 
only thrice the bulk of the nurse-ants, but provided 
with four very ample wings, and are besides, in BOme 
species, very different in colour. The female, for 
example, of the yellow ant (Formica /lava) is of 
a blackish-bronze colour, and might, if deprived 
of her wings, be taken for a worker of the jet-ant 
(F.fuliginosa), become grizzled with age. Although 
much remains still to be investigated with regard to 
these singular insects, and particularly as to their 
pairing, enough has been discovered by Gould, De 
Geer, and the younger Huber, to awaken interest 
and excite wonder. 

Towards midsummer, on to the close of autumn, 
if a populous ant-hill of any species be examined, 
there will be seen mixed with the wingless workers 
a number of larger insects, with whitish, glistening 
wings, but not taking any part in the labours of 
the colony. Amongst these winged insects, also, 
further examination will show that BOme are much 
larger than others, though agreeing nearly with 
them in colour. These larger ones are the fe
males; those of less size, the males. A very little 
attention will show, however, that these are neither 
kings nor queens in the State, at least so far 8S 

freedom of action is concerned, for they are not 
* See laseos Alc:bitectwe. I:hap. xiv. 
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allowed to move without a guard of workers to pre
vent their leaving the boundaries, and if one straggles 
away unawares, it is for the most part dragged 
back by the vigilant sentinels, three or four of whom 
may, in such cases, be seen hauling along a single 
deserter by the wings and limbs. We have never 
seen the delinquent offer the slightest resistance, nor 
make any endeavour to escape, but always, on the 
contrary, exhibiting as much eagerness as the guard 
to regain the nearest gateway of the city. When a 
colony, indeed, is exposed by removing the stone or 
other covering which shelters them, the winged in
habitants are always eager to conceal themselves in 
the lower chambers, and in a few minutes none of 
them are to be seen; but even in such a case the 
extreme jealousy of the workers is not contented 
with any display of agility, and they always subject 
them more or less to the dragging system. We 
may mention that this is not one of those rare phe
nomena which accident only brings under the eye 
of the naturalist, as it may be always witnessed 
whenever males and females are present in an ant
hill; and out of some hundreds which we have 
visited within a few days (Formica jla'IJa, F. fiuca, 
4'c.), we saw what we have described in more 
than two-thirds of the number*. We state this 
more particularly, as it does not appear to be alto
gether in accordance with the observations of Gould 
and the younger Huber. 

" Let us retire," says the latter, " to a meadow 
on a fine summer's day, at a time when they first 
make use of their wings, and take a survey of their 
habitation, on the surface of which we shaH observe, 
walking to and fro, many of its winged inhabitants. 
These are the males and females of the field-ant: 
they climb all the plants which surround their resi-

• J. R. 
y2 
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dence, and -are every where accompanied by a mul
titude of workers, who follow their steps with cease
less solicitude. Some, however, attempt to retain 
and reconduct them to the ant-hiJI; but the ~ter 
part content themselves with simply escorting them. 
They offer them nourishment for the last time, and 
render them the last token of their care and af
fection." 

Again he says, "disorder and agitation are now 
manifest in the ant-hill; the bustle increases every 
moment. The winged insects climb with alacrity 
the adjacent plants, followed by a numerous train 
of workers, who are continually running from one 
male to another, touching them with their antennle, 
and offering them food. The males, at length, quit 
the paternal roof, and take flight as from one general 
impulse, in which they are quickly followed by the 
females. The winged tribe soon disappear. The 
workers retrace, for some instants, the steps of 
these highly favoured beings, to whom they have 
shown such extreme care and attention, and whom 
they are never destined to see more."-" When the 
weather is favourable (not below 67° Fahr.), the 
labourers,-who seem to be aware of it, form several 
apertures in the ant-hill, to give ready passage to 
the crowd that are about to quit it. The males and 
females may be then seen coming to take air at the 
entrance. The hour of departure arrives: they all 
take flight. The workers alone re-enter the nest 
and close, the entrances·." 

According to our observations, on the other hand, 
the workers, so far from ever fru;ilitating the exit, 
much less the departure of the winged ones, more 
particularly the females, guard them most assidu
ously in 'order to prevent it; and are only forced to 
acquiesce in it when the winged ones become too 

• Huber 011 Alita, p. 99. 
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DumeIIII0; guarded or fed. IIIm:s, 
indeed, to be a uniform disposition in the winged 
ones to desert their native colony; and as they never 
return after pairing. it would soon become depopu
lated in the absence of females. In luch a case, 
indeed, the workers would give up their industry, 
and would soon wander away and perish. But 
when in retaining a fI"SI 
amongmt tIJIeW their laf+Im=t 
ardour" 

One is of importanIt 
sidered" pairing does not 
place IIt"hill, and we 
scouts postelt an &rOUnd, ready to discover and carry 
back to the colony as many fertile females as they 
could meet with. Nay, we are quite certain that whole 
colonies haTe been thus dispened, and when they 
did not find fertile females near their eacamplllent, 
they bave gone farther and farther till they found 
them, and when it was deemed too far, never re-
turned, IZIIm.I=IEed a Dumber of 

their conveniencI" 
in the only rarlIIII 

mIny colonies of 
cies, near each other 
localitizm" witnes!ed two 
which populous colonies were in this manner com
pletely broken up, and their original city abandoned 
by the workers, who had dispersed in pursuit of the 
fertile females which had escaped. One was the 
ash-coloured ant (Formica !usca), the other the 
red ant (Myrmica rubra); and an instance of the 
latter has iust occurred to us in which a numerflUf 
establi<hm"~«t the same way, 
a few three dozen; anz] 
probab1n <]lspersed in the 
they nc.<Y fUee4:lsECful in capturing 
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a few females, which we observeti' to be guarded with 
great care-. 

. The males, it is probable, soon after pairing, die, 
as do the males of bees and other insects; for, as the 
workers never bring any of them back, nor take any 
notice of them after leaving the ant-hill, they must 
perish, being entirely defenceless, and destitute both 
of a sting and of mandibles to provide for their sub
sistence. They accordingly disappear in a very short 
time, many ofthem falling a prey to spiders; and we 
have not only seen the webs of some of the geometers 
(Tetragnatka eztensa, &c.) literally studded with their 
bodies, but have observed several of the hunters (Ly
casu, saccata, &c.) pouncing upon those which were 
enfeebled by hunger, when endeavouring to hide 
themselves among the grass t. 

The subsequent proceedings of the females are very 
different, and of curious interest. It was supposed 
by· the ancients, that all ants at a certain age acquired 
wi&gs; but it was reserved for recent naturalists to 
ascertain that it is only the males and females that 
are ever winged, and that the latter lose these soon 
after pairing, as they . have no longer· any use for 
them. The younger Huber, in particular, by means 
of his artificial formicaries. traced the development of 
the wings in the female from the first commence-' 
ment, till he saw them stripped off and laid aside like . 
cast clothes •. 

"One day,"· says he, "with the view of ascer
taining the precise condition of the females, I visited 
certain ant-hills. which I knew to be filled with 
winged ants. and whose departure could not be very 
distant. Scarcely had I reached the spot when I 
saw several. both females and males. pass over my 
head; while at the ant-hill, I observed several take 
flight, the males always preceding. and the labourers~ 

• J. R. t J. R. 
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as far as they could, accompanying them."-" I took 
eight pairs of these and placed them in a box, to ob
serve them on my return; but a violent rain, which 
came on at this moment, offered me a sight as singular 
as unexpected. As soon as the shower had passed, 
I saw the earth strewed with females without wings; 
they were, most likely, the identical females I had 
seen traversing the air. . They were of the same spe
cies (Formica brunnea) as the first. 

" On my return home, I placed my eight prisoners, 
with some moistened earth, in a garden vase, covered 
with a glass receiver. It was nine o'clock in the 
evening; at ten, the females had lost their wings, 
which I observed scattered here and there, and were 
hiding themselves under the earth. On the following 
day I procured three other. females. and this time I 
observed them with the greatest attention from the 
moment of pairing until nine in the evening,-a 
period of five hours; but during this time nothing 
was done to denote the approaching loss of their 
wings, which remained still firmly affixed. They ap
peared to be in excellent condition; and when I saw 
them pass their feet across their mouths, then over 
the antennce, and again brush them upon one an
other, I expected to see their wings fall off, and could 
not conceive what retarded this, since the others had 

.Iost them so readily. I had no idea that the mere 
difference of the bottom of a sand-box, where there 
was no earth, would have had any influence in pre
venting this; but, in order that it might not affect 
them, I took some earth, strewed it lightly over the 
table, and covered it with a bell-glass. I still pos
sessed three fecundated winged females, one of 
which I introduced under the recipient. I induced 
her to go there freely, by presenting her a fragment 
of straw, on which I conveyed her to her new habita
~ion, w~thout touching her. Scarcely did she perceive 

, .. 
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the earth which covered the bottom of her abode than 
she extended her wings, with some effort, bringing 
them before her head, crossing them in every direc
tion, throwing them from side to side, and producing 
.80 many singular contortions, that all ber four wings 
fell off at the same moment in my presence. After 
this change she reposed. brushed her corslet with her 
feet, then traversed the ground, evidently appearing 
to seek a place of shelter. She did not seem to be 
in the least aware that sbe was confined within a nar
)'Ow enclosure. She partook of the honey I gave her, 
and at last found a biding-place under some loose 
earth, that formed a little natural grotto • 

.. If I was surprised at seeing this female strip her
self of her wings voluntarily, I was even more so, 011 

finding that she did not appear to suffer from it, and 
that, after IlB aet which would seem to us aJlything 
but _tural, she delivered herself peaceably to ber ap
petite, and sought a retreat, as if nothing out of the 
ordinary COtl1'Se had happened. 'Ibis lIingular fact 
merited confirmation. I introduced a second female 
under the bell-glaSll about two hours afterwards, and 
with the same precautionll, adding to the dry earth a 
little water. When she perceived that she IItood 
lIpon moistened earth, she advanced a few paces, 
felt the ground with her aDtenDlf:, and took up a p0-
sition in order to dispossess herself of her wings. 
Resting on her belly, she opened her wings in a dis
orderly manner, extended tbem in every diTection, 
passed ber legs behlnd them, and pressed them closely 
toward the ground. When she had succeeded ill dis
embat'l'88sing herself of them, I observed her walking 
about tranquilly iB her enclosure, and begin construct
ing a grotto of earth • 

.. I still possessed another, which I reserved for the 
fonowing morning, and, being confined to the dry 
aand. she had not lost her wings, though it was about 
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sixteen hours later than the two former ones. She 
appeared in excellent condition, and had not appa
rently suffered by the delay. Scarcely had she 
touched the ground, than she ha~tened to get rid of 
her wings in the saine manner as the others had 
done. In fine, I repeated the like experiments op. 
several females, of different species, and always ob
tained the same result *." 

Had this extraordinary fact rested on the single 
authority of Huber, we might have been disposed to 
think he had permitted his fancy to aid his observa
tion. But several of the circumstances, as we have 
already noticed, had been observed by Linnmus. De 
Geer, and particularly by Gould, with whose accurate 
account of English ants Huber does not seem to be ac
quainted. Gould terms the winged females, ant-rues, 
and goes on to state,-" If you strip a large ant-fly of 
its wings, when a week old or more, which is very 
easily done. for they will come off by the most gentle 
touch imaginable. and then place it in a microscope 
with a queen (meaning a wingless female), you will 
perceive no manner of difference as to their frame; 
the like indented places or little hollows in the breast. 
where the wings commonly lie, will be found in each; 
whence there is great reason to believe. the queen 
was originally adorned with such gaiety, and ap
peared in the character of a fly. It is also observable, 
as a strong confirmation of this sentiment, that abun
dance of the large ant-flies, just before or after leaving 
the colonies, actually drop their wings, and. except 
a small difference in complexion, which has not 
attained its true gloss,. are not to be distinguished 
from the queens. You may, in the latter end of July 
and great part of August, often meet with unwinged 
ants travelling about as it were at random. If you 

• Hilber on Auts, page 117. 
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place a number of large ant-flies in a box, the wings 
of many of them will, after some time, gradually fall 
off like autumnal leaves. This circumstance is pecu
liar to the large sort; for if you confine the small 
ones (meaning the winged males) ever so long, their 
wings will continue fixed, and cannot be separated 
without some difficulty." 

Again, Mr. Gould remarks, that" the casting of 
their wings is an instance peculiar to the large ant
fiies. These are, to other insects, their highest deco
rations, and the want of them lessens their beauty. 
and shortens their life. On the reverse, a large ant
fiy gains by the loss, and is afterwards promoted to 
a throne, and drops these external ornaments as em
blems of too much levity for a sovereign -." 

We have, in several instances, verified these facts 
respecting the female ants losing their wings, and by 
confining them under glasses, have twice observed 
the process t; but after the details already given, it 
would be superfluous to record these experiments 
here. 

When the females are thus disencumbered of their 
wings, they prepare for the new duties of their situa
tion, by constructing suitable chambers in the first 
piece of moist earth which they find fit for the pur
pose. Those which we have placed in confinement 
performed similar labours, under various circum
stances; for we found that a single female would 
work at the excavation as well as when several were 
put together, and also when they had several workers 
to assist them they did not appear to relax in assiduity t. 
These observations accord, in most particulars, with 
the experiments of Gould and Huber. The former, 
on opening mole-hills, found clusters of six or seven 

• Account of English Ants, 12mo. London, 1141. 
t J.R. : J.R. 
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large female ants near the surface, but in no regular 
apartment. He deposited one of these clusters in a 
box, with some earth, under which they concealed 
themselves, still keeping together. but did not exca
vate any chamber. "Some time after." he adds, 
"three or four of these females laid a few eggs, but 
did not seem to take any great notice of them. For 
curiosity, I placed in the box a cell of workers, of the 
same species; and it was surprising to observe what 
fondness was expressed. The common ants imme
diately surrounded the females, took care of the eggs, 
and in a short period made an apartment in the earth 
fit to receive them. It may also be observed that 
there were no common ants (workers) in the hills 
where I found the above clusters. In all probability 
they were originally large ant-fiies, which, having 
been expelled their colonies, and not falling victims 
to their adversaries, associated together in this man
ner, and survived the winter.-" The concluding 
eonjecture shows that Gould mistook the eJforts of 
the sentinel-ants to detain the females for forcible 
means of expulsion; 80 <liferent does the same cir
cumstances often appear. when observed through the 
medium of preconceived notioDS. 

Huber. in the same way as we have repeatedly 
done, enclosed several impregnated females in ves
sels filled with moist earth, in which they constructed 
apartments; laid eggs, of which they took great care; 
and, though they could not vary the temperature of 
their habitation, reared some of their lame till they 
were of tolerable size, but which perished from Hu
ber's own neglect. "I afterwards," he continues, 
"placed some other females in a similar apparatus, 
and delivered to them some pupae of workers, to as
certain if their instinct would teach them to open the 
covering in which they were enclosed. Althougb 

• GOlild's Account of EDaliab Aut.. 
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these females had never paired, and were provided 
with wings •. they laboured so well that I found on the 
following morning three workers among them. Some 
days after, I saw them occupied in deliTering other 
labourers froin their last envelope: they acted in the 
same way as ordinary ants, and did not appear to be 
at all embarrassed in the part which they now per
formed for the first time. It is, therefore, . evident that 
females, in case of necessity,· are enabled, unassisted. 
to educate their family. I have endeavoured to as
sure myself of this fact by proofs still more positive. 
After long researches, I discovered the retreat of these 
females. and the infant colonies which they had esta
blished. situated at a little depth in the earth, a small 
number of workers only being seen by the side of 
the mother, and some larvm which they nourished. 
I have seen two examples of these newly-established 
colonies -." But. with all deference to M. Huber. 
we are clearly of opinion that these new establish
ments were composed of old workers, who, in their 
scouting 'expeditions, had discovered and seized upon 
fertile females, a circumstance of which we have wit
nessed numerous instances t. 

The age to which these females live does not seem 
to have been ascertained; but it does not probably 
last above a few weeks after laying,-at least, if we 
may judge by analogies drawn from other insects. 
We are certain of one thing, that, on opening the 
nests of the wood-ant (F. rufa) and of the yellow-ant 
(F. jlava), during the . winter, we have never been 
able to detect a female; but whether some of the 
late-hatched females, as is the case with wasps and 
humble-bees, pair in winter and lay eggs in spring,' 
or whether they lay their eggs in autumn, from which 
die summer females are subsequently hatched, we 
are still in the dark; though it is a point that might, 

• Huber, III,.. t J. R. 
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with some 'perseverance in making experiments, be 
probably ascertained II. 

PAIRING 01' BEES. 

FEW subjects have been more puzzling to scientific 
naturalists than the pairing of the hive-bee (Api" 
mellifica), as it differs in many particulars from what 
we have just related of ants, and which also is nearly 
similar to the pairing of wasps and humble-bees; for, 
among all these, a considerable number of females as 
well as males is produced towards the close of autumn. 
But in a honey-bee's hive only one female can exist 
at the same time; for, though several are always 
hatched, these either migrate successively, in order 
to establish new colonies, or are destroyed by the 
rivalry of the reigning queen, most commonly before 
they quit their cells, while they are of course incapa
ble of defending themselves. 'fhe males, on the other 
hand, which are proverbially known by the name of 
drones, amount to six or eight hundred; and, as 
Kirby and Spence remark, to be born and die seems 
to be nearly the sum total of their history. Provi
dence, however, has certainly some wise design in 
the creation of what appears at first sight so super. 
fluous a number; probably to furnish a supply of 
food to the swallows and carnivorous insects, which, 
at the time the drones take flight, are eagerly on the 
hunt for prey, both to satisfy their own wants and the 
voracious cravings of their young. Be this as it may. 
the fact of these comparative numbers of the male and 
female hive-bees' is ascertained beyond question. 

As the pairing of these has never been actually 
observed, many conjectures respecting it have been 
published. One of the most ingenious appears to 
have been suggested by Aristotle, and revived by 
Maraldi, the celebrated inventor of glass-hives, viz. 

~J,R. 
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that the males fertilize the eggs after they are de-
posited in the cells, in the sa~e way as male fish 
fecundate the spawn which has been previously de
posited amongst sand or gravel,-a notion that also 
struck Swammerdam, who asserts the same of the 
day-flies (EpkemeridtB)*. In 1777, Mr. Debraw, an 
apothecary at Cambridge, made some observations 
which appeared strongly to countenance the opinion. 
Having discovered, at the bottom of cells containing 
eggs. a substance of a different appearance from that 
which bees commonly collect around their newly
hatched young, he conjectured it might be what 
Maraldi had supposed, and he became on that ac
count anxious to watch the proceedings of every male 
bee in the hive. He accordingly observed some of 
the smaller males, which are produced in workers' 
cells, visiting the cells containing eggs, for the pur
pose, as he supposed, of fertilizing them; and farther. 
he found that those eggs actually did become pro
ductive, whilst others remained sterile. By repeating 
these observations, and by devising various experi
ments to verify it, he proved to his own satisfaction 
that the opinion of Maraldi was correctt. Bonnet 
objected at first that the ordinary sized males were 
too bulky to be able to reach the eggs in the bottom 
of the workers' cells. One day, however, he observed 
one of the larger males repeatedly striking the mouths 
of cells, containing eggs, with his abdomen,-a cir
cumstance which he inferred to be favourable to the 
tbeory~. 

But Reaumur. as Bonnet himself confesses, bad 
proved, by the most careful and rigorous experiment, 
that from August till April there is not, in ordinary 
cases. a single male, though the queen lays eggs in 

• Book of Nature, I. 221. 
t Philosophical Trans. vol. 61. 

~ Contempt. d,la Natve, <Ellnes, x.136, note. 
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February and March, which fail not to be productive; 
and this is not explicable by the preceding theory. 
The elder Huber repeated the observations of Debraw. 
and was disposed at first to think them correct; but 
more minute investigation convinced him that what 
Debraw had taken for a fluid was nothing more than 
a peculiar reflection of light from the bottom of the 
cells, no vestiges of a fluid being perceptible when the 
cells were detached and cut asunder. ' But Huber did 
not rest contented with this; for, taking advantage of 
the fact that bees can remain under water a consider
able time without much injury, he had several swarms 
immersed for the purpose of examining whether any 
males were present. In his first experiment of this 
kind, having ascertained that there were no males 
present, not even in embryo, as soon as the bees were 
dry, he replaced them, with their queen, in the hive, 
taking the precaution to barricade the entrance so as 
to prevent the intrusion of any males from without. 
This was done the 6th of August, and the same day 
the queen deposited fourteen eggs in workers' cells. 
which were all dilly hatched four days afterwards. 
This experiment appeared to be decisive; but lest it 
might be alleged that the workers, when deprived. 
of males. might search for the fecundating matter iD. 
other hives, and bring home what was wanted, Huber 
tried another experiment. rigidly confining all thebees, 
w hieh had as before undergone immersion,from the 
10th till the 14th of August; yet in this case he found 
forty young larvle just hatched. He even immersed 
this hive a second time, examining every individual 
bee by haud, with a similar result. He therefore 
came to the conclusion that Debraw had employed 
in his experiments queens, with whose previous his
tory he was not acquainted *. ' 

Swammerdam, again, was inclined to adopt the still 
'. Hub\lr OD Bees, P. 14. 
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more fanciful opinion that the eggs were fecundated 
by some subtle effluvia, or aura. which he imagined 
he could distinguish himself by its peculiar odour. 
In his case this was the more singular. as he rarely 
travels out of the path of legitimate induction, and 
generally rests satisfied with recording facts. He 
appears to have been misled by trusting to the 
analo'gy of the experiments of Harvey respecting 
some ~ther animals"; and had he lived in our own 
day. he might have taken similar advantage of the 
recent ones of Treviranus and Tiedemann. He also 
refers us to "seeds committed to the earth. or being 
only on its surface. which are affected by the moisture 
of the soil;" but, from his concluding remarks, he 
appears to distrus this own theory. "Goel," he says • 
•• even in those minute insects and their parts, has 
cOllcealed from the incurious eye stupendous mira
cles; nor is it difficult to discover and illustrate those 
things, provided one sedulously applies to their in
vestigation. Consider. therefore, what progress the 
acute' anel sagacious may make in these inquiries, if 
they will industriously search into them. What 
I have hitherto described and exhibited are, indeed. 
bllt light shadows of tile things themselves: it would 
be easy for ingenious persons to discovN and lay 
open all these things thoroughly. and more perfectly, 
to the glory of the great God. As for myself, I do 
most willingly confess that my capacity is so slender, 
that I am able to behold the works of God only at 
a distance; nay, the more frequently I view them, 
the more I am convinced of my ignorance, and 
I know my own weakness t." . . 

Hattarf, on the other hand, as well as Schirach. 
BJlPposed the queen-bee to be self-impregnated; for 
b.aving excluded a queen from all access to the males, 

... Ji:xerdt. de Generatione Animal. p. 228, &e. 
t Book of NatureJ i, ~3. 
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"she nevertheless deposited eggs -. Huber, likewise, 
repeated this experiment; but when he employed & 

queen which had Ilever left the hive from her birth, 
she always remained barren. Huber thus finding 
that none of these opinions are tenable, set himself 
to investigate the circumstances, by further experI
ments. which were rewarded by the discovery that 
the queen-bee always leaves the hive for the pUl'
pose of pairing. flying high in the air, and generally 
returning in about half an hour. We shall use his 
own words in relating the more conclusive of these 
interesting experiments. 

"From a very great number of hives," says he, 
" I removed all the reigning females, and substituted 
for each, a queen taken at the moment of her birth. 
These experimental hives were divided into two 
classes,-from the first, all the males, both large and 
small, were taken, and I adapted a glass tube at the 
entrance so narrow that no male could pass, while" 
it admitted a free passage to the workers. In the 
hi ves of the second class, I left the whole of the males 
belonging to them, and even introduced more, while, 
in order to prevent their exit, a glass tube similiar to 
the former was fixed to the entrance. For more than 
a month, I carefully watched the progress of these 
experiments; but, much to my surprise, every queen 
remained barren; and thence I concluded that pair;' 
ing could 1I0t take place within the hive. 

" Knowing that in summer the males usually leave 
the hive in the warmest part of the day, I inferred. 
that if the queens did go out to meet them, it must 
be about the sallle time. Accordingly, at eleven 
in the forenoon, on the 29th of June, 1788, we 
placed ourselves opposite a hive containing a virgin
queen, five days old. The sun shone brightly, the 
air w~ warm, and the males began to go abroad. 

* Schirach, Hilt. N.t.dela Reine dee Abeilles, 8vo. ]771. 
;1;3 
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We then enlarged the entrance of the one selected 
from which the males immediately took ·flight, and 
soon afterwards the young queen made her appear
ance; but ·she remained at first on the board, tra-

. versing it and brushing herself with her legs, and 
apparently unnoticed either by the workers or the 
males. At length she took flight. but proceeded 
only a few feet from the hive, to which she immediately 
returned, as if for the purpose of examining objects 
that she might again recognise. She then flew away, 
describing horizontal circles, twelve or fifteen feet 
above the earth. In order that she might not escape 
our observation on her return, we contracted the 
'entrance of the hive. and placed· ourselves at the 
centre of the circles described in her flight, that we 
might the more easily witness her movements; but 
to our great regret and disappointment, she rapidly 
rose out of sight. We resumed our place before the 
hive, and in seven minutes she returned to the 
entrance. probably to make another survey of its 
locality. We permitted her to enter the hive, and in 
a quarter of an hour she re-appeared, and after 
brushing herself as before, took to flight, soon rising 
so high that we lost sight of her. This second ab
sence was much longer than the first, lasting for 
twenty-seven minutes;· but we found her, at her 
return, in a different condition. which left no doubt 
of her having paired. We then confined her rigidly 
to the hive; and within two days she deposited nearly 
a hundred fertile eggs in workers' cells. . The same 
experiments were repeated on virgin-queens. eleven. 
twenty, twenty-five, and thirty days old, with similar 
results· .... 

These observations seem now to be universally 
admitted among scienti6cnaturalists; though it is the 
general opinion, we believe, of those who only keep 

. • Huber on Bees, page 23~ .. 
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bees for economical purposes, that a queen never 
leaves the hive, except to accompany a migrating 
swarm, which, according to Huber, is only true of an 
old queen, all the young ones proceeding as we have 
just detailed, within twenty days after their birth, 
provided they are left at liberty. 

It only remains for, us to relate the subsequent 
history of the males, whose life, as in the case of 
other insects, is extremely short; the eggs from which 
they are hatched being usually laid in April and 
May, and their destruction terminated in July and 
August. It had long been remarked that the drones 
or male bees of a hive perished towards the end of 
summer, caused by the persecution of the workers, 
who, according to John Hunter, drive them from the 
hive by pinching them with their mandibles. Rtlau
mur also remarked that, though the males are superior 
in size to the workers, their want of a sting disquali
fies them for withstanding the assaults of the latter. 
He'does not seem, however, to have observed the 
actual massacre, as he terms it, of these devoted 
males. Swammerdam says that " about the begin
ning of August the common bees become inflamed 
with so much hatred against the males," that they 
unmercifully, and for no crime, kill them; whereas, 
in Mayor sooner, they build houses for them, care
fully nourish them, and bring them there, and take 
all possible care of them. N or indeed is it difficult 
for the, bees to kill these males, for they are not fur
nished with any weapon to defend themselves *." 
, Bonnet, on the other hand, upon examininlf with 
the utmost care the bodies of those males whIch he 
found dead, could discover no wound nor other mark 
of violence ; and besides, he has frequently seen the 
workers mounted upon 'the backs of males as if they 
bad been about to exterminate them, and yet they 
, '. ~ l300k of Nature, i.l~9, 191. 
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did them no injury; but in other cases, he has ob-
8ened them chased into a corner behind the combs, 
where he imagines they must die of hunger. He 
consequently objects to Reaumur's expressions of 
"massacre," .. frightful carnage," and "horrible 
slaughter," as not borne out by facts·. The re
searches of Huber, however, proved that Reaumur 
was right. In his letter to Bonnet he remarks, that 
though it was probable they might die of hunger, 
the carnage might notwithstanding take place in the 
bottom of the hive, and might have escaped obsena
tion, because the obsener could not see what took 
place there. 

"In order," he adds," to ascertain this point, a glass 
table was constructed, on which were put six hives 
with swarms of the same year; and placing ourselves 
below, to see what passed in the scene of action, we 
endeavoured to discover how the drones were de
stroyed. This contrivance was completely success
ful. On the 4th of July we saw the workers 
actually massacre the males, in the whole six swarms, 
at the same hour, and with the same pecu
liarities. The glass table was covered with bees 
full of animation, rushing upon the males as they 
came from the bottom of the hive: they seized them 
by the antennm, the limbs, and the wings, and after 
having dragged them about to the place they deemed 
most fit for execution, they killed them by repeated 
stings, directed between the rings of the belly. The 
moment when they felt the weapon was the last of 
their existence; they stretched their wings and ex
pired. At the same time, as if the workers did not 
consider their victims quite dead, they pushed their 
stings still deeper, 80 that they could not easily 
withdraw them without turning themselves round for 
tJte purpose. 

• Conte .. pI. d, 111 Na .... (EIlYftll, lE. 118, Dote. 
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CC Next day, having renewed our formerposition, we 
witnessed fresh scenes of carnage. During three hours 
the workers slaughtered the males with the utmost 
fury. On the preceding evening they had massacred 
all which belonged to their own hive, but now they 
attacked those which had been driven from the 
neighbouring hives, and had taken refuge among 
them. We likewise saw them tear some remaining 
male pUpil! from the cells, and having first greedily 
sucked all the fluid from their bodies, they carried 
them off. 'fhe following day not a single male could 
be discovered in the hives"'," 

This appears to be so very unnatural a proceeding, 
that but for the concurring testimony of observers of 
the highest authority, we should be almost disposed 
to reject it as chimerical; and yet it is not, perhaps, 
subjecting them to a more cruel fate than awaits 
most other insects, which all perish of hunger or 
disease, within a few days after pairing. That it is 
not the consequence of a blind indiscriminating 
instinct, we may infer from the remarkable circum
stance that 110 massacre of the males occurs when a 
hive is deprived of its queen. Bonnet, who first 
remarked this, conjectured that the males were pre
served for the sake of the additional heat they would 
produce during the winter; but Huber solves the 
question with more plausibility, by the supposition 
that they are reserved for pairing with a new queen. 
For a similar reason, the males are preserved in 
those hives where the queens are only capable of 
laying the eggs of males, as they always do when 
pairing has been retarded beyond the twenty-first 
day of their age. 

• Huber on Bees, page 112. 



CHAPTER XI. 

JlIOIlATIONS OF INSEC'lS. 

THE shepherds of the Alps, as we Jearn from 
Saussure, as soon as the SIIOWS are melted on the 
sides of the mountains, transfer their flocks from the 
valleys below to the fresh pasture revived by the 
summer sun, in the natural parterres and patches of 
meadow-land formed at the foot of crumbling rocks. 
and sheltered by them from mountain storms; and 
so difficult sometimes is this transfer to be accom
plished, that the sheep have to be slung by means of 
ropes from one cliff to another before they can be 
stationed on the little grass-plot above·. A similar 
artificial migration (if we may use the term) is 
effected in some countries by the proprietors of bee
hives, who remove them from one district to another. 
that they may find abundance of flowers. and by this 
means prolong the summer. Sometimes this transfer 
is performed by persons forming an ambulatory 
establishment. like that of a gypsey horde. and 
encamping wherever flowers are found plentiful. Bee 
caravans ofthis kind are reported to be 110t uncommon 
in some districts of Germany; and in parts of 
Italy and France the transportation of bees was 
practised from very early times. But a more singular 
practice in such transportations was to set the 
bee-hives afloat on a canal or river; and we are 
informed that, in France. one bee-barge was built of 
capacity enough for from sixty to one hWldred hives, 

• V07age& wales Alpes. 
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and by floating gently down the river, the bees 
had an opportunity of gathering honey from the 
flowers along the banks. In Lower Egypt, where 
the blowing of flowers is considerably later than 
in the upper districts, the practice of transporting 
bee-hives is much followed. The hives are col
lected from different villages along the banks, each 
being marked and numbered by individual propri
etors, to prevent future mistakes. Tbey are then 
arranged in pyramidal piles upon the ooats pre
pared to receive them, which floating gradually 
do~n the river. and stoppi'ng at certain stages of 
their passage. remain there a longer or a shorter 
time, according to the produce afforded by the 
surrounding country. In this manner the bee-boats 
sail for three months: the bees having culled the 
honl'y of the orange flowers in the Said. and of the 
Arabian jassmine and other flowers in the more 
northern parts, are brought back to the places 
from which they had been carried. This procures 

. for the Egyptians delicious honey and abundance of 
bees' wax. The proprietors in return pay the boatmen 
a recompence proportioned to the number of hives 
which have been thus carried about from one ex
tremity of Egypt to the other. The celebrated 
traveller Niebuhr saw upon the Nile. between Cairo 
and Damietta, a convoy of 4000 hives in their transit 
from Upper Egypt to the coast of the Delta. 

These artificial transportations of a domesticated 
race of insects exhibit a partial example of what fre
quently takes place in a natural manner, when it is 
necessary to shift from one place to another for the 
sake of a better supply of food., In many cases, 
however, where food is abundant, and other circum
stances favourable, particular insects limit their 
excursions to a very narrow range. Thus we have 
obsened the forester moth (Ino "atices, LEACB) 
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literally swanning on the north bank of the Ser" 
pen tine in Kensington Gardens. though not one was 
to be seen on the south bank. nor in any other spot 
in the vicinity. In the same way we once noticed 
some hundreds of the burnet moth (Anthrocera jili
pmdulte. STEPHENS) on a small portion of the 
north shore of the Great Cumbra Island in the Firth 
of Clyde; but though on the same day we made a. 
botanical excursion all round the island. as well 
as on the opposite coasts of Largs and of the 
Isle ofBute. we did not elsewhere meet with one of 
those insects. In the dell below the hanging-wood 
at Charlton. in Kent, we observed a similar local 
assemblage of the cinnabar moth (Calimorpha ja
cobtete, LATREILLE), Jlot one being discoverable in 

1> 
II> Manhfrilillary (Jlelit./J·orte".;,). 1>, Six-apot bGmetll\O~ (.flitAroemI 

- Jilipfll~). 
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any of the surrounding fields· •. An instance no less 
marked occurs in the case of the marsh fritillary 
(Melittfla artemis, OCHSENHEIMER), a butterfly so 
very local, that, according to Harris, who observed 
it at Wilsden, near Harrow-on-the-Hill, it seldom if 
ever leaves the field in which it has been bred, 
though hundreds of them may be seen there flying 
low, and frequently settlingt. It is probable the race 
is now extinct at Wilsden, at least we have twice 
failed in discovering them there at the season indi-
cated by Harris. . 

These, however, are only exceptions to the general 
rule of nature, which seems to be to diffuse a species 
over as great a space a.'i possible, and thus to stock 
every corner of the earth with life and enjoyment. 
Hence it is that while a very few species of moths 
and butterflies are confined to certain fields, as a very 
few species of fish are confined to certain lakes or 
riverst, by far the greater number may be seen wan
dering from flower to flower, and from field to field, 
with no other rule to direct their flight beyond the 
most wayward caprice. All the movements of 
insects, however, so far from being capricious, are 
chiefly if not solely produced by the two great prin
ciples of self-preservation and reproduction, though 
movements may sometimes be observed to which 
neither of these principles very obviously apply
anomalies which require other circumstances for 
their explanation, as we shall now endeavour to ex
emplify. 

Were it recorded that a numerous flight of spar-· 
rows directed their course in all undeviating straight 
line towards the ocean, and not having sufficient 
power of wing to cross it, were seen to drop into the 
water and perish, it might well be doubted whether 

• J. R. l' Harris, Aurelian, 28. 
. t )lag. of Natural History, i.487. 
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an occurrence so' very unnatural ever happened. 
unless the character of the witnesses thereof was so 
high as to be beyond suspicion. Yet this very case 
is so frequently paralleled among various species of 
insects, that instead of an anomalous or miraculous 
fact, it may be considered, under particular circum
stances, as the usual order of things. We are told. 
for example. by Mr. Lindley. that when he was in 
Brazil. in March, 1803, an immense flight of butter
flies of white and yellow colours continued for many 
days successively. They were observed never to 
settle, but proceeding in a direction from north-west 
to Bouth·east, no obstacle appeared to stop them in 
their course, which lay toward the ocean, where they 
must all inevitably perish *. 

A somewhat different migration of butterflies was 
recently observed in Switzerland. In the beginning 
of June, Madame de Meuran Wolff and her family, 
established during the summer at Grandson, on 
the lake of Neufch&tel. observed with surprise an 
immense flight of butterflies traversing the garden 
with great rapidity. They were all of the species 
called Belle Dame by the French, and by the Lon
don collectors the Painted Lady (Cynthia cardui, 
STEPHENS). They were all flying close together 
in the same direction, from south to north, and were 
so little afraid when anyone approached, that they 
turned not to the right or to the left. The flight 
continued for two hours without interruption, and the 
column was about ten or fifteen feet broad. They 
did not stop to alight on flowers. but flew onwards, 
low and equally. This fact is the more Singular, 
when it is considered that the caterpillars of this 
species are solitary from the moment they are 
hatched t. nor are the butterflies themselves usually 

• Voyage to Brazil. 
t See Iutc:& Traaaforllll&WDS, pp. 61-11. 
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gregarious. Professor Bonelli, of Turin, however, 
observed a similar flight of the same species of but
terfly in the end of the March which preceded their 
appearance at Grandson, when it may be presumed 
they were just evolved from their chrysalides. Their 
flight, as at Grandson, was from south to north, and 
their numbers were so immense that at night the 
flowers were literally covered with them. As the 
spring advanced their numbers diminished, though 
even in June a few still continued. A similar flight 
of butterflies is recorded about the end of last cen
tury by M. Loehe, in the Memoirs of the Turin 
Academy·. 

The chief extraordinary migrations ofinsects which 
have been recorded as occurring in Britain, are those 
of aphides and their enemies, the lajy-birds (Coe
cineUidtll), which accompany them as whales follow 
a shoal of herrings, 'or as the locust-eating thrush 
of Southern Africa follows a swarm of locusts. "I 
know no other reason," says Kirby, ,. to assign for 
the vast numbers that are sometimes, especially in 
autumn, to be met with on the sea· coast, or the 
banks of large rivers., Many years ago those of the 
Humber were so thickly strewed with the common 
lady-bird (CoccineUa Beptempunctato), that it was 
difficult to avoid treading on them. Some years 
afterwards, I noticed a mixture of species collected in 
vast numbers on the sand-hills on the sea-shore at the 
north-west extremity of Norfolk. My friend, the 
Rev. Peter Lathbury, made long since a similar ob
servation at Orford, on the Suffolk coast: and about 
five or six years ReO"() (in 1807), they covered the 
cliffs at Brighton, and of all the watering-places on 
the Kentish and Sussex coasts, to the no small alarm 
of the superstitious, who thought them forerunners 
of some direful evil, and who were ignorant that their 

• Mem. de 1a 8pc. de Phy .. et d'His&. Nat. dl! Geneve. 
2A2 
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little visiters were emigrants from the neighbouring 
hop-grounds *." 

The aphides upon which they prey, in like manner 
shift their quarters; ·and amongst other instances on 
record, White informs us that about three o'clock in 
the afternoon· of the 1st of August, 1785, the people 
ofthe village of Selborne were surprised by a spower 
of aphides which fell in those parts. Persons who 
walked in the street at this time found themselves 
covered with them, and they settled in such numbers 
in the gardens and on the hedges as to blacken 
every leaf. Mr., White's annuals were thus all dis
coloured with them, and the stalks of a bed of onions 
were quite coated over for six days afterwards. These 
swarms, he remarks, were then no doubt in a state 
of emigration,and might have come from the' great 
hop-plantations of Kent and Sussex, the wind being 
all that day in the east. They were observed at the 
same time in· great clouds about Farnham, and all 
along the vale from Farnham to Alton t. It would 
have been well if the particular species had been as
certained, so as to make sure whether they belonged 
to the hop-fly (Aphis humulz). White, however, was 
not so minutely acquainted with insects as to notice 
the difference of species; but this could scarcely be 
the case with Kirby, whose knowledge of the science 
is' second, we believe, to that of no living naturalist, 
yet he leaves us equally in the dark, when he says, 
.. A similar emigration of these flies I once witnessed, 
to my great annoyance, when travelling later in the 
year in the Isle of Ely. The air w;as so full of them, 
that they were incessantly flying into my eyes, nos
trils, &c., and my clothes were covered by them; 
and in 1814, in the autumn, the aphides were so 
abundant for a few days in the vicinity of Ipswich, &II 

• Introduction, ii. 8 ; and i. 264. 
t NatURI Hiatary of. SelborDe, ii.l01. 
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to be noticed: with surprise by the most incurious ob
servers *." , 

We confess we feel not a little disappointed that 
the species is not mentioned in these instances, as it 
might serve to fill up a blank in the history of some 
of those which are most destructive. In the case of 
the hop-fly, we have remarked for several successive 
years, that soon after Midsummer they all disappear, 
though the leaves have only a few days before been 
literally covered with them in millions. The same is 
the case with those called the dolphin, which infest 
the bean (Aphis Jahre), and that Ilamed the zebra 
(..4. sambucz). It is highly probable that all these 
perish soon after the deposition of the eggs for the 
succeeding spring; but it is by no means an easy 
matter to ascertain this. If they migrate to the sea.
coast and are drowned, as we are partly entitled, from 
the statements just given, to infer, their fate is similar 
to another still more destructive insect, the locust 
(Locullta mig-Tatoria, LEACH) t. 

The prophet Joel, who has given so striking a 
picture of the devastation produced by locusts t, has 
not forgotten to notice their destruction, when he 
says, " I will remove far off from you the northern 
army, and will drive him into a land barren and 
desolate, with his face toward the east sea, and his 
hinder part toward the utmost sea, and his stink 
shall come up, and his ill-savour shall come up be. 
cause he hath done great things §." Mr. Barrow 
tells us, that in Southern Africa, in 1784 and 1797, 
they covered, during their progress, an area of nearly 
two thousand square miles, but were ultimately driven 
into the sea by a north-west wind, where they formed 
upon a shore, for fifty miles, a bank three or foul' 
feet high, and when the wind was south-eas~ their 

• Intr. ii. 9. t See 1II8ect Trausrormations, p.251. 
t Ibid. p. 24&. t Joel, cbap. ii. 20. 
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stench was so powerful as to be perceptible at the 
distance of a hundred and fifty miles·. 

The account given by Jackson of their progress 
and final destruction in northern Africa is precisely 
similar. Before the plague, in 1799, the face .of the 
country from Mogador to Tangier was covered with 
them and ravaged, as well as the whole region from 
the confines of the Sahara.; but on the other side 
of the river El Kos not one was to be seen, though 
there appeared nothing to prevent them from flying 
over. The water of the river seemed to be a barrier 
to their progress; for they were proceeding north
ward until they arrived at its banks, when they im
mediately turned to the east; and in consequence all 
the country north of El Araiche remained unravaged, 
and abundant in grain, pulse, and fruits, exhibiting a 
very striking contrast to the desolation of the adja
cent district. The usual fate awaited this desolating 
swarm: a violent hurricane drove them in a cloud 
into the Western Ocean, and the shore was ren. 
dered ·so noxious· by their carcasses, that it is be
lieved to have been the cause of a pestilence which 
followed t. . 

Hasselquist, the disciple of Linnmus, who went 
to the east expressly to study its natural history, tells 
us, that the" locust is ·not formed for travelling over 
the sea; it cannot fly far, but must alight as soon 
as it rises; for one that came on board us, a hundred 
certainly were drowned. . We observed in the months 
of May and June a number of these insects coming 
from the south, and directing their course to the 
northern shore; they darken the air like a. thick 
cloud: but scarcely have they quitted the shore, when 
they, who a moment before ravaged and ruined the 
country. cover the surface of the sea with their dead 

• Travels in S. Africa, p. 257. 
~ t Travela iD Morocco, p. 54. 
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bodies. By what instinct," he adds, " do these crea
tures undertake this dangerous flight? Is it not the 
wise institution of the Creator to destroy a dreadful 
plague to the country*?" We think that it is more 
consistent with other instances of extensive destruc
tion among particula.r species to refer it to the design 
of Providence to furnish food for carnivorous animals. 
The day-flies (EpkemeridtB) , for example, are a 
harmless race, and yet the numbers of them which 
perish only a few hours after they acquire wings is 
scarcely inferior to those of the locusts t. Like 
the locusts, too, they chiefly perish ill the water, both 
affording an abundant banquet for the fishes. 

There is one circumstance in these migrations, 
which is remarked by most observers, that appears 
to corroborate these views; we refer to the direction 
commonly taken by them being towards the sea, and 
their pursuing their course with little deviation. The 
locusts seen by Captains Irby and Mangles, 011 the 
southern shore of the Dead Sea, were said to be on 
their way to Gaza, to which they pass almost an
nually t; those observed in Barbary by Dr. Shaw 
" marched directly towards the sea §;" and Hassel
quist tells us they seldom or never deviate from the 
direction of their course. These very singular facts 
are strikingly illustrated by the migrations of a much 
larger, though it would appear no less destructive 
animal, the lemming rat (Mus lemmus, LINN.), 
which inhabits the north of Europe, and lives on 
vegetable food. The migrations of the lemming take 
place at uncertain intervals of about ten years, from 
Lapland towards the southern parts of Sweden, 
induced, it is ·supposed, by the foresight of a severe 

• Hasselquist's Voyage, p. 444. 
t See Insect Transformations, pp. 218 and 373. 

l Travels in Egypt and Syria, 443. 
f Travels, 281. 
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winter, to escape to a more genial climate; though 
the migration has the effect, like that of the locusts, 
of reducing an overgrown population, and at the 
same time of supplying food to many animals who 
might otherwise have starved. In their journeys, 
they always endeavour to keep in a direct line; and 
hence multitudes of them perish in their endeavours 
to cross lakes and rivers. If they are disturbed or pur. 
sued while swimming over a lake, and their phalanx 
chances to be separated by oars or poles, they will 
not recede; but keep swimming directly on, and soon 
get into regular order again. So obstinate, indeed, 
are they in holding on their direct course, that they 
have sometimes been known to try to pass over a 
vessel. This army of rats moves chiefly by night, 
or early in the morning; and makes such destruction 
among the herbage, that the surface of the ground 
over which they have passed appears as if it had 
been burned. Their numbers have at times induced 
the people of Norway to believe that they descended 
from the clouds; and the multitudes that are some· 
times found dead on the banks of rivers, or other 
places, corrupt the whole atmosphere around -. 

We recoIlect another remarkable migration of a 
different species of animal also towards the sea· 
coast, but for a very different purpose, and we men· 
tion it here more particularly, because it will lead 
us back by a natural transition to families of insects 
influenced by similar motives,-we refer to the land. 
crab of the West Indies (Ocipoda ruricola, LA. 
TREILLE). The usual residence of this species is the 
inland mountains and woods, where they live in 
holes dug by themselves. AnnuaIly, about the 
months of April and May, they set forth in a body, 
often consisting of some millions, for the sea.coast. 
They always march in a direct line to their place of 

~ PODDUlt, An:lic Zoology. 
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destination, and are said seldom to tum out of their 
way, on account of interVening obstacles, and even 
if they encounter a lofty wall or a house, they will 
attempt to scale it; but when they meet with a river 
they follow the . course of the stream, as if instinc
tively aware that it will ultimately lead them to the 
sea, as was probably the case with the African 
locusts, mentioned by Jackson. These multitudinous 
hordes of crabs, however, do not perish in the sea. 
but go there to spawn; though from this spawn 
forming a rich banquet for the sea-fish, the provi
dential effect is nearly the same as in the instances 
of locllsts, aphides, lady-birds, and sawflies. 

Some of the more remarkable migrations of in
sects are, in the same way, for the purpose of de
positing their eggs, or disposing of their supernu
merary progeny in suitable localities, in the case, 
for example, of ants and bees. Kirby and Spence 
have given the following animated and eloquent 
account of the migrations of the former. "In the 
warm days that occur from the end of July to the 
beginning of September, and sometimes later, the 
habitations of the various species of ants may be 
seen to swarm with winged insects, which are the 
males and females, preparing to quit for ever the 
scene of their nativity and education. Every thing 
is in motion-and the silver wings, contrasted with 
the jet bodies which compose the animated mass, 
add a degree of splendour to the interesting scene. 
The bustle increases, till at length the males rise, as 
it were by one general impulse. into the air, and 
the females accompany them. The whole swarm 
alternately rises and falls, with a slow movement, 
to the height of about ten feet, the males flying ob
liquely, with a rapid zig-zag motion, and the females, 
though they follow the general movement of the 
column,. appearing slllIpended in the air. like 1>1ll~ 

./ 
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loons, leemingl, with no individual motion, and 
baving their heads turned towards the wind. 

.. Sometimes the swarms of a whole district unite 
their infinite myriads, and, seen at a distance, p~ 
duce an effect resembling the flashing of an aurora 
borealis. Rising with incredible velocity. in dig.. 
tinct columns, they soar above the clouds. Each 
column looks like a kind of slender net-work. and 
has a tremulous, undulating motion, which has been 
observed to be produced by the regular alternate 
rising and falling just alluded to. The noise emitted 
by myriads and myriads of these creatures does 
not exceed the hum of a single wasp. The slightest 
zephyr disperses them; and if in their progress they 
chance to be over your head, if you walk slowly on. 
they will accompany you, and regulate their motions 
by yours. The females continue sailing majesti
cally in the centre of these numberless males. who 
are candidates for their favour, each till some fortunate 
lover darts upon her. and, as the Roman youth did 
the Sabine virgins, drags his bride from the sportive 
crowd, and the nuptials are consummated in mid-air; 
though sometimes the union takes place on the 
summit of plants, but rarely in the nests"'. After 
this danae de "amour is celebrated, the males disap
pear, probably dying, or becoming. with many of 
the females, the prey of birds or fish t; for since 
they do not return to the nest, they cannot be de
stroyed, as some have supposed, like the drone-bees. 
by the neuters. That many, both males and females. 
become the prey of fish, I am enabled to assert from 
my own observation. In the beginning of Au~ust, 
1812, I was going up the Orford river, in Suffolk, 
in a row-boat, in the evening, when my attention 
was caught by an infinite number of winged ants, 
both males and females, at which the fish were 

• D. Gear, ii. 1104. t Gowd, p. 99. 
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everywhere seen darting, floating alive on tlie surface 
of the water. While passing the river, these had. 
probably been precipitated into it, either by the wind 
or by a heavy shower which had just fallen: and 
M. Huber, after a similar event, observed the earth 
strewed with females that had lost their wings, all of 
which could not fonn colonies. 

" Captain Haverfield, R. N., gave me an account 
of an extraordinary appearance of ants observed by 
him in the Medway, in the autumn of 1814, which 
is confirmed by the following letter, addressed by 
the surgeon of the Clorinde, now Dr. Bromley, to 
Mr. MacLeay: • I~ September, 1814, being on the 
deck of the hulk to the Clorinde, my attention was 
drawn to the water by the first-lieutenan~ (Haver. 
field) observing there was something black floating 
down with the tide. On looking with a glass, I dis~ 
covered they were insects. ·1'he boat was sent, and 
brought a bucket full of them on board; they proved 
to be a large species of ant, and extended from the 
upper part of Salt-pan Reach out towards the Great 
N ore, a distance of five or six miles. The column 
appeared to be in breadth eight or ten feet, and in 
height about six inches, which I suppose must have 
been from their resting one upon another: These 
ants were winged-whence this immense column 
came was not ascertained. From the numbers here 
agglomerated, one would think that all the ant· hills 
of Kent and SUTreY could scarcely have furnished a 
sufficient number of males and females to form it. 

"When Colonel Sir Augustus Frazer, of the 
horse-artillery, was surve)1ng, on the 6th of October, 
1818, the scene of the battle of the Pyrenees, from 
the summit of the mountain called Pena de Aya, or 
Les Quartres Couronnes, he and his friends were 
enveloped by a swarm of ants, so nUlnerous as en .. 
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tirely to intercept their view, so that they were glad 
to remove to another station in order to get rid of 
them· ... 

Our readers will feel equal interest in a migration 
of ants of a different kind, which was first circum
stantially recorded by the younger Huber, though it 
attracts and has attracted the notice of every observer. 
There are few gardens, even of small extent, which 
do not contain one or more colonies of the negro
ants (FOrmica !usca), or the turf-ants (Myrmica 
ccespitum), and these are, perhaps, the most restless 
emigrants of the whole family (FormicidtB, LEACH) ; 

for their edifices being constructed among the grass 
or in the sand, are liable to be destroyed by the 
foot of every passenger, if not in the operations of 
gardening, and whenever such accidents occur, they 
become fidgetty and dissatisfied with the old place, 
and soon set about selecting a new one. When 
watching their architectural proceedings, accordingly, 
we have been frequently disappointed in our expecta
tions by the little colonists decamping altogether, 
instead of making good the bits. of wall which we 
bad broken down for the sake of experiment t. 
During the summer of 1830, we paid considerable 
attention· to a numerous colony of the negro-ant (F. 
fiuca), established on a sloping border at the root 
of a carnation; but soon after the plant came into 
flower, the ants resolved to migrate to the other side· 
of the gravel-walk-having been probably disturbed 
by gathering the flowers, or invited by the shelter o( 
a thick pear-tree that overhung the border to which 
they had removed. Their march, as is usual, was 
very orderly, confined to a direct line, sufficiently 
broad to let two pass without jostling;' and their first 

• Intr. ii. 54. 
t See luee' Arcbitectllre, p. 210. 
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concern was to form a covert way at the end, 
which terminated in the new establishment. Along 
this high-road might be seen the busy inhabitants 
carrying off eggs and pupm from their fonner domi
cile, and in the earlier part of the removal some 
were carrying their companions, for the purpose 
of showing them the road; but when once it was 
sufficiently imbued with their odour to be recog
nised, this clumsy method of imparting information 
was given up. We found, however, that we could 
again set them upon the carrying process by pressing 
our foot across their track, or otllerwise obliterating 
the odour left by their previous passengers. In 
this case, an emigrant is completely bewildered the 
instant he arrives at the broken line, as much as a 
hound would be if a bush-harrow had been dragged 
across the 'track of the hare or the fox, of which he 
is in chase. 

In another garden, in which there are at least a 
dozen colonies of the turf-ant and of the red ant 
(Myrmica rubra), we seldom go round it without 
seeing some of them moving their pupm to a newly 
selected spot, or dragging each other from one chink 
-in the soil or plot of grass to another. A notice to 
quit the settlement is generally obeyed with alacrity, 
the whole colony immediately undertaking the labour 
of constructing a new encampment, as well as of 
remo~ng thither all that they esteem most valuable, 
following the individual ant that first decides on the 
new location, (as the Americans term it)·. 

These observations, in which we took more interest 
and pleasure than most readers may do in the pe
rusal of eur imperfect sketch, were, we confess, sug
gested by the curious details of Huber, without which 
they might have escaped our notice; but every body 

• J.B. 
2B 
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may readily repeat them without going to the trouble 
of constructing artificial formicaries. The three spe
cies which have just been mentioned will be found 
to be better adapted for such observations than the 
yellow ants (F. fiava), which are by no means of a 
migratory disposition, perhaps because their hills 
are of more laborious and extensive construction, 
and a general movement is not therefore so easily 
effected. The wood-ants (F. rufa), again, appear, 
from the observations of Huber as well as our own, 
to be cousiderably addicted to emigration; though 
from their preferring to live in woods, they are not so 
convenient for most observers to study. Huber one 
day deranged the dome of one of the encampments 
of the latter, at which they took offence and emi
grated. 

"I saw," says he, "at the distance of ten paces 
from their nest, a fresh ant-hill, which communicated 
with the old by a path struck out in the grass, along 
which the ants wer~ passing and repassing in great 
numbers. I remarked that all those going towards 
the new establishment were loaded with their com
panions, whilst those moving in a contrary direction 
were running one after the other. From that period, 
I put several of these republics to the same proof. I 
destroyed so often the roof of their underground city, 
that I succeeded in driving them from their resi~ 
dence. The first and second times they repaired 
the breaches, but the third they resolved to seek an 
asylum less exposed to such accidents. I then ob
served' one of the labourers leave the nest, carrying 
one of its companions, and I watched it till it depo
sited its burden at the margin of a subterranean 
cavity. This little carrier was soon succeeded by 
others, whose numbers, at first but trifling, increased 
every moment. After several bad been carned iQ 



this m?illnfifi nfiW ant-hill to be$C;$C;fi Un"'''''''''''''''''''' 
a portion of them returned to the old for recruits. 
and it was not a little interesting to observe their 
procedure. They accosted the first they met, caress.
ing them with their antennm, and no doubt pro
posing in their way the journey; and when they 
succeeded in persuading them, they laid hold of them 
with th,i, trnnndihlnn, "oiled them up 
est possE hIs and bore them 
took ill""t amicable manne&", 
the samn as when one 
with 
individueh, "migrant party 
ants by &""rpn'f&, hr,gging them out of 
and without allowing them time either to make up 
their mind or to offer resistance, hurrying them off 
with great rapidity." 

"My glass frames,N continues Huber, "often per
mitted me to see what occurred in the interior during 
emigration, for when the labourers espied issue 
that haf nigilance, they 
go in more to their 
spread first separately onn±' 
and ob",n"ni ,orners of my studd, 
discover which they might in 
and on they discovered thi&", td4"f 
menced recruiting. The individual which had found 
a place of safety went immediately to seek its com
panions, one after the other on the floor, and then in 
the glass formicary; but it was sufficient, as I dis
covered, to stop the emigration, by simply taking 
away at the time the flrst recrnit, and it was not re
newed till some other individual had made a suitable 
discove'd' ef&,:;,uzting continued 
but wh"" labourers knew 
their ne:ce tbey ceased to ca"d 

2 
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They had by this time constructed large vaulted 
chambers. avenues, and Jodges; they first brought 
off the PUP&! and larv&!, and then the males and the 
females. When the removal was complete, they for 
ever abandoned the artificial ant-hill, and the road 
leading thereto . 

.. Upon opening the shutter of my formicary whilst 
tbe emigration on the exterior was in full activity, all 
appeared tranquil within; those recruiting arrived 
at the very gate of the ant-hill, but the ants, who 
were not immediately tbe object of their search, paid 
no attention to their proceedings; they continued, as 
usual, their ordinary avocations, and did not appear 
to suspect what was going forward so near them. 
It now and then happens that several workers un

. dertake at the same time to found a new city, and con
duct there the whole colony, which gives place to a 
temporary existence of several ant-hills; but these in
sects are soon aware of this division, and do not delay 
in the last recruiting to bring the whole colony into 
one encampment • 

.. When the ants are displeased with the city they 
bave chosen, they quit it for a third, and sometimes 
even for a fourth. where they definitively filt.. We 
even see them very frequently return to the ancient 
nest before being fully established in the new. The 
recruiting then takes place in a contrary direction, 
and the couples meet each other in the same road. 
but the last has always the advantage over the pre
ceding emigrations. When the new ant-hill is at a 
considerable distance from the old. the ants com
monly establish some intermediate residence, in which 
they deposit the recruits. the larv&!, the males, and 
the females. which they are unable to carry in one 
journey to their proper destination. I have seen 
levera] relays established upon the same route; they 
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consisted of cavities pierced in -the earth, containing 
sufficiently spacious apartments, generally covered 
with fragments of straw, and resembling small ant
hills. We might there observe some sentinels doing 
daily duty, that is to say, opening and closing the 
gates of the ant-hill morning and evening. Sometimes 
these asylums become little colonies, which maintain 
a close connection with the principal ant-hill; they 
are different habitations, common to the same ants, 
serving them for places of refuge on anI derange
ment of what we might term their capital ." 

The only analogous instance of a number of es
tablishments formed in the vicinity of the parent 
nest, occurs among spiders, who do not, like the 
ants, live in communities, but every individual 
forages for itsel£ Redi and some recent naturalists 
mention the experiment of confining young spiders 
for a long time without food, and talk of their even 
devouring the bodies of their brethren; but however 
that may have been after their separation, we are 
certain that. it could not have happened before: at 
least we have very often confined them together in 
the same box without food for weeks together, and 
never saw anything to countenance the supposition. 
But it is chiefiy their proceedings after leaving the 
nest which here claim our notice. From fifty to a 
hundred or more are usually produced by one 
mother, and as soon as they are strong enough to 
make their way, they quit the maternal nest. to com
mence war upon every insect that flies. When the 
nests of several of the geometric spiders are placed, 
as they often are, near the iron railings of our squares, 
every interval may be seen filled with the nets of the 
little emigrants, as if in their journeyings from home 
~ach had appropriated to its exclusive use the half of 

• Huber'OD ADtsl p.166. 
2B3 
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a pair of the iron bars. Sometimes again the points 
of the arrow heads at the top of the bars are se
lected, and in that case it is a pretty sight, particu
larly in a dewy morning, to see them fringed with 
the neat and regular lace-work of the spiders, glitter
ing with dew-drops all round the square *. 

IlIGRATIONS OF BEES. 

THE migrations of the hive-bee are very different, 
both in principle and procedure, from any of the 
foregoing instances. The ants in many cases can 
extend their premises indefinitely, and therefore can 
have little ind.ucement to emigrate, unless they exhaust 
all the provision obtainable in their neighbourhood. 
With hive-bees the case is different; for being con
fined within a limited space, they cannot there increase 
and multiply beyond a certain point, and co~ 

• J.:a. 
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quently, when the hive becomes too crowded for the 
population, it is expedient to thin their numbers by 
emigration. That a too crowded hive, however, is 
not the only cause of emigration was proved from 
several experiments by Rtlaumur. He frequently 
possessed hives so full of bees that a portion of them 
were compelled to remain on the outside, conglo
merated in a mass, and yet no swarm was sent off to 
thin their numbers. In other hives, on the contrary, 
where there was much spare room, more than one 
swarm was thrown off. To assure himself of this, 
be placed a colony in a very large pyramidal bive, of 

Digitized by Goog Ie 
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whieh they only tilled three-fourths, and yet a body 
of emigrants took their departure. 

The researches of naturalists, indeed, have discovered 
many curious facts relative to the proceedings of the 
bees in such cases; but still many things, like the 
immediate cause of their swarming, remain doubtful 
or obscure. We have seen that the ants are generally 
influenced in their change of residence by some 
individual who has discovered a spot that appears 
preferable; but authors are by no means agreed 
whether bees are similarly guided. Dr. Warder is of 
opinion that they always send out scouts to select a 
suitable place several days before swarming, and 
infers that their usually clustering together upon 
a bough soon after their departure arises from their 
wish to form a united body prior to their last flight. 
Mr. T. A. Knight mentions several circumstances 
corroborative of this opinion. In one case, he ob
served from twenty 'to thirty bees paying daily visits 
to some decayed trees, about a mile distant from his 
garden; all of them appearing to be busily employed 
in examining the hollow parts, and particularly the 
dead knots around them, as if apprehensive that the 
knots wQuld admit moisture. These surveyors, if 
such they were, in about a fortnight after were fol
lowed by a. large swarm from one of his hives, which 
was tracked the whole way till it alighted in one of 
the cavities that had been thus pre-examined, and it 
was observed to take nearly a direct line from the 
parent hive to the tree. On another occasion, Mr. 
Knight remarked a number of bees occupying one of 
the cavities for some time before; but having offered 
them better accommodation in a hive, they deserted 
the treeiA'. 

Dr. Evans also mentions an instance in which a 
• PhiL Trans. 1807. 
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swarm made its way either over the tops of some 
very high houses, or through several winding streets, 
to an old house in the centre of Shrewsbury, and 
passing through an aperture in the wood-work to a 
room on the first floor, were there hived by the 
family. In another case, he had permitted a hive, 
whose tenants had died in the winter, to remain upon 
the stand till spring, when he observed several bees 
paying it daily visits, and busily employed within. 
but leaving it at the close of evening. These, he 
infers, were the precursors' of a swarm which took 
possession of it in the following June". 

Reaumur, on the other hand, looks upon these 
opinions as altogether fabulous; since, jf the bee
queen is thus, provided with spies and quarter
masters, he thinks them very ignorant of their 
duties,-at least the choice of a place does but small 
credit to their foresight,-as they for the most part fix 
upon the bough of a tree, where they are exposed to 
all the vicissitudes of the weather. Mr.T.A.Knight 
seems to think, however, that their settling on the 
branch of a tree is nothing more than a resting-place, 
where the whole may rendezvous, and that this is 
previously fixed upon by the scouts as well as the 
spot intended for their final establishment. But 
Reaumur mentions a fact which will not at all accord 
with this, namely, that upon whatever branch or 
other place they thus alight, combs are always found 
to be commenced, even though their stay may be 
very short; which proves, he thinks, that they in
tended it for a permanent abode. Were they left to 
themselves, indeed, they would not remain there; but 
they would only leave it when, upon trial, they found 
it inconvenient, from being too hot or too cold, or 
exposed to rain and wind t . 

• The Bees, a Poem; Notes; 
" t Memoire'J v.62l. 
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8wann of bMa OR a labnraUJII tree branch. 

What is better ascertained with respect to the 
original formation of swarms is, that in a populous 
hive. containing a fertile queen. a prodigious quantity 
of the eggs of male bees are laid in the course of 
May. and at the same time royal cells are constructed 
by the workers, to the number of from sixteen to 
twenty. seven, but the queen lays only a single egg 
in one of these on the same day, as it is important 
that no two queens should be of the same age. When 
the grubs hatched ill the royal cells are ready to be 
transformed into pupm. the mother-queen leaves the 
hive, together with a large number of the workers of 
all ages. the original hive remaining without a queen 
till the tnmsfofrnation of the eldest ro~al pupa. All 
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tbe royal cells are after her departure assiduously 
watched by the workers. "At length," says the 
elder Huber, "the female hatched from the first egg 
laid by the old queen leaves her cell; the workers 
then treat her with indifference. But impelled by 
the instinct which urges her to destroy her rivals, she 
seeks the cells where they are enclosed; yet no 
sooner does she approach than-the sentinel bees bite, 
pull, and harass her, so that she is forced to remove, 
though the royal cells being numerous she can 
scarcely find a place of rest. Incessantly animated 
with the desire of attacking the other queens, and as 
continually repelled, she becomes agitated, and hastily 
traverses the different groups of workers, to which 
she communicates her disorder. At this moment 
numbers of bees rush towards the aperture of the 
hive, and, accompanied by the young queen, forsake 
it to seek another residence. After the departure of 
this second colony, the remaining workers set another 
queen at liberty, and treat her with equal indifference 
as the first. They drive her from the royal cells; 
she also,from being perpetually harassed, becomes 
agitated, departs, and carries along with her a third 
swarm. In a populous hive this scene is repeated 
with the same circumstances three or four times 
during the summer. The number of bees being then 
so much reduced, they are no longer capable of pre
serving a strict watch over the royal cells; several 
females are enabled to leave their confinement at 
once, when they seek each other" fight, and the 
queen who is at last victorious reigns peaceably 
over the republic·.'~ 

For two or three nights previous to the departure 
of a swarm, a singular humming sound is heard in 
the hive. The sounds, which are sharp and clear, 

• Hllber 011 Be .. , )16. 
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seem to·proceed from a single bee, but they cannot 
always be distinguished unless the ear be placed 
near the mouth of the hive. John Hunter compared 
the sound to the lower A in the treble . of the piano
forte, and others think it resembles the stridulous 
toot, toot, of a child's penny trumpet. It has been 
supposed by Wildman that this sound proceeds from 
the contest of the rival queens about sallying forth, 
but the fuets above given show this to be an unfounded 
conjecture; and with still less truth. Butler sup
poses it to be a parley between the young and the 
old queen-the former at the bottom of the hive re
questing leave to emigrate, and the latter answering in 
her bass note from the top *. Others gravely construe 
the sound into a harangue .of the queen to animate 
her subjects to the meditated undertaking of founding 
a new empire. 

On the other hand, there is also for the most part 
unusual silence in the hive, that is, little of the ordi
nary hum; the intended emigrants being, it is sup
posed, busily engaged in eating a hearty meal, and 
laying in a cargo of honey as a provision for bad 
weather previous to their departure. In proof of 
this, John Hunter, upon opening the crops of the 
emigrants, found them full of honey, whereas he 
found but a small portion in the crops of tho·se which 
remained. Perhaps it may be this circumstance 
which produces their obvious neglect of collecting, as 
well as of other labour, some days previous to emigra
tion. One of the most indubitable signs of swarming. 
according to R.eaumur, is when-particularly on a 
Bunny morning, the weather being favourable to their 
labours-few bees go out of a hive, from which on the 
preceding day they had issued in great numbers. 
He is of opinion that t.his proves all, or almost all 

~ MODlrchia Femiua, 1634. 
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the inhabitants of a hive to be aware of a project 
which will ,not be put in ,execution before noon, or 
lIome hours later; otherwise, why should bees, who 
worked the day previous with so much activity, cease 
their labours in a habitation they are to quit at noon; 
There is a well-known anecdote,of an old grenadier, 
who, being seen resting inactive, while his less expe
rienced comrades were busily pitching their tents, 
Marshal 'l'urenne, his general, asked him why he 
did not bestir himself like the rest,-" Because," he 
replied, "we shall have to march again in a few 
hours"--e reason which the beell, intending to emi
grate, well understand -. 

About the same time an ,unusual number of male 
bees may be observed on the outside of the hive, as 
:well as a body of workers clustered together at its 
entrance, driven thither, it has been conjectured, in 
consequence of the heat of the hive, arising from the 
agitation among the inhabitants,-the usual spring 
temperature of the hive from 90° to 97° being thus 
augmented to 104°. This is farther increased by' 
the heat of the sun, for a swarm is seldom, if ever, 
seen, ,except when the sun shines and the air is 
calm,-so much so, that if but a cloud pass before 
the sun, all the agitation coincident with their prepa.
ration to depart is intermitted. It has even been 
imagined that they (:an foresee fine weather, though 
the circumstance just mentioned shows that their' 
foresight in this respect must be very limited; be
sides, swarms are not un&equently caught, in a 
shower and obliged to return to the hive for shelter. 
Reaumur had one which set out at one o'clock and 
was caught in a shower at three. At the 'same time, 
it is certain that they are always feverishly ~ve to 
the state of the weather; and while ranging in the 

• lUaumur,M6m. v. 611. 
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fields, a chance cloud passing over the BUD will In. 
dace their precipitate return, though, when the sky 
is totally overelouded, they are not deterred ftom col
lecting, and in such a ease the commencement of a 
soft rain does not alarm them • 

.. I am persuaded," says Huber. e'that the neces
sity of a fine day for swarming is one reason for the 
protracted captivity of the young queens in their cells, 
though in some cases this appears to be quite arbi
trary; but it is always remarkably extended when 
bad weather continues for several suceessive days. 
The providential reason appears to be, that if the 
young queens were at liberty to leaTe their cradles 
during intemperate weather, a pluraHty of queens 
and constant warfare between them "Would be the 
consequence. Instead, therefore, of the multiplica
tion of the species being left to the chance of rain or 
fine weather, it is by the wise disposition of Provi
dence rendered independent of either. By allowing 
only a single queen to escape at once, the formation 
of swarms is insured. Another important circum
stance resulting from the temporary captivity of the 
young queens is, that they are iii a condition to fly 
the instant they are set at liberty, and consequently 
can take advantage of the first moment of sunshine 
to head the emigrants· ... 

At first, the queen does not alight on the branch 
where the swarm settles. but waits till a number of 
the bees are formed and clustered before she joins 
them. Immediately afterwards the clustering be
comes more dense, all the bees in the air hasten
ing to join their companions, each clinging to one 
another by the claws of their feet as when they 
form a curtain during the production of wut; 

• Huber on Bees, p. 179. 
t See Insect Architecture, p. 119, for a figure of this. 
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and a singular spectacle it is to see from twelve to 
forty thousand bees thus conglomerated in a living 
mass. 

Swarm or 40,000 bee. on a branch of fig·tret, with Reaumur'. apparatu 
for wei",i., them, and OOlDpIltiD, lIIeir .um...... . 

ic2 
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CHAPTER XII; 

. GOVERNMENT 01' INSECT COMMUNITIES 

THE points of analogy between tbe forms of human 
and of insect government are much fewer and slighter 
than they have been represented by fanciful and in
accurate writers; for, among the termites, the ants, 
the wasps, and the bees, though we find their asso
ciations denominated monarchies and republics, they 
exhibit but little of what is usually understood by 
those terms, though the bonds of union arising from 
mutual assistance and protection are much the same. 
The chief coincidences which appear obvious are 
between the insect communities and certain very arti
ficial and unnatural forms of society among mankind. 
Thus the great importance of the division of labour, 
as an instrument of civilizing men in a savage state, 
probably gave rise to the institution of castes in India 
and in ancient Egypt·, and to the singular military 
state of Sparta, which bears the nearest resemblance 
to insect communities of any other on record. Some 
ancient legislators, indeed, carried into rigid practice 
the doctrine maintained by some modem visionaries, 
that all men at birth are equal in faculties; and 
~herefore, like a piece of clay, of which a potter can 
make "one vessel to honour and another to dis
honour," men might be moulded at the will of their 
instructors into priests, soldiers, herdsmen, agricul
turists, or artisans, as in Egypt, according to Di
odorus; or into philosophers, cultivators, herdsmen, 

• Herodotus, ii. aDd iii. j Diod. Sic. i.; and Strabo, xvii. 
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merehabts, warriOrs, overseeN,· or counsellors, as in 
India, according to Arrian. 

Though this doctrine, however, 81 far as regards 
mankind, is contrary to universal observation, it i. 
etrictly true in the case of social insects, which, as 
80011 as they arrive at maturity, are invariably en
dowed with the same powers, unimprovable also, .., 
far as we are aware, by any mode of management 
Dr of instruction. A spider, the moment it issues 
from the maternal nest, can spin a web 88 neatly as 
it can ever afterwards do during tbe experienoe of a 
long life; and we have just been observing a worker 
ant (Myrmica rubTfI) which had begun to move 
about for the first time, and still wore the pale hue 
peculiar to this species in infancy, set to work in re
moving rubbish and auisting to place the pupa of 
the formicary with .. much dexteritJ and skill as its 
old. experienced, dark-coloured· compatriots·. 

Human society is united chiefly by the bonds of 
mutual protection and IIlISistance, the latter leadiag . 
to the multifurious arrangements of the divisions of 
labour; bllt in the case of insects, as has beeD well 
remarked by Kirby and Spence, the great end 
being the plultiplication of the species, " Providebce 
has employed extraordinary means to secure the 
fulfilment of this object, by creating a particular 
order of individuals in each society, which, freed from 
sexual pUrsuits, may give themselves wholly to labour, 
and thus absolve tbe females &om every employ
ment but that of furnishing the society &om time to 
time .with a su8icient supply of eggs to keep up the 
pepulation to its proper standard t." Yet it is pr0-
per to repeat, that notwithstanding all which has 
hitherto been discovered respecting' social insects, we 
are still much in the dark as to many' important 
points. ., The more I am engaged," says Bonnet, 

• J. R. t Intr. ii. 30. 
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" in making fresh observations upon bees, the more 
firm is my conviction, that the time is not yet arrived 
in which we can draw satisfactory conclusions re
specting their policy. It is only by varying and com
bining experiments in a thousand· ways, and by 
placing these industrious flies in circumstances more 
or less removed from their ordinary state, that we can 
hope to ascertain the right direction of their.instiD~ 
and the true principles of their government·." What 
we have to state, therefore, concerning these interest.:. 
ing communities, must be considered only an a~ 
proximation to the truth as near as we can bring it 
from the facts already ascertained. 

GOVBRNMENT OP WRITE ANTS, OR TERMITES. 

THE government of the extraordinary insect c0-
lonies belonging to the genus TermtI does not 
appear to be quite so well. understood as their 
labours in architecture and their destructive pro
pensities; for though the different orders are suffi
ciently distinct, their analogies to bees and ants have 
not yet been clearly ascertained. From what has 
heen observed by Smeathmant. it appears there are 
four different descriptions of these insec~ in each 
community; and Latreille has discovered a fifth, 
whence we have workers, nymphs, soldiers, males, 
and females. 
. The worker, or labourers are not in their perfect 
state, like the workers among the common ants, but 
are only grubs (la",m) as hatched from the egg. 
When full-grown they are about a quarter of an inch 
long, and they constitute the most numerous part of 
the population, there being at least a hundred 
workers to one of the soldiers, from which they 
differ in having round heads and short mandibles. 
They are the most active members of the community, 

• (Euvrel, 11:. 194. t Pbil. TJlIIIo voL !xxi. . .! 
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being incessantly emplo.yed in erecting, enlarging, o.r 
repairing the buildings; foraging fo.r provisio.ns, o.r in 
attending to' the eggs and the yo.ung. 

The lI'IJm:plu o.r pUplB which were disco.vered by 
Latreille. differ little from the wo.rkers, except in 
having the rudiments o.f wings, o.r rather wings 
fo.lded up. as happens with butterflies in the state o.f 
chrysalis·. They seem to be equally active as the 

.. wo.rkers, which pro.bably led Smeathman to o.ver
lo.o.k their differencet. 

The soldiers were SUpPo.sed by Smeathman to be 
nymphs o.r pUpie. but Latreille discovered that they 
fo.rm a distinct o.rder of perfect insects o.f neither sex, 
and no.t imperfectly developed females, as is the case 
with the wo.rkers amo.ng bees and co.mmo.n ants. 
There is about o.ne o.f these soldiers fo.r every hun-

. dred o.f the wo.rkers, and they are distinguished by 
their being mo.re than half an inch in length, nearly 
fifteen times as large as a wo.rker, and furnished with 
a formidable pair o.f awl-shaped, jagged mandibles, 
as hard as a crab's claw, and capable o.f inflicting a 
painful wo.und. Their head likewise is strong, 
·ho.rny, and larger than all the rest o.f the body. It 
is the part o.f these to guard the colo.ny, and defend 
it from attack. 

The males andJemales, unlike the preceding, be
co.me furnished with wings for the purpo.se o.f mi:' 
grating to establish new co.lo.nies, but afterwards 
lo.se these wings, as do. the females o.f commo.n ants. 
Like the males and females o.fthe hive-bee, they are 
exemptfro.m alllabo.ur. These Smeathman has de
no.minated kings and queens; tho.ugh we must cau
tio.n o.ur readers no.t to. take these terms according to 
the strict letter, fo.r they have, apparently, neither 
po.wer no.r autho.rity in the co.mmunity, and are mo.re 

• See Insect Architecture, p. 281. 
t See Ia8ect Traaaformatioaa, p.294, Ii. 
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like eta.ta pri~8rs. We may remark, however, that 
&i'JElsesses only ~e 
wwJld appear, elecu£j 

Smeathman. " 
that are continl1l1lh£ 

ground under thEliR' il1l1£:£R'Elj 
and queens of those 

which are not so elected and preserved, perish. The 
manner in which these labourers protect the happy 
pair from their innumerable enemies. not only on the 
day of the massacre of almost all their race, but for a 
long time after. will, I hope, justify me in the use of 
the term election. The little industrious creatures 
immediately enclose them ill a small chamber of clay· 

thElkP: size. inw which but 
large enough for the 
in and out, but for 

pair to use; Bl1h, 
make more entral1ElElf3, f3l1tlwnce8 

Rl1Rhf3r, so that the l1£f3£l1l1il1l'h 
charge themselves with the task of providing for the 
offspring of their sovereigns, as well IUS of working 
and fighting for them, until they have raised a pro
geny capable of at least dividing the task with 
them t." 

The 
thip: 

and queen, after having been enclosed 
£:£:11, never afterwards it, bl1t are 

The abdl1w£:l1 
l1niarge, stretchinh 

two thousand tiw£:s 
hm£:l1thl1Aan says. he h£:11 

hl1gular oval shape t, 
of eggs, of wht::h 

tlerved to lay as many as sixty in a minute. Instinct 

• See Insect Architecture, p. 292, 3. 
t Phil. Trani. '01. lxxi. 

: See Figlll'o ia lllJOct Ar1:bitoctule, p. 2115, 
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directs the labourers to surround the queen at this pe
riod·, and carry oft"the eggs as BOOn as laid to nurse
ries prepared for the purpose, where they attend them 
till hatched, and then provide for the wants of the 
young: The royal cell is also provided with a few 
soldiers, who seem to do the duty of a body-guard 
to the king and queen; and the surrounding apart .. 
ments always contain a number of both labourers and 
soldiers in waiting, that they may hein readiness when 
wanted to attend upon and defend the common father 
and mother, on whose safety the happiness and even 
the existence of the whole community depend; and 
whom these faithful subjects never abandon, even 
in the last distress. Yet withal it does not appear 
that they exert the least authority, or indeed that any 
part of the popUlation rules another. All seem to 
know their several duties, and to perform them willi
out being ordered or commanded; and consequently 
no police nor punishments for neglect or breach of 
order are required-a state of things which is in a 
great measure inconceivable, were we to take human 
society as a standard, in which there are always so 
many of the selfish passions in active play as to 
produce incessant breaches of the admirable order 
and mutual subordination, without individual supe
riority, conspicuous in these insect communities; 

GOVEILNMENT OP ANTS (FormicidtB). 
THE charter according to which a community of 
ants is regulated, resembles very much that of.the 
termites, the exceptions being rather in the details 
than in the leading principle. The worker ants, for 

, example, are ascertained to be females imperfectly 
developed, incapable of producing eggs; but hence, 
the better capable of attending to the nursing of the 
young hatched from the eggs of the perfect' females, 

• Sre Figure iD IDICet TransformatioDs, p. 15. 
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waich are. lib the preceding. kept imprisoned. though 
not 80 strictly. while the males are neglected, and 
left to perish a few days after their disclosure. The 
male ants, consequently. are as idle 8lJ the males 
(drcmu) of a bee-hive; but not 80 the females. 
which are as active as the workers in placing the 
eggs. lame. or pUpil! in the most suitable temperature 
which the hive atfords ; though, after the original esta
blishment of a colony by a single mother, we are 
not aware that the females ever provide food for the 
young. or for themselves. & task which is wholly 
performed by the workers. as well as the buildings or 
galleries requisite for the lodgment of the COID

munity. 
When the female.s. deprived (as we have seen in a 

preceding page) of their wings, are established in tlie 
original colony, they lose all desire of making their 
~pe, and though no longer detained prisoners. 
BOd dragged about by the workers, yet each; ac
jlording to Gould and Huber. is attended by a body,. 
guard, a single ant, accompanying her every where. 
and providing for her necessities. Kirby and Spence. 
apparently from mistaking an expression in Huber. 
tell us that the station of this sentinel "is re
markable. it being mounted upon her abdomen. with 
its posterior legs upon the ground * ;" but we ven
ture to say, that such an occurrence is not, at least, 
the common order of things, for among the nu
merous instances examined by us. we have never 
observed anything like this; and Huber says u
pressly, that it "rests upon its abdomen, with its hind 
legs stretched ou"" This sentinel is frequently re
lieved by others. the female never being left by hero
self for an instant; but no sooner does she begin to 
Jay, than her attendants are increased. from ten to 
fifteen constantly following bert and rendering her 

• uu. ij. 65. 
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similar homage to that. evinced by bees for their 
queen. Crowds eagerly press around her; present
ing her with food, and conducting her through the 
steep and difficult passages, to the galleries, by car
rying her in their mandibles. in which case she coils 
herself up into a round baU, so as to incommode her 
bearer as little as possible. "The eggs," says Huber; 
" taken up by the labourers, at. the instant of their 
being laid, are collected around her. Whensheseeks 
repose, a group of ants environ her. Several females 
live in the same nest; they show no rivalry; each 
has her court; they pass each other uninjured, and 
sustain in common the population of the ant-hill ; 
but they possess no power, which, it would seem, 
entirely lodges with the workers .... 

.. You may sometimes," says Gould, " expect to 
find two queens in the same colouy. I have once 
or twice met with three. They most usually reside 
in the same lodgment, and live together in perfect 
harmony and union." We have recently visited a 
numerous colony of the red ant (Myrmicil rubra); 
in which we saw no less than eight females without 
wings, all residing in the same large chamber, and 
no (apparently) distinct group of attendants round 
each, though a crowded body of workers indi ... 
criminately surrounded the whole eight. In the 
under-ground chambers, which we did not open, 
there might, perhaps, have been others t. Gould 
further tells us, t~at "in whatever apartment a 
queen-ant condescends to be present, she commands 
obedience and respect. A universal gladness spreads 
itself through the whole cen, which is expressed by 
particular acts of· joy and exultatiou. They have a 
peculiar way of skipping, leaping, and standing 
upon their hind legs. and prancing with the others. 
These frolicks tbey make use of both to congratulate 

• Pace 133. tJ. R. 
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each other, when ~ey meet,and to show their re
gard for the queen. Some of them gently walk over 
her; others dance round her, and all endeavour to 
exert their loyalty and affection. She is 'generally 
encircled with a cluster of attendants, who, if you 
separate them from her, soon collect themselves into 
a body, and inclose her in the midst. However ro
mantic this description may appear, it may easily be 
proved by an obvious experiment. If you place a 
queen-ant with her retinue under a glass, you will, 
in a few moments, be convinced of the honour they 
pay and the esteem they entertain for her •• n 

The same ingenious observer remarked, however. 
that as soon as a female ant had laid eggs in any 
cell. the attentions of her followers became obviously 
less. their chief cc:mcern then being the care of the 
eggs. She herself also exhibits uneasiness, and. 
becoming unsettled, she wanders away to another 
apartment, where she obtains renewed homage from 
another party, who. in turn. abandon her as soon 
as she furnishes them with a deposit of eggs. 
Huber preserved a family of the yellow ant (Formica 
/lava) all the winter. and in April. taking a glass 
with a little earth. let down a piece of wood about 
midway into the vessel, upon which he placed some 
plants, aphides. and the ants with their larvle, and 
one female. "They gathered together," be adds, 
.. a little earth which they found scattered over the 
leaves, and constructing therewith Ii little lodge be.
tween the branches, they placed their queen in it. 
In a few days they discovered a narrow passage be
tween the glass and the border of the plank, and 
finding moist earth underneath. they lost no time in 
constructing in this place lodges. paths, and vaulted 
chambers. Thither they transported the greater 
part of the larvle; but they could not so easily in· 

• Account of English ADts. 
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troduce the female. She had descended to the border 
of the plank .very willingly, and endeavoured to pass 
the opening which lay between it and the side of the 
glass. She placed her head almost every moment at 
this opening, and made every effort to enter, as if she 
were aware there was a space underneath w here she 
could be more conveniently lodged. She at length 
found a place of sufficient width to thrust in the 
whole of her head. The ants in the lower story 
rubbed her with their mandibles and caressed her 
with their antennm, as if to invite her to follow them. 
Some seized her by their mandibles, others mounting 
on the plank drew her by the legs to\Vards the lower' 
apartment. She ,made several vain attempts to in
sinuate her body, and the workers collecting around 
seemed desirous of repairing the injury her un
fruitful efforts had occasioned. I now seconded the 
wish of my little protegees by slightly moving aside 
the plank, when the workers were enabled to lead the 
female to the bottom of her abode without further 
obstacle. We see' by these details of the conduct of 
workers in regard. to females, that if they deprive them 
of their liberty and sometimes of their wings, it is 
only with the view of insuring the population of the 
ant-hill; and that the condition to which nature 
destines them yields in no respec.t to that of queen
bees. The attachment of the labourers to the females 
would appear to continue after their death; for, 
when a pregnant female dies, five or six labourers 
rest near her, and during several days brush and lick 
her continually, either in token of lasting affection. 
or that by these means they hope to re-animate her *." 

In all this, however, these females, or queens (if 
we Ipust call them so), exercise none of the functions 
of sovereignty in issuing orders or enforcing obe:
dience; nay, it would appear that, but for the eggs 

• Huber, p. 140~ 
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which they furnish to recruit the population of the 
ant-hill, they would receive DO attention nor respect 
whatever. The males again have still less right to the 
title of kings; and nothing could be more correct than 
the statement of SolomoD that they have .. no guide, 
overseer, or ruler*," for DO individual seems en
dowed with any authority over the others. Each 
seems to act independently of· its companions, and 
yet all seem to agree in forwarding the same designs. 
In their structures and galleries, whether mined into 
the soil, hewn out of wood, or built of masonry t. 
the first who conceives a plan of easy execution im
mediately gives the sketch of it, and others have 
only to continue what this has begun. inferring from 
an inspection of its labours what they ought to 
engage in. It would appear. also. tbat planning is' 
confined to DO particular otder. every individual 
exercising an equal right in this. as well as in the 
execution. or in foraging for provisions. In the still 
more important measure of fixing upon a spot to 
which the whole community migrate, a chance indi
vidual seems to originate the measure, to which an 
the others accede. according to Huber. without a 
single dissentient. From Some facts, howevet. which 
he has elsewhere stated, as well as from several ob
servations which we have made. these views seem to 
require some modification. 

We have mentioned above that the red ant, and 
particulatly the turf-ant (Myrmica crespitum), are 
seldom satisfied for any length of time with the spats 
selected for their nests. In consequence of this they 
are constantly pulling about and carrying their com~ 
panions to places supposed to be more eligible; but 
although in many cases these go quietly alont. in 
others they are quite refractory. and retaliate uport 

• Proverbs, vi. 6. . t See insect Architecture, cbapters xiv. and Xl', 
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Ute refQl'lDel'a by seizing their legs or antenDIB in IJO 
,very gentle manDer; for they sometimee go the 
length of biting them through, and even, if we do 
not greatly mistake, of devouring those they SlJC
ceed in mutilating and mastering. We have seen 
several instances of this in those we accidentally ob .. 
served in the fields; but as we could not, in sucb 
cases, be certain whether both individuals belonged 
to the same community, and as those even of the 
&ame species are always at deadly enmity, we placed 
several nests of the red ant (Myrmica ",bra) in 
glass frames, in order to watch their proceedings. 
'fie result was, that when they were con6ned within 
narrow limits, they all lived amicably enough, and 
did not attempt any change, because there was mlly 
a single pllWe at all fit for their purpose: but when 
a passage was allowed them to several places at a 
distance. the desire for change put them all in agita
tion, and we 800n witnessed scenes of dragging and 
Plutilation such 88 we had previously seen in the fields. 
We had, consequently, no doubt that the plans of 
individuals often meet with opposition which lead 
to violent feuds, sometimes ending, in the death of 
the proposer or of individuals who refused to agree 
to his plans *. To many all this may appear IUl 

imaginary sketch suggested by theory, but we bawe 
not'stated one circumstance which we have not ac
tually seen in repeated instances. The follOwing re
marks by Huber partly corroborate the preceding 
facts. • 

.. I have been enabled," he &ays, " to observe, 
through the glasses of my artificial ant-hill, the great 
care taken of the ·larvIB. They were generally guarded 
by a body of ants, who were raised upon their feet, 
with their tail between their legs ready to cast their 
venom upon all intruders, whilllt, here and there, other 

• J.R. 
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workers were engaged in clearing the passages by 
removing the materials which were out of place; a 
great number of their companions taking at the same 
time their repose, and appearing to be fast asleep: 
'but a busy scene occurred at the moment of trans" 
porting their little ones to enjoy the warmth of the 
8un~ When the sun's rays fell upon the exterior 
portion of the nest, the ants which were then on the 
surface descended with great rapidity to the bottom 
of the ant-hill, struck with their antennm the other 
ants, ran one after the other, and jostled their com
panions, who mounted at the moment under the ben
glass and redescended with the same speed, put~ing 
in their turn the whole colony in motion, 80 that we 
could observe a swarm of workers filling up all the 
passages; but what proved still more their intention 
by these movements. was the "iolmce with which the 
fDOf'ker. seized, with their mandible" those who did 
not appear to understa.nd them, dragging them, 
forth to the top of the ant-hill, and immediately 
leaving them, to go and seek those still remaining 
with the young _.n 

Gould's testimony to the same circumstance is still 
more pointed, and he is of opinion that they kill 
and devour individuals which from accident or illness 
are unfit to labour for the benefit of the common 
weal, as the hive-bees massacre their males. .. The 
red colonies," he says, ~'are the only ones I could 
ever observe to feed upon their own species. Yau 
may frequently discern a party of from five or six to 
twenty surrounding one of their own kind, or even 
fraternity, and pulling it to pieces. The ant they 
attack is generally feeble and of a languid com
plexion, occasioned, perhaps, by some disorder or 
other accident t." An old naturalist mentions a very 
similar circumstance in still stronger terms. ., If," 

... On Ants, p.73. t Ac:count or EDglishAnl8, p. 104. , 
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fl&YS 'he, II they see a8y one idle, they not only 
drive him as spurious, without 'food, from the rest, 
but likewise a circle of all ranks being assembled, 
eut oft'Jris head before the gates, that he may be & 

warning to their children not to give themselves up 
for the future to idleness andefleminacy *." That 
the ,writer may have witnessed such an occurrence is 
exceedingly probable, though the inferenl!e he draws 
is evidently too refined. Kirby, on quoting these 
passages, says, " I once saw one . of these ants 
(Myrmica rulwa) dragged out of the neat by an0-
ther, without its head; it was BtnI alive and could 
crawl about. A lively imagination might have fancied 
that this poor ant was a criminal condemned by a 
court of justice to aufler the extreme sentence of the 
law. It was more probably, however, a champion 
that had been decapitated in unequal combat, unless 
we admit Gould's idea, and BUppose it to have Buf. 
fered because it was an unprofitable member of the 
community. At another time I found three indivi· 
duals that were fighting with great fury~ chained to
gether by their mandibles; one of these had 1000t two 
legs of one side, yet it appeared to walk well, and 
was as eager to attack and seize its opponents as if 
it.... unhurt. This did not look like 1anguor' or 
.icknell t." 

With reference to the notion of the feeble or the 
sick being persecuted or expelled, we may mention that 
it is not uncommon in artificial formicaries to see indi. 
~duals become ill and die, either from confinement, 
from surfeit, or from improper food; but in two colo
nies of the red ants now under our eye, where several 
individuals are obviously in a dying state, the active 
members of the community seem to take no' more 
notice of them than if they were a bit of earth, and 

* Mouft'et, Theatrum Insect. 241. 
t lRtf. ii.n. 
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even walk over their bodies, if they chance to be in 
their way, with the greatest indifference. When they 
actually die, however, they in general, though not 
always, remove their bodies to some distance, but in 
such cases we never saw any instance of their 
devouring their unfortunate compatriots lIf. 

GOVERNMENT OP WASPS AND BEES. 

THE communities of the social wasps and of humble
bees (BomIn) are constituted in a very similar man
ner to those of ants, though they differ in several 
remarkable particulars. A colony of ants, for ex
ample, particularly of the jet-ant (FormicajuUginoMJ) , 
and others which build in trees, may continue in the 
same spot for a number of years; we have known a 
hill built in a meadow by the yellow ant (F. jtava) 
continue for five successive years, its dimensions be
ing annually enlarged, and its population at the same 
time increased. But it is seldom if ever that wasps 
or humble-bees continue in the same spot for two 
successive years, inasmuch as their societies do not 
hybernate as the ants do, being always broken up at 
the close of autumn, and all the population perishing, 
with the exception of a few females which survive 
the winter. Each of these survivors becomes the 
foundress of a summer colony. like those female ants 
who escape the scouting parties despatched from the 
parent communities to capture them t. These fe
males are six times the size and weight of one of the 
workers, and may be Been in the early spring eagerly 
prying into every hole and crevice of a hedge-bank 
for the purpose of discovering a suitable place for 
their nest. Afterwards they are rarely seen, keeping 
themselves, like the queen of the hive-bee, entirely at. 
home; but they are not like her idle, for they con-

• J. R. t See page 244. 
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tinue to Rallour in the building of cells, the same 
assiduity as their progeny. The foundress wasp, or 
'humble-bee, also, is not the mother of the colony, as 
is the case with a hive-queen; for instead of produc
ing at her first laying the eggs of workers only, she 
deposits those of both males and females: but the 
latter, when hatched, and come to maturity, are 
only a the size of their llmi 
lay the 

Such orders amon 
of a lllldal wasps or hu 
it doe[£ ihat there prevaib 
anything understand by lH££ .. 1l£££H£lllll.£lllll. 
Every one, indeed, seems to do what seems right in 
its own eyes, without taking counsel of its neighbour. 
The only circumstances which look like appointments 
to particular duties, occur in the instance of the male 
wasps, which are not im idle race, like .those among 
ants and hive-bees. They do not, indeed, forage for 
building-materials or provisions, nor take any con-
cern in of nursing; but, 
trust thn Hnber, they act as 
of the the floors of thn 
the plllll'l'lgn[£ them, carryillg 
species of well as the honi±:ll 
individmlhl l£h'iDce to die. Wh±:ll hnlldlllll, 
also, is too heavy for the strength of an individual; 
two unite in the task, as is done by the workers 
among ants, and sometimes recourse is had to the 
expedient of lightening the load by dividing it. It 
may be, that their rendering themselves useful in this 
manner is the reason why they are not massacred 
like the males of hive-bees. 

Mr. when quite a 
that well!''' ,£ppoint sentinels at 
of their . the necessary a1aml 
danger, &ntimations of ne 
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aualare attended to. For if these sentinels "be taa. 
by surprise and destroyed, and their communicatiOiI 
with the interior prevented, no provocation will excite 
the wasps arriving from the fields to attack an in
truder; but if ODe escapefrom within, it immediately 
proclaims W8I', aRd is seemingly commissioned to 
a-veage the invasion of the state. and prepared to 
sacrifice its life in the execution of its orders -. It 
further appears to arise from some public mder that 
each individual wasp has its own particular portion 
oework assigned in the taak of building. the extent of 
thi. being from an inch to an inch and a half; a cir
cumstance that does not occur among ants, where a bit 
of wall is usually raised by several individuals coming 
to it in mcceasion, and who. merely by chancing to 
pus that way, perceive what is requisite to be done. 

Amongst the humble-bees ,the moat remarkable 
cireumstaace is, the jealous rivalry of the larger 
female, who has founded a colony for the small fe. 
males, which she has just before been 80 careful in 
rearing. The younger Huber, while watching at 
midnight the proceedings of a nest which he kept 
under a bell-glass, observed the bees to be much 
agitated, and discovered the cause to be the con· 
struction of a nurse-eell. in which several of the 
small femal.. were busily eagaged. Their mother, 
upon perceiving their object, came and drove them 
off; but she. in turn. was attacked by otbers who 
came to their assistance, and. pursuing her with the 
utmost fury and beating ber with their wings. drove 
her to the bottom of the building. The original 
builders tben returned and finished the cell, and two 
of them laid eggs in it at the same time. 'fheir m0-

ther. however. soon returned to the charge. seeming 
to be in a great rage at their proceedings, and again 
cbasiog away her disobedient and pertinacious chil-

• Phil. Traal. for 1807, p. 2'~. 
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dren, she thrnst her head into the cell. seized the eggs 
which they had deposited, and. devoured them with 
great avidity. A similar scene was repeated some 
time after; and subsequently one of the small fe
males returned and covered in with wax the cells 
which the mother had despoiled of their eggs; and 
when she was afterwards removed, the small females 
contended for a cell with similar animosity, all of 
them being eager to deposit in it at the same time-. 

These contentions, however, do not appear, in this 
case, as in the instance of the hive-bees, to arise 
from the wish for supreme dominion, as nothing of 
that kind has place in these communities. Even the 
mother-~ of the hive, who has been dignified by all 
writers with the title of queen, has apparently less 
authority than any individual in the community, her 
801e employment being to people the state by laying 
eggs, and though she has been said to lead the bees 
in the case of swarming, the fact appears to be, that 
she is as much a follower as a leader. Swarms, indeed, 
will not settle nor work without a female along with 
them, but this arises from her being indispensable to 
add to their numbers, and not that her superinten
dence is wanted, much less indispensable. So far, 
however, as increasing the population is concerned. 
a hive is essentially monarchical, and hence every
thing is arranged. in the management of the state, so 
as to have always one female and no more. The 
queen-regnant is on that account inspired with deadly 
enmity towards her own offSpring, should any other 
female be eyolved while she remains in the hive; 
and when she has migrated with a swarm, the same 
animosity is shown by a young queen towards her 
juniors, even while they are still in their cells; 
and what is most wonderful, her murderous pur
poses seem to be expressly abetted by the royal 

• LiDlIII8aa Trans. vol. d. 
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grubs not .pinning complete cocoons, as is done 
by the other bees,-ieaviog U1 opening through 
which ahe can easily sting them to death •• 

"In OBe of :my hives," says the elder Huber. 
f' there were five or six royal cells, each including a 
nymph. When the eldeit was transformed. scarcely 
ten minutes elapsed from the time of her leaving her 
cradle. when she mted the other royal cells; and 
furiously attacking the nearest, she succeeded by 
dint of labour in opening the top, by tearing the 
silk of tbe cocoon with her teeth. Probably. how
ever, she found her efforts inadequate to eoect her 
purpose, for she abandoned this and attacked another, 
in which she succeeded in making a wider breach. 
In this aperture she thrust her abdomen, and, after 
-several abortive efibrts, ahe at last succeeded in giv
ing the helpless nymph a mortal sting. Upon ber 
quitting the cell, a numberofbees, who had previously 
been 8pectators of her attack, began to enlarge the 
opening. and drew forth the dead body of the em
bryo queen, just disclosed from her envelope. 

'. In the meanwhile, the queen was proceeding in 
her work of assassination by attacking anotber royal 
cell; but as the nympb in this was not 80 mature as 
in the former, she did not sting it. It appears pro
bable, indeed, that the immature nymphs inspire their 
rivals with Ie. animosity. though they do not, on that 
accOUDt, escape destruction; for whenever a royal 
cell has been. as this was, prematurely opened, the 
workers alnys extract the contents, whether in the 
.tate of grub, nymph, or queeD, and accordingly, 88 

BOOn as she bad left it, a part}' of workers enlarged 
the breach sbe had begun, and dragged out the in
cluded nymph. Tbe queen was, in the meanwhile, 
attacking a third cell; but as she laboured in a lan
guid man~r, being exhausted perhaps by her pr& 

• See IDIIItt Trauf-aUoaa, p.331. 
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vious exertions, she did not succeed in tearing open 
the silk. We removed the other royal cells with the 
design of procuring queens far filture experiments • ." 

Schiraeh and Reim, observing that when there were 
two queens in a hive, one soon disappeared, were 
led to suppose that one was killed or expelled by the 
workers; but Huber found that the workers take no 
part in the affair, which is left wholly to the rival 
fClflales themselves, while Mr. Dunbar observed that 
a stranger queen was not stung to death, but closely 
confined by a body of workers, till she was either 
suffocated or perished from hunger. We shall give 
Huber's observations in his own words. 

"Two young queens," he says, •• quitted their 
cells in one of our thinnest hives almost at the same 
moment, and immediately, when they «--ame within 
sight, rushed upon each other ... ith the most un
governable fury. They placed themselves in such an 
attitude that the antennm of each were held by the 
antagonist's mandibles, head being opposed to head, 
trunk to trunk, and abdomen to abdomen. Tbey had, 
indeed, only to bend their tails, and they would have 
fallen reciprocal victims to each other's sting. But it 
having been so ordered by ProYidence that these duels 
should not pro1'e fatal to both combatants, upon 
finding themselves in this perilous situation, a panic 
fear seemed to strike them, and they disengaged 
themselves with the utmost precipitation, and fled. 
I have repeated this observation very often, so that 
it leaves no room for doubt. A few minutes after 
they had separated, their terror abated, and the at
tack was renewed, but the result was the same as 
before. During all this time, the workers seemed 
in great agitation, and the tumult seemed to increase 
when the combatants separated. Twice I observed 
\hem stop the flight of the queens, seize their limbsj 

• Huber on Hoell p. 93 .. 
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and retain them prisoners above a minute. At last, 
the queen which was either the strongest or the most 
skilful warrior, darted on her rival at a moment when 
unperceived, caught one of her wings near its joint, 
and rising exultingly above her, inflicted a mortal 
sting. Quitting hold of the wing she withdrew the 
weapon,while ~e wounded queen fell down, dragged 
herself languidly along, and her strength failing, 
she soon expired *." . 

Experiments in proof of this were varied in every 
possible way, both with impregnated-and virgin queens, 
and always with similar results. Reaumur has said, 
that when bees have a queen they are satisfied with, 
they are nevertheless disposed to give a good recep
tion to any female seeking refuge among them •.. This, 
however, does not at aU agree with the experiments 
of Huber and Dunbar, and it appears probable that 
Reaumur mistook for caresses the anxiety of the crowd 
which sltrrounded the stranger, on her introduction. 
in order to keep her in confinement, his hives being 
too thick for him to observe what followed. Huber 
introduced into a very thin hive, containing a fertile 
queen, another in the same condition, after painting 
her thorax for the sake of distinction. " A circle of 
bees," he says, uquickly formed round the stranger. 
but not with the intention of caressing and receiving 
her well; for their' numbersoQn increased so much, 
and they surrounded her so closely, that in less than 
a minute, she lost her liberty and became a prisoner. 
It was remarkable that other workers at the same 
time collected around their legitimate queen, and 
restrained all her motions, for we saw her imprisoned 
as closely as the stranger. It may. be said that the 
bees anticipated the combat in which these queens 
were about to engage, and were impatient to behold 
the issue of it, for they retained their prisoners only 

• Huller on Bees, p. 93. 
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when they appeared to withdraw from each other, 
and opened their ranks to allow them to fight. The 
cluster around the reigning queen having allowed 
her a little freedom, when she advanced all receded 
till she came in sight of the stranger. upon whom she 
precipitately rushed. and seizing her by the wing 
neal'its origin, plunged her sting in her body·." 

A queen appearing thus to be indispensable in a 
hive, the question may be asked. what are they to do, 
if they are by accident deprived pf her? The social 
wasps, in such circumstances, are said to become rest
less and idle, wandering awayfrom their nest, and never 
returning. But though the loss of a queen spreads 
temporary consternation through a hive' of bees, th~ 
population do not abandon themselves to despair; 
but make all haste to supply their loss by means of 
an expedient, which is, perhaps, one of the greatest 
singularities in insect history, since they can actually. 
it would appear, form a queen out of the grub of a 
worker, by feeding it in a. particular manner, and by 
enlarging its cell. This circumstance is said to have 
been known to the Greeks and Italians from time 
immemorial, and .even acted upon in practice, parti~ 
cularly in the little Sicilian island of Favignana. ; but 
it does not appear to have been at least published 
before the appearance of Schirach's celebrated work. 
It is but right to state. however, that the doctrine 
was far from being universally received. Needham, 
though an advocate for the absurd doctrine of the 
transformation of ,plants into .animals t, attacked the 
opinion with violence t; and even John Hunter pub
lished some sarcastic strictures UpOll it §; while a 
more practical. though less profound man, Keys. 

* Huber on Bees, page 99. 
, t See Insect Transformations, p. 129. 

:I: Bonnet, <Ellvres, ix. 128, note. ~ Phil. Trans. for 1192. 
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treated it with equal ridicule*. The subsequent ex
periments, however, of Huber, Dunbar, and others, 
have now established the fact beyond all question. 
"During ten years," says Huber, "that I have 
studied bees, I have repeated 8chirach's experiment so 
often and with such uniform success, that I can no 
longer entertain the least doubt on the subject." But 
it also appears that Schirach made several mistakes, 
supposing, for example, that it is necessary for the 
grubs selected for becoming queens, to be at least' 
three days old, and also that the cells which are 
enlarged for them are precisely similar to those 
regularly built for queens; neither of which is the 
fact. It may be as well, for the satisfaction of our 
readers, to prove the point by experiments made 
subsequent to the discovery. 

In July, w hell a mirror-hive bad become filled with 
comb and bees, and wen stored with honey, the 
queen being very fertile, laying a hundred eggs 
a-day, Mr. Dunbar opened the hive and took her 
away. It was eighteen hours betore the bees ap
peared to miss her, at least they continued their 
labours; but no sooner was their loss discovered 
than all became agitation and tumult, and they 
rushed to the entrance as if preparing to swarm. 
Theyremained, however, in the hive, and immediatel, 
set about providing for their loss, as, on the succeed· 
ing morning, he observed that they had begun no 
fewer than five royal ceUs, and by the aftetnoon four 
more were founded in a part ofthe comb containirlg 
eggs, which had been deposited only a day or two 
before. On the fourteenth day after he had removed 
the queen, a young queen made her appearance, and 
proceeded towards the other.royal cells, for the pur
pose of attacking them. 8he was, however, pulled 

* Trlllls. oCthe Bath Societ)'. 
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nolently away by the workers; but at every repulse 
from the cells of her rivals, she appeared sulky and 
cried peep, peep,-one of the unhatched queens re
sponding, though in a somewhat harsher tone; a 
circumstance which explains the two different sounds 
heard prior to the issuing of second swarms. On 
the afternoon of the second day, another queen was 
hatched, and was immediately surrounded by a 
cluster of bees. Next morning Mr. Dunbar found 
her dying, having no doubt been slain by her rival. 
Contrary to the statements of Huber, therefore, Mr • 
. Dunbar found that the artificial queens are surround· 
.ed by a guard, and that they are not mute *. 

Bonnet, to whom Schirach communicated his ex
periments, remained long unconvineed, as well as 
Wilhelmi, Schirach's brother-in-law; but the uniform 
success of the experiment made them ultimately re
nounce their scepticism. Boonet, also. WIB successful 
in repeating it t; and Mr. Payne, of Shipham, in 
Norfolk, told Kirby that he accidentally obsened the 
bees of one of his hives, which had lost their queen, 
erecting some royal ceUs On the ruins of the common 
ones. Their usual mode of proceeding, indeed, is 
to throw three contigUous common cells into one, 
two of the three grubs which occupy them being 
sacrificed, and the remaining one liberally fed with 
royal jelly. This is a pungent food, prepared by the 
workers exclusively for the purpose of feeding such 
of the grubs as are destined for queens. It is not 
80 mawkish and is more stimulating than the food 
given to the common grubs. having a perceptibly 
spicy acescent taste. ..It does not appear to me 
improbable." says Bonnet, "that a certain kind of 
nutriment. and in more than usual abundance, may 
cause a development. in the gru!n of bees, of organs 

• Bevan on Bees, p. 22. 
t CGllteDlpl. de 1& Natve, <EIlYreI, ix. 21. 
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which would neTer be otherwise developed. I . can 
readily conceive, also, that a habitation, considerably 
more spacious and differently placed, is absolutely 
necessary to the complete development of organs 
which the new nutriment may cause to grow in all 
directions *." 

Instances of analogous development, as well as 
the contrary, might be produced to infinity in all ~he 
departments of nature; though those are perhaps 
more abundant in the vegetable than in the animal 
world. We have but small room to spare for illus. 
trating this, and shall content ourselves with men
tioning a single experiment by Mr. T. A. Knight. 
Wishing to ascertain the effect of stimulating manure, 
he took a plant of the cockscomb (CelOM criBtata), 
and kept it regularly moist with water, in which 
pigeons' dung had been steeped. and at the same 
time had it successively shifted into larger pots, as 
the roots reached the sides. The latter, to some, 
may appear very superfluous labour, as the plant 
might have been placed from the first in a pot 
sufficiently large; but in that case it would have 
wanted the stimulus arising from the roots impinging 
on the sides of the pot. The result was, that the 
plant produced a flower of larger dimensions than 

, had ever been witnessed t. This experiment illus
trates the effects both of stimulant food and space for 
enlargement. On the contrary, confined space not 
only retards the growth, but prevents the due deve
lopment of peculiar functions; in proof of which it is 
stated by John Hunter, that when a cow brings forth 
two calves, and one of them is a female. it is always 
barren t. 

It would be leaving this curious point imperfect, 
were we not to add to the preceding proofs some of 

• On Bees, p. 56. t Horticult. Trans. 
: On the Animal EcoDomy, p. 65. 
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the erperimeots of Huber. undertaken at the instance 
of BonDet. to l18f!erWn how far Schirach was to be 
trusted. "I placed," says he. "in a hive deprived 
of the queen. some pieces of comb containing eggs 
of workers. in cells of the same kind &8 those already 
hatched. The same day several cells were enllll"ged 
by the bees and cooverted into royal cells. the grubs 
being supplied with a thick bed of jelly. We thea 
~emoved fi\'e of the grubs from those cells (to remon 
lbe possibility of their being from royal eggs), and 
.... bstituted. for them five common grubs, which bad 
been hatched forty.eight hours previously under our 
.yes. The bee. did not seem to perceive the change, 
watchiogover the 8ubstituted WOI1lLl .. over those 
of ttaeir owo. _ection; aad ClOIltinuing to enlarge 
the ceHs, they closed them at the aual time. SeVeD 

days afterwards we took away the cells to preserve 
the queen that would be produced; and io due time 
two were excluded almost at the aame moment, of 
the largest size, and iD every respect weU fOl'med. 
No queens having appeared in the other cells, we 
opeoed them, and found two with only the dried 
_ioa of the grubs, and in the other a dead queen
nymph. I caD conceive nothing more conclusive 
than this experiment,aince it demonstrates the power 
possessed by the bees of converting the grubs of 
IVorkera iato queena.-for they did 80 with grubs 
which we ourselves had selected; aud it also proves 
that it is not indiapeusable for these grubs to be 
three days old!' 

.. A hive in my possession," continues Huber, 
" baving been long depri\'ed of the queen, contained 
neither egg nor grub, and I provided for it a queen 
of the greatest fertility. She immediately began 
la.ying in the cells of workers, but I remo\'ed her 
before she had been quite three days in the hive, 
!IDd before aDJ of her eggs were hatched. The 
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following morning, being the fourth from her intro
duction, we counted fifty minute worms, the oldest 
scarcely hatched twenty-four hours. Already, how
ever, several were destined for queens, indicated by 
the bees depositing around them a much more 
abundant provision of food than is ever supplied to 
the grubs of workers. Next day, the grubs being 
tben nearly forty hours old, the bees bad enlarged. 
their cells, and had converted them from the hexa
gonal to the cylindrical form of greater capacity. 
They continued their attention to them during the 
succeeding days, and on the fifth from the hatching 
of the grubs they closed them. Seven days after the 
first of tbese royal cells had been closed, a queen of 
the largest size issued from it, and immediately rush
ing towards the other cells, endeavoured to destroy 
their nymphs and gnlbs .... , 

It appears that the cells of workers, which are 
contiguous to royal cells, frequently, if not always, 
produce workers capable of laying eggs,-the cir-_ 
cumstance arising, it is supposed, from their re
ceiving by accident a portion of the royal jelly. 
Huber, indeed, ascertained this from several experi
ments; and he also found the queell to attack these 
fertile workers with as much fury as she would have 
done a rival queen t. 

From all these details it is evident that the only 
attention, homage, and respect, paid b.y bees to 
their queen arises from the affection they have for 
her progeny. In order to ascertain the extent of the 
loyalty of the bees to their sovereign, Dr. Warder 
ran the hazard of destroying a whole swarm. With 
this view, having shaken on the grass all the bees 
from a hive where they had only been settled on the 
preceding day, he stirred them about with a stick till 
he found the queen, whom he placed, with a fe" 

• On Bees, p.69. t Ibid. Letter v~ . 
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,attendants, in a boL He took this into his parlour, 
and opened it, when she flew immediately to the 
window with her attendants. He then cut off one 
of her wings, and returned her to the box, where he 
confined her for above an hour. The swarm, in less 
than a quarter of an hour, ascertained their loss. 
when, instead of clustering as before in a conglo
merated mass, they spread themselves about, became 
agitated and restless, and uttered a doleful sound. 
About an hour after, they all took flight and settled 
on the hedge where they had first alighted on 
migrating from the parent hive; but instead of 
hanging together, as is usual with swarms accom
panied by a queen, they scattered themselves along 
the hedge, in small parties offorty or fifty. In these 
circumstances the Doctor presented them with their 
queen, around whom they immediately congregated, 
uttering a joyful hum, and uniting in a suspended 
cluster. He hived them again at night, and on the 
following morning repeated his experiment, to ascer
tain whether they would rise, for the queen, in con
sequence of the loss of her wing, could not fly to 
accompany them; but they cont,inued with her for 
several hours, appearing to be willing to die rather 
than desert her. Upon removing her a second time, 
they again spread about as if in search of her; and 
when she was restored to them repeatedly, at dif
ferent parts of their circle, "these poor loyal and 
loving creatures (in the words of the Doctor) always 
marched and counter-marched every way the queen 
was laid." He continued the same experiments for 
five days and five nights, during which period they 
had not tasted food, and at length the whole perished, 
the queen surviving the others only a short period. 
He infers that the queen was no less attached to the 
bees th30 they to her, for she uniformly refused to 

,,/' 
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take the hone, which be oWered her "ben separated 
from the swarm *. 

Dr. Evans relates a ease in which also the queeR's 
guard, if we may call them so, remaiQed faithful to 
the death. In a thinly peopled hive he observed a 
queen lying OR some honey-comb apparently dying, 
and surrounded by six bees with their faces turned. 
towards her, quivering their WHtgs and holding their 
stings unsheathed and brandished, like a sentinel 
'With his fixed bayonet. He presented these guar
dian bees with honey, but though it W88 eagerly 
eaten by the other bees, they seemed 80 eompletely 
absorbed in their C81"e of the queen, that they wou1d 
not touch a drop. The queen died; yet OR the fol
lowing day he fOund ber body still guarded, and 
though supplied with hooey th1t bees gradually pined. 
JAd in three 01' four days they were all dead t. 

It was by taking advaatage of this attachment 
that Wildman was wOPt to perforlft feats with bees, 
which astonished .wI tha.t witnessed them, as Dr. 
E¥ans gives": 

" 8Mb _ ttae spell, 'Which NUll. a WiWaaa'a &nil 

Twill'4 in dadt wralbs tIM f~te.d :lwann; 
Bright o'er biB .reaat tbe glitteriar 1egi0llllled, 
Or widl a liTiDg garIaU iIoand bill head. 
Hia dextenu hand, witla finn yet bwdess hold, 
Could ... the chief, koown .y bar acaIN of plcJ, 
Pnme, 'IBid tae wanclerillg threD(, ber fiboy wiag, 
Or .'. her foWl the ailall '.tier Bing." 

" Long experience has taught me," says WHelman 
himself, .. that as soen as I tum up a hiyt!,ud giVe 
some taps on the sides 1lnd bottom, the queen im
mediately appears. Being aoeuatomed to see her, I 

• Warder's True Amazons, or 'Monarchy of the Bees~ 
. t Tbe Bees, a Poem) notes. 
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readily perceive her at the first glance; and long 
practice'has enabled me to seize her instantly, with 
a tenderness that does not in the least endanger her 
person. Being possessed of her, I can, without ex
citing any resentment, slip her into my other hand, 
and returning the hive to its place, hold her, till the 
bees, missing her, are all on the wing and in the 
utmost confusion." It was then. by placing the 
queen in view, he could make them alight wherever 
he pleased, and sometimes using a word of com
mand to mystify the spectators, he would cause them 
to settle on his head, and even to hang from his 
chin like a living beard, from which he would order 
them to his hand, or to an adjacent window. But, 
however easy such feats may appear in theory, 
Wildman cautions those who are inexperienced not 
to put themselves in danger by attempting to imitate 
him. A liberated Roman slave, C. F. Cnesinus, 
being accused before the tribunals of witchcl'aft, 
because his crops were more abundant than those of 
his neighbours, produced as his witnesses some 
superior implements of husbandry, and well-fed oxen, 
and pointing to them, said, .. These. Romans! are 
my instruments of witchcraft; but I cannot show 
you my toil, my perseverance, and my anxious cares." 
" So," says Wildman, "may I say, These, Britons! 
are my instruments of witchcraft; but I cannot show 
you my hours of attention to this subject, my anxiety 
and care for these useful insects; nor can I com
municate to you my experience acquired during 
a course of years .:' 

• Treatise on Bees, 1169. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

WARS OP INSECT COMMUNITIES. 

WHBN the population of a rookery resolve to feast 
in security upon the helpless cockchafer grubs of a 
particular field, they have always a sentinel rook 
posted on some adjacent tree, who may give timely 
intimation of any threatening danger; but whether 
this watch-bird is elected by vote, or whether the 
office is held in rotation by tacit consent of the whole 
colony, we have no means of ascertaining. Their 
sociality, however, approaches much nearer the prin
ciples of human policy, than the instinct displayed by 
the chance crowds of blow-flies 'collecting round a 
carcass, or of frogs in a pond, which manifest not, at 
least to our observation, any bond whatever of social 
union. In some of the circumstances which we have 
now to mention, the uniting together to perform one 
common object is much more distinct and obvious; 
and, in the case of some of the European ants, leads 
to consequences more calculated. perhaps to excite 
wonder, than any other circumstance connected with 
insect history. Before coming to thi!l peculiarity of 
the ants, however, we shall take brief notice of what 
may justly be termed wars, both offensive and defen
.ive, among other families of social insects. 

BEES AND WASPS. 

THE singular wars of bees were observed by the most 
ancient naturalists, and are recorded by Aristotle -. 
Virgil, and Pliny. 'I If it happens," says the latter. 
that the meat in one hive be spent, the bees belonging 

- HiaL Anim. ix.25. 
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tbereto .ill usaite tbeir next neighbours, mth Intent 
to rob and spoile them of their provision. But those 
on the contrary side put themselves in battel aray, 
with full intent to take them again. And if there 
chance to be a keeper by to see the combat, that 
party which percei'fes him to favour their side, will 
not once make at him for to sting him; other causes 
there are which make them often go together by the 
ears, and then shall ye have two severall captaines 
to arrange their battalions one against another t." 
Virgil exhibits such a battle with· great splendour of 
diction, and the passage loses none of its magnilo
quence in the hands of one of his translatots: 

"If to figbt they issue forth-(for oft 
Between two kings fierce discord reigns)-

. The pop'lar rage and courage, while tbeir bearts 
Tremble with eager appetite for war, 
You mlly foreknow. A clarion, shrill as brass 
Rouses the laggers, and a martial noise 
Afar is heard, like trumpets' broken sounds. 
Then trembling tbey rush on with quiv'ring ",ings, 
And wil4 t4eir 8luJrp pro608ci. whet t4eir ,'ing' 
And trim their cl_; while round their leader's court 
.They crowd and muster, and with loud acclailll 
Ptovoke the foe. Now having gained a sky 
Serene, and open fields of vernal air, 
They issue from their gates and join the shock 
Of battle; humming through the ethereal void, 
10 one huge cl uster they· conglobe, and fall 
Precipitant: nor thicker fall. the Iml, 
Nor showers of acoros from a shaken oak. 
The leaders also, 'twixt the middle ranks, 
Conspicuous shine, and II)lread their glistening ;"Ings; 
Their tiny breasts inspired with mighty soul., 
Reeolute uot to yield till these or thOlle 
Vanquisbed inglorious tum their backs in ftighL" 

7rapp, Georg, iv. 100. 
t Holland'. Plioie, p.320. 
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The correction of one error into which Virgil has 
fallen in this passage, will lead us to describe the sin
gularly ingenious structure of the bee's sting. This 
weapon never requires to be whetted, and, if it did, 
it could not be reached for that purpose by the pro
boscis or tongue. The formidable instrument con
sists, like the ovipositor of the saw-flies·, of an exten
sile sheath, enclosing two needle·shaped darts much 
finer than a human hair. The latter can seldom be 
distinguished by the naked eye, what is usually taken 
for the sting being only the sheath. Swammerdam. 
however, could never ascertain whether the bee can 
wound or pierce the skin with the sheath onlyt; 
being very sharp, it may possibly be used to make 
the first puncture before the darts are thrust out. 
The fineness of the point of the sheath may be strik
ingly inferred from the observations of Hook: "An 
exceedingly small needle," he tells us, "being ex
amined by a microscope, the point thereof appeared 
above a quarter of an inch in breadth; not round or 
flat, but irregular and unequal; and the surface, 
though extremely smooth and bright to the naked 
eye. seemed full of ruggedness, holes, and scratches. 
In short, it resembled an iron bar out of a smith's 
forge." The sheath of.a bee's sting, on the other 
hand. viewed. throuih the same instrument, showed 
every where a polish most amazingly beautiful. with
out the least flaw, blemish, or inequality. and ended 
in a' point too fine to be visible:to The two darts 
are distinctly separate, even to the base; and though 
so very close to one another. they can be made to 
act independently, for Swammerdam has often seeD 
one thrust out farther than the other. Towards their 
extremity these darts are armed with 'ten .minute 
teeth, standing obliquely like those of a saw, and 

,. See Insect Architecture, p. 153, 
t BibJia Nat. i. 200. t Hook's P4icrographia. 
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h~nce it happens, when they are plunged into a bit of 
leather or the human skin, the bee can seldom with
draw them again. The consequence is, that both 
they and their sheath, with all the parts connected, 
are forcibly wrenched out of the insect's body, a mu
tilation which must prove fatal. 

Strueture of the ating of the eommon bee. a, Terminal ring of the abd.,. 
men, cat opeD, aDd the sliDg aad it. appennage. exhibited. b. Sting 
and ito appendage. taken out from the abdomen. c, Profile of the sting 
aDd append.,... All greatly magnified, b~t in dilfereat degrees. 

The sting is articulated to the lower end of the 
bee's body by thirteen scales, and moved by muscles, 
which, though so small as to be indistinct to the 
naked eye, are yet strong enough to force the sting 
to the depth of the twelfth of an inch into the thick 
skin of a man's hand. Swammerdam found these 
muscles to be eight in number, into whicn the horny 
parl'! of the sting are inserted. When the insect is 
prepared to sting, one of the darts, having its poini 
a little in advance of the other, first plunges into the 
skin, and being fixed by its foremost barb, the other 
strikes in also, and they alternately penetrate deeper 
and deeper, till they acquire a firm hold of the flesh 
with their hooks. 

This is not all: the mere darts of the bee would 
not, of themselves, produce any more pain than the 

211' 
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puncture ofa needle, as Swammerdam indeed' ascer
tained by experiment; but in such cases, he care
fully wiped the sting to free it from the poison 
which it usually carries, and which is the main 
cause of the pain and swelling of the part atung. 
This poison is secreted into a bag or bladder, situated 
near the base of the sting, and communicating 

''''bIr of u., lie, attaohecl to '!Ie but of u., atiDrl 'nrf matl, 
IIl&ClliJled. 

with the tube of the sheath. It is moreover fur
nished with a very strong muscle, which twines itself 
around it, and bas its tendon in the middle. When 
this muscle contracts itself, tbe poison is thereby 
forcibly squeezed out, and thrown into the wound, 
10 that the sting may be compared to a small 
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syringe, the little bladder, with its muscle, acting 
the part of the impelling plug-. 

The poison is a transparent fluid, and when 
tasted is sweetish, followed by a hot acrid sensation, 
similar to the milk of the spurge (Eupkorbium). 
It is soluble in water, but not in spirits of wine, and 
in this it resembles the poison of the viper, as well 
as when dry and chewed, appearing tenacious, gum
my, and elastic; but the poison' of the viper is 
tasteless, and has none of the chemical characteris
tics of acidity. The poison of the bee, however, 
affects vegetable blues, and hence the Abbe Fon
tana concludes, that it at lea,st contains a portion of 
lome aeidt. Dr. Bevan says, "if a humble-bee be 
irritated to sting paper tinged with litmus, or any 
other of the vegetable blues, the colour is changed, 
by the acid of the venom, to a bright red." He adds 
that it does not seem to differ from the bombic or the 
formic acidst; but this we should be much disposed 
to doubt, for the formic is now known to be a mix
ture of the acetic and malic acids§, and can be made 
artificially, which the bee's poison cannot bell. Be 
this as it may, the poison of the bee is so very active 
that Fontana supposes a grain of it would be suffi
cient to kill a pigeon. Mr. Talbot informs us that 
during the summer of 1820, the Rev. R. Leeming 
having sent a fine horse to grass at a neighbouring 
farmer's, who kept about twenty stocks of bees, the 
animal got upon the lawn, where the hives were 
placed, and by accident overturned one of them, the 
bees of which attacked him with great virulence. 
The horse, rearing and kicking from agony, over
threw another hive, and having thus doubled the 

... Swammerdam, i. 
t Fontana on Poisons, i.265-9. t On Bees, p.284. 

t Nouv. Diet. Hilt. Nat. xli. 94. II Rennie's Slip. to Pharo 
2 F2 
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number of his assailants, his sufferings brought him, 
to the ground, and in less than five minutes froni 
the commencement of the attack, the poor animal 
was literally stung to death *. 

A similar fact is recorded by Mungo Park. His, 
people, while searching for honey, disturbed a large 
colony of bees, who sallied forth in myriads, and 
attacking men and beasts indiscriminately, put them 
all to the rout. One horse and six asses were either 
killed or missing in consequence of their attack; and 
for half an hour the bees seemed to have completely 
put an end to their journey. On another occasion, 
one ass was lost and a man almost killed by the 
bees t. Lesser relates, that in 1525, during the 
confusion occasioned by a time of war, a mob of 
peasants assembling in Hohorstein, attempted to 
pillage the house of the minister of Eleude, who, 
having in vain employed all his eloquence to dis
suade them from their design, ordered his servants 
to fetch his bee-hives, and throw them into the mid
dle of the enfuriated multitude. The effect answered 
his expectations, for they were immediately put to 
flightt· 

Besides attacking the larger animals, however, 
individuals of adjacent hives often engage in fatal 
duels. Sometimes a bee, while sitting peaceably 
on the outside of a hive or walking about, is rudely 
jostled by another, when the combat immediately 
commences with such bitter violence, that they per
mitted Reaumur to examine them quite closely with 
a magnifying glass. They wrestle, turn, pirouette, 
and throttle each other; and after rolling about in 
the dust, the victor, watching the time when the 
enemy uncovers his body by elongating it in the 

* Five Years' Residence in tbe Canadu. 
t Park's last Mission to Africa, pp. 153-291. 

~ In8ecto-Tbeol"¥ie,ii. 171. 
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attempt to sting. thrusts its weapon between '- the' 
scales. and the next instant its antagonist stretches 
out its quivering wings, and expires; for the stroke 
of the sting. when it once penetrates the muscles. is 
mortal. In these engagements the conqueror is not 
always able to extricate his sting. and then botti perish. 
The duration of such duels is uncertain; sometimes 
it lasts an hour, and at others is very soon determined: 
and occasionally it happens that both parties. tired 
with their fruitless struggles, give up the contest and 
f1yoff·. 

Though it seems natural for bees to be industri
ous, in hives ill managed or not properly supplied 
with food, the inhabitants. instead of continuing a 
well-constituted civil society, become a formidably 
organized band of robbers. Schirach denominates 
these corsair bees t; the English writers call them 
robbers. The robbing season. according to Keys, 
occurs sooner or later as the summer has been more 
or less fB.vourable; but in general, it happens in 
March or August. He once had a stock attacked 
in August and again in October. When a hive de
termines to commence robbing, Keys says, .. they 
send spies to discover the state of neighbouring 
stocks. A few of the spies for several days dodge 
about the doors, trying to get in to obtain more 
knowledge of their strength and riches; but are 
driven away by the powerful stocks, who plant 
guards at their door, and as the weak stocks do 
not, they are therefore the first to be assaulted. The 
next day they return in force, and begin a violent 
siege; and a desperate conflict ensues, both within 
and without the hive, neither side giving quarter. 
The stoutest warriors make a desperate attempt and 
rush forward, and seize the queen; knowing that, by 

• Rliaomor, Mem. ,.360-5. 
t Scbiracb, lur la BeiDe des Abeillll, p.49. 
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despatching her, instant victory is the consequence; 
for the assaulted bees always desist and join the 
victors, the moment they are apprised oftheir queen's 
death, become as one fraternity, and assist to carry 
their own treasure to their new habitation. But in case 
the queen is protected. they fight on with rage and fury, 
and death and pillage soon destroy the stock •• " 

Mouffet's account is somewhat different. "Theeves," 
he says, "being naturally odious to the bees, steal 
upon their labours when they are absent, wasting 
and spoyling their provision of honey. Yea, they do 
so glut themselves in the meanwhile, that they are 
not able many times to get out again, they are so fulI, 
or to stand in their own defence; whereupon the bees. 
at their return, without any more adoe,_ severely 
punish them, and. according to their just demerits, 
kill Utem outright." Again he says, " the bees have 
watchmen which observe at night when they come 
home, and they defend and secure them from the 
theeves, and if they spie a thief come in they set 
upon him and beat him, throw him out of doors, and 
there leave him for dead, or half dead at least; for 
so it happens, that the thief having filled himself 

, with honey is not able to flyaway, but tumbles up 
and down at the door of the hive, till they that goe 
out finde him, and having branded him with igno
miny and scorn, deprive him of his life t." Keys 
says, that when a hive does not appoint watch-bees, 
nor show resentment upon the intrusion of robbers. 
it is a sure sign of their weakness t. 

Sometimes, it is reported, small parties of three 
or four will unite to rob, as we may say, on the 
highway. These waylay straggling individuals, or 
a humble-bee (Bombus) as it returns to its hive 
loaded with .honey. The robbers then make their 

• Keys'. Trntise, p. 174; ed.1814. 
t Theatre of lnleets, p. 921. : KeT., p. 1 !5. 
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attack: one seizes by a leg, another by a wing, or 
perhaps there are two on each side confining or 
pulling its limbs while they maul and pummel its 
chest or bite it.'! head. This maltreatment obliges it 
to unfold its tongue and disgorge its honey, which 
the robbers eagerly lap till they are satisfied, and 
then let their prisoner go If. 

Wasps are also audacious robbers of bee-hives, 
and one wasp is said to be a match for three bees. 
This is partly owing to their reckless temerity or 
courage, for they will boldly encounter evident 
danger, and one wasp will fearlessly oppose a whole 
host of bees to filch a bellyful of honeyt. 

WHITE ANTS, OR TERMITES. 

/1.8 the white ants (Termites) have a portion of 
their community expressly set apart for the duties of 
war, they may be expected to exhibit the most per
fect form of insect tactics; and such, indeed, is the 
fact, though the details hitherto published by those 
who have had an opportunity of observing them are 
not so particular respecting many points as we could 
have wished. Upon making a breach in one of 
their castles t a general alarm is excited amongst all 
ranks of the inhabitants; but the labourers, pre
viously the most conspicuous, being incapable of 
figh~ng, immediately betake themselves to the inte
rior, while the soldiers take their places. Imme
diately upon striking the wall, a soldier, probably a 
sentinel, starts out, walks rapidly over the breach to 
reconnoitre, and after ascertaining the nature of the 
danger threatened, retires to give the alarm. Upon 
this two or three more hurry out, and the intelligence 
~preading, the breach is soon filled with soldiers 

• Kirby and Spence, ii.208. t Keys, p. 180. 
; See Insect Architecture, p. 300. 
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rushing out to defend their citadel, which they do 
with indescribable fury. Apparently they can only 
direct their movements by feeling, though they do 
not spend much time in deliberating, but bite 
fiercely at every thing within tlleir reach, and in 
their haste they frequently lose their footing and 
tumble down hill. In biting they frequently strike 
their forceps upon the wall, which makes a crackling 
noise somewhat shriller and quicker than the ticking 
of a watch, and this, which may be heard at the dis
tance of several feet, the labourers within seem to 
understand, as they reply to it with a kind of hissing. 
"lone day,I' says Smith, "attempted to knock oft' 
the top of one of the hills with my cane, but the 
stroke had no other effect than to bring thousands of 
the insects out of doors to see what was the matter; 
upon which I took to my heels, and ran away as fust 
as I could." Others have had more courage than 
Smith to renew their attack. in which case the bustle 
and fury increase in a tenfold degree. If, in their 
rage, they come in contact with the hands or legs of 
their assailant, they make their mandibles meet 
throug:h the skin at every stroke, and inflict consi
derable pain, while the blood from one of their 
wounds will stain the stocking to more than an inch 
in width. They never quit their hold, but will suffer 
themselves to be pulled limb from limb, without 
making any attempt to escape. 
. .. If, on the other hand," says Smeathman, "you 
cease to batter, in half an hour they retire into the 
nest, as if they supposed the wonderful monster that 
had battered their castle to be beyond their reach. 
The labOurers, who had fled on the first alarm, are 
now seen hastening to repair the breach, everyone 
ivith . a burthen of ready-tempered mortar in its 
mouth. This they stick on to the breach with such 
wonderful celerity and order, that ahhough thoq-
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sands, nay, millions, seem employed, yet they never 
embarrass one another. While the labourers are 
thus engaged, the soldiers retire, save here and 
there one who saunters about, never touching the 
mortar. One in particular places itself close to the 
part undergoing repair; it may be seen turning lei
surely on all sides, and every now and then, at an 
interval of a minute or two, lifting up its head, and 
with its forceps beating upon the building and making 
a vibrating noise, on which a loud hiss, apparently 
from the whole body of labourers, issues from within
side the dome and all the subterranean passages: 
that it comes froJ.Il the labourers is very evident, for 
all these may be seen hastening at every such signal, 
redoubling their pace, and working as fast again." 

A renewal of the attack instantly changes the 
scene. .. At the first stroke," continues Smeathman, 
.. the labourers run into the many pipes and galle
ries with which the building is perforated, and this 
they do so quickly that they seem to vanish, for in 
a few seconds all are gone, and the soldiers rush 
out as numerous and as vindictive as before. On 
finding no enemy they return leisurely into the hill ; 
and soon afterwards the labourers appear loaded as 
at first, with soldiers here and there among them, 
who act in the same manner as before, one or other of 
them giving the signal to hasten the business. Thus 
the pleasure of seeing them com4;\ out to fight and to 
work alternately may be obtained as often as cu
riosity excites, or time permits; and it will certainly 
be found, that the one order never attempts to fight 
nor the other to work, let the emergency be ever so 
great·." . 

The furious valour and pertinacity of these soldier
insects present a serious obstacle to those who have 

* Phil. rraDS. vol. lxlti. 



the~curiosi~~ to explore !he interio~ structure of their 
edlilfles, wiHCh al~n !DCrllaned av the mutuai de
pe~d~nce of !h~ walls. and. archways,. and the 

:!;l:rl eel~~t;~r.~~~!~ :l~l!~d~tr!~n.lnith~~~~~:~ 
Smeathman tells us, "fight to the very last, dis
pUtilfg elfery ot so 'L'Lell, oftan to 
drive away the negroes, who are without shoes, and to 
milkl,; the ~lfhite bleed plentifully through their 
stilddng~~ eeD wn let buHHing atend 
so as ~o get a view. of ~ ~he i~t~~rior parts without in-
te~mptIoe for, ~ehile ,ne smlller~ il~e the 
out-works, the labourers keep barricading the 
waH against us~ stopping the different galleries 
anH pasl3l3H:es which 1l3nd to ve~ious apartmants, 
particularly the royal chamber, all the entrances to 
whith fill artflilly as eot let be di~tin
guishable while the worh remains moist; and, exter
naliy, it has no other appearance than that of a 
shapaless lnmp clap~ It 28, howniler, fimnd, 
from~ it~ ~ituation~ with~respect to the o~her parts of 
the l7U11dwft, ann by tne ctnwds lanlfmrere nnd 
soldiers which surround it, nnd whkh nehibit their 
loyalty and fidelity by dying under its walls. The 

chllmber of inn cahneioU13 to hold 
many hundreds of the atten~dants, besides the royal 
pai~, and filmd &£i full ef these as it nan 
hold. The£±e ~gbje£ttn nenn,r ab,"n~Pon their 
charge, even in the las,t distress; ~~ for, .,,!,henever I 
toor. nut chaemer, I OE'lin dl<:n, and pre
served it for some time in a large glass bowl, alf the 

~:!!~a:h C~~!:g~:~e8t :~17d:~~~d s~';:e k~~g U~nn~ 
stopping at the head of the latter, as if to give her 
somnthintt e, " 

• Phil. Trans. vol. lxxi. 
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WARS OP ANTS. 

THE wars of ants have furnished a theme not pe
culiar to modem times, though it belongs to living 
naturalists to have traced many interesting circum
stances respecting these, which could scarcely have 
been dreamed of, and would certainly not have been 
credited but upon the very high authority of the wit
nesses. One of the older records of an ant-battle is 
given by lEneas Sylvius, afterwards Pope Pius II .• 
which was contested with obstinacy by a great 
and a small species. on the trunk of a pear-tree. 
" This action," he states, .. was fought in the pon
tificate of Eugenius the Fourth, in the presence of 
Nicholas Pistoriensis, an eminent lawyer, who re
lated the whole history of the battle with the greatest 
fidelity." Another engagement of the same de
~cription is recorded by Olaus Magnus as having 
happened previous to the expulsion of Christiem 
~he Second from Sweden; and the smallest species, 
having been victorious. are said to have buried 
the bodies of their own soldiers that had been killed, 
while they left those of their adversaries a prey 
to the birds "'. Our readers, however, we are per
suaded, will listen with more interest to some of 
the minutely circumstantial narratives of the chief 
historian of ants, the younger Huber. "Jf," says 
be. "we are desirous of beholding regular armies 
wage war in all its forms, we must visit the forests 
in which the wood-alit (Formica mla) establishes 
its dominion over every insect within the neigh
bourhood of the colony. We shall there see popu
lous and rival cities, and regular military roads 
diverging from the ant-hill like so many rays from 
a centre, frequented by an immense number of com
J»"tanta of the IBme species. for they are naturally 

• JlOIII"I&, ThlatruJD IDSeCL 242. 
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enemies, and jealous of any encroachment upon 
the territory which surrounds their capitals. I have 
witnessed in these forests the inhabitants of two 
large ant-hills engaged in spirited combat; two 
empires could not have brought into the field a 
more numerous or more determined body of com~ 
batants. The rival cities were situated about a 
hundred paces from each other, and alike in extent 
of population: what occasioned their discord I 
cannot pretend to say. . 

.. Let us figure to ourselves this prodigious crowd. 
of insects covering the ground lying between these 
two ant-hills, and occupying a space of two feet in 
breadth. Both armies met at half-way from their 
respective habitations, and there. the battle com
menced. Thousands of ants took their station upon 
the highest ground, and fought in pairs, keeping 
firm hold of their antagonists by their mandibles: a 
considerable number were engaged in the attack and 
leading away prisoners. The latter made several in
effectual efforts to escape, as if aware that, upon their 
arrival at the camp. they would experience a cruel 
death. The scene of warfare occupied a space of 
about three feet square; a penetrating odour exhaled. 
from all sides; numbers of dead ants were seen 
covered with venom. The ants, composing groups 
and chains, laid hold of each other's legs and pincers, 
and dragged their antagonists 011 the ground. These 
groups formed successively. The fight usually com
menced between two ants, who seized each other by 
the mandibles, . and raised themselves upon their 
hind-legs, to allow of their bringing their abdomen 
forward, and spurting the venom upon their adver
sary. They were often so closely wedged together, 
that they fell upon their sides, and fought a long time 
in that situation in the dust, till a third came to 
decide tbe contest. It more commonly happened 
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that both ants received assistance at the same time, 
when the whole four, keeping firm hold of a foot or 
antennlll, made ineffectual attempts to win the battle. 
In this way they 'sometimes formed groups of six, 
eight, or ten firmly locked together, the group being 
only broken when several warriors from the same 
republic advanced at the same time, and compelled 
the enchained insects to let go their hold, and then 
the single combats were renewed: on the approach 
of ni!;ht, each party retired gradually to their own 
city • 

•• Next morning, before dawn, the combatants re
turned to the field of battle, the groups agaillformed 
-the carnage recommenced with greater fury than 
on the preceding evening, and the scene of combat oc
cupied a space of six feet in length by two in breadth. 
The event remained for a long time doubtful; but 
about mid-day the contending armies had removed 
to the distance of a dozen feet from one of the cities, 
whence I conclude some ground had been gained. 
The ants fought so desperately that they did not 
even perceive my presence; for though I remained 
close to the combatants, not one of them attempted 
to climb my legs, seeming to be wholly absorbed in 
the object of finding an enemy to wrestle with. 
During this furious warfare the common operations 
of the two colonies were not suspended, for the paths; 
which led to a distance in the forest, were as much 
thronged as in time of peace, and all around the 
ant-hill order and tranquillity prevailed. On that 
side alone where the battle raged were seen crowds 
of the colonists running to and fro, some to join the 
army and some to escort the prisoners. This war 
terminated without any disastrous results to the 
two republics. In fact it appeared that its duration 
was shortened by long-continned rains, which com
pelled each of the belligerents to keep within their 

laG 
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walls, and the warriors ceased to frequent the· road 
which led to the camp of the enemy·." 

It may surprise some of our readers, that among 
ants co the battle is not to the strong," for those of 
larger size seem as much if not more afraid to en
counter the smaller than those apparently more 
powerful than themselves. Any of our readers, who 
have the curiosity. may verify this by throwing a 
parcel of small ants, with their eggs,larvm, or pupm, 
into the nest of a larger species, when the giants 
will be seen every where retreating before the pig
mies. A small black species (Myrmica ---?), 
little more than a line in length, of which we have 
thrown two or three dozen into a hill of the miner 
(Formica cunicularia), which is nearly three times 
the size. put to flight every one that attempted to 
carry their property into the underground apart
ments. though the miners had the advantage of bei ng 
at home. The cause of the superiority of the smaller 
is their dexterity in seizing the others by the antennll! 
or the legs, and their obstinacy in retaining their 
hold, even should they be pulled to pieces. These 
small ones, also. like the red and the turf-ants, had 
the advantage of a sting, of which the miners were 
!iestitute; but we seldom observed them use it, 
seeming to trust more to their mandibles t. Huber 
says, co when the large attack the small, they appear 
to do it by surprise, most likely to prevent the latter 
frpm fastening on their legs: they seize them in the 
)1pper part of the body, and strangle them imme
diately between their pincers. But when the small 
ants have time to guard against an attack, they in
timate to their companions the danger with which 
they are threatened. when the latter arrive in crowds 
to their assistance." It does not, however, a..,"1'ee 
with anything which we have observed in these com-

• On Anes, p.194. ... J. R. 
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bats, that assistance is ever rendered to an individual 
by its fellow colonists, for the numerous combats 
which we have witnessed have been exclusively 
duels, and though many of these duels were con
tested within a few inches of each other, no com
batants ever interfered with the antagonist of ano
ther-. The larger species appear to stand most in 
need of assistance, for when a small ant fixes upon 
their legs or antennm it never lets go its hold, and 
may often, even after it is dead or half of its body 
bitten off, be seen remaining immoveable, sub
jecting the individual it has thus fixed upon to no 
little inconvenience. Huber's observations, how
ever, do not relate to the same species as ours. 

One of the battles which he witnessed was be
tween a colony of the Herculean ant (Formica Her
culanea), which is nearly half an inch long, and has 
not been found in Britain, and the sanguine ant 
(F. 8Qnguinea) , only half the size, and rare in 
Britain, though Mr. Stephens has taken it near 
London. "These Herculean ants," says Huber, 
"quitted the trunk of the tree in which they had 
established their abode, and marched up to the very 
gates of the nest of the sanguine ants. The latter 
had the advantage in point of number; yet they 
acted on the defensive. The earth, strewed with the 
dead bodies of their companions, bore witness that 
they had suffered the greatest carnage, and it waS 
no doubt on this account that they had taken the 
prudent part of fixing their habitation elsewhere, 
and with great activity transported to a distance offifty 
feet from the spot, the several objects that interested 
them. Small deta,chments of the workers were posted 
at little distances from the nest, apparently placed 
there to cover the march of the recruits, and to pre
serve ·the city itself from any sudden attack. They 

• J. R. 
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struck against each other when they met, and had al
ways their mandibles separated in the attitude of defi
ance. As soon as the Herculean ants approached their 
camp, the sentinels in front assailed them with fury. 
They fought at first in single combat. A sanguine 
ant threw itself upon a Herculean, fastened upon its 
head, turned its abdomen against the chest of its 
adversary, or against the lower part of its mouth, 
and inundated it with venom. It sometimes quitted 
its antagonist with great quickness; more frequently, 
however, the Herculean aut held between its feet its 
audacious enemy. The two champions then rolled 
themselves in the dust, and struggled violently. 
The advantage was at first in favour of the largest 
ant; but its adversary was soon assisted by those of 
its own party, who collected around the Herculean 
ant, and inflicted several deep wounds with their 
teeth. The Herculean ant yielded to numbers; it 
either perished the victim of its temerity, or was 
,<onducted a prisoner to the enemy's camp·." 

Not the least wonderful circumstance connected 
with these insect battles is the instinct which enables 
each ant to know its own party, more particularly 
when the combatants on both sides are of the same 
species, and thousands of individuals mingle in the 
strife, who appear, at least to our senses, to be pre
cisely alike in shape, size, and colour. Sometimes, 
indeed, according to Huber, they do attack those of 
their own party, but on recognising them imme
diately relax their hold; while it often happeBs that 
the individuals who have been the sufferers from 
this temporary error, caress their companions for 
the purpose, it would appear, of appeasing their 
anger. 

The warfare, however, is conducted in various 
manners according to the genius of the species 

,~. Huber on AQ.Is, p. 181. 
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engaged in it; and when a party of the wood-ant 
0". ruth) aU',ehs a of sanhZ?ine al,t (P. 
sanguinea), the manreuvring reminds us strongly 
of our own battles. The sanguine ants, in this case, 

ten:::? ""ai:hZ? ,,:~t:~l~:~~~~~ t~~o~, sO:i~I:!~; 
separating, and seize all those of their enemies who 

::;:u::Z?~~:,f~; !~:: ~i:~'~~~~~8 ?nT~~~,i:~~c~;~~':~~ 
suddenly attack each other in turns; but when the 

ants :?erceive *"hat wood~"flts a,,, ed-
foree "gain", them, ,:?ey inf",'m tho"e at 

the ant-hill, by messengers, of the need in which 
they stand of their assistance, Imm,"dlkktely eon
eideradlo arm) frm:, the 'l'mguine city, 
advances in a body, and surrounds the enemy. I 
have ',"itnessed instances" of ~his kind every day for 
",veraE w",eks, ant-Inns beHlZ?"" m th" "l,me IH'nge, 
but at some distance from each" other, and the com
bats renewed every day." 

Contih,ity, h,wevel', no, ,lways the can"e o{ 
'iUrh we l,ave seen innumerable in
stances of colonies of dilferent species, not only in 
the sam, hedd', but s,ith Rhljr "ikIls 
almos, 2mlching each without anh eppeikmnce 
of ho.stilit~. Nay~. we have ~ore th?? once se"en 
edomo£? of throe ollfe,""t speii'" estal'l£i,hed nmler 
the SamO stono, In a, insta,,:," of kind there 
were separate colonies of the yellow ant (F. jlava) , 
the nektro ant (F"jusca): and th, red ent (Mym,ica 
Ti,bra); though lath" most hugna,inns perh,ps, 
and certainly the most virulent of the whole tribe, 
yet aU the three were living in harmony: though the 
,TOne wU,h seml1d ther,: ,:"s a ,nmmon was 
not a foot in diameter. Even in this case, however, 
it was by no ?teans safe for a~ individual to cross its 
uwn b,mk,darler flud Vfmnre min its ,er-
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ritorv, and when we forced one to encroach in this 
way; it always scampered off with the utmost trepi
dation, as if well aware, without consulting Vattel or 
Pllffendorf, that it had infringed an international law *. 
It is of importance, as will presently appear, to state 
that these three colonies were all quite distinct, and 
none subjected to another in the relation of masters 
and slaves, as, strange to tell, sometimes occurs in 
ant communities. The details on this curious sub
ject are well worthy our attention. 

ANT EXPEDITIONS TO CAPTURE SLAVES. 

THE fonowing history of the mode in which com
munities of ants obtain labourers is altogether so 
extraordinary, that, did the evidence rest upon the 
testimony alone of one observer, we might be dis
posed to believe that it had originated in some im
perfect observation, where the fancy had influenced 
the judgment of the observer. But when the testi
mony of the younger Huber is confirmed by such 
men as Professor Jurine and M. Latreille, we have 
no room left for scepticism. From our own expe
rience, indeed, we can well believe Huber when 
he says, "the more the wonders of nature have 
attractions for me, the less do I feel inclined to alter 
them by a mixture of the reveries of imagination." 
We may premise that the ant named by him the 
Legionary, or Amazon (P. rufescens), is a large 
iron-brown coloured species, not hitherto found in 
Britain. 

" On the seventeenth of June, 1804," says Huber, 
.. whilst walking in the environs of Geneva, between 
four and five in the evening, I observed, close at my 
feet, traversing the road, a column of legionary ants. 
They moved with considerable rapidity, and occupied 
a space of from eight to ten inches in length, by three 

~ J.B. 
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or four in breadth. Quitting the road in a few 
minutes, they passed a thick hedge, and entered a 
meadow. where I followed them, and observed them 
winding along the grass without straggling, their 
column remaining unbroken, in spite of the obstruc
tions in their way. They soon approached a nest 
inhabited by a colony of the negro-ant (F. fusca). 
the dome of which rose above the grass. at a dis
tance of twenty feet from the he4ge. Some of the 
negroes were guarding the entrance; but, on the 
discovery of an approaching army, darted forth upon 
the advancing legion. 'The alarm instantly spread 
into the interior, whence their companions rushed 
forth in multitudes to defend their homes. The 
legionaries, the bulk of whose army lay only at 
the distance of two paces, quickened their march, and 
when they arrived at the hill, the whole battalion fell 
furiously upon the negroes, who, after an obstinate. 
though brief conflict, fled to their subterranean gal
leries. The legionaries now ascended the dome. 
collected in crowds on the summit. and taking pos
session of the principal avenues, left some of their 
companions to excavate other openings in the exterior 
walls. They soon effected this. and through the 
breach the remainder of the army made their en
trance; but in about three or four minutes after
wards issued forth again. each carrying off a pupa 
or a grub, with which booty they retraced their 
route, in a straggling, irregular march, very different 
from the close orderly array they had before exhi
bited." 

Our author followed them for some time, but lost 
sight of them in a field of ripened corn; and on re
turning to examine the state of the assaulted city. 
he found a small number of the defeated negro
workers perched on the stalks of plants. holding in 
their mouth the few grubs they had succeeded in 

f 
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rescuing from the pillage. Next morning, Huber 
returned at the same hour with the hope of ascer
taining the nature of these proceedings, when he 
discovered a numerous encampment of the legion
aries." "These formed," he tells us, " into column, 
set forth in a body, and fell upon one of the negro 
hills, which they triumphantly entered after a very 
feeble opposition. One division immediately re
turned with the grubs which they had captured, 
while another party less fortunate came away empty
handed; but resolved, it would appear, not to go 
home without booty, they marched in a body upon 
another negro establishment, where they were abun
dantly successful. 'The whole army now forming 
two divisions, hastened to their own encampment, 
which I took care to reach a little before them; but 
what was my surprise to observe all around a great 
number of that identical species, the negroes, which 
they had gone forth to attack. I raised up a por
tion of the building, and upon still perceiving more, 
I conjectured that it was one of the encampments 
which had already been pillaged by the legionaries, 
but I was set right by the arrival at the entrance of 
the very army I had been watching. laden with the 
trophies of victory. Its return excited no alarm 
among the negro-ants, who, so far from offering op
position to the entrance of the triumphant army, I 
even observed to approach the warriors to caress 
them, and present them with food, as is the custom 
among their own species, whilst the legionaries in 
turn consigned to them their prisoners to be carried 
into the interior of the nest .... 

They do not always complete the pillage at the first, 
Or even the second attack, for this negro colony was 
successively invaded in the same manner three seve
ral times. The third time, however, the invaders 

• Huber on Anti, p. 254. 
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had to undertake a siege in regular form, fur the 
negroes, as if conscious of their own weakness, lost 
no time in throwing up trenches, barricading the 
several entrances, and reinforcing the guard of the 
interior, in order to provide for future safety. With 
the same view, they had brought together all the 
little pieces of wood and earth within reach, with 
which they had blocked up the passage to their en
campment. Upon discovering these defensive pre
parations, the legionaries at first hesitated to ap
proach, but rambled about or returned to the rear 
till sufficiently reinforced; but at length, upon a 
signal given, they rushed forward in a body with 
great impetuosity, and began to demolish the bar
ricades with their mandibles and their feet. When 
they had thus made a sufficient breach, they entered 
into the interior by hundreds, in spite of the resist
ance of the poor negroes, and carried off their re
maining property. .. I was witness," says Huber 
" every day during summer to these invasions .... 

Tbe negro-ants are most commonly the victims 
of these hostile excursions, probably in consequence 
of their pacific and docile disposition; but in more 
than one instance Huber observed successful attacks 
made upon the more warlike and powerful commu
nities of the mining ant (Formica cunicularia), a 
British species, though not abundant, and nearly re
sembling the wood-ant (F. TUfa) in colour, though 
about a fourth less in size. It is interesting to re
mark, that though the result of a victory is precisely 
similar to the case already detailed, the legionaries 
are obliged to employ a different mode of warfare. 
as we shall see from Huber's narrative. 

" Between four and five in the evening," he says, 
"a time when the' army usually commences its 
march, the legionaries were already assembled ou 

~ Huber OP ADts, p. 263. 
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the nest, and ready to set forth. They proceeded 
like a torrent along a deep hollow, and marched in a 
more compact body than ordinary, till they arrived 
at a nest of miners, which they intended to attack. 
As soon as the invading anny began to enter the 
subterranean city, the miners rushed out in crowds, 
and whilst some fell upon the invaders with great 
spirit, others passed through the scene of contest, 
solely occupied in bearing off the Jarve and pupe to 
a place of safety. The surface of the nest was for 
some time the theatre of war. The legionaries were 
often despoiled of the pupe they had captured by the 
miners, who darted upon them with fury, fighting 
body to body, and disputing the ground with an 
exasperation I had never before witnessed. The 
legionary army, however, gained the victory, and 
recommenced its march in good order, laden with 
booty; but instead of proceeding in file; it now main
tained close rank forming a compact mass, a precau
tion more necessary, as the courageous miners has
tened in pursuit, and continued to harass their 
march to within ten paces of their citadel-:' 

This conduct of Huber's miners contrasts strongly 
with the behaviour of a colony of the same species, 
upon which we made some experiments. The 
difference, no doubt, arose from the very different 
circumstances of the case. Desirous of seeing 
what would follow, we threw a considerable number 
of the minute black ant (Formica contracta, LATR.), 
with their pupe, upon the surface of a hill inhabited 
by miners; but the latter, so far from attacking the 
intruders, fled from them with the utmost alarm 
whenever they encountered them. Imagining that 
his might arise from the virulent character of the 
black ants, we afterwards introduced a similar num
ber of the more pacific negroes (F •. ftuca); but 

• Huber on Ants, p. 2!12~ 
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the miners seemed to be no less afraid of them. and 
indeed all the species which we tried in the· same 
way, among whioh were the carnivorous red ant 
(MlIrmica ",bra), and the pacific yellow ant (F • 

./lava), produced the same effect of fear among the 
miners, though they now and then snatched up 
some of the pupm, and carried them into the galleries 
below. The red ants, however, in particular, always 
followed them, and though so much inferior in 
numbers, succeeded in rescuing their property. In 
these experiments our miners, it is probable, had a 
notion that the intruders did not come for the pur
pose of invasion, otherwise their fear might have 
changed into courage * . 

"During these combats," continues Huber," the 
pillaged ant-hill presented in miniature the spectacle 
of a besieged city; hundreds of the inhabitants being 
seen to quit it, carrying off their young to preserve 
them from the enemy. The greater number mounted 
the neighbouring plants bearing the young in their 
mandibles, and others hid them under thick bushes. 
When the danger appeared to be over, they brought 
them back to the city, and barricaded the gates, near 
which they posted themselves in great force to guard 
the entrance. Immediately after the legionaries again 
departed, and proceeded towards another colony of 
miners of considerable extent, and threw themselves 
in a body upon one of the galleries indifferently 
guarded; but their number not permitting them to 
euter all at once, the mining ants that were without 
precipitated themselves upon the invaders; and whilst 
they were engaged in desperate combat, their fellow
citizens losing, perhaps, every hope of defending 
their abode and the little ones confided to their care, 
carried these off, took flight in every direction, and 
literally covered the ground to a considerable dis-

• J.B. 
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tance. The contest became every moment warme!' 
between the assailants and the assailed. Legionaries 
and miners attacked each other impetuously, and 
often, in the excess of their fury, deceived as to their 
object, fell upon their companions, whom- however_ 
they soon released. This commotion was confined 
to the rear guard of the legionary army; for the 
main body, laden with booty. having departed on 
their return from the pillaged city, retraced their 
steps to their own citadel, constantly assailed by the 
miners, who continued to harass their march. It was 
only by their address, indeed, the rapidity of their 
movements, and the use of their sting, that the 
legionaries were enabled to disengage themselves. 
The pillage and skirmishes are not of long con
tinuance, for in less than a quarter of an hour we 
lIsually found the legionaries on the road to their 
garrison-." 

Huber's legionary ant (F. rufescens) is not the only 
species which engages in those expeditions; for the 
sanguine ant (F. sa71guinea), mentioned by Mr. Ste
phens as having been discovered near London. ill 
also a capturer of slaves, though the tactics employed 
for this purpose are considerably different The san
guine ant is so named from the head, thorax, and feet 
being blootl-red, while the abdomen is ash-coloured 
and slightly bronzed. They much resemble the 
wood-ant (F. Tufa); and their nest, which is usually 
placed on the slope of a hedge or bank facing the 
south, is, like that of the wood·ant, covered with 
fragments of leaves, stalks of plants, moss, and little 
stones, which form a species of mortar difficult to 
break. They do not, like the legionaries, send out 
numerous armies, nor attempt to carry their point by 
impetuosity; but make their attacks in small succe8-
.ive divisions. As it would diminish the interest to 

... Huber on Ants, p. 295. 
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eunail Huber's narrative, we shall give it in his own 
words. 

"On the fifteenth of July," he says, "at ten in 
the morning, a small division of the sanguine ants 
was despatched from the garrison, and arrived in 
quick march near a colony of the negro-ant (F. 
fusca), situated above twenty paces distant, around 
which they took their station. The inhabitants, on 
perceiving these strangers, rushed forth in a body to 
attack them, and led back several prisoners. The 
sanguine ants made no further advance, but appeared 
to be waiting for some reinforcement. From time 
to time, accordingly, small companies arrived to 
strengthen the brigade; and when they considered 
themselves in sufficient strength they advanced a 
little nearer, as if more willing to run the hazard of 
a general engagem.ent; yet it was remarkable, that 
-in proportion as they approached the negro encamp
ment, the more solicitous did they seem to despatch 
couriers to their own garrison, who, arriving in great 
haste, produced considerable alarm, when another 
division was immediately appointed to join the army. 
But, though thus reinforced, they evinced little ea
gerness for the combat, and only alarmed the negroes 
by their presence. The negroes took up a position 
in front of their encampment of about two feet 
square, where nearly their whole force was assembled 
to wait the enemy. 

"Frequent skirmishes took place all around the 
lines, the besieged always attacking the besiegers; 
and, judging from their numbers, the negro-ants 
gave token of a vigorous resistance, but distrusting 
their own strength, they look to the safety of the 
young committed to their care, and in this respect 
exhibit one of the most singular traits of insect pru
dence. Even long before success is at all dubious, 
they bring up. the pUpil from the chambers unde\' 
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ground, and heap them up on the other side of the 
nest from that where the invading army is making 
its chief assault, in order that they may be more 
conveniently carried off, should they lose the battle. 
Their young females also take shelter on the same 
side. When the danger becomes more imminent 
by the sanguine army, after receiving repeated 
reinforcements, rushing upon the phalanx of the ne
groes, and pressing them back to the very gates of 
the city, the latter, after a spirited stand, give way, 
and seizing upon the pUple, deposited with that 
view on the outside, convey them to a place of safety. 
The invaders pursue and endeavour to rob them of 
their treasure • 

.. The whole body of the negroes are now in flight; 
yet. a few, more courageous than their fellows, re
turn through the ranks of the enemy, at the hazard 
of their lives, and once more enter their encamp
ment to bring off the larvm that would otherwise be 
devoted to pillage. The sanguine ants are now, 
indeed, in the very act. of descending into the inte
rior, taking possession of the avenues, and ap
pearing to establish themselves in the abandoned 
city. Little bands of troops continually pour in 
from the garrison and begin taking away the re
mainder of the larvle and pUple, establishing an un
interrupted chain from one ant-hill to the other: 
thus the day passes, and night comes on, before they 
have transported all their booty. A considerable 
number of sanguine ants still remain in the negro 
residence, and on the following morning, at break 
of day, recommence the transfer of the rest of its 
contents III." 

It would appear, from some notices collected by 
Kirby and Spence, that Bome hints at least. of these 
extraordinary proceedings were known to our English 

• Huber, lit IIIprII, p. 331. 
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natuialists before the interesting observations or 
Huber. Willughby, for example, in mentioning the 
care which ants take of their pupm, says, "they also 
carry the aurelim of others into their nests as if they 
were their own -;" Gould also remarks of the wood
ant (F. rufa), that" this species is very rapacious 
after the vermicles (larvtIJ) and nymphs (puPtIJ) of 
other ants: if you place a parcel before or near their 
colonies, they will, with remarkable greediness, seize 
and carry them offt." White, of Selborne, made 
the same observation t, which must, indeed, occur to 
every naturalist who is in the least acquainted with 
ants. It belongs, however, exclusively to Huber to 
have developed the use which is made of the pur
loined pupm by the legionary and the sanguine 
ants. 

One of the most remarkable circumstances disco
vered by Huber respecting these expeditions is, that 
the invaders never capture the old negroes or miners, 
aware, it should seem, of the impracticability of 
taming roem down to the condition of slaves. Their 
only object is to obtain a number of pupm, when the 
embryo.ants are in a state of repose, and consequently 
have formed no attachment to their natal colour. 
The city of the stranger thus becoming the only one 
with which they are acquainted, they consider it their 
home, and employ their natural activity in repairing 
and enlarging it, as well as adding to its provisional 
stores,-putting forth, in a word, the same exertions 
which they would have done had they never been 
captured. "Developed," says Huber, "in the 
enemy's encampment, they afterwards become house
stewards, and auxiliaries to the western tribe with 
whom they are associated. Brought up in a strange 
nation, not only do they live socially with their cap-

• Raii H istori,a Insect. 69. 
t Account of English Ants, p. 91. t ii. 278. 
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tors, but bestow the greatest care upon their Jarvie 
and pUple, their males and females, and even evince the 
same regard for themselves, transporting them from one 
part of the colony to another, going in search of pro
visions for them, building their habitation-forming, 
as occasion requires, new galleries, and fulfilling the 
duties of sentinels, by guarding the exterior of their 
common abode, apparently not once suspecting that 
they live with those very insects which kidnapped 
them in. their helpless and unconscious infancy. 
Whilst the negro-ants are engaged in these laborious 
employments, their masters rest tranquilly at the bot
tom of their subterranean city till the hour fixed for 
their expeditions arrives; resening their strength. 
courage, and skill in tactics, for the purpose of bring
ing in from some adjacent colony hundreds of pupe 
which they confide to the charge of their slaves *." 

It is most justly remarked by Kirby and Spence. 
that, although Providence has gifted these creatures 
with an instinct so extraordinary, and seemingly so 
unnatural, it does not prove, as in the instance of 
human slavery. a source of misery to the slaves them
selves; for their situation is little, if at all, different 
from what it would have been had they never been 
carried from their native colony; and they are ex
posed to no unusual hardships or oppression in conse
quence of their change of residence. It may be said. 
indeed, that they have to perform serious additional 
labours for their warlike masters; but this objection 
will disappear when the minute division of labour 
among ants is taken into account, and when we con
sider that these slaves are commonly very numerous. 
Above all, it is to be recollected that the species of 
ants captured appear to place their chief pleasure in 
incessant labour, and would be as miserable, if com
pelled to be idle, as the poor animals which we see 
confined in menageries without space for ~ercise. 

• Huber, til BUpra, 271. 
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The warrior ants, on the other hand, seem to have 
as much dislike to any sort of labour but war, as the 
barbarous Spartans of old; and, when not in active 
service in the field, they seem to be as helpless as an 
Otaheitan prince. They are apparently incapable even 
of feeding themselves, an office which is always per
formed by the slaves, on whom therefore they depend, 
not only for house and home, but even for existence; 
and so faithful are these devoted negroes, that they 
seem to begrudge no exertion in providing for their 
masters. In their turn, however, they also exercise 
authority; for they will not permit them to leave the 
colony alone, Dor before the proper season; and when 
they return from a predatory excursion without the 
expected booty, they meet with a very cold reception, 
and are often refused admission, or dragged out 
again if they presume to enter. In these cases, the 
slaves are evidently the masters, and in no case are 
the latter ever observed directing their employments 
or keeping them to their work. 

Anxious to learn whether the warrior ants could 
subsist by their own exertions without the assistance 
of slaves, Huber tried the experiment of isolating 
them, to ascertain how they would proceed. " I 
enclosed," he tells us, "thirty of the legionary ants 
(F. rufescens), with several pupre and larvre of their 
own species, and twenty pupre belonging to the 
negroes, in a glass box, the bottom of which was 
covered with a thick layer of earth. I placed a little 
honey in the corner of their prison, and cut off all 
association with their auxiliaries. At first they ap-

f peared to pay some little attention to the larval: they 
carried them here and there, but presently replaced 
them. More than one half of the legionaries died of 
hunger in less than two days. They had not even 
traced out a dwelling, and the few individuals still 
in existence were languid and without strength. 

2uS 
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I commiserated their condition, and gave them one 
of their negro servants. This individual, alone and 
unassisted, established order, formed a chamber in 
the earth, gathered together the larVa!, extricated 
several young ants that were ready to quit the condi
tion of pUpa!, and, in a word, preserved the 'life of 
the remaining legionaries *." 

Our naturalist, Dot satisfied with what he could 
observe on the exterior of these singular communi
ties, opened one of the hills inhabited by legionary 
and negro ants. The latter lost no time in carrying 
away the larva! and pUpa!, which had thence been 
exposed, to a place of safety, and opening galleries 
which had been obstructed, while the legionaries 
appeared to look on their exertions with the utmost 
indifference, and never deigned to lend the least as
sistance. They seemed, indeed, so confounded at the 
altered aspect of the city, that they wandered about 
quite at random, till the negroes helped them out of 
tqeir embarrassment by carrying them to some open 
passage. "I observed one," continues Huber, 
" after several ineffectual windings, take the precau
tion of laying on the earth the legionary, who remain-
ed in the same spot until the negro returned to its 
assistance, who, having well ascertained and examined 
one of the entrances, resumed its burthen and bore 
it into the interior. If the entrance to any gallery 
was unluckily obstructed by a mass of earth, and the 
negro-ant wished to introduce, by that way, ODe of 
the legionaries, it quickly deposited its load, and be
gan clearing away the impediment, which was DO 
sooner effected than the Amazon was again taken up 
and carried triumphantly into the nest. These facts " 
fully prove the harmony which reigns between the 
two speciest." 

• Huber on Anta, p. 287. 
t Huber, fit ,"p,.", p. 273. 
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By. means of his artificial glass formicaries, Huber 
was enabled to try a number of experiments upon 
these mixed communities of masters and slaves-if 
we may continue to use terms which are not very 
strictly appropriate. He had already ascertained 
that when their habitation is not sufficiently commo
dious, the negroes alone, and not the legionaries, 
choose a new locality, decide upon removing, com· 
mence building, and as soon as chambers are pre
pared to receive them, carry thither the legionaries 
in their mandibles. In one of his experiments he 
was witness to a similar scene. He put the greater 
portion of the inhabitants of a mixed colony into a 
woollen bag which had a wooden tube, glazed at the 
top, fitted into its mouth, and communicating with a 
glass formicary-. On the following morning solP,e 
of the negroes were seen leaving the bag, Ilnd 
traversing the tube; the second day they commenced 
carrying each other, till at length there was barely 
room for the crowd of passengers going and return
ing. When he found they had thus begun to 
establish themselves, he separated the bag and scat
tered those which still remained in it about his 
study, as well as the remainder ofthe nest which he 
brought in from the field. Immediately the negroes. 
who were already settled, eagerly carried all those 
that were thus scattered about the floor into the 
formicary, both their own companions and the le
gionaries, and turned over every clod of earth to ex
tricate pupm and larvm accidentally buried, similar to 
the famous dogs which extricate travellers engulphed 
in the snows of the Alps. The legionaries, as 
usual, took no active part in these labours; but the 
negro-ants appeared very solicitous to conduct them 
into the interior of the nest, and sometiules, when one 
did not know what to do, it would implore the assist. 

! Fiprod ill Insect. Alchitecture, p.269. 
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ance of a negro, which was always most willingly 
accorded. In eight days the formicary was com
pletely peopled, when it was placed out of doors; and 
next day the legionaries actually made an expedition, 
and returned with a rich booty of negro pupm from 
a neighbouring colony. By raising the shutters with 
caution, he could now see everything that was going 
forward in the interior, and he ascertained in this 
way most of the facts which we have already de
tailed. Amongst other things of singular interest, 
he likewise found that there are never any negro 
males or females in these communities, but male, 
female, and neuter legionaries; and the female 
legionary, like other species of ants, is always the 
foundress of a colony, performing in the first instance 
aWthe duties of a labourer, as Latreille observed at 
Drive before the discoveries of Huber. 

Huber concluded his experiments by bringing two 
legionary armies into immediate combat, by placing 
his formicary full in front of an advancing column 
from another encampment. "After a trifling com
bat," he says, .. which took place at the door of the 
formicary, those in the interior went out in force, when 
the enemy's column appeared desirous to avoid 
battle, taking at first another direction, then return
ing and re-entering their nest. Several ants from 
the formicary put themselves in pursuit: some went 
even as far as the enemy's -garrison, where they were 
retained; two or three only escaped, and these, as I 
observed, returned in great haste. The entire army 
now left the formicary, and proceeded to the mixed 
ant-bill, where I looked forward to a general battle; 
1:)ut when the column had arrived to within a few 
paces of the entrance, it fell back, with the exception 
of a small body, composed of about three hundred 
legionary ants, who continued their route till they 
reached the ant-hill. The legionaries assembled Oil 
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the surface appeared extremely agitated, as jf they 
had foreseen the attack with which they were 
threatened. The combatants fought body to body; 
but the strangers threw themselves into a gallery 
with so much impetuosity that the other could not 
restrain them. This courageous incursion did not 
succeed; they all perished. not, however, with
out making great havoc; for, when I saw the le
gionaries of the natural ant-hill resume their expedi
tions, I found their army reduced to one half its 
original number: the formicary had not suffered so 
great a diminution .... 

• Hllber on Ants, p.328. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

ON THE COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION OP INSECTS 

POR THE PURPOSES 01' STUDY. 

" I COULD wish," says Addison, in 'The Spectator,' 
II our Royal Society would compile a body of natural 
history, the best that could be gathered together from 
books and observations. If the several writers among 
them took each his particular species, and gave us a 
distinct account of its original, birth, and education; 
its policies, hostilities, and alliances; with the frame 
and texture of its inward and outward parts,-and 
particularly those which distinguish it from all other 
animals,-with their aptitudes for the state of being 
in which Providence has placed them; it would be 
one of the best services their studies could do man
kind, and not a little redound to the glory of the 
All-wise Creator·." Now, though we can scarcely 
consider Addison as a naturalist, in any of the usual 
meanings of the term, it would be no easy task, even 
for those who have devoted their undivided attention 
to the subject, to improve upon the admirable plan of 
study here laid down. It is, moreover, so especially 
applicable to the investigation of insects, that it may 
be more or less put in practice by any person who 
chooses, in whatever station or circumstances he hap
pens to be placed. Nay, we will go farther; for since 
it agrees with experience and many recorded instances 
that individuals have been enabled to investigate and 
elucidate particular facts, who were quite unacquainted 
with systematic natural history, we hold it to be un-

• Spectator, No.HI. 
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deniable that any person of moderate penetration, 
though altogether unacquainted with what is called 
patural history, who will take the trouble to observe 
particular facts and endeavour to trace them to their 
causes, has every chance to be successful in adding 
to his own knowledge, and frequently in making dis
coveries of what was previously unknown. We 
adverted in a former volume to the spider, which 
M. Ptllissan, while a prisoner in the Bastille, tamed 
by means of music *; and in another place we quoted 
some observations on hunting-spiders, by the cele
brated Evelyn, both of which are strong proofs of 
our position, and show that though books are often 
of high value to guide us in our observations, they 
are by no means indispensable to the study of nature, 
inasmuch as the varied scene of creation itself forms 
an inexhaustible book, which • even he who runneth 
may read.' It shall be our endeavour, therefore, in 
what we shall now add, to point out a few particulars 
by way of assisting young naturalists to read the book 
of nature with the most advantage. It will be of the 
utmost importance, in the study here recommended, 
to bear in mind that an insect can never he found 
in any situation, nor make any movement, without 
some motive, originating in the instinct imparted 
to it by Providence. This principle alone, when it is 
made the basis of inquiry into such motives or in
stincts, will be found productive of many interesting 
discoveries, which, without it, might never he made. 
With this, indeed, exclusively in view, during an 
excursion, and with a little attention and perseverance, 
every walk-nay, every step--may lead to delightful 
and interesting knowledge. 

In accordance with these views, we advise the 
-young naturalist to watch as far as possible the pro
gress of every insect which he may meet with, froID 

• See Antoine, Animaux C61ebrea, I. 24. 
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the egg till its death, marking its peculiar food, the 
enemies which prey on it, and the various accidents 
or diseases to which it may be liable,-the latter ap
pearing, to our limited comprehension, to be some of 
the means appointed by Providence to restrain ex
cessive multiplication. It is obvious that all this may 
be done (it actually has been done by an illiterate 
labourer at Blackheath) without knowing the name 
of the insect observed, or the rank it holds in any 
particular system. These, however, it may be inte
resting for the observer to ascertain afterwards, in 
order that he may compare his own observations 
with those of other naturalists. At the commence
ment, therefore, of such investigations, it may be 
useful, when the name of an insect is unknown, to 
mark it with some number by way of distinction, till 
the name (if it have one) given it by systematists be 
discovered. In our own researches we have found 
these numeral names-I, 2,3, or A, B, C,--of con
siderable use, when we could not readily trace the 
names we wanted amongst the almost interminable 
synonymes to be met with in systems of classifica
tion. 

If we should be asked, what is the best place to 
find insects, our answer must be every-where-woods, 
fields, lanes, hedge-rows, gardens: wherever a flower 
blooms or a green leaf grows, some of the insects 
which feed on living vegetables will be sure to be 
found, as will those which feed on decaying leaves and 
decaying wood be met with wherever these abound. 
In the waters, again~ both running and stagnant, 
from the rill to the river, and from the broad lake to 
the little pool formed in a cow's footstep, aquatic in
sects of numerous varieties may be seen. Winged 
insects, of countless species, may be seen in the air 
during their excursions in search of food, or for the 
purposes of pairing or depositing their eggs, and the 
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observation of these forms a most interesting branch 
of the study. The species which prey on animal 
substances, either living or dead, often possess such 
habits as may deter some students from attending to 
them, and yet they fulfil most important purposes in 
nature, and have furnished the distinguished natu
ralists, Redi, Swammerdam, Leeuwenhoeck, Reau
mnr, and De Geer, with highly interesting subjects 
of research. The history of many.of these animals 
becomes highly interesting, trom its relation to our 
domestic comfort. The house-fly, for instance, is 
said to breed amongst horse-dung; but that its 
maggots find food in other substances not hitherto 
ascertained, is rendered probable by the enormous· 
numbers which are sometimes seen at a distance 
from places where they could obtain the alleged 
nutriment, as in Pitcairn's island in the Pacific 
Ocean *, where there never was a horse. With 
reference to husbandry, again, the correct history of 
many insects is perhaps still more important, of 
which we beg leave to give one striking instance 
in the case of what is called the turnip-fly (Haltica 
Nemorum, ILLIGER), which is not a fly, but a smaD 
jumping-beetle. "In these circumstances;" says 
Mr. W. Greaves, .. I flatter myself will be found the 
cause of the disease here mentioned: the manure 
which is taken from the farm-yard, and spread upon 
the soil already cleared for turnips, is afterwards 
turned in with the plough; the seed is then put in. 
and nature does not rest till it is time for hoeing. 
Now, it must be obvious that manure put into the 
ground at this season of the year (June) must be 
full of eggs of flies, which are seen to swarm upon 
manure heaps in the autumnal season, and there de
posit their eggs for future generations in the succeed
ing years. These eggs are hatched by the heat of 

• Beeche)"s Voyage iD the Blossom. 
21 
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the lun, when tbe manure Is laid upon thE! gt'Ound~ 
or by the warmth of the earth wben it is ploughed iD~ 
and make their first appearance in the Ihape of a 
eaterpillar, which may be observed jumping and 
erawling on the land. The leaves of vegetables are 
tbeir choicest food, and in turnip land, though they 
find nothing else, they find plenty of leaf, and on this 
they feed to the absolute ruin of the root -." But had 
this writer taken the trouble to confine these dung 
maggots under a gauze oover till they were hatched~ 
he would have found, instead of the halticle, some 
eommon two-winged flies, which 8. simple esperiment 
'Would have convinced him do not eat green leav81 of 
any kind, being incapable thereof for want of eating
organs; and our young naturalists who may wish to 
try this will be enabled to prove to any farmer, who 
is in fear of diffusing injurious in&ects by manure, 
that no insects bred in dung ever touch a green lea£ 

This remark brings us directly back to oursubject 
of instructing the student how to keep such insects 
at be may find, in order to study their economy. In 
the case of those just mentioned, which live in dung, 
in decayed vegetables, or in earth, when they cannot 
elimb upon glass, we have found that open ale-glasaes 
or common tumblers filled with the materials among 
whicb they are found, and kept in a due state of 
moistness, constitute the best apparatus; for even 
when the animals dig down, their movements can 
usually be observed through the sides of the glass. 
In the case of the meal-worm, which lives upon flour, 
the same expedient answers well, and the whole bis
tory of the insect may he read from day to day by 
shnple inspection. We are well aware that it is not 
common in these collecting days of ours, to take the 
trouble of breeding any insects besides moths and 
buUerllie8; but our design being not to procure spe. 

! TnatiBe liD ABriewture. 
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eimens, but to ascertain facts, we advise the breedin~ 
of every inlect whoSG history it is required to inve .. 
tigate. 

In order to succeed in thi. object, it will be indis .. 
pensable to place the insects as much as possible in 
their natural circumstances. Those who breed moths 
and butterflies to procure specimens, feed them iQ 
boxes, into which a branch of the plant each feeds on 
is placed in a straight-necked phial of water, to keep 
it fresh. We have found it preferable to give them 
tresh leaves twice or thrice a day, for the plants kept 
in water are apt to scour and kill the ipaects. When 
we have been unprovided with boxes, we have used 
ale-glasses or glass tumblers with success, either turn
ing them bottom upwards, and admitting air round 
the edges by inserting slips of card, or covering them 
with gauze at top. Such glasses seem to have been 
the chief apparatus used by Rt!aumur, Bonnet, and 
De Geer, in those researches which are quite un
rivalled in our own days. Small pasteboard boxes. 
like those made for ladies' caps, answer very well 
when covered with gauze. 

The breeding-cage employed by Mr. Stephens he 
has thus described :-" The length of the box is 
twenty inches; height twelve; and breadth six; and 
it is divided into five compartments. Its lower half 
is constructed entirely of wood, and the upper of 
coarse gauze, stretched upon wooden or wire frames; 
each compartment has a separate door, and is, more
over, furnished with a phial in the centre, for the 
purpose of containing water, in which the food is 
kept fresh, and is half-filled with a mixture of fine 
earth and the dust from the inside of rotten trees, the 
latter article being added for the purpose of rendering 
the former less binding upon the PUptB-, as well as 

.. The French naturalists use fine dry B&Dd. See' Kanuel d" 
Naturalistp Preparateur,' . 
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highly important for the use of such larvte as eon
struct their cocoons of rotten wood. The chief ad
vantages of a breeding-cage of the above description 
are the occupation of less room than five separate 
cages, and a diminution of expense, both important 
considerations when any person is engaged exten
sively in rearing insects. . Whatever be the construc
tion of the box, it is highly necessary that the larvae 
be cons4tntly supplied with fresh food, and that the 
earth at the bottom should be kept damp. To ac
complish the latter object, I keep a thick layer of 
moss upon the surface, which I take out occasionally, 
perhaps once a week in hot weather, and once a 
fortnight or three weeks in winter, and saturate 
completely with water, and return it to its place: 
this keeps up a sufficient supply of moisture, without 
allowing the earth to become too wet, which is 
equally injurious to the pupae with too much aridity. 
By numbering the cells, and keeping a register 
corresponding with the numbers, the history of any 
particular larvae or .brood may be traced·." 

We prefer glass sides to the cells, with gauze 
doors, opening above, rather than at the sides, ac
cording to the following figuret. 

Broeding-cage. with gauze doors and gl .... ides. 

Some of the beautiful experiments of Bonnet and 
Reanmur suggested to us the idea of supplying in-

• Il!gpe~'s • la*uclioDS,' p.13. t J.R. 
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Beets with growing food, instead either of gathered 
leaves or branches kept fresh in water; and we have 
in several instances, particularly in town, where we 
could not always procure fresh food for our broods 
when wanted, kept plants growing in garden-pots, 
and either confined the insects by means of gauze, 
or surrounded the pots with water, to prevent their 
escape. We have since carried this somewhat far
ther, having procured young plants of forest and 
orchard-trees and shrubs, and planted them in 
garden-pots, which are plunged, as the gardeners 
term it, to defend them wm drought, and are ready 
for any experiment we choo~e to make. These, be
sides, have the advantage of attracting into the 
garden where the pots are plunged the insects pe
culiar to the several trees; and when we say that the 
space occupied is only about thirty or forty feet in 
length, by two in breadth, while none of the trees 
are suffered to get above two or three feet high, we 
apprehend that few persons, who have any garden at 
all, will find such a plantation unsuitable to their 
convenience, if they are disposed to such pursuits~ 
Herbaceous plants can, for the most part, be pro
cured and planted at any season t.hey may be re
quired, and hence it is not so necessary to keep any 
collection of them growing; whereas the trans
planting of trees in summer is most likely to kill 
them·. 

This plan has, besides, 'the peculiar advantage of 
putting it in our power, by means of sufficiently 
ample gauze coverings, to make moths, butterflies, 
and other insects deposit their eggs under our eye 
on the plants or trees on which they would do so 
when at liberty,--an interesting part of insect history, 
which, on account of the difficulties of research, is as ,et very imperfectlr known. 
. '." J.R. 
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It would be in vain for us to attempt to enumerate 
the various plants, trees, and other things on or in 
which the larvle or perfect insects should be sought 
for, as such an enumeration would necessarily be 
nearly as extensive as the number of known species. 
A useful little French work, by M. Brez, entitled 
Flore des 11l8ectophileB, was published about forty 
years ago, containing a. systematic list of plants, 
with the peculiar insects found on each, and though 
recent discoveries render it very imperfect, it may 
still be consulted with advantage. But, with all 
the information we can procure, the remarks of 
Addison, in the paper we have quoted, still hold true, 
that "Seas and deserts hide millions of animals 
from our observatioll; innumerable artifices and 
stratagems are acted in the howling wilderness, and 
in the great deep, that can never come to our know
ledge. Besides, that there are infinitely more spe
cies of creatures which are not to be seen without, 
nor indeed with the help of the finest glasses,· than 
of such as are bulky enough for the naked eye to 
take hold of. However, from the consideration of 
such animals as lie within the compass of our know
ledge, we might easily form a conclusion of the rest, 
that the same variety of wisdom and goodness runs 
through the whole creation, and puts every creature 
in a condition to provide for its safety and sub
sistence, in its proper season *." 

Looking minutely at all the leaves, flowers, and 
stems of. plants and trees, and prying into every 
corner where insects may lurk, is one means of dis
covering their baunts,-the only one, indeed, with 
respect to many species; but collectors are not sa
tisfied with a process so necessarily slow, and take 
various means for expediting the capture of numbers, 
rather than observing the natural movements and 

• 'Spec"tor,' No. Ill. . . 
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dispositions of a few. We may advantageously adopt 
these methods when we wisli to furnish our cages 
with live insects, in order to study their economy. 

One of the most useful and handy instnlments for 
this purpose is an umbrella. In walking through a 
meadow, for instance, where the grass is not too 
short, we may stretch the umbrella. hold the hollow 
side uppermost, and push it through the grass, when 
the insects which may be .above its level will fall into 
the trap. In this way we have procured the cater
pillars of saw-~ies, moths, and butterflies, which 
feed on grass and on the other herbage in meadows, 
where we might probably have searched for them in 
vain by the eye. The sides of drains and ditch
banks may be trailed in the same manner. The 
butterfly-nets, to be afterwards described, may be 
used in the same way, and are, we think, superior 
to the apparatus invented by Mr. Paul, of Starston 
in Norfolk, for taking the turnip-fly. 

The umbrella is equally useful for holding under 
the branches of shrubs and trees, which ought to be 
beaten smartly over it with a strong walking-stick, 
the shock of the strokes causing the insects to drop 
down. This, however. will only answer for the 
smaller and lower branches: when it is required to 
beat the higher boughs, a long pole must be used, 
with a sheet or a piece of canvass spread under the 
tree. The tops of the taller plants may be shaken 
by the hand over the umbrella. . 

When insects are thus found. it will be necessary 
to secure them, in order to take them to the cages 
uninjured, to be provided with a number of pill
boxes, with pin.holes drilled in them to admit air, 
and to introduce, particularly along with caterpillars, 
a bit of the fresh leaf or other substance upon which 
they have been feeding. We prefer separate, small 
boxes for such purposes, to the larger larv;e-box in 
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use among collectors; since we can by their means 
more readily remember the different plants on which 
several species were found, besides avoiding the 
risk of one species devouring another.-an incident 
not uncommon among the caterpillars of moths, as 
we have recorded in a former page. The collec
tor's larvle-box is an oblong chip box, such as 
is used for wafers. with a gauze lid for air. and a 
hole at one end, furnished with a stopper, for in. 
traducing the larvle. 

b 

•• La", ... box; and b. Pocket collecting box. 

For water-insects a net, similar to a fisher's land
ing net, is employed, fixing it to a long pole. and 
raking with it through every piece of water within 
reach. The net which we have had constructed con
sists of an interior lining of gauze, as strong as it can 
be procured, with a strong fish-net on the outside to 
strengthen this. When canvass is used. the water 
does not escape through it with sufficient facility. 
Many interesting water-insects, however. may be 
procured by mere inspection of water-plants, particu
larly the under-sides of their leaves. at the edges of 
ditches, ponds. canals, rivers, and lakes. and when 
the water is clear, by examining- the bottom of tho 
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Water-net. 

channel. In consequence of aquatic insects, for the 
most part, preying upon one another, they are usually 
very nimble in their movements, so that it requires 
considerable dexterity and quickness to entrap theUi. 
For the same reason a number of phials, containing 
water, will be as requisite to carry them as pill-boxes 
to carry the land·insects. But when they are kept in 
wine or ale-glasses. and supplied with food. they fur
nish excellent materials for interesting observation. 
It is easy, indeed, in this way to have several suc
cessive generations, and when gnats' eggs are pro
cured the whole history of these curious insects may 
be traced with little difficulty. When the pupre are 
observed to be about to be transformed into winged 
insects, a gauze covering may be employed to pre
vent their escape. 

Analogous to the water-net in size and construc
tion is the butterfly.net, which is chiefly lIsed on 
the continent, though seldom, we believe, in this 
country. It consists of a hoop, about a foot in 
diameter, of brass or iron wire, jointed or not, so as 
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to fold up into a narrow compass, with a bag-net of 
gauze or thin muslin, two feet deep, attached to it. 
This is scre\nd into a pole about six feet long, for 
ordinary purpoles; but for the purple emperor but- . 
terfly (.Jpatura Iril), and other high.flyinr insects, 
tbirty feet is not t90 h)ng. 

1I1ltter8y net. 

The instrument chiefly used for the same purpose 
in this country is much more unwieldy, though more 
euily managed by the inexperienced. It is a clap
net-, similar to a bird-catcher's bat-fowling.net, but. 
pf slighter materials. The rods of the one which 
we use are about five feet long, when the three 
pieces are joined by means of brass ferules. They 
ought to he made, tapering like a fishing rod. of hazel 
or any tough wood, with two bent pieces of cane at 
the end, tightly fitted in so as not to slip when the 
apparatus is used. The net may be made of fine 
white muslin, for small insects; but green gauze is 
best for moths and butterflies, the edges being bound 
with broad tape all round, so as to form a place for 
the rods to slip in. When the net is mounted, a rod 
is held in each hand, and the whole spread out so as 

... This and all the other instruments here described are to lit 
proc:ured of Mr. Holmes, 2, Sidney's-alle)', Loicester,s'luare. 
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to intercept insects on the wing, which are secured 
by clapping the rods together. A little practice will 
render this easy, except when there is much wind, 
and in that Case few insects fly. It is no less useful 
for throwing over insects when they alight on low 
flowers, and in this way we have caught soine very 
fine butterflies and moths. 

Olap-aet. 

An instrument still more used by cotlectors tbittl 
any of the preceding is the net-forceps, which may 
be readily constructed out of an old pair of ct1rling"
irons, such as have rings for tlIe finger and thumb, 
binding these with silk or cotton to prl!"t'ent their 
hurting the hand. To the blades of these, hoops 
should be fitted, covered with fine gauze, and made 
to close accurately when moved like a pair of scissors. 
It requires some experience and dexterity to catch 
nimble insects with these; but it is indispensable for 
a collector to acquire this skill. Without opening 
them at all, the forceps may be used for securing an 
insect when alighted on a wan, or other flat surface, 
by merely covering it; for which purpose some col
lectors also use a ring-net. Weare of opinion, 
however. that it is more convenient to baTe few in
struments, for multiplicit, onl)' serve! to embarrass; 
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Ring-net. Net-{oreeps. 

We have taken a great number of insects by means 
of a pill-box, putting the lid on one side and the bot
tom on the other side of a leaf, and suddenly shutting 
in both the insect and the part of the leaf it was 
sitting on. When a small moth, again, or other 
insect, is resting on a wall, a pane of glass, or the 
smooth trunk of a tree, we take off the lid of a pill
box, cover the insect with the bottom part, which we 
move backwards and forwards till the insect takes 
refuge from the annoyance at the very bottom, when 
we cover it as quickly as possible with the lid. This 
is by far the best way of taking small moths, for their 
delicate plumage is not injured, as it must inevitably be 
when they are touched even in the most gentle way. 

We purchased last year, in Paris, a pair of insect 
forceps, which do not seem to be k,nown to our col
lectors, but which we have found exceedingly useful 
for taking beetles and other insects out of holes where 
they cannot be otherwise easily reached. The instru
ment is made of steel, and resembles a pair of large 
scissors. J n some, the 'handle-rings are like those of 
scissors, on a line with the blades; in others, they are 
at right angles to these. The pliers used by our col
h:ctors are much inferior iu utility, being too small, 
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Mort, and slender. The French ipstrument is fartlier 
useful for seizing venomous or· dangerous insects. 
In other cases the fingers alone are often sufficient. 
and for minute beetles a wetted finger. 

G. Freneh beetle-rorceps; and b. Pli .... 

In order to get at beetles and larvle which feed 
und~r the bark, or in the wood of trees, and also 
uuder ground, the instrument which we have found 
most convenient is a very strong clasp-knife: one 
which has a saw~blade, a hook, a file, and other in
struments in the same handle, is preferable; but 
most of the London collectors use what is called a 
digger, and first, if we mistake not, described by 
Mr. Samollelle, in his Compendium. ~ It is made of 
steel, of from twelve to eighteen inches long, forked 
at the extremity, and fixed into a wooden handle. 

Dlger. 
In addition to this, we recommend a long slip of 

Tery thin and narrow whalebOne, which may be in
troduced into the holes of such insects as burrow in 

2~ 
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the earth or sand,,to dlred us In diggirtg down td 
their nest!!; the hole being certain to be filled up! and 
probably lost, without such a contrivance. When a 
piece of whalebone is not at hand, a long straw will 
form a good substitute. 

When insects are caught merely for the cabinet, 
and not with reference to their habits and economy, 
collectors provide themselYe8with a quill-barrel, 
sealed at one end with wax, and having a cork stop
per at the other, for very minute specimens; with 
a wide-m01ithed phial, containing weak spirits of 
wine, into which dark-coloured beetles, wasps, and 
bees, are put, the spirits instantly kiiling them, and 
preserving them fot future purposes; and with a 
pocket collecting box or boxes for winged insects. 
An oblong chip wafer-box, lined at top and bottom 
with cork, and covered with white paper, will form a 
very good collecting box, taking care that it is neither 
too shallow nor too deep; but some have a square 

Chip COllecting-box, opened. 

box, made of mahogany, deal, or cedar, with hinges 
on one side and a spring on the other, so that it can 
be opened by the left. hand while an insect is held in 
the right, and figured above (b, p.868). Sparmann, 
when travelling at the Cape, used to stick his iDseet 
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.peeimens on the putside of hi. bat, to the consterna. 
tion of the simple Hottentot., who took him for a 
conjuror. A more judicious plan i. for", collector tQ 
have the crown of his hat lined inside with cork. 
which will save him the trouble of carrying a col
lecting box. When a. collector has not hi. boxes 
with him, a bit of paper, twisted at each end, will 
often answer every purpose. 

When an insect Is caught, before it be placed in 
the collecting box or the hat-crown, it is necessary to 
kill it, and this circumstance has given rise to much 
prejudice, on the charge of cruelty,-the objectors 
forgetting that most of the insects so killed could not 
naturally survive many days *, and that their feelings 
of pain are, in all probability, much less acute than 
those of animals f\lrnished with a brain, and cerebral 
and vertebral nerves, of which they are destitute t. 
Accordingly .. a fly without iti head will walk about 
almost as if nothing had happened to it, and a wasp 
will eat greedily with the head only when it has 
been separated from the body. We should not like, 
however, to be considered advocates of any species 
of Cl1lelty, however slight, and in killing insects for 
a coIlection the speediest methods are to be pre
ferred. In the case of butterfljes and some moths, 
as well as other winged insects, a slight pressure upon 
the breast will instantly kill them, and exposing the!ll 
to heat is a still more rapid means, plunging those 
contained in a phial into boiling water, and holding 
those in pill-boxes near the fire. Suffocating them 
with slllphqr, as some recommend, spoils the colours; 
and we remarked in the museums of Brussels, Lou
vain, and Frankfort-on-the-Maine, that all the in
sects had had their colours injured in this way, the 
blaCk spots on white butterflies being turned to 
brown, and the white tinged with yeUowish green, 
• Seo lJlioct Trallsform"tjQIII, p. a'l7, &c. ... Ibid. c:h. ¥vij. 

. . . ~ ~ ~ 
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In the case of insects tenacious of life, such as some 
moths, particularly females which have not depo
sited their eggs, piercing their breast with a pin dipt 
in nitric acid will instantly kill them. After killing 
dragon -flies the intestines must be carefully removed, 
otherwise the colours will all become black. 

To fit. insects for a cabinet, they require to be 'd. 
as it is termed; that is, all their parts must be placed 
in the manner best fitted to display them. For this 
purpose each is pierced, when dead, with an insect-

• 

II 

Selling·Deedl .. and brush; with the method of .ettiDg 11IMetl. II. Swal. 
low·tailed butter8y (l'api/lol\'CMO_); b, Wasp; c, Beetle. 
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pin, a fine slender sort, manufae!ured on purpose*. 
Beetles ought to have the pins passed through the 
shoulder of the right wing-case, and butterflies and 
other insects through the corslet, on a right line with 
the head, and a little back from it. While the insect 
is fresh and flexible, the legs and wings are to be 
stretched out with a setting-needle, or a large pin 
bent at the point and flxed into a wooden handle. 
then stuck upon a board covered with cork and 
paper, and kept in their proper position by means of 
pins and braces till they become dry and stiff. The 
braces are ma<Je with sUps of fine card, or thick hot
pressed paper, stuck through at one end with a 
strong pin. When insects have become stiff before 
being set, they may lJe rendered flexible again by 
covering them over for several. hours with a damp 
cloth, which, however, muat not be permitted to touch 
them. A camel-hair pencil is used for brushing off 
dust. The mode. of s,tting will be best understood 
from the figures_ 

When insects are very small, as piercing them 
wi~b a pin would destroy them, it is qsual to gum 
them on a slip of card or cut wafer, and to arrange 
this in the cabinet. Minute beetles and flies may 
thus be preserved, as i. shown in the figures. 

Method oC moantiac sinall illseetlo 

The setting-board ought to be kept where there is a 
. * To be had of Hales, Great DoveMtreet; Southwark; aDd 

of DW'Ilrord and Co., O~hu~ch.8treet, London. 
2x.3 
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free ventilation of air till the set insects are thoroughly 
dry; but it is necessary that it be also out of the 
reach of spiders; for we have in several instances 
had our specimens, while drying, mutilated and de
stroyed by these prowlers. The most convenient 
apparatus is an upright box, with grooves, into which 
the setting-boards may slide. with the door and the 
side of the box opposite to it covered with gauze. 

Setting-board frame. 

No other preservative is wanted. after the insects 
are set and dried. except to keep them from damp. 
to put a little camphor in the cabinet-drawers to 
prevent mite~, and to take care to prevent them from 
being destroyed by the larvre of some small moths and 
beetles, which the camphor will not do, nor anything 
else with which we are acquainted. We had once 
a whole drawer of insects destroyed by mice. Glazing 
the drawers of a cabinet, and occasional careful in
spection. will be indispensable to keep. 'a collection 
in good condition. . 

The cabinet may consist of more or fewer drawers, 
according to the extent of a collection. The most 
convenient dimensions of the ,drawers are from a 
foot to eighteen inches square, and two inches deep; 
and the best wood is mahogany, cedar. or wainscot, 
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deal being apt to split or warp. The doors ought 
to have velvet glued round the edges, to keep out 
dust and small insects. The bottoms of the drawers 
are lined with sheet cork, about a sixth of an inch in 
thickness, made uniformly smooth by filing, and 
having white paper pasted over it. 

Where a cabinet has not been procured, collectors 
make use of store boxes, made on the principle of a 
backgammon board, each leaf being about two inches 
deep, and lined with cork and paper. These are 
convenient, also, for travellers sending home insects 
from a distance. 

The specimens are best arranged in "columns from 
top to bottom of the drawers, with the names attached 
to each. We are ullwilling, amidst the great variety 
of systems, to recommend any particular one as the 
best; and prefer leaving our readers to choose for 
themselves, by giving the outlines of the principal 
classifications which have been proposed ii'om the 
earliest times till the present day. 
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CHUTn XV. 

SYSTEMATIO AR.RANGEMENTS OF INSECTS. 

WREN we consider that the number of known spe
eles of British insects alone amounts to more than 
ten thousand, being about six times more than the 
IIpecies of our plants-that illl, six species of insects, 
on an average, to each species of plant-it will be 
obvious that, in a collection of specimens, some sys
tematic order of arrangement will be requisite; 
though, for purposes of out-door study of manners 
and economy, nice distinctions are less indispen
sable, as appears from the beautiful and successful 
researches of Rt!aumur, Gould, Lyonnet, Bonnet, 
the Hubers, and other distinguished inquirers, who 
paid little or no attention to the minutim of clas
sification. In consequence, however, of a course 
diametrically opposite having been pursued by other 
naturalists of celebrity, we consider it our duty to 
warn our readers against the error of considering 
arrangement the sole end and aim of study; whereas 
the correct view of the matter, as we understand it, 
is not to neglect or discard system, as was done by 
Rtlaumur and Bonnet, but to make it subservient to 
such details of causes, motives, and effects, as we 
have endeavoured to exemplify. In every page of 
these volumes we have accordingly kept systematic 
distinctions closely, though subordinately, in view. 
We shall now give a brief sketch of several classifica
tions of insects, invented by celebrated writers. from 
the earliest times. 
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THE WING SYSTEM: 

'rOE illustrio,us Aristotle, almost the only genuine 
naturalist among the ancients, seems to have been 
the first .who distinguisbed insects by their wings,
a principle followed with greater minuteness, in recent 
times, by Linnleus and De Geer. Aristotle does not, 
indeed, put his system in a tabular form; but, for 
the sake of brevity, we shall draw up a table, founded 
on indications in his 'admirable History 'of Animals. 

Ariatotlts Clauijication. 

I. WINGED INSECTS (pterota, or Ptilota). 
1. With wing-eases-beetles (Coleoptera). 
2. With eoriaceous wings-grasshoppers(Pedetica). 
3. Without jaws-bugs (Adomata). 
4. With powdery wings-moths and butterflies 

(Psycka!). ' 
5. With four transparent wings (Tetraptera). 

Without stings, and larger-dr8JtOn-ilies. 
With stings-bees and wasps (Opiatkocentra). 

6. With two wings (Diptera). 
Without mouth-piercers, and smaIler~ies and 

crane-flies. 
With mouth-piercers-gnats and gad-flies (Em-

proathocentra). ' . 
II. WINGLESS INSECTS. 

1. Occasionally acquiring wings:
Ants (Myrmices). 
Glow·worms (Pygolampides). 

2. Without wings (Aptera). 

LinntBUB's Clas,Yijication. 

J. WINGED INSECTS. 
1. With four wings:- ' 

a, Upper wings more or less crustaceous; tbe 
. under wings membranaceous, . 
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Upper wings quite crustaceous, and not over· 
lapping-beetles (rulOptera). 

Upper wings semi-crustaceaus, and over-lap:
ping-bugs and ~asshoppers (Hemiptera). 

b, Upper and under wings of the same texture. 
Wings covered with small tiled scales-butter .. 

fties and moths (Lepidoptera). 
Win~s DJembranaceous and nak\llL 

Without a litini-dr~on-fties, ~c. (Neu. 
ropteral. 

With a sting-w~ps, bees, &c. (Hymenop-
tera). . 

2. With two wi"IT' !-Flies, gnats, &C. (Diptero). 
II. WINGLESS INSECTS (~ptera). 

:pc Gee-r, OltMlijiclJ'icm. 

J. WINO ED INSECTS. 
1. Wings jour, without wing-(J(JIBI!-

a, Wings covered with IJcales ; tongue spiral
buUerfties and moth •• 

lJ, Win~s naked and membra.naceoul-May-fties 
and caddis-meso 

e, Wings equal, membranaceous, and J)etted; the 
mouth with teeth-dragoJ)-fiies and lace
winged Aies. 

d, Wings unequal; Qervurel placed lengthwise; 
mouth with teeth; a.nd the females ha.ving 
a sti!lg or ovipositor-bees, wasps, ants, 
iclineumons, saw-fiies, &c. 

e, Wings membranaceous; the tongue bent under 
the throat-tree-hoppers, &c. 

2. Wings two, covered by two wing-case8 :-
a, Wing-cases partly coriaceous and partly mem

branaceous, overlapping each other; tongue 
bent under the throat-b!lgl, &c. 

b. Wing-cases coriaceous, or somewhat crusta.
ceous and wing-like, overlapping; mouth 
with teeth-locusts, crickets, and grass .. 
hoppers. 
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c, Wing-cAse8 bard arid crustaceons, not over

lapping, covering the under wings; mouth 
wlth teetli~beetles. -

3. Wings two, without wing-cases : ..... 
a, Two membranaceous wings, and \wI) poisers 

behind these; mouth with a tongue, but no 
teeth-flies, gnats, &0. _ -

b, Two membranaceous wings iri the male, but 
. no poisers, tongue, nor teeth; no whigs in 

the' female, but a tongue in the breast-
vine-louse, &c. -

II. WINGLESS INSECTS. 
1. Under~oing tra~ormatio,,!-- -

With SlX legs, and the mouth ha,ing , lbngue
fleas. 

2. Undergoing no trtmB/ormatioM t- . 
a, With six l~, the head distinct from the 

trun,k-white artts, &c. 
b, With eight or ten legs, Bnti the head nGt dis

tinct from the trunk-spiders, crabs, &c. 
c, With fourteen or more legs,' and the head 

distinct froot tile trunk-centipedes, \'\'otlll
lice, &c. 

THi2 LOcntTY II1rSTElIf~ 

THE next f;ystem, in bi'der of time; reckoning from 
the period of Aristotle, is taken, not from the strue
ture of insects, but the places they frequent. We 
owe the first sketch of an arrangement on this prin
ciple to the great naturalist of Italy, Ulysses Aldro
vand, whom it has been tbe recent fashion to decrj 
as a colleqtor of fables; but whose voluminous works, 
written in Latin, and never, we believe, translated. 
must always be consulted with admiration by every 
genuine inquirer, as a mine of information-altogether 
miraculoua BS the production of ODe man. ., 
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.Aldrovand', Clauification • 
. I. LAND INSECTS (Terrestria). 

J. With feet (Pedata) :-
a, With wings (Alata). 

Without wing-cases (Anelytra). 
With membranaceous wings (Memhranacea). 
Honey-making (Favijica). . 

. Not honey-making (Non favijica) • 
. With scaly wings (Farinosa). 
. With wing-cases (Elytrota). 
h, Without wings (Aptera). 

With few feet (Paucipeda). 
With many feet (Mtdtipeda). 

2. Without feet (Apoda). 
II. WA.TER INSECTS (.Aqualica). 

1. With feet (pedata):-
a, With few feet (Paucipeda). 
h, With many feet (Mtdtipeda). 

2.' Without/eel (Apoda). 

Vallimieri 'B Classification. 
I. Plant Insects (Insetti, clae annidano neUe pilmte 

e Ie divorano). . 
II. Water Insects (lnBetti, clae nuotano, creBcono, 

vivono, e sempre dimorano ne' soli jluidi). 
III. Insects inhabiting Earthy or Mineral Substances 

(Insetti, che Ii travano dentro i marmi, slUlsi, 
, . crete, ossa, e conclaiglie). . ' . 

. IV. Insects inhabiting Livin~ Animals (Insetti, Che 
fanno dentro, 0 soprQ , viventi*) • 
. Fabricius' B Geographical Classification. 

This celebrated systematic writer divides the globe 
into eight insect climates:-

1. Indian. 5. Northem. 
2. Egyptian. 6. Oriental. 
3. Southem. 7. Occidental. 
4. Mediterranean. ·8. Alpine • 

• EsperienH ed Onervazioni, p.42, 43; 410., Padov., 1126. 
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. .. . 
, Latreille', Geographical ClaBllification. 

This celebrated French systematist has written a 
curious and ingenious paper on the Geography of 
. Insects, as a companion to' Humboldt's. famous 
Geography of Plants. He divides the globe into 
twelve insect zones or climates, thus :-

. I; ARCTIC, all North of the Equator. 
1. Polar. 5. Supra-tropical. 
2. Sub-polar. 6. TrOpical. 
3. Superior. 7. Equatorial. 
4. Intermediate. 

II. ANTARCTIC, all South of the Equator. 
1. Equatorial. 'j 4. Intermediate. 
2. TrOpical. 5. Superior. 
:t~ Supra-tropiCal. 

Connected with this subject is the doctrine of 
Representation and Replacement, by which it is 
maintained, that wh,eri. a particular species of insect, 
or other animal, is not found in two several coun
tries or districts, such as Britain and New England, 
1t is represented or replaced by some species resem
bling it in form and in function. Taking a more 
popular example than insects furnish. it is held, ac
cording to this system, that the puma of America 
replaces the lion of Africa, or that the pecari repre
IenU in Mexico the hog of Europe. 

TH~ TIUNSIORMATION SYSTEM. 

By conSUlting our previous volume on Insect Trans
formations, it may be seen that there are considerable 
differences in this circulDst~ce among various species. 
These, the illustrious Swammerdam, whose aCCUl'Q.te 
observations are now as valuable as when ~hey were 
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made nearly two eenturies BiO. has made th.e basis 
of his system. 

StDammerdam', C14uificatio1t. 
t. 'trartsformations immooiat.e,the insects beingbatcW!d 

perfeetly formed-fleas, spiders, &C. 
II. Transformations taking place undei' \I. covering·....:.. 

locusts, criaketl, bugs.liragon-flies, May-fti •• SIc. 
III. Transformations with IL pupa-case intermediate *

. beetle&, bees, wasps, saw-flies .. gnats, &c. 
Transformations in the pupa state obtected--moths 

arid butterfties. . ' . 
IV. Transformations in the pupa Itate-ooarctate, 

ichneumons, flies, &C. 

Ray ttnd 1Pillug~by" Clauijicalion • 
. I. INsECrs UNDERGOING NO TUNSFOB.IIIATION .. 

(' AP.ETIl/l-&pv>wTa). 
1. Without feef (' A.-.t.):- _ 

a, Land Insects, includfug worms, '&c. (Te,.. 
. restrla). 

6, Water Inaects, including Leeches, &C:(Aqua
tiea). 

i. With feet (Pedata) : ..... 
a, With six feet (Heteapods). 

Land Insects (TerreBtria). 
Larger, including lignivorous lamP (Jle,jom) .. 
tess, including liee and springtails (Minora). 
Water Insects, including the river shrimp 

(Aquatica). 
b. With eight feet (Octopoda). 

With tails-scorpions (Cauda/a). 
Without tails-spiders, mites (Non caudata);, 

t, With fourteen feet-woodlice (T ..... "'(.J ........ 
.... q"') •. 

. -'n explaining Swammerdam's system, Kirby and Spe_ •• 
the terms of "complete" and" incomplete" which are IlOt iP. 
~~~~ ,. 
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d, With twenty-four flOt. 

With llm:ty fegEr, 
With mi'ny feet (g.)."",.:? .. ). 
~a?d Insects (,!errBstria).. ' 
Vi'lth eOUm5:j£: body ~milleYi'lli'S 

seu vgZ,rol:gg,Zz 
With a flat or compressed bpdy-centipedes 

(plano seu compre88a). 

:ft~k' I;~~~~ ~;!;~(~;:~z~zre 
;i~~ ~ ~~~~f:rt±ftCOl=~::~~{' 

IN:n:::TB UkkkkkkROOEkkZk TRAkkt±t±OJIMkk'lfmNS. 
(MST4f'Oprpllf'6"a), 

1. V:i'{4nsftJ?'zt:ntione §r:BtaniggkrqulI (Tll&nsmututio 
inkl'intaneaft :-

a, Lace-winged flies (LibellaJ seu Perlll'), &0. 
b, Wild buus (Cimices s:llvestres), 

Locur?k 'und menEes (Tnrnst«J), 
l"ield-crickets (Grylli campestres). 

e, Hearth-crickets (Grylli domestici). 
Mole,nkk,rket (Tryllo 
Tree-Vollperl ({7i::ado!i, 
Cock.roaches (Blattlt!). 
Crane.fiiel ('!ipul«J). . ., 

i, ~ ~i~::=;;~!P(~~L~,~o~:k::;i:~ttc",). 
m, May-flies (HemtJrobiij. 

J£ar'_kVEftk (For/Tmkla smi Auriuul::cia). 

2. Tr'knsjot'??1ationr (Meb:tkorphoklEJ du-
plex) ;-

W;Zz7~~~~i:~!k-beeth (KII).:$??1k~" ~43H Va-

b, Without wing. cases (' AoiAU'Te")' 
With mealy wings-butterflies and moths 

(Atir djzrizk:EJk:ds). 
With mLmhr'ff!k:EJeOUS 1lieI¥ 

membranacei8). 
With two winds (41"''T'~.). 

2 
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With four win~ (T .... n't(a). 
Gregarious (Gregaria). 
Makin~ honey-bees, &c. (MeUijica). 
Not making honey (Non mellijlca). 
Solitary (Solitaria). 
Bee-formed (Apiformia). 
Wasp-formed (Veapiformia).. . 
Butterfly-formed (P~lioniformia). 
With an ovipositor (SeticauduJ seu Tripilia). 

THE CIBARIAN, MAXILLARY, OR MOUTHSYSTEK. 

FA.BRICIUS, a Danish systematic writer of high cele:
brity, emulous of the fame of linnEus, conceived the 
idea of classifying insects according to the structure 
of their mouths. or their feeding organs (Inltru
menta 'cibaria). 

Fabrici1l8', ClfJ8lijication. 
A. . 

1. With the lower jaws naked, free, and. carrying 
palpi-beetles (Eleutherata). 

2. With the lower jaws covered by an obtuse shield 
or lobe-locusts, crickets, &C. (Ulonata). 

3. With the lower jaws jointed at the base, and joined 
with the lip-lace-wing flies, &c. (Syni8tata). 

4. With the lower jaws horny, compressed, and often 
elongated-bees, wasps, &c. (PiezataJ 

5. With the lower jaws horny, toothed, and having two 
paIpi-dragon-flies, &c. (Opontata). 

6. With the .lower jaws h?rny, vaulte<!, and no paIpi 
. -centipedes, wood-bee, &c. (Mttosata). 

B. 
'I. With the lower jaws horny, and armed with a 

claw-spiders, &C. (Unogata). 
C. 

8. Wit~ many jaws within the lip, the palpi mostly 
SIX (Pol,lgonata). 
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D. With many jaws, without the lip olosing the mouth. 
(Kl£7i§ztagnatoo) ~ 

·10. With many jaws without the lip, covered by palpi, 
(Exodznatz9~ 

D. 
I 1. M<i~ft;;~~s ;;~~~'~h~tl~~~:::~~'£7£Tect",( paJpi-
12. Mouth with a rostrum and a jointed sheath-bups, 

Ee. (R.yn§iinta). 
13. Mo~th .~ith a sucker without joints-1Iies, &e. 

?: Anz££ata) ~ 

Cuvier' B Cleu,ijication. 

I. INSECTS WITH JAWS. 
1. Withmlt wings-"tab<~ :s.pid<£7S (O§§iatlw·,(terrz). 
2. With four equal wings-dragon-flies, &c. (Neu,.. 

optera). 
3. With £Tour Witrl£TS-b:zes, mtrlSps 

.. ,opter,a). .:.. .... 
4.V1ilth -z£7mg~1i'zSeB-beBHes (i;zzleopt:-z"ra). 
5. With four straight wmgs-crickets, &c. (Or~ 

II. INSECTS WITHOUT JAWS. 

t. d(i~~g;:P&;~ (H-z.-zniptera/ZZ-Zzlual trlonzs2@£ten£7trl-

2. With powdery wings-butterflies and moths 0-4-
pidz:ptere&) • 

3. ~!th two 'Yings-:::flies, &,c. (Dipter:a). 4. 'ij·:flthol.lt wlzlgs-l.lea8. oote'. &c. (.@£ptwa)~ 

Lartktkrclc'.< Clza.:y.ziflo{f.tion. 

I. INSECTS WITH JAWS. 
1. With mingmt±.selt-beeTlas (Oaleop£zzra). 

~: ~~~~ sg~~~::~;;!~t:g:fir?:ti~:~~ 
terzz) , 

lJ. I-zii:::1;:cTt±. WIt±.tk Jt±.ms At-fizz A Z:;ORa tkP TlzrCKtktk. 
4 •. With (our unequal wings-Tlees, OCt (Hymen

optera). 
2 3 

.J 
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III. INSECTS WI'rH NOJAWS,BUT HAVING A SUCItBJl.-
5. With powdery wings-moths, &c. (Lepidoptera). 
6. With upper wings of unequal consistence--

bugs, &c. (Hemiptera). . 
'I. With two wings-flies, &e. (Diplera). 
8. Without wings (Aptera). . 

THE OVARY, OR EGG SYSTEM. _ 

IT has been recently proposed to arrange all animals 
according to the structure, &c. of their eggs -(ova) ; 
and, in accordance with this principle, an ingenious 
arrangement has been constructed by a venerable 
and enthusiastic inquirer. from which we shall give 
what relates to certain insects forming the eighth 
class. 

Sir Everard Home', Clas'!ficatUm. 

~ETAMORP~OGENOA, 
Having the embryo produced. from an egg which is 

formed in theovarium, subjeetedto transform"tion. 
and breathing by air-tubes (spiracula); heart wanting; 
blood white. - _ - _ . 

1. The embryo developed from eggs attached under 
the tail. Lobster (Cancer). . : 

2. The embryo developed from eggs carried pPOD 
the anterior feet. Spider (Aranea). 

3. The embryo developed from eggs d,posited under 
the cuticle of the skin or stomach. Gadfly 
((Estrus). .'. 

4. Embryos developed from eggs for several- ge
nerahons, impregnated at the same time. PJant-
10U$e (Aphis). . 

5. Embryos, produced from eggs of one ·mother. 
that compose the whole republic. Bee (ApiBJ. 

6. Embryos from eggs deposited under water. The 
-water-moth (phrllgatJea). . . 
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THE ECLECTIC, OR MODERN ·SYSTEII. 

M. CLAIltVILLE appears to have first conceh;ed the 
idea of uniting the principles of several of the pre
ceding systems, an idea which has been followed up 
by Latreille, Dr. Leach, and Mr. Stephens. 

Clairville's Classification. . 
I. WINGED INSECTS (Pteropkora). . 

1. "With jaws (Mandibulata) :-
a, With wing-cases (Elytroptera). 
h, With coriaceous winlts (Deratoptera). . 
c, With netted wings (Dictyoptera). 
d, With veined wings (Phle/Joptera). " 

2. With suckers (Haustellata) :- . 
a, Wings with poisers (Halteriptera). . 
h, Wings powdery (Lepidoptera). 
c, Winlts partly opaque' and partly translucent 

(Hemimeroptera). 
II. WINGJ.ESS INSECTS (Aptera). 

1. With a sucker (Haustellata). 
With a sharp sucker (Rophoptera). 

2. With jaws (Mandibulata). 
With legs formed for running (Pododunera). 

LatreilltB Classification ill. 
I. INSECTS WITH MORS THAN SIX FEET, .N]) 

WITHOUT WINGS (Myriapoda). 
1. With many jaws-woad-lice (Ckilognatka). 
2. With many jeet-millepedes (Chilopoda). 

II. INSECTS WITH SIX FEET. 
Without wings:- : 

a, With organs or motion like feet(Tkyianura). 
h, Mouth with a retractile sucker (Parasita). . 
c, External mouth with a jointed tube enclosing a 

sucker (Suctorio). 
With four wings:- , 

A, Upper wings crustaceous or coriaceous,' at' 
least at the base. 

a, With the under wings folded crosswise-bee
~ Regue ;\nimaI, 8vo. Paris, 1829. 
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tiel (Colsoptera). I. Pentamera; ~. Hete
romera; 3. Tetramera; 4. Trimera. 

6, With the under wings folded lengthwise (Or
thaptera). 

Legs formed for running (Cur80na). 
LeltS formed for leaping (Baltatoria). 

c, With a sucker enclosing several bristles (He
miptera). l. Iteteroptera; 2. Homoptera. 

B, Upper wings membranaceous. 
a, Wine:s naked and netted (Neuroptera). I. Sub-

uliearnes; 2. Planipennes; 3. Plicipennes. 
6, Wings naked and veined (HymtmaptereV. 
, I. Terabrantia; 2. Aculeata. 
c, Wings with dust.like scales (Lepidoptera). 

I. Diurna; 2. Crepuseularia; 3. Noctuma. 
With two hIIi,ted Mtltra anti two winG' (Mi

piptera), 
I. XenOlt; 2, Stylops; 

With two wing' (Dipt",.,,). 

Leach', Olassification. 
I. INSEOTS U~DERGOINa NO TRANSFORMATION (AtnfIto 

tabolia). . 
J. With bristles at the tail (Thllsanura). 
2. With no bristles at the tail (A.noplura). 

II. INSECTS UNDERGOING TRANSFORMATION (Meta
bolia). 

1. With two win~ folded crosswise, And covered 
. with hard wmg-caaes (Co/eoptwa). 

2. With two wings folded len~wi8e and crosswise. 
and short and softer wing-cases (Dermaptwa). 

3. With two wings folded lengthwise, and win~' cases 
overlapping each other at the edges (Ort!uYp
tera). 

4. 'With two wings twice folded lengthwise, and 
wing-cases obliquely overlapping; mouth with 
jaws, (Dictyoptera). 

5. With two wings, and overlapping wing-cases, 
having the apex membranaceous (Hemiptera). 

6. With two wings, and coriaceous or membrana~ 
~eous wi!lg-cases (Omoptera). 

7. WIth no wmgs nor wing-cases (Aptera). 
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S.With winp;s cnns5red "Tnith £4calen 
~~JLepidoptera). . 

9. vs! lth [Snut mzsmisranPS{nous "Tnmgs, 
hairs {TnsL'pte~'~ 's 

10. With lo~r n;~;iy eq~~l membranaceous reticu~ 
latex? 'SPSing'S (Neump;terz'S(, 

ll. Vsfith un{qual membranaceous wings, the 
~~~wing.bo":es running Iengt~wi:oe(H!(ffl.enoptera). 

g: ~~i!~ t~~~ W~~~~!0~~Idf~1~~z~nz~~Jt~hfor:;da1~r 
sucking-flies (Diptera). . 

14. With or with winnz, mZilzth wiKh lonn , 
jaws-bird-flies, bat-flies (Omaloptera). '~ 

Clz".,sijizxztion. 

I. INSECTS WITH MANDIBLES (Mandibulata). 
1. With hard winsr;-cases (Coleopter<z) , . 

VOrl',elOUS (,~depfkl~p;a). 

W~~,~df::~~:~(k~;~:Z;~j, 
Clel'mlzrs OZl!popi'uziz:a). 
Haunting water (Pkilhydrida). 
Fee(inh ou uarriou, or iKntridzsJfZod 

-wf:hn;h~;t wing-cases (Bi-ache/ylra). 
~hjllsJt:nathl££jl'm !lxvre. 
With {ubl£lminat2likztemlili (He&szvera). 
With laminate antennre (Lamellicornes). 
With Wifoml antennre (httrno;t.(), 
With t§ntac£lZms or nbrupfly clavate anzennre. 

d, V~~iformlarvlll.,,, . " ' 
Wltn rOSIl'nm (l£fzmchzlnflOraJ, 
Without a rostrum (Lo71gfcornea). 

e, Anopluriform? larvre. , 
Tarsi tsztramnrous, 
Body elongate (Eupoda). 
:lJody o~oid or ov~ (Cyclica). 
Tarsi twmemns (Tr:meri), 

f. Heteromerous beetles (Heteromera). . 
2. With short and so~ewhat crustzu;eoun nning, 

case'-"ar,Sll,'s (z zsz"mapi's·s'a) 
3. W~th c~ria~ol!~' wi~~~ases(Ortkoptera). 
4. With netted wmiKs (N'l'uroptnra). 

izedb' 00; 
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a. Saorpion-fiies (panorpitta). 

~: ~:~~;t~fti~~ 7:iiC:i;;f;~C4) ~ 
d. White-ants (Termitina). 
£'P, W.ith 1£'Pi'ge££'Pings (cihegal"ljt(J1'ap~ 

5. Viith four hairy win~£i (Tric,Popt,cm). 
6. With four unequal wlOgs (HlImmopt~a). 

££, Bor££££, (T'Y££'Yhront%££). 
h • .......- wasps. bees, ants, J!h~. 
Do -- ruby tails. &c. 

'I. -.-.... styl"pc; (St'i~'p?aipP;"m). 
n. INsECTS WITH SUCKERS (Hallstellata). 

1. ~;~~8;~~t::~;~!ri££t~;f:~to~:!~rna)~ 
h. ~oths appearing at twilight (Crepuscularia). 

Moth?£ app(£cring the efterrmen (Vomerl~ 
diana). 

d, Moths appearing at night (Noctu1'T/.a). 
'?, Monte appec:dng l?e:rtly hn day (HemiHierna) ~ 
f. Moths appearing In the evening (Vesper£z·na). 

2. ~ith two win~s (Diptera.) . 
3. 1t:i?th £?Ic££'PgedJKIws KInn two c££mgrtI, £>r nOlie (Hn, 

maloptera). 
4. With wmgs not perceptible-ileAl (Aphanip-

tem)~ , 
5. Without wings (Aptera). 
II. With two winns and overlapping wing-cases 

(HtLmipteT£?) . 
Land insects (Terrestria). 
WaLoc' ins??£?tc (Aqttcftica). 

J. two winlic andwing-clices 
each other (1/omoptera). 

liHE H£JIN Alili SYiATtLM. 

Mr. W, S. MAcLEAY, the author of this system. pro
iliK£££es in££Als in clY'culm~ gronH££ of lYn££s, s££ 
as to place those which have the nearest resemblance, 
dAc'(as h££ term" eonti!'£lY±££u!l one £mothe££ 
7n thei, d££veral shall here give fmm the 
Horre Entomologicre his arrangement of Clairville's 

Kith transl"tilinS. &C5., terty.,a. 
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Insects have also been divided according to the 
condition of their food; but the arrangements on this 
principle have "not, as far as we know, been perfected. 
I. INSECTS PEEDING ON LIVING SUBSTANCES (Tha-

leropkaga). , 
1. Feedin~ on living flesh (Carni'lJOt'll). 

a. Feeding on aphides (Apkidivora). 
2. Feedin~ on growingvegetabJes (PA1Itopkago.). 

a, Feedmg on grain and seeds (Granivoro.). 
b. Feeding on fungi (Fungivora). 

II. INSBCTS FEEDING ON DEAD SUBSTANCES (Sapro. 
l'kaga). 

1. Feeding on dead wood" (Li~·vora). 
2. Feeding on dung (Coprop a). 
3. Feeding on dead a.nimals (. ecropkaga). 



ILLUSTRATIONS. 

:1 Lonr-Iegged hoase-spider (Phol .... PWfJagio'.') 
II M ... 1<-beetle (OeT/Jm""~odoratUl) _ • • 
3 Catcb-weed beetle Ctimarclla tnslwico.a) • 

:'. Stag-beetle (Ltu:a ••• C.,." .. ) on the wing • • • 
6 Clouded yellow butterfly (Oo/i,.. EdUl"), male. • • 
6 Pale clouded bu tterfl y t Co/illS Hyale), (.male. • • 
7 Red underwing(Catoca/a'''''l'la) • • _ • • 
8 Upper and unde! Bides of thO ringl.t ba.tterfly (Hipp,...."iIJ 

Hyp.raM" .. ). • • • • • • • 
9 Harvelt-bug (Loptus 1I1It __ ali,). gr.atly magni6ed • 

10 Marbled blltterfty (HipP"rchia Ga/at4ea) and caterpillar 
11 Rose-laurel (RJaUdodmocirtm l'ooti._) • • • • • 
12 Yellow alal.a (balta poattca) • • • • • • 
13 J .. ilt .. fod.ilnJrb .... wilD the tongue magnified. • • • 

II 
8 

ib. 
10 
18 
ib. 
19 

14. Painred'iady hutlerfly(Cynt"ia Oard";): and Alpine blue-bottle 
(C ... /au .. " ..... ta .. a). • • • • • • • 46 

15 Burying-beetles (NecrophorKl • ."odtor), and dead frog • • 46 
16 Snai>dragnn (A .. tirrloia .... mqj .. 1, and bee. entering tbe flower. 49 
17 Humming-bird-moth (Ma.rog(oll/J ,t.ua/:tJJwa). and trumpet 

boney-suckle(Capn'oli __ peTOi,.".,) • • • • 60 
18 Bombardier (BracAi ..... ."itaa.). • • • • • M 
19 Calo.oma i"'IoMitor _ • • _ • ib. 
20 Green dragon-fly ('£,""a Il/Iria) _ 67 
III Rove-b •• II. (Goiri .. olea,) OD the wlDg. • •• 68 
!III Lackey-motb, in all it •• t~es. . • • • • • " 
!13 FOI· ... olh (.L4Siocaoapa nobi). and caterpillar. ••• 76 
II' Green 6old-cricket (.II.rida .iridiailll/l), with its Dest and eggs 77 
is Dmm of tho gr .... hopp.r 79 
116 Und ..... id. of the Cicada • 83 
!17 Drum of the Cicada. • • • • • •• ib. 
lIS Waup-f1y «(J/o",.ot_flllcio""-) • • • • • 91 
!19 Father Iong·leg. (P,dicill ri_), together,wilh the poiaero and 

the wingleta . • • .• . • • • • • 93 
30 Death'l-b.ad hawk-moth (Ac"'rootiIJ Atrop.,) • • • 96 
31 B.ad. of the death'l·head hawk-moth, lbowing experiments 

.. opecting BOund • • '. • • • • • 97 
31 Allflbi ... tUlela/_ a death-wateh boetle, magnified • 101 
32 AIIObi_ ,tria,- a d.ath-watch beetle, magnilied • ib. 
33 Aaobi_ partiJIIU I a death-watah beetle, magni&ed ib. 
M A.who ....... diIU _ ' • • • '.. • 110 
36 Adalll De O",ellG, male and female • ib. 
jj6 Bar of the C11Ib. • • •• •• 117 

2M 
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37 Eyea or Mgglllt .... ttJnrill 125 
38 ,. M.vyale CtZmntaritJ ih. 
39 I.gco,a _ • ib. 
40 Do'omtd ...... rgi.at.. ib. 
41 C, ...... ' d.bi.. • • ib. 
4it Spha ... i.dia... ib. 
43 .dll •• pa... • ib. 
44 Ert ... ci."nlH'ri... ib. 
45 Thomisu cilr... . i b. 
46 Uubio.a IIccelttuata ib. 
47 D.'1,dorn ,,,,Ikrina ih. 
48 Seg.strin p~lji. 126 
49 Teg.anrln do .. ,metJ ib. 
60 E"eirn dia"..... • ib. 
51 7hfWidj .. cor"nnl... 126 
52 Lalrod .. l" 13 gullata ib. 
63 ft .drggr .... ta aq.atica ib. 
54 HeRd nf ,h. work.r·bi!e 127 
15 Eyes nf Ih. mal. bee ib. 
16 T.lrop. pr,., •• la. • • 1211 
17 Ey •• of Ilillo,.greatly mapi&od ib. 
N 011" •• ' aatflfo' • • • • ib. 
69 l'.y.o of " .. hoIDera, ,..-tl,. .. .,.Ified ib, 
80 I':Y" of .Ih. \we, ,reat1y_.,n.6rd • 131 
81 Srction uf Ih. eyrof 'he draKOlI·8Y 138 
611 Spctinn of the .y. of ,h •• ,,,,,·beetle • • • • • 138 
III "PClion of a compound .y., .howing tbe ~OQrse of the light 139 
'4 GianI cockroach (Blat/agignol ... ) ,.... lSI 
61 Praying.maalil (MII.ti, rBlip,n) ••• • • 157 
.. Virgin dragon.8}" (Cnl."tery:r Vir,..) • . • • • • 168 
tr1 TooKlle of the b •• " with ils mQ.cl •• and nealh • • • 1711 
II Structure of the be'!'. ton«ue . • • • • • 173 
89 La,k.par (Delphiai .. <hoi/a""' .. ). Rnd ColumNne (.4pi". 
. bicolur), shuwing the bom-llhaped Deetaries • • • • 
'It A,.lai. QoceretoI. teal Ii •• and miroltied. • • • • 

1'15 
118 
ib. 

J79 
1M 
187 
189 

?1 Sltek.r of th. A,.hi, Qwrcu, m"1t1itied. • • • • 

~ En.-... li, anol aD Infected appko-branch. • • • 
Sockera of th.·black·honted bug (Oi ...... igrico ...... ) majllliFed 

4 Majtllifi.d filtar •• of tb. > .. cker of a water.tiug (N.". ..."lui.) 
?6 S"cker. of Ibe ft ... greatly magnifi", • 
':8 Cbigoe (PI16 ... p ... lmn.) .• • • i Malfnitiod Ii. gnre. of Ih. Muek.r of Ih. pa~ 

Med •• of oper.lioo of the pat'a lucker 
Male aad female pat,mllgni6ed. • • 

110 Tho 01., (H ..... put. ,1 •• ltIJi.). , • 
II Partl 01 tbe oJeg mapitled, to sho" the lueker 
III Sncker nf Sphi .... col.rio • • , • 
II Male .pider. "ith the pn/pi magnified • .• 
14 Male and female .lalt·"""tle. • • • 
85 Male aDd female B_bu 
N Ctenopltorajl4 •• olata 
17 CtBJIoplwra uranta • • • • • 
88 Male aDd female ,low."urml • • • 
.. Head of male. glow.worm • • • 
80 Fi .... II,. (Elat .. • OclilllC") • • • 
.1 Laotem-IIYlFI'goml ... tenoGric). • 
,. Electri" C.Dlipt-If. (,.."" .... ,'-'rica) 
.M~-U_ .... . 

191 
• 196 
• 196 
• 197 

1I0i 
ib. 

• 204 
• 1I10 
• 211 
• 2111 
• 218 

i1t. 
• 2K ill • 
• 2111 
• btl 
• i80 
• lIlII 
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94 Ttemblev's b .... edi.( aPJlI'ratns 
95 Rellumnr'tI breoeding apparatus 
96 Aphis of ,h. elm, ma~~ri.d 
97 Aphis of the willuw, maKnified • 
98 Common gnat (tJulez ),ipie,.,) • 
99 Maroh·fritillary (Meltto"" artern;') • • • 

100 ~ix-.pot bur .. t moth (AnthrucllrlJjilipll'lldrll",) 
101 Soidt"rs' webs on irun railing!l • • • 
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237 
237 

• 248 
ib. 
ib_ 

lI64 
ib. 

1I811 
lOll Reaumur'. lart!'" pyramidal hive. • 
103 ~warm or ltees on a laburnum tree branch • • . • 
10~ Swarm of 40.000 be .. on a fig-tree. and ROallmur', apparatus for 

wt'ighing them. . • • • • • • . 

283 
286 

lOS Slructure of ,h •• ting of the common be. 
106 Poison bag of the be •• magnified • • • 
107 Bre.ding·cage, wi,h gallZe doors and glass slide. 
lOS J, .. v ..... bo" and pocket coUecting box 
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De 0-, M .•. jIg. 96, 

"""flllpw':"",, d~"'F"""dor, "if" 1118 
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Cheese~hopper, th of Ptopbila, 
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~~;:al:',~~?,u1"~~;S~~~ZlYf~'n~~:: a 
hen. T, 810 

• 21 : and transformatiOllS 
od. fly, T,2lM 

53; C ipita, T.M . 
PlIpul~ A, in 

£0J'Y'(1l«'''''''UI«.:g, 1 
Clary,opa perla, Leach, T. 191 : 386. C. 
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t~~~;~~ I~:;~0i,'::"ih: e:b ,,,~d 
perfect state, T. hl.jig,. 

~::~:::~:is~~";\: ~~~:~c. ffi, 88. ,"ofu 
Cicak. A. 278; 403; T.8; M; M. 

"",88; jigfl"" "'0 n,,,,, live "" de'll'w M. 
liM 
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ci~5;e&.moths, varieties in the &peGle& 
of, A" 217; methods of destroying, 
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~~~~~ 
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g:r~"~~~;n::~,~!~C~ri=b~f Tth~ 
T. "'; =rufom'atlo"."~CC7.JIp.? 
lives four yean., M. 219 
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wonderful ltrf1lgth of the, T. UK J 
ji£ : viscera of the, T. IGGy.JIg.; 
p'Yf""'t of, T 32i1,.f4'r. 

C~~':Jr~~t~~;i iJ.:~·;, ~6.~B,a:: 
38; '.:, r";""",,., 1(",,,, 11:, 'r. 323 

g~:;:,?,:t~~f~:;: !~i~~~ "of', T. 
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C,.atn-ina ~.i.""ndinu, OIlers, T.l ~8 
Cr;:'";~~~po'" "i;er~,~~"th. ,~","00Il ,st th2';w 

Crickets, structure of, A. 241 j mode or 
~i";:'~"t:i~,i~l~ ~~ 2~~~lrp.!~ 
~:nl:~s, M. 86j their cannibaliun, 

Cri,,,,,,,,n s,,,,,,,,,, th,",,,,"ies 00-'fiIC.:l to ac
count fOT, T. &2; curiow fa(.tex-

c!i!!~~!~g';'!?d::;'~ 'l~~~l:d ~: aM 
•• tUn, '1'.190. 

Cry of the death's bead moth. M.98. 
Cry",,,,,,, F,%iJO., T" 1:<", 

f:~I~~~'~~~;:A~::~~ f:e 
pho"'''''' c"",,,,,,j, 1.' ~ 191 

C2~~j~r ~:~~hulari., H uhuer, A. leW. 

Cucu£'"", illd"ator. 'Lath. m4" 1065 
C~~ pipitrll,T.1M,Ji&'.; 819, 885; M. 

Culi"""i4, L"':L" •• Tm ",.54; ; Ie 
18t, 201. 

g:!:~~~~~=~" ~-:~~&M": 
C, .iwtlfWf" AI 187 
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Ear 01 the -. Ill. II1.JI6. 
Ean, pos1don of, in cis'Wn 1DlmaI .. 

111.105 
Eanh-muon caterpillars, A. 200 ; oat. 

aidewalisof the DflIti of'. A. to1,,,, 
JIB.; nesII moth, &c.,I05,JlW-
E~::~~. ':fr' ano_ln· 
Eanrlp connot set luto tbe brain. T. 

108; Its jaws, M. 145; the1r can ... 
nlbaUom. 111.147 

Eating Insecta, M .• " 
Eclectic ',Item. M. III 
ECODOID1 of nature, reflectJODI an the, 

A .• I< 
EIIP 011_. It • .f!60.,_1Or 

pTOteCti.ng. A. a; Of inleCts capabl~ 

:!I::-:~B.r.r.!.ec~~~c!deat~~ 
T. 1; not dllpersed in the .sr,14. 
ca;~.s:.r~:~=:: !l 
88; 01 birds not protocted b, their 
coIourfrom theattacbofcleJl!edaton. 
8&; Cl.UIe of the colou.n of, 36; of 
antl •• tructure of the. Me; aplden and 
lIow-warms,8t; form of, 40; ofbfnll., 
cauae ofthemal fbrm,'1; ICUlpture 
OIl "1; cariOtD appendapa to. "'; 
with fooHtalb. ,u i 1Jfe-boat of. c0n
structed b,J &be pat, 71; ollmecw, 
h,.bematlon of. 78; ezperJmenll OIl, 
b, Rpallanunl ..... John HUnler.'!i. 

~~..r.~ ~~lIooaa: 
.lilt.; oItbel.ct.,m .......... h:rronn 
-~ ... k .• oIaph\dea, h,bema1Ioa. 
or, 81; of coed. alnplar protec.:tlOft 
of. 88; of the npourer moth, on 118 
cocoon. "': of luectl. efftcta of cold 
on, 18; of blnJa, ItnlCt1U'e of the, 
100; of fnleda. batch.lna' of, 100; nol: 
hatched '" rn..c ... 101 , hatched bo· 
fore the,. are laid, U8: of.Uk-worm .. 
management of. 110, of lOII'Ie In .. 
1IlCta, increase In size, 111 ; of anu. 
SfO"th of, 18: of splden. de.elap
mentor, 118: oflnlecD, "al ... of,ltC 

Blahri., M.211 
EhdntlGdfl:llcu,.Lbm., T.I8O; II. IS. 

E~. canll_. lII.tao •. Ar. 
Electrlcll1,luilueaceof, on fniec:tI, J(. 
II 

Elephant, II'IleIl in, M. 51 
.EtU.riuJ*fJm, Wlbon, T.P 
Emrneta or j .......... A.I7'; ""-

of. In treeI, Ill; popoloII& colon, of -Emperor moth, A. 818; cocoon of,_' 
Em:yrlwiauretu, Klrb"T._ 
EtalOIJUrid, T. tHJ. 

=;:, COR':':;'::.'C~: 1M a:s MO: 8581 
&58,359: T. 31; 87; Ill: llBi e8; 

B=~fo.the"oI.'II&.h. 

=~~':~ 188.1.; DellI 
01 !he aruba 01. A. IIOII,.;/.!. , .... b 01 
~~h~ot,lD elof COll"'~ 
~.A.I07; T.BIS 
EPhemene 11"" more &han ODe' da" M. 

lit 
Ephemera pu.bs, JleItI of.A.IOll, DeItI 

or,la a WU1OW-ItUJ.' 107; dtlleCtlGq 

J1!!~-='T.~.Ut,JlIC. 
-........... 2N· . 
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E~b'li;."!r~i"'·-; -
Bpipoae HidNlII"., Latr t A. 88 
EriHUCns. Europeu.t, T. 181 

B~:J;"=,!ri=~~~,r.1~T. 814, 
E~. Mali, Leach. M. 178, 118, h. 
~::::',=iF~:':~.~M~~-:S and 

B'.I'(fiInnq, Meigen. T.5 

~~i:IT~ encampins caterp1llaa 
Error of Gredart and of De Mel COIl-

E:or:i:7 ~~~od'::~:fu':ii.T 'e~-
.plaimld. T •• 

Blu:ild;" gll/pllaell, OchIenhelm, T .1'1. 
AIPIIt'ftU.A.5t 
EtlDNN'" .... T.101 
Etlploc .. u .. K""Nrll., T. 111 
BMplOCdffti and Ti ... , destruetlua of 

pain b,. T.ftl. 
lloiT!Itoio. dT.::.' Steph •• T. lit 

l::i~u:::r=t~~~!.1' me fII 
the d.,. for the, T aUl 

Exotic plants oometIm ....... 18d bJ 111-
teCh as food for their Joun«. 1', 88 
ErJ.~ of ana to capture alaYa, 

EKpd'lmenu 011 the pat'. life-boa of 
..,. T. 15: on the woU'spkla, bJ 
8wammerdam, Bonne&. and J. R, 
106; aho .. in. the embQo bDttuft,y lD. 
tbtoc.~lIIU'JUN: 

EJ., multipl) ..... M.llI 

F~" _phlcol claallk:aUaa, 

Ptllt:Jo ... ~.T.381 
Ffllt» u. •• nn&I •• , T 881 
F,~. probobla_ ....... C:O\d. T. 
Fee.ndil, or i_ ........... willi 

other animal., T. 0&6 
P.- of 81es, .V~""llll", T. _ 
Pdt. .... fllcula' ... 1·emm., M. 1'1 
Female anll tate off their own .. inti, 

M B&IJ; their aathorllJ.BM 
Female InllttlmOlt.li_, II. 11a 
Fleld-crictet, A. tu 
Fishel, smellln, M. 51 
Fire-fly ot'tbe Wesl.lndlel, M.tI8.JIg. 

~~ !:'::~on:.:C,!esmf'::';!~:'l:: 
~~:"I~ri suckerol.1B8; pre

FU. (_ •• d ... " pu'Cbmeatalite papa 
cue of, T. bit 

Fl' .... ri .... JIOGCecI ... in. M • ., 
Pfhtu luc"_or, M. 101 
F~~:a.1nP of some w .. wID", fUel. 

FoCIII. -.. or. OIl baa paba ad 
planes, M. 816 

~:::'Si,=~,P~-:"~"'PP"'" M.IU 
F~::;..th. ft, ••• w-d ....... la ..... 

F ........ Fnmch. M. rta.JIp. 
Forelp ante, A. ilK 
'~~·~.~~t'IIIlIric. LlDn., T. 100J 
~c • .,......, A. US; M. 111; 

:: c:::: ~l;J\i. ~~.~;.".;:~: 
... i~;aaJT.lla;IH; .. ;6OI; 
".J~"" -1.81; '.IWWf .... ,A.. 
IIftI •• 001 ,..,.,.., "' .... , IN; 



Grab1M~~""tII, tft.r;~£m~ouoli' T.IIl, 
jig. 

Gra/I:2Z"n,,,,_ Vigow"," ''0''.10 
G~~~~~tr:rs a.nd spri~.taU .. leaping 

Grassho",~rs, soundIng in&tn~~nt 
M.'/i',Ji,p. 

S:b~ j~~"~'o7~,;j ~'t'ih!·:!ze-ft1. Ita 
comrpunica!lon 'with the air, 41~; 
parasite, of the gar46tn-snaIL 4-t1: of 
th~ di'i"gon-fly, 'L l1U; f'C rue cock.~ 
chaf:,,'M Eta 

~rubs. &lructure of, T. 128 i voracitJ of, 
T.llM 

Gr.'111idtl!, M. 7; 79; If!, 

&ii/~;~,f~i':'Qf:::,',:" ~~~ ~iS i~~~,1 
G1P8y.mo~h" slender coveTing of the, 

. ~.~~ ~ldce~~~~:.d'!~1~t;s J::~i:.d!~~ 
::;:=:~:~~~i,;~; m §l, jig. 

Gyrinru nailltoT, T. 868; 881; M. 128, 
jig. 

!l~:','~',~~ in;~:{;~' M0 giH, Jfg. ; 

HalicH.T.M 
Haiiclu.fulllotinctu., Stepb., T. 5& 
Halli",& {',,,,",ci,,,,", 'J Yi99 
Haiti",,; i'd'2tOru=, £ alger, B'UJ, l'tJ, ... 
Hare, hearing in the, M.I09 
Harpal.ld0, Mac Lea,., T. i3I 

:~;~i~~~'~: 1:1, sT, JIg.: ,h, icacy 

::~~!~=,o~~~~ f:ru~ce!.O:1 tent. 
per,,,,,,,,!;:-;;,_ T. I::i1T 

Hawb, ,'~,,:i brett"""', Acc. vlh"'1t0ry m£~ 
tiOb", d'~ when iHY"'g, T . .['&"fi 

H~':e~lcu~~m!1~~e:f, f: ~~' ~~:; 
HE~~~1~::~~~t'~i8~~;;:~:~ of, if? 

Hearth cricket, hybematlon of the, T. ... 
Heart',·.ue, dlipeniQD or the set!da or, 

T. gg 
Heat, %:itii;w:::t.s of, j'jii:l 205,., liB t !JeIlIe 

in insecta. M. 15 
Rt!IiJ! a.pena. MUller, A. 416; M.146 

~:!:~~,~~j'j:L!~~r: '~~F:~~; 158J6. 
llemic'Li''''D;41;',eox.z."""" and E, "{''''(11."",. 

Lalr., 'r. BI9 
Hepialwrhumuii,A. 201; 2iil: T.IO; 

25; I~; 219 

B~tt:'j"::t'[;:!~i.~~~,~~~~.j Z"," "~i. "'r~t: 
~i~~ZF~;:"=:~~::'~;d!!:ribed b, 

Mr. Say, T.I!69 

H~j)~~;~~~7'~~::,";!E 
HtppfJh08ca epina, T. 117 

:::~!:~j::~.~::;'i't:; Taa 1111 
Hhe·iici!ci2.archis,!:'i "","e of" "b" A. BD, 

!lrrangement of cells of. A. US, jig. : 
foundation •• all and cellll COIll-

=':;~~~ta!=e ±:~Sf;"C~: al7"'~bbl$ 

Bom.:710r1I, M. F'iJO 
Hon",.J ,:",,0, fou""""iion or 

lli,J\if; waO< .. =tJ""ktng 
their own .. a~, A. liS 

401 

Honey.cells of the !the-bee, form of 
the, " , 120; n''''''''n, for ';110 fonn ,:;f 
lh,,; ; e~i""''''mflts of" RfD'ler co~:;
cen",+: the +"",m of t".e, A. li-,,; 
('.ommenced in lhe foundation-wail. 

!r~ ;h,:~~~nle,~,~ ~:; r,1~ls~I~~ 
~:Z;!;~L1,~f:se;,; :';:~C!:~~~~;,1:hi~30~f 
the. 181; finishing of the.la1; var. 

:ti::::the:;:r ,!hhr~~~rOS~·18i&J,; 
HOn0}MCitmh w,l), bees at ",,",wire, A. "sw, 

.111:,; i>}mmen"..;,,,,,"ntin inYmlng.lI:,; 
distance of, from each other, 129; 
curved. 134 

Honey·com!> Motha, transformations 

H:!'e~;:~i:;::::,~~"",,, .. al aCt"m,,,ls or, T. 
16; accountt:d for hy experimenm.18 

Hon~y-guide of Africa. A. 141; 
Honey. poIsonous. account of. M.81 
HT.h;~~, ",'luaU" f"""a (Hy;d;,"""'~"&rItP4 7), 

Bop/1m. M. 20 
Horned Muon Bev, cocoon of the, A. 

.>7 
~~~::f.~~~:f: ,,,,j,, tont. 

80 
Horae-IIUngen, T. 1M 
Hounds, smell in, M. Mt 

~~~~: ~,~~~(;:~~,~ ~!~r1 ), ~rlgin iif. 
T. ggg 

House Spider. e~eou. account oCt 
A.357 

H:~~;~:~~:~~~~~:;a~T::":~~: :;~ 
Humble Bee, male and female. M. au, 

jig •. 
Hum)"" Bees. 7;:, i nesl£, stnJctu= 

of, Til ;,,"~ba .. e l'b, mho {jL~~"'lion 

H:~";f'b~a::7M.87 
Humming In the air. M. 80 

:~:f~~:,I/:c{(}r 0~f~~:~~~e? :~~~·Ime1L 
M.gg 

Hunting SpIders, account of, A. L\'S 
~~~~~:l;nu:t'~~:~~::~,:r: 79 ~ 

the "0:,..;:,' of a""",cs, 81; m spidzss" 
eg,,:", iii" 

Hydrtlchn4 tJhntrgm., T. un: ."1(6. 
122; H. GeugrtJphica. Latr. aJU.t 
.ftK'''~ 883 

H~~~~~~7'~:.!~::~!i.,~·t~~~;,~:;;g 
:z~~~~~~:~: A~~ 
Ji,ydromdra .taKJIOI'1I"', L.". '.r. 831 ~ 

H;:,,:~~tJ~~":~~JO 
llyperq 'Rumici~. A. 81& 
Br.~""" booa., Latr.t A. 400; 411; 

H~t1~;~~": &s#:tepbz,;%" A.III3; 

leAirlftmota, A. 195.jfg. 
Ichneumon Fly and the cuckoo, om .. 

par'~xm betw1t'ETI the, 1'. ,"'S, with 10;; 
Ovi±"JHtor, T, £2' :2; ;'i;'±'~i::Inm' '00;" 

izedb' 00; 
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lActuIId4!. 111'. 8. 7' 
Locust, T. ~l ~ .fig.: mlgraUonl of, 

M.2Il9 
tocusl Ri'~";h, lint;,""""'''ly 111 the, .'" Locus,"", ,,,,,,ages of. "if" ¥c4,s; swa"='~0f. 

in Southern Africa, T. ~7; do not 
chew the cud. ~.150 

~ol()tal1lia ribttJRa. Sleph .• A. 160i T. 
!l; /!, y""",na,lh., /'h 1:0';:". T.l'" 

t;!tt;"""'l~~~~.t~ .'~~,,::7 
f::~;r:rl::;8~i&!~'~~'/ ~~ t 
Luminosity of the sell, M. 230 
Lumj,,,,,,,w ;"seCIS. M s££ 
LyCQh,," fi"'''''''''. Fab~, s71 
LYC4I1;""=c Leach, T ""J",280 
.£YC06'& 2=,,~al Latr'l '~'. 104, 1M, 
~86 

Mac Lea,.'s elasdtlcatlon. M. 895 

g~:~:$~,:~,~~:~~~,:~]'" ~~~I~:~''''m" 
flies. popularly called the grub, 259; 
voradty Qf. :l~t; of blow flies, vora
dty ot', 268: of blow tiles, instance of 
rna·, 00"'0 deYoU,,,,,",l t,s the. ~ 

Male ;;:H1>, death of" "3, ::s& 
l\lale L'f0?} mauac,,,,,,], TwX. 259i 

M~~:; ~r::-rfle;t~,;w~T~;;ce. A. 189 
.'Jmtlrlra BrlU6ictr, Treitschke .. T.tI8j 

M olt'ract'4,'li!lS 

~;:~"wnr({; ~~~~~~l:TI:q~~?bai'LT' 
M.lh4: ,Sf.orato·!",w Unn ... M. 
ltl. r~lil(io~(I, M.167,jtg. 

~:~;w~~:~i~; ~~:~t!inar1 cue of. 

M~;:~",,~'r;;"k~I.5i.;~" ,±~:si(idal hi"", 2:,,' 

~~;;~fc:~~i:-~ceP1;;~ =:~gih~~ 
thelrnetta.9n,.fig. 

M::,i~~~:~g1>~\"t~~: ~~~~ 
and "'W1fnie. M. 21,M. 

l\(a'lO", ,,,",,,,,,,' cla, """"" w~t Lee. 

~ 41'::~~'.~; =~~~"d:~~J=:':;::~-~ 
and nest. 4B.flg. 

Mason-l>piders, A. 860; nest of, 862. 
jI/(. 

lHasa,,""'''',)'''' proceed",Jt,',of., 
A. ;{U, mandiblew, d, £7,jlll" 
tlon of. outwitted b, a fly, ~; strue· 
ture of a. 29.,fig. : n~st and IlOCOQJ18 

of,2B,/'K •• 8I,JIg.; storing up Ih-e 
cate~,dLo,,", 3o! 

Maso" """""F"'. A_ 16, 
Massac"",,, male ''''''""', !~9 
Matd'"", ""re of h,'"·",,, 'IF''Jle(;t "gs 

M:~~~' ::stem. M. 888 

Mt:~-;~~':;; ~:F,:!,~! ,~:,~~~, ~~: 
.!!~~~~~;~";·~trt6r(fby="", .. Par&imtp:;w 

T.9 
MegachU«, La,U-., A. 83; Jf. cmt.,n· 
cula,i.,~: M. mUTarlll, 8,Ii, 81; w. '1 

.eliJ~", "i~;", A. IT£) 

;£~~~~E,~~~~::; 
»rv/1Mr. M. , .. 
lIfetamozphoola, ~ _ U<l 

wJ"table. T. ISI.Jlg.; the IA!rm of. 
obJected to, 2S8 

::~~':F~~~~~7~:~:~i~n:~~~T" ~ 
M ;,1.«:"". ohli,!ue pw~'"", "f, r. a'S~ 
M~r~1;so~\:~~~~IM.n\ ~~;~: 

live, M. 269 
AfiJ,,= ,d'inn.u, 1i"" ~'''',. M. 11 

:L;,;: ~:.~: '%;~"est M. ;sm" 

M~IA~~~~J~~,h~:'~n °irttJntt;: 
in France, 44-

~1;r~E~1!;~~~;,~m~'~eQ"~" ?~'. t; 
Mc-:iem s,stem, f;.f. sst 
Moisture necessary to taste, M. 111 
Mole-cricket. A. 242: with outline 9f 

oue of Its nands~ i-l3,fi(.; nest el, 

M~i/;.~7: T. 387 
M"""'tG ,',aura. (ich,L A. 219 
M os!>es on walls. origin of, T. WI 
MolafliU., T _ 368 
M olh. winter nest ot the brown-taUed, 

A :';::"'j; wlm2;: T"",it of Ok s,,;,ien
ZQik2?, 331; 0fLhebri,:,:,,,,,,,,,,,¥T. 

M~~i:B~~genuity of. T. 79; anal tw~ 
zel'lof, T. m ;mateandfemale, M.¥,,, 

Motion indll;pendble to lire. 'r. 8M 
l\'lould in tbe :tl1:&:rt c,f an apI'ie.w {:';:Igln 

"""", T"30 

M,::",::;';: ~lt~~~ ~!~~O:'o~''"~~:;:~IU~ in the. 118 .. ftl(.' 
Mouth system, M. 888 
Mutf·makil1g calerpJl~ A. m • .ft .. , 
M,:w,~,~;w:~CBC:2":"',insectw dn"~ 1'(. 

M~;;i:l. baTbatu., M. 10 
MultiplylngeYe&. M. l~' 
MJUCd ea .. or. I.Inn, T. 109; 8; ~-

~'~',i ~1~ ~i~.~?!£~:~,~, ;::~st/i~~i;~;;,,:: 
leu. liM : 267, U.UU 

Mzucidt.t. Leach, T.Ga; 177; ~l;-.; 
M. G6; 115 

MUlCicaJlidC2. M. 149 
Nl$w,:eL;;" oftbe ,,,,,,,,',, ,,,ngue, &0 
MohFl$Jnr stren,,<b "r'tleas. T 
Mth1:U,:':' beetle. ",,""'"of) T.IB7, fix". 
Mutiila. T.47 ~ -
MygqJl alricularia. T. 394~ 8DS; 391. 

Jig.; cterntnlaria, Latr. A. :t61, S62, 

w~0i,±' {~~C:.0:S~~~,~~/2£,; parts '" '''''" foot 

JI~t;":~~i~'::7~~fJuvtJ :t L:::"~:S"'" 
M.Y,rmcicONfurmiC(llen,'iabr., A.!ll i SOD. 

I· ..... ..., 
lIIyrmica nUITCI,A, 266 

~!~'~~:in~~iu~::'~~+~~:;'~ww:~f ",mmeJ 
In,A.IS 

NaturallslS,dlfthrentoplnlons ot, A.1~; 
~~~pancies of opinions Amon"~ 'J;. 

N":';;k;ac2 beetlew 
N!!:;;1",,,A~a, .Me ",:1, 

N«C'fOPItoTu. «pultor, De Jean~ M.48, 

h~ ;:c!I~~~·:t;,h~T~18 . 
~ 3 
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mon publ, 818 

Quinary 'JIItem. lII. 894 

Rabbit, sometimes eats fleah. M. 151 
Radiata. T. 353 

=~~~~~la:. term1t11. 
lII.381 

RAptoru, 'f. 881 
Ray and WUlll8hb,.'. dualflcatlCllt, K ... 
lWaumUl"I ent.busiauD for ItUdJ't A. 

-401; es.periments on deatb· ... head. 
bJw1r:-moth, M. 97. JIg •• ; uperl .. 

R!!b,~:~~~ :S~araftl. 
T.1711 . 

Red snow of the Alps, DOt osplobled, 
T.W 
Redumu.~, Fabr., T.l65 
Red"vitl', Af. 39 
Rep .. Cri,tollU, Ray, T. 93 
~"""Uio,A.1W 

=:c:..-S::ic!;..~.8IJtJ!6. 
RAu. Yerm., M. 86 
RIlyntAilt' &uo\1U, Herbst., T.W 
Rllyne/u.mtu "m.dli,. Fabr. A. 88Q 

t~i!ei ::'o:'Il..Ue bees, II. aoe 
JfD4ftti., M. 15'1 
Root, he&l'inlfin the, M. 108 
Boob, aIrlal dance. of, T. aM 
Roee, bedeguar of the. 4. 815 
Roae--chafer, A. 251 
Roee-hawthorn, A. 881 
Roae·leaf..cutter-bee, A. 58i method of 

R=!Wfo:'~~~i andDel&,4J. 
RoUSleAU'S experimeuta Oft amell, M •• 
Ko,.1 proceecliDgs amonc termllieI, M. 

1118 
_ nal .. got.. JlupoDCbel, T. 98, 

148; lU,..trg. 
Bemricu, 4. 8M 

Sail....,. ....... III man and In lmeclso 
lII. B1. 38 

&sltiCIU ,ura'CIU, A.. 857; T. IN; M. 
ltD, 110: 11 . 

Sampson'. 11cm, bees In, aecount.edfor. 
T.7 
Ran~ ant&, tac.tles ott M. 841 

=~IJ='A'.:O~l~::I: 
315 

Sa~IJ!l,.·1 theoTJ. M.108 
Saw.flies, A. 15. 
Saw.fI,. o't'iposltor of the, A. 158,fl6 •• 

1M • .II,.; comb~tootbed. rasp and ..... 

;eth~~:~1~~;e:,'U!, b} it l~ 
berry caterpl\lar."IIP. <lee .• ~, 
.fir.; of the .-Ier. caterpillua oC, 
117,./Ill •• of the alder, caterplllars of, 
a17.JIK· 

Scarobtnl ,u.z.n ... , Lhm.. A.. 151; 
353 
B~,m .... .n..l\r ....... T." 
Scbirach. discovery, M. 311 ; 
ScoIo~. LeaCh, T. 8M 
8eolyl_ ~or, Geoff!, T.1&5 
Scouts 1l?Ilt. out b, bees, •• lIN 
Scotch-fir, pandO pI f11be, A.._, 

.fill· 
S ...... T.4I1. • .fI/l. 
Hea. pboaphorescenc.e of, M._ 
8eedllIlpioolso cIIIIiWtR 1If. T.IM 

/ 
D;g";,ed by Goog1c .. 
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S1~~~~,~~:::,:~,;,g; 01, :. 

880 

T4IbcmitL":2, ~'L :8:;s 
T .. ban;",,,, Th-L 

TT;~I, .. ·.~:.:'.:;~.;;.'i~ ... ~'.:";; 
uc;q .,," "" z""",'-,,,Y:rrrr=, %,,28,29. 

Tact 0: """""""" .. _ .. mOM "_M_"'"""",,_MMM,,," :j",,,,i for 
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Taste In InleOtl. M. 23. 
Teazle moth. miatakes of Bonnet wIth 

regard 1.0 tht:', T. 3~5 
2'e'ctorlillsrarulia, M. 16t 
Tend,u.,., Latr .• A. 858 
TflRflbrio moiitur. T. 240 
T"u4r«liflidlt. J..each, T. un; A. 279; 

T.2IS: M.ta 
TtnlAr«io, A. 152 ; T. emuu, T. 217 
Tent maker,the pondweed.,A. 177 
T:~:;;:k~~~r%~;~0mi££S» A" 12D; ope-

Tenlll. mD.i'f-EB.:G~:±. M,L it",,, 'iH,mtyof, 
A.~JY 

~:¢.~i~~;E~I~;:13L~t"""A" iV~~j, T. au; 
Tt'rm~; 0' "- is ",i'F:;" ::r" aIroz, 

001; T, £0'::", "_'" M "":""u,r<". ,':1,300. 

~L~ig:r ;:{~::r:;;~);i;~ 
:~ctny~ ~~~o;ht~~~i.fi: l~~ 
tion of the bill nett of, A. a'm,.ftg.; 
!::~b~:~~f~~,~::~~ o~ra1: 
en canying oft· the efKS. T. U • .ftg. : 
r:;;~a:' or:3a~61; lOyemment of, 

T~~a~~~~l!~!: ~btand maggot, 

T~bv.;~ "'mia, Lab'. A. ~o,358; 

fihop' ~,tt:ulttJ.l'd. Its",,!},'£!!' 
:~'t::~i,t: %"~f"6;m;~~" ,fi,{ """s ;;;r:u=: 

tf!c' , ':" ",Id"'f''''', )S;,?.it 

~g;;;:~~~~~. ,,;,;;g''';';~;;';on .... 
TIt!er; 
Ti"....,.",:,;;,,,," if""",m,,'"{0,1qth 

1:l~G:':{~iligT 

~T~~~;~!~ i~" t:~~~=;!~, ~: 
~1fia1tdla,Gftd =""ZW'''''''''''tN, ':5tep'0 •• 
217 

Ti.uik, A. 2iS 
Tipula, T. 25, 304. 
Tiptdidm. T. 359 

Ti~~';~tc~~'gir.;~,:!~. ~:=~~~:~ 
T. motitatrlz,S79; T. oltra«tJ, Linn .• 
19.5, 8i6: T.ollf'tJct'IJ,and T.comidna. 
2.53: T. oltrracta. and T. crocaltJ, 21ro 

Tiptdidtr. Leach, T. iiS. "i, 84', 361, 
406, M. 91') 

TlpuUdan gnat, transformatlona ot, T, 
ll80 

~=i~r~~'~0 
does not disp1C"W" 
bee and its 5b~U't 
the wasp, M.' 7!i3 

T~~~ ~"T~t;\~~" ~m'i 
Toriridk, A. SIS: 
Tortriz chlorGfI4., 

elastic cocoon 
Haworth, T. SC","i 

Touch. organs o( SS" ,,0 

Tr~on ~rattn.". M. 20 
T~af:~~=n~fot~r~ oftha cock ... 

~=~~~'i1!,0: :r~ia~t~~:5anim.llf. 
&Uppost!d, 129 •• 116"; Harve,.. fanele .. 
cOlleenlins,to9 

Traps for earwIgs, M.l'7 Treehoppen, carpentry of, A. 147; mllf-

:~~~':nr:-::,II~~r;t8~!t~~:;t1:! 
150.flg.: nests of, 151,jlK' 

Treehvpper. (dcadiJ) IOl.lndin, inltru .... 

~:~~.:r~~~," 'f:: JY",?",i~~" ..s, 't" 

Trembley'sexper,mi2'i'i;:.s 
237. Jig6. 

Trit:lwcua 4Umual""f 
TriehiOMlffta, A.1F£Li 

~~p~;~£fti~',~: 
Trochilik, T. aM 

~:~~f.!a=;sff2: £~ =-lS7: :~:=k 
Trumpet hone1S'",,;;;k10, hL ':M«l<,,,,Pig, 
Tumble dung beeUe, A. 2.51 
Tu.rnip fir, erroneousl,. rAllcled. to com. 

acroas.the sea, to Norfolk, T. lua 
Tutf ants, structure of, A. ~M 
Tunet-building white anti, A. 801, 

singular form 01 the nests of, 301 

i::-~!;Qn::=~~';:~ss or 
at. Lee, A. 39 

Umbrella used to collect insect., M .. 
867 

Unger's obsenatlonl 
transmutations 0f 
mals. T.l80 

Upholsterer beet; 
omament,M 

Urania LriIUl. T 
Urla alh, Temminck, 
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